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SUMMARY

Turloughs are depressions in karst, which are intermittently flooded on an annual cycle

via groundwater sources and have substrate and/or ecological communities characteristic

of wetlands. Tile llooding in turlough basins could occur as a result of several different

hydraulic settings and configurations but for many it is due to insuft]cient capacity of the

underground karst system to take increased flows following excessive precipitation

events, causing the conduit-type network to surcharge. Turloughs in Ireland have been

tile continuing focus of research interest mainly due to tile unique flora and fauna in this

type of aquatic environment, but also from the point of view of risks of localised

flooding. Tills research has taken continuous water level measurements in five turloughs

(Blackrock, Co)’, Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun) in tile Gort lowlands area of

south Galway over a three year period. The monitoring of water level fluctuations, in

conjunction with river inputs and precipitation, has then been used to elucidate tile

hydrogeological controls and physical mechanisms tbrming the hydraulic system beneath

the ground.

A model of the karst network has been developed using a pipe network model with tile

turloughs represented as ponds. The contribution to the karst network flom diffuse tlow

through the epikarst via the matrix and fl’acture tlow has also been modelled using a

combination of a groundwater infiltration module and network of permeable pipes in

series. Tile linkages comprising the network system have been determined through

several difl’erent avenues of research: the relationship between turlough water level and

net flows into / out of tile underground conduits; time series analytical techniques (Fast

Fourier Transform, Discrete and Continuous Wavelet Transforms) applied to the non-

stationery turlough water level profiles: and hydro-chemical analysis of water samples at

different points on the network which has included the use of stable isotope ISO.

The final model was calibrated against two separate hydrological sears taking gauged

river llows as inflows at discrete points into the netxxork. In general the model provided a

good simulation for all of the turloughs, particularly lbr the lower three turloughs (Coole,

(}arryland and (’aherglassaun) ~hich are situated closest to the sea. Indeed the model
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accurately pickled tip tile tidal response observed in these furloughs at shallow depths.

The model hox~ever, did not accurately simulate tile Blackrock and Coy system in

response to heavy rain events folloxxing significant periods of dry xxeather. This could be

due to tile storage of tloxv in the drained epikarst which is not being explicitly modelled

or possibly due to a more complex pipe net~vork in tile area than has been considered.

possibly as a result ofa karst collapse structure.

Finally. a rainfall-runoff model has also been developed to simulate the river flov, s

draining off the Old Red Sandstone mountains doxvn into the karst underground netx~ork.

Tile combination of the rainfall-runoff model to provide inputs into the karst system and

tile pipe netxvork model did promote the right patterns of water level fluctuation in tile

simulated turloughs but did not provide enough flow to fill the turloughs adequately.
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Chapter I’ Introduction

INTRODUCTION

I.I Background

The modelling of underground lloxvs through karst aquifers has received plenty of

attention across many regions throughout the world. In general, the studies aim to link a

precipitation input to a discrete and measurable outflow from tile karst system at a spring.

Various difl’erent conceptual, analytical and numerical approaches have been used to form

such a relationship from black box models to detailed physically-based models. The

Iowlar~d karst area of south Galway in the west of Ireland provides a different setting for

karst hydrogeological studies to many other karst regions however, due to its low-lying

nature vdlerebv most of the catchment is less than 30 m above sea level. Indeed, the main

spring from this area discharges the groundwater slightly below rnean sea level at the coast

\\hich, critically, means that it is not possible to measure the net flows fiom the karst

netv, ork. However, this low-lying landscape does provide unique karstic hydrogeological

signatures in the form of fluctuating water levels of intermittently flooded topographic

depressions - temporary lakes which are known as turlough,+’.

Turloughs are depressions in karst, which are intermittently flooded on an annual cycle via

groundv, ater sources and have substrate and/or ecological cornrnunities characteristic of

~etlands. The flooding in turlough basins could occur as a result of several different

hydraulic settings and configurations but for many it is due to insufficient capacity of the

underground karst system to take increased flows following excessive precipitation events,

causing the conduit-type net\’~ork to surcharge. Hence, the monitoring of water level

fluctuations can be used to elucidate the hydrogeological controls and physical

mechanisms forming the hydraulic system beneath the ground.

Turloughs irl Ireland have been the continuing focus of research interest mainly due to the

unique flora and lhuna in this type of aquatic environment, but also fiol+n a more

anthropocentric point of view, due to the risks of Iocalised llooding. The Oort-Ardrahan

area of south Galway experienced severe llooding during the \vinters of 1089-90, 1091,
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1004 and 1005. the latter bein,, the J~lo,,t sex ere. l li<,h levels were also expericnct:,-! in 1998

and 19t)O \~hich led to a detailed h\drological study of this karst limestone area.

Measurements of rele\ant hydrological parameters are used to describe quantitatively the

behaviour of turloughs and the development of characteristic hydrological indicators for

use in the conservation of these protected groundwater dependent ecosystems. Turloughs

provide a habitat for many protected flora and fauna species and are designated a Priority

t labitat in Annex 1 of the EU t tabitats Directive (92/43/EEC) (EEC, 1992). Hydrology is

the primary driver of these unique ecosystems, and a better understanding of the flooding

regime is therefore required for their li~ture sustainability’ and conservation. Equally. under

the Water Framework Directive (WFD) (EC, 2000) turloughs are designated as

Groundwater Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystems (GWDTE). Indeed. an ongoing multi-

disciplinary prqiect entitled the Conservation ,g’lgllll,S’ O,f TIlI’/Ollg/1,s" is currently being

sponsored lilnded by, the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) in order to pro\ide

a more comprehensive understanding of the pressures on these ecosxstems, inte<,ratine the

hydrology with land-use and catchment management.

The monitoring of the water levels in the turloughs in the Iox~-Iying karst near Gort in

Galway has been taking place over several years. The turloughs are thought to be

connected together in a linked conduit drainage netv, ork which receixes the rainlhll-runoff

draining off the Old Red Sandstone Slieve Aughty moulltains, llox\s xxhich disappear

underground x~,hen reaching the karst bedrock. This research has taken the continuous

water level Illeastlrelllent in live turlouglls (l]lackrock. Cox, Coole. Garr\land and

(’aherglassaull) over the last three years in order to dexclop a mathematical model which

will be vcrilied using different anal\ileal tcchlliques to establish the nature of the

tillder,gr(ttlild links. lhe model of the karst is represented b\ a pond and pipe tlox~ model to

rcplescnt the turl<~ugh ;.llld conduit nel\xork. ll~is lakes the rixcr llm~s as inllo~\s at points

iili~ lilt Ilcl\\~rk. A sec~>llct rainfall-runoff model has also bccn de\eloped to generate the

tl~,\,.x cll;lil/il/~ ~tl’l the ()lcl Red ,";andstone Int~untairls ctmxn into the karsi tlllderground

:,_I,, ,~; f,~ ~-,~_,illl~cl-i~>clsx~hcn fivcrllmx rccordsarcnota~ailablc.
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The development of a calibrated mathematical model of tile karst network is needed tbr

tx~o reasons: as a tool to predict filture llooding levels; and as a calibrated model to tie in

x~ith tile ecology, to establish seasonal flooding levels which can be correlated against

specific ecology’.

1.2    Project Aims anti Objectives

The overall aim of the research is to develop a mathematical model which accurately

simulates the behaviour of five turloughs in the lowland karst (and by corollary the

behaviour of the underground karstic network) in response to meteorological input

(precipitation and potential evapotranspiration).

This has been achieved via several targeted objectives as follows:

¯ ".- To monitor the turlough water level, precipitation and river flows in the Gort lowland

area for several different hydrological years.

O To carry’ out a topographic survey of each turlough fi’om which depth-volume and

depth surface area relationships can be determined.

o;" To provide rating curves for the three main rivers draining off the Slieve Aughty

mountains do\¥n into the low-lying karst.

%%To quantify the relationship between turlough water level and net flows into / out of

the underground netxvork.

¯ Z° To develop the conceptual model of the linkages comprising the net,,vork system

through a combination of time series analytical techniques and laydro-chemical

analysis of samples taken at different points on the netv,,ork.

0 To ,,ain an understanding of the dynamics of different pipe and tank netxxork

configurations usin,,~ a h\’pothetical, netx~ ork.

9
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lo quantity’ tile contribution to the karst net\~ork I’roln diflhse tlo~

epikarst and then to model this dynamic in tile karst nlathematical model.

~ ~rough the

To develop a calibrated rainlhll-runolT model tbr the main rivers draining the Old

Red sandstone Slieve Aughty rnountairls to provide an input at specific points into

the karst model.

To investigate the nutrient water quality and stable oxygen isotopic signatures in the

turloughs and rivers.

¯ :" To quantify the net flows through the system and discharging into Galx~ay Bay’.

To calibrate and validate a pipe network model of the Gort lox~land karst net\~+ork

with respect to measured levels in five turloughs (Blackrock. Coy. Coole. Garr\ land

and Caherglassaun).

-4



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.3    The Generated Soul

Coole Demesne xvas tile home of Lady Gregory in tile early 20th century and acted as a

tbcus lbr many artists of the day: poets, novelists, dramatists and philosophers used to

gather there forming xxllat is now termed tile Irish Literary Revival. W.l?,. Yeats was a

fi’equent visitor to Coole during this time which he vividly describes in tile lbllowing poem

xxhich also contains relevant knoxxledge of karst hydrology in tile area.

"Coole and Ballylee, 193:t"

by W.B. Yeats

Under my window-ledge the waters race,

Otters below and moor-hens on the top,

Run for a mile undimmed in Heaven’s face

Then darkening through ’dark’ Raftery’s ’cellar’ drop,

Run underground, rise in a rocky place

In Coole demesne, and there to finish up

Spread to a lake and drop into a hole.

What’s water but the generated soul?

Sound of a stick upon the floor, a sound

From somebody that toils from chair to chair;

Beloved books that famous hands have bound,

Old marble heads, old pictures everywhere;

Great rooms where travelled men and children found

Content or joy; a last inheritor

Where none has reigned that lacked a name and fame

Or out of folly into folly came.

Upon the border of that lake’s a wood

Now all dry sticks under a wintry sun,

And in a copse of beeches there I stood,

For Nature’s pulled her tragic buskin on

And all the rant’s a mirror of my mood:

At sudden thunder of the mounting swan

I turned about and looked where branches break

The glittering reaches of the flooded lake.

A spot whereon the founders lived and died

Seemed once more dear than life; ancestral trees,

Or gardens rich in memory glorified

Marriages, alliances and families,

And every bride’s ambition satisfied.

Where fashion or mere fantasy decrees

Man shifts about--all that great glory spent--

Like some poor Arab tribesman and his tent.

Another emblem there! That stormy white

But seems a concentration of the sky;

And, like the soul, it sails into the sight

And in the morning’s gone, no man knows why;

And is so lovely that it sets to right

What knowledge or its lack had set awry,

So arrogantly pure, a child might think

It can be murdered with a spot of ink.

We were the last romantics--chose for theme

Traditional sanctity and loveliness;

Whatever’s written in what poets name

The book of the people; whatever most can bless

The mind of man or elevate a rhyme;

But all is changed, that high horse riderless,

Though mounted in that saddle Homer rode

Where the swan drifts upon a darkening flood.

5





Chapter 2: Literature Revie~

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1    Overview of Karst Hydrology

Karst terrains are estimated to cover 10-15% of the earth’s land surface and the aquifers in

karst rocks act as a water resource for approximately a quarter of tile world’s population

(Ford and Williams, 2007). Karst aquifers contain dissolution conduits which permit rapid

transport of groundwater, usually in turbulent flow which may often short-circuit the

granular or fracture perlneability of the acquifer. For exainple, the change in sediment

carried bv a karst discharge alter rain storms can vary drastically due to the movement of

sediment laden surface water disappearing into the underground conduits to re-emerge

with more or less the same energy and sediment load (Mahler and Lynch, 1999).

Conversely, during times of low flow the water comes from the matrix and fractures within

the aquifer and is theretbre very clean.

Up until the 1960s although the existence of conduits within karst was obviously

acknowledged (caves etc.), hydrogeologists (pumping at the ground surface) assumed that

the aquifer behaved equivalently to a porous medium and did not generally consider the

conduits to be significant in terms of the groundwater hydrology, being viewed merely as

water-filled cavities which did not interrupt the flow field. Speleologists have held

different views historically, prestiming that karst aquifers are dominated by conduit flow.

Extensive developments in the 1970s and 1980s in the disciplines of hydrogeology and

speleology with regards to carbonate aquifers however, have provided a more convergent

approach between the disparate views (Sasowsky, 2000), particularly as a restllt of physical

and chemical studies of karst springs (including tracer studies). Equally, the study of cave

growth (speleogenesis) with time scales of thousands of years has contributed to the

understanding of carbonate aquifers as intich as the study of existing karst porosity

distribution. |tence, in the past decade, researchers generally considered the combined

effects and interactions between conduit flow, fracture flow and matrix flow. Conduit flow

has more in common with surface water hydrology and engineered hydraulic net\xorks

than it does with the classical study of groundwater and so the study of karst hydrology

involves the confluence of both surface and ground water hydrology concepts.

6



2.2    "File Conceptual Frame~ork for Karst Aquifers

2.2.1 Recharge

Karst is fed by surface x~ater either via a net~ork of surl’ace drainage channels (carrying

streams Fed b\’ ground\~ater and/or surface rl.lllol’f) or dilTuse infiltration |’rein direct

rainlhll. [Inlike other aquifers, recharge to karstic groundwater systems may first be

concentrated into runot’t" at or near to tile surface before discharging into the aquifer as a

sinking stream. Such flow concentration may occur internally, on the limestone outcrop via

vertical shafts or via do/ines: or it may occur \\.here streams flow onto the limestone |’rein

adjacent non-carbonate rocks and sink underground through swal/ets (or s~rallo~v holes) at

or close to the geological boundary - known as allogenic concentrated recharge (Dre\~.

2002).

Dil’l’use inl’iltration can be considered to be tile same as in any other h,vdrogeological

setting. The initial precipitation is taken up as soil moisture and \\hen the soil is saturated

tile water~,,,~h,-,,ins to percolate downwards through the matrix porosity or alon~ fi’actures in

tile bedrock until it reaches the water table and is stored in the phreatic zone of the aquifer

(Shaw, 1994). t towever, the existence of an epikarst (or subcutaneous zone) in which the

soil / carbonate rock interface is usually very, sharp means there is ver\ little existence of

any weathered rock (C-horizon) in karst terrains. The karst soil tends to be well leached

and little carbonate material remains and tile bedrock is often very irreeular with deep

crevices v, hich have formed due to dissolution betx~een the l’ractures, as shoxxn on Figure

2.1. Water moving downward from overlying soil into tile epikarst must often mo\e

laterally l’or substantial distances belbre finding an open fracture or shaft that xxill permit

vertical movement into the unsaturated zone el’the bedrock and hence tile epikarst can hold

tile water in temporary storage l’or days or ~xceks before the xxater ma\ enter the

ground\rater system, depending on the depth el" the epikarst (\Vii liams, I t)83). 1 toxx e\er, in

areas of very thin soils and highly fractured bedrock the spring h~drographs lag onl\

slightly behind the I~rccipitation as delnonslraled in SIo\enia For example (Kogo\sck.

1981 ).
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Generally transmissive
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Figure 2.1 A schematic model of the vertical distribution of permeability in Irish

limestone (after Fitzsimons el al., 2005).

As the recharge enters the karst aquifer several different scenarios can occur according to

the carrying capacity of the conduit system. The underground system could be capable of

carrying all of the allogenic runoff even from the most intense storms. Alternatively, the

storm flow may be too much for both the carrying capacity of the conduits and any

discharge to the baseflow leading to storm runoff spilling over, backing up and remaining

as surface water. Finally, if the carrying capacity is not sufficient to carry even the

minimum surface flow this will result in a permanent surface stream, although such surface

runoff may also occur if the rainfall exceeds the infiltration capacity of the soil overlying

the karst system. There can also be significant temporary effects due to intermediate

storage within the system. For example, intermediate storage can occur within the epikarst

or soil without necessarily creating surface runoff. Equally, fluctuations ot" the water table

can store large amounts of water following a storm event.

8



2.2.2 lin(ler~round tlmv systems

Karst aquifers are usuall\ described in terms of three distinct types of porosity (triple

pernlcability) models (White and W’hite, 2005).

(i)    Matrix permeability- the intergranular permeability ot’unti’actured rock

(ii) Fracture permeability- mechanical ,joints, joint swarms and bedding plane partings

all ol’~hich may be enlarged by solution.

(iii) Conduit permeability, - pipe-like openin,,s~ with apertures ranging From I cm to tens

of metres.

/~1.1//¢/.\

Matrix tlow can be so small (depending on the type o1" carbonate rock) that it is often

ignored. The matrix porosity (2-I !%) is often shown to be much larger than the sum of the

conduit and fracture / fissure porosities (0.5 and 0.2%) but its contributioll to the total

hydraulic conductivity el’the aquifer is practically negligible (Zuber and Mot\ka, 1998).

Fractures (or fissures) normally have apertures in the range 50-500 ~.tm. At the point xxhere

they reach a width o1"1 cm, they are deemed to turn into conduits (White and White. 2005).

( ’(),x/)~ .//:,,,

Conduits are solutionally enlarged pathways through the carbonate aquil’er. The onset of

non-Darcian behaviour (i.e. turbulent llow) has been demonstrated to occur at apertures

greater than I cm (Massey, 1989;

normally in a turbulent hydraulic

subterranean llow in

Conduits down to 0.5

White, I OOO) and so ground~xater llm~ in conduits is

regime. Studies have shox\n that as much as g0°o of

karst terrains occurs in conduits (Atkinson, 1977: Palmer 1991).

m \vide are accessible through exploration b\’ ca\ers but various

studies on spring hydrochemistry and tracer tests as discussed later in Section 2.4 (b, lartin

and Gordon, 2000: Maloszewski el ,I., 2002 etc.) have demonstrated that there must be a

very large component ol’conduit porosity within the xxidth range 0.01 to 0.5 m range. The

typical shape of Ilood prone passages are elliptical (l:igure 2.2) since corrosion is equal in

all directions \’~hen Ilooded but concentrates along the guiding bedding planes (l:ord and

\Villiams. 21)()7).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2 Elliptical conduits in cave systems (a) Ghar Hassan, Malta (b) Ogof Draenen,

Wales (Howes, 1997).

Within these stark definitions there are often irregularities. For example, fracture swarms

can form zones of high permeability and individual fractures are observed to have

apertures in excess of 0.01 m although they may not be continuous at such an aperture.

An interesting study on matrix, fracture and conduit components of storage and flow was

undertaken on almost 3000 sinking streams and springs on the central Kentucky karst

(Worthington et al., 2000) which found that almost all of the storage (95.6 to 97.3%) was

within the rock matrix whereas almost all of the perineability (99 to 99.8%) was accounted

for by the conduits. Hydraulic conductivity restllts were as follows: matrix (2 x 10-~l m/s):

fracture (6 x 10.6 to 3 x 10-s m/s): channels (3 x 10.3 m/s). Other studies on karst aquifers in

Canada, England and Mexico as summariscd in Ford and Williams (2007) and Germany

(Einsiedl, 2005) have tbund similar statistics with 94 to 99.7% of the storage within the

matrix.

10
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Ailothcr stud\ on the l.~d~ai’ds aquifer in central Texas attempted to segregate the

proportional inlluence of matrix, li"acture and conduit llow from a number of test wells by

comparing the field restllts with various hypothetical models (ttalihan e/ al., 2000). A

P, evnolds number of 10 was used to represent the onset of non-linear laminar tlow in the

li’actures (~vith apertures of 3.1 to 4.8 ram) and 1i111 turbulence was estimated in fractures

18 to 28 mm apertures at Reynolds numbers of 2000 or over. Matrix permeability was

modelled as a Iognormal distribution with geometric mean of 1.3x10-~s m2. Fracture

permeability can be modelled using the cubic law (Ford and Williams, 2007):

0 : Pgbs dh Eqn. 2.1
12/, dk

\,dlereby, K i~b= Eqn. 2.2
12/l

xvhere b is the lilll aperture of the fiacture, ~.t is the dynamic viscosity of xvater, xv is the

fracture width, and dh/dL is the hydraulic gradient; K is the hydraulic conductivity.

This is derived fi’om the Hagen-Poiseuille equation (Chadxvick et d.. 2004) x~hictl

describes laminar flow through a smooth pipe x~,hereby discharge (Q) is proportional to the

fourth power of the diameter:

7rd 4 Pg dk
O- Eqn. 2.3

128/l dL

l:racture apertures are also generally assumed to blloxv a Iognormal distribution.

(’~ndtiit permeability can be calculated from the l)arcv-\Veisbach equation assumillg both

laminar and sm~t~tthly turbulelli Ilmvs (Adams and I~arkin, 2001) using typical \alLies of

r~tighllcss cCtcl’licicnl, ks/I) "~(1.._.5.

I.alnirlar hydraulic c~mduclivily nl~dcllcd as"

II
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A study on an active phreatic conduit in Norway (Lauritzen el al., 1985) showed a

dramatic decrease in the Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, f (or more commonly, 7,) with

discharge until it attained a constant value at discharges over about 10 m3/s (see Figure

_._~). Moreover, friction factors calculated over a range of karst investigations have been

spread across a wide range from f = 0.039 to 340 (Ford and Williams, 2007). The range

might be explained by the experimental inethods liar exalnple, mean values of f = 23 to 340

were calculated in tile Mendip Hills, Somerset by Atkinson (1977) across whole conduit

systems compared to much lower values (f = 0.028 to O. 13) found by Gale (! 984) across

much shorter conduit sections in good condition in 13 caves in the UK and North America.

Equally, this may be related to the "hydraulic conductivity scale effect" whereby measured

hydraulic conductivities have been shown to increase with the scale of rock tested

(Sfinchez-Villa el al., 1996: Rovey, 1998: Ford and Williams, 2007).
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Figure 2.3 Relationship between Darcy-Weisbach friction lhctor and discharge in a

phreatic conduit in Norway (Lauritzen el al., 1985).

It should be noted that permeability can be measured in laboratory conditions on rock

samples or by pumping tests oil wells drilled into the aquifer, l loxxever, pumping tests are
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hi-hi\ sensitive to the exact location and in order to establish the fiacture permeability the

initial placements really need to be decided by means of fi’acture mapping. It is thus almost

impossible to establish the permeability of conduits using wells since the density of such

de\eloped conduits is invariably very lmv.

The recognition ot’overllo~r tributaries or streams is also very important to consider ~hen

analysing karst systerns. These are conduits that come into use seasonally or imerrr~ittentl\’

due to excessive llow in the norrnal llow carrying conduits (increase in head in the

groundwater system) or partial blockage / collapse of existing conduits (Ray. 1997). Such

routes can be crucial for the stlccessliil modelling / diagnosis of the systerns Turloughs,

temporary lakes which are expressions of the hydraulic gradient coming to the surface at

times o1" high groundwater flow, thll into the above category as they store large quantities

ot’water linked directly to the groundwater regirne. As the main subject of the thesis, these

are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

2.2.3 Discharge

Groundwater fi’om karst usually discharges back to the surface through large springs xxhich

can be categorised into:-

(i) open conduit gravity springs

(ii) alleviated conduit springs where the ~vater ernerges fi’om a rise pool lbrrned b\a

blockage of material (glacial or alluvial).

(iii) rise pools discharging water fi’om shalloxx llooded conduits

(iv) artesian springs where water rises under pressure fronl considerable depths.

(v) springs that discharge liom solutionallv x\idcned l]acture s~\arms.

( \V h ite. _ 00_ )

Springs exhibit a wide variety o1" rates o1" discharge and have been extensi\elv used as

,," ,," ,, points, samplin~ points and monitoring points l’or karst aquifers. l’he t3pe (\)~dtl~lll~, ~)

spring (aNdre) is often relL’rrcd to as a dil’lilse llm~ spring I’rom ~hich water issues at a

c(~nstant temperature and a chemical composition seemingly independent to an\ Sull’ace

sl(}rlllS: ill c(~mparis~)n the so-called conduit l’lmx springs discharge x~atcr ~xllich t>picallx

Val’iCs in lclnpcralure ;.ind chelniC;,ll composition. Another distinction has bccn made

13
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(White, 2002) between "underflow" springs, carrying the baseflow from ground water

basins and "’overflow" springs which carry only part of the discharge or become active

during storm flow. It should be noted that for hydrogeological studies, springs may be

located beneath the surface of streams or even beneath the sea, as is the case for part of the

day for the karst network studied in this thesis.

2.2.4 Chemistry

Tile chemistry of the dissolution of calcite and dolomite was formulated in the 1980s with

the publication of reliable values for the equilibrium constants (Plummer and Busenburg,

1982) identification of pertinent complexes and the establishment of useful interpretative

parameters, hardness, saturation index and calculated carbon dioxide partial pressure. Such

chemical calculations can now be performed on several computer applications WATEQ4F,

PHREEQC (available from the US Geological Survey) etc. (White, 1999; Lipson el al.,

2007).

The development of the karst aquifers is more to do with the kinetics of the dissolution

reactions rather than the final equilibrium state of these reactions. Karst porosity generally

develops when meteoric waters become enriched with CO2 forming carbonic acid (HeCO3)

which is aggressive to calcite. The individual chemical reactions are set out below:

CaCO3 + H + ::> Ca2+ + HCO;

(._’(.ICO3 + H2CO3 ~ Co2+ + 2HCO3

CaCO~ + H20 ~ Ca2+ " )-+H(( ~ +OH

Eqn. 2.6

Eqn. 2.7

Eqn. 2.8

( PI ummer el a/., 1978)

Each reaction is described for a forward reaction rate which together provides the overall

dissolution rate for calcite:

where k is the

species.

Eqn. 2.9

respective reaction rate constant and a is concentration of the activated

14
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lhc first term is mass translL’r controlled but the second and third terms are reaction rate

controlled so that in tile ptt range expected in karst water, the dissolution rate is only

slightly dependent oil flow regime.

Additional progress has been made towards understanding carbonate dissolution

using tile folio\ring generic rate equation (Palmer, 1991).

Rale -
F,t, -]‘ 1---

Eqn. 2.10

kinetics

where, A = area, V = volume of solution, C = conc. of dissolved carbonate, C~ :

equilibrium saturation concentration of dissolved carbonate, n = reaction order.

Tile reaction order can be determined empirically and shov,,s that there is a break in tile

reaction rate order at about 85% saturation. When the water is under-saturated, the reaction

kinetics are roughly first order but this reaction rate increases to near fourth order as tile

water approaches saturation.

Further investigations of dissolution kinetics under turbulent flo\v conditions and also

conditions of near equilibrium have shown that the h\’dration reaction of aqueous CO~ to

tt_~CO_+ is shown to be rate controlling xx, hen A/V ratios are high and under some conditions

of turbulent llow. The absorption of ions oil tile reactive surlhce becomes rate controlling

under near-saturation conditions and a diflhsion boundar\’ laver becomes important under

conditions of laminar llow (White, IOqq).

2.3    Evolution of Conduit l’ernleallility and Karst Net~ol’k l)evelopnlenl

()n a geologic timcscale, dissolution is a very rapid process xxith signilicant modifications

(~t" flow paths and dcvelopmellt o1" new flow rmths requiring only thousands of \ears. The

fractures are solulicmally enlarged by Ilmv under laminar llmx conditions into conduits at

x~,hich p(~int ttirbulcnl Ilow c¢~nctili~ms lend to prc\ail. Allhough this sltld\ is primaril\

inv(tlvcd in m~dclling the storm rcsl~Onsc el’an existing karst system in the (;ott Iox\lands

in the \xust t+l" Ireland, :l kno\xlcdgc el’the dc\’elolmlcnt of karslic nct\xorks is I~CttillClll aS it
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yields information into the likely size, distribution and form of the main conduits which are

almost impossible to access directly due to their size and inherent remoteness.

2.3.1 Fracture enlargement

Fracture flow is not unique to carbonate rocks, for exalnple it occurs in consolidated

sediments such as shale and in crystalline rocks such as granite and basalt. However, what

is different about carbonate fractures is that they enlarge with time under continued water

circulation. Fracture flow is laminar and hence the flow field (on average) can be

considered to follow Darcy’s Law (Darcy, 1856). When unsaturated water enters a fracture

there is a rapid reaction and uptake of dissolved carbonate. It was recognised that most

CO: (and hence acidity) was imparted to the groundwater in the soil zone which raises the

question of how caves can form at substantial depth if their dissolving power has been

expended near the surface with the initial contact with the limestone. If the kinetics were

linear, the water would quickly become saturated and there would be no dissolutional

enlargement of fractures deeper within the aquifer. However, the rate slows down (by

some orders of magnitude) shifting from lst order to 4th order when the water is 85%

saturated (Svensson and Dreybrodt, 1992), perlnitting the slow laminar flow to penetrate

deeper into the aquifer carrying unsaturated water; hence the dissolution continues along

the whole flow path at a slow rate. Field and laboratory data has shown that slightly

aggressive meteoric water may persist to great depths in limestone due to the sluggish

reaction kinetics at conditions near equilibrium. The non-linear relationship between

calcite solubility and COx concentration (known as mixing corrosion) allows for two

waters saturated witll respect to calcite to mix and become aggressive. A further

mechanism which has also been postulated may contribute to erosion at depths in karst is

the deep generation of CO: by microbial oxidation of carbon (Sasowsky, 2000).

There will be one particular pathway through the aquifer which will gradually enlarge until

its aperture is such that water with less than 85% saturation can penetrate. At this point the

kinetics shift from 4th order to Ist order and the rate of dissolution dramatically increases.

This work combined with modelling has shown that so called "’kinetic triggerin<,"e can

account tbr most cave tbrmation (Palmer, 1991). "l’he evolution fl’om a flacture to a conduit

16
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i- i~, ~,_’r<,’ntlx di,,:c~nlinuous but the thresholds appear to be when tile aperture reaches

rotighl3 {).l)l m (\Vhite. 1090). At this point there is an onset of turbulent tlo\,, (and hence

loss of l)arcian bchaviour): tile shift in tile dissolution rate from 4m order kinetics to linear

kinetics: and tile apertures and llow velocities start to become large enough to transport

c/a.v&" material, l lence, there are likely to be very few lillly developed conduits passing

through an area of karst bedrock.

The laminar llow of water in small fractures can be modelled as smooth parallel planes by

the cubic law - see Eqn. 2.1 (Ford and Williams, 2007). When the Reynolds number is

arourld 2000 (Massey, 1989) the flow will start to become turbulent, which for the typical

hydraulic gradients observed in karst aquifer occurs when the aperture reaches 0.01 m.

2.3.2 Conduit network development

h#ilialio##

As discussed, the apertures will gradually widen under 4tt~ order kinetics until they become

wide enough to allow the total penetration of under-saturated water fl’om entry to exit. At

some point (in a relatively short time of 5000 -10000 years)"’breakthrou,,If’= occurs ~hich

is defined as the time at which turbulent flow is first encountered (i.e. Rexnolds number of

2000) (Dreybrodt,

aperture size and also length of the fissure

breakthrough, flow becomes turbulent and tile

increases to ari even rate of 10-2 to I0-I

1990). Tile breakthrough time is thought to be very sensitive to initial

and the h\draulic gradient. Alter this

widening of karst channels dramaticall\

cm / year from thereon iri (I)re\brodt. 1006).

The goverriiilg equations lbr l]ssure dissolution are the coupled equations lbr Ilm~.

f, 2+
trallsport oft._ a , and dissolutional Clllargenlent. One illlportallt result l’rOlll the rnodelliilg

of tills initiation phase (l)reybrodt. 1992. 1996) is the case of a xx ide initial l’racture, short

path length and high hydraulic gradient in xxhich the breakthrough is thought to happen in

less than 1()() years if:

\xherc. i h\draulicgradicnl. )~=::path length(m), a,~--initial fracturcapelt,~ "(cm).
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Pc’o: = carbon dioxide partial presstlre of water entering the fracture (atm).

From this understanding and study of single fi’actures, models have been developed to

attempt to represent the network of fractures which make up a realistic flow path. Groves

and Howard (1994) developed a model which started oil a hypothetical grid of fractures at

very large spacings. A model with smaller spacings was then built to analyse each grid

(Siemers and Dreybrodt, 1998) which introduced the concept of a probability that any

given fracture segment on the grid would be connected to other fractures. Many of these

attempts assume a simple geometry of plane parallel fractures of fixed apertures and

uniform cross-section. As such, the flow through the fracture is proportional to the cube of

the aperture. However, if the reality of rough walls, variable apertures and tortuosity is

appreciated then a correction to the cube law is required (Oron and Berkowitz, 1998).

These models confirm what is seen in nature that the hydraulic evolution of karst networks

is for very few large conduit channels with diffuse flow through numerous small fractures.

An attempt to model

Rajaram. 1998) predicts breakthrough times to

predicted by the hypothetical smooth fractures

dissolutional widening of rough and irregular features (Hanna and

be approximately half of that which is

previously considered. Two-dimensional

geochemical models were developed with a single fracture, but unlike previous studies the

fissure aperture varied according to a random field. The restlits of several sets of statistical

parameters showed that aperture variability will accelerate conduit growth by a lector of

two (compared to fixed width apertures) lbr mild variations and up to ten-times for highly

heterogeneous aperture fields.

Conduit enla#Nement and integration

Once the aperture size has reached the value of approximately 0.01 m and an optilnum

flow path has been determined, the under-saturated water will now traverse the entire

width of the aquifer. The dissolution kinetics move into a more or less linear range and the

rate of retreat of the conduit has been shown (Palmer, 1991) to depend only on the degree

of under-saturation described by:

18
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5,’=
( /"

(,
31.56k, 1-(,,

Eqn. 2.12

where, S = rate of wall retreat (cm/yr), k~ = I~t order reaction rate constant, C =conc of

dissolved carbonate, C~ = saturation conc. of dissolved carbonate, n = reaction order,

pit = density of bedrock

Values of k~ and n have been determined experimentally and findings are that wall retreat

is fl’om 0.01 to O. i cm/yr, hence indicatin<,~ that a threshold conduit (0.01 m) can enlarge to

the diameter of a metre in a Few thousand years.

The actual pattern of the conduit system has not been researched with much success. The

enlargement phase is marked by lhirly uniform conduit grox\th under the conditions of

turbulent flow (ltoward and Groves, 1995) (when compared xxith the highly selecti\e

development phase). The direction of individual passages is mainly controlled b\ the

geologic structure (bedding planes, joints etc) and distribution of phreatic and vadose tlo\~.

l tox,,ever, whether these form single conduit, branchwork caves, or netx\ork (or maze)

caves etc. is dependent on the geological constraints and the arrangement of recharge and

discharge areas. The nature of groundwater recharge is the most important I:actor in

deterring whether a cave system will be branchwork or netv, ork (Palmer. 1991). Sinkhole

recharge forms branching caves with tributaries that join dov, nstream as higher order

passages (as shown in Figure 2.4). Maze caves lbrm ~xhel’e either: (i) surthce runoff enters

the soluble rock either as sinking streams or bank storage along elmenched rixers during

floods, producing hydraulic gradients steep

enlargement along several alternate routes:

enough to produce uniform

(it) dil’l\lse recharge through

passage

oxerl\ in<,

permeable rock contributes uniform llows to every fracture in the limestone: or (iii)

discharge or renewal of under-saturated water is unil\wm long man\ alternative routes.

l)it’tiise recharge can also form spoilgex\ork taxes (illtercoilnected solution cavities)as

xxell as network caves.
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Figure 2.4 Common patterns of solutional caves" (a) branchwork,

anastomotic and (d) ramiform and spongework (Palmer, 1991 ).

(b) network. (c)

2.4    Investigative Techniques for the Characterisation of Karst Aquifers

Numerous characterisation techniques have been applied to karst areas in an attempt to

reveal the hydrogeology. One of the simplifying factors is that (due to the conduit nature of

the flow paths) the groundwater restlrfaces at a single or limited group o1" springs ,~vhich

enables either a water budget approach or mass balance on natural or anthropogenic tracers

to be undertaken to reveal the hydrological characteristics. The results of such studies are

often used nowadays to help to formulate a mathematical model of the aquifer which is

covered in Section 2.5.
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2.4.1 Cave nlapping

Maps of caves systems are mainly developed by amateur speleologists using tapes and

compasses and many may only be found in the local club newsletters (tile University of

Bristol Spela~ological Society lbr exalnple have carried out mapping in the Galway karst

over a period of several years). These have contributed greatly to the understanding ot’the

distribution and modes of" karst porosity. Recent developments have used cave surveys

from saturated cave systems to produce an interactive three-dimensional geometric and

parameter models (Kincaid, 2000). The greatest accuracies for surveying are possible in

dry cave systems whereas accuracies in saturated systems often have to be compromised

due to the obvious time constraints (decornpression requirements and diver’s breathing gas

supply). However, recent work using cave sonar has made the process much quicker as

profiles can now be constantly logged throughout the dive.

Cave survey and nlapping techniques are thoroughly documented (Ellis, 1988). Cave

survey data, normally recorded in polar coordinates (where the location of each survey

station is described relative to the one preceding it) are converted into Cartesian

coordinates using mapping programs to produce contours and the final 3D cave model.

These models can then be viewed fi’om any direction and cave volume calculations can be

made. The three-dimensional gridded data can also be used to resolve the fi’actal dimension

oFthe cave system which describes the volume filling character of the cave and can also be

used as scaling lhctors to predict permeability throughout groundx~ater catchments of karst

aquifers (on the assumption that the process of dissolution porosit.v development is similar

lbr the largest caves and smallest tubes).

2.4.2 Geomorphology

Morphology has been used on 3 scales: specific l’eatures x~ithin the ca\e, the o\erall lbrm

of the cave and the cave in relation to the rest ol" its cnvirollment. Within the cave, the

shape o1" the conduit can help to determine whether the cave l’ormed in the phreatic or

vadose zone. lklually, by, measurin-~ the cross-sections ol" dissolutional scallops

(as\mmetrical concavities eroded into the passage xxalls) on the xxalls, paleohxdraulic

techniques can be used to estimate discharge and \clocities in the conduits (Curl. 1074:

Atkinson. 1977: (talc, 1984: ,Icannin, 2{1()1)and also used to estimale mc:l~ \alucs of
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friction factors and shear stresses on the wall. For example, scallops are reckoned to form

around the laminar-turbulent transition phase at

range 1000 to 3000 and their size is inversely

relationship proposed (Curl, 1974) as follows:

where, u = mean flow velocity (m/s), Rel,

stable scallop Reynolds numbers in the

proportional to flow velocity with the

Re~
Eqn. 2.13

L32

= Reynolds no. for scallops based on the fluid

velocity at a distance from the wall equal to L32 = mean length of scallop (= Li3 / Li2, where

L, is the greatest length in direction of flow of the ith scallop), u = kinematic viscosity

cm2/s.

Caves can be considered as ffactal objects with a distribution consisting of a very large

number of short caves and a very small number of long caves. Hence, fracture porosity can

be estimated using the technique of ffactal scaling as was done on surface exposures

(outcrops) (Mace and Hovorka, 2000). Feeler gauges and image analysis have been used to

characterise and interpret hundreds of fracture apertures and the cross-sectional area of

thousands of dissolutional features in a variety of exposures and then tested tbr scale

invariance (i.e. ffactal behaviour) using frequency-size distribution plots.

Finally, the evaluation of the cave in the context of its geologic setting can aid an

understanding of the groundwater flow patterns (Sasowsky, 2000). For example, the

discharge from the Gort lowland karst hydraulic network - the locus of this research -

currently outlets just below sea level into Galway Bay. The development of much of the

conduit network in the area however, is thought to have formed during previous periods of

glaciation when sea levels were much lower (as described later in Chapter 3). On a macro-

scale, a 3D geological model has been used to develop a hydrological model ofa karst area

in northern Switzerland using the geometry of aquifers, aquitards and fault lines (Butscher

and Huggenburger, 2007). The gradient of the aquifer base has then been used to delineate

spring catchment areas and determine dominant flow processes without the need to carry

out costly physical monitoring studies over an extensive time period.



2.4.3 Tracer tests

Tracing tile path of ground x\ater using conservative substances injected at kno\~n

upstream points which can be detected \vhen they reappear at the outlet points is a common

procedure tbr groundwater flows. A qualitative tracer test may be carried out by injecting a

tracer and simply looking for it downstream in order to establish a hydrologic connection

between a specific input point and a discharge point. However, if accurate water budgets

are required, the concentration of the tracer and discharge at a recovery point need to be

measured in order to calculate travel times and llow velocities. Tracing studies have also

been able to delineate karst groundwater basins ~vhich often do not coincide ~vith the

respective sur|Ece topographic water basins (Sasowsky. 2000).

The most common tracing method is to use a fluorescent dye, examples include

Rhodamine WT, fluorescein (or uranine), Eosine, Sulphorhodamine B and optical

brightener. The analysis of the concentration of dye in a ~vater sample can be done b\

fluorescence spectroscopy whereby each type of dye has a specific \vavelength ~hich can

be picked up and extremely low detection limits are now possible do\~n to the parts-per-

trillion levels. For example, fluorescent dyes (as well as Iodine-131 and indium-EDTA)

have been used in the Cordru Morea, karst mountains in Romania to establish conduit

llows and links (Oraseanu and Mather, 2000). Techniques using multiple dyes ha\e also

been used ~vhereby deconvolution of the dye spectra flo~vs allo~xs the separation of

overlapping bands (Tucker and Crawford, 1990).

Dye breakthrough curves (i.e. Residence Time Distributions. Rll)s) can be used to

determine the time of travel from the in.iection point to the spring, lhe sllape of the RTD

curve also yields information in relation to the llov¥ path througll the aquil~’r and in terms

its plug Ilow / complete mix nature due to dispersion (l’]insiedl, 2005). Such lluorescent

dye tracing nlethods though nlust lake accoullt of w.lriable backgrotlnd readillgS \\ hich illa\

occur durin,, the tracer sttidv (l.ane and Slllalt, 1~)9~)) RI’I) cur\es have also been used to

\’ield information on the geoinelry of the conduits. An iillei’esiing stud\ ~\tis carried out in

the .lurti MOtllllaills in %\~it/eiland (llauns ~.’I <t]., 2(101) ~\hich conlpared the lrticcr

brcnkthiough t.’ur\ es I(} ;.i \ariel\ ot’conduil geomeiiies including dil’lL-reni silo,, oI" challncl.
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pools, rapids and waterfalls from which CFD simulations were run. The breakthrough

curves were interpreted according to tile shape paralneters for both the rising limb (time to

peak and time to half peak) and the retardation (ratio of mass passed through to mass

retarded etc.) which showed that dispersion was linearly related to water velocity in a

straight conduit: and that the effect of retardation by side walls tbr realistic conduit

diinensions was less than 10% (although it did lead to greater dispersion). However, the

effect ofdifl’erent conduit geometries with longitudinal distance downstream such as pools,

caverns etc. created the most retardation and dispersion due to the secondary currents set

tip in such structures.

Tracer tests have been used to establish the flow rates through conduit networks. For

example, a quantitative tracer test conducted on the Beech Creek karst aquifer in Indiana

(Baedke and Krothe, 2000) used two tracers simultaneously: Rhodamine WT as a

qualitative tracer (as shown in Figure 2.5) and ionic bromide tracer (which does not absorb

to soil or rock materials) for the quantitative test results to ascertain the true velocity of the

flow in the conduit. Approximate travel times were calculated from the ionic tracer

breakthrough data revealing the major conduit velocity to be 286 m/hr. Another tracer

stud}’ in Missouri (Dreiss, 1982) revealed average flow rates over 65 km/d of up to 342

km/d. A tracer study in upper cretaceous chalk in Berkshire, UK (Banks el al., 1995) using

fluorescin demonstrated that the chalk was behaving as a karstic aquifer with numerous

swallow holes over the outcrop, swallow holes which incidentally were often used for the

disposal of effluent from motorway runoff" and agricultural runoff. The tracers established

high transport velocities (tip to 7 kin/d) and low dispersion indicating karst-like (i.e.

discrete) flow pathways. Similarly dye tracing was also used to establish connections and

flow velocities in the cretaceous chalk aquifer in Northern Ireland (Barnes, 1999) again

demonstrating that flow occurs along discrete conduits rather than through fissure/fi’acture

networks. Interestingly, in this case the dispersion coefficient (which was low) appeared to

be independent of flow velocity.
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Figure 2.5 Example of tracer output using Rhodanline WT at Beech Creek aquifer,

indianna (Baedke and Krothe. 2000).

Tracer breakthrough curves in karst are typically associated \vitla strong tails. A more

representative fit to such tails has been achieved by using a tx\o-region non-equilibrium

model which takes account of partitioning solute into mobile and immobile fluid regions.

This model was trialled on conduits in karstic aquifers (Field and Pinsk\. 2000) which

resulted in increases in flow velocities and decreases in longitudinal dispersion coefficients

compared to equilibrium model estimates.

Tracer studies using fluorescent dyes have also been used to identil\ the source of faecal

pollution at springs. For example, the source of l:aecal pollution at the spring bathing pool

at Sulphur Springs, Florida was eventually revealed to be fl’onl a leaking storm x~atel"

retention pond ( Wal lace, 1993).

Finally, the natural lluorescence of cave x~atel’s has also been shox\n as a potential means

to source karst waters in l~ngland (Baker and Genlv, 1999). the x\ater ha\ing the signature

of the overlying soil condiiions in this case from a humic-like (probably ful\ic acid)

source. Alternatively, (iV spectrophotometry has been used to c\aluate l]o\\ conditions in

karstic aquit’crs xxhercbv the molecular absorption of the (lV spectra is a l’unction of the

chenlical compounds in the \\ater sample (\Viniarski cl <d.. 1095).
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Indirect tracer tests have also been carried out by looking at concentrations of persistent

chemical or bacterial pollutants from tile recharge. For example, PCB concentrations in

rain runoff have been correlated against spring discharge in Illinois (Talarovich and

Krothe, 1998). Indeed several studies have specitically looked at the pollution potential

from karst networks which display a lack of filtration / degradation for example with

respect to l’aecal contamination. One study in the Peak District, UK confirmed this (Tranter

el al., 1997), studying lhecal colilbrms in the sinks and the springs although the

relationship between input and output was found to be very complex. Other studies

(Mahler et al., 2000: Pronk et al., 2006; 2007; 2009) have looked at the association of

bacteria with suspended sediment after rain events, as described later in Section 2.4.8.

Finally, micro-organisms, particularly bacteriophages have been used as tracers. For

example, phages T7, Pst2, H611, H40/i and H414 were used by Drew el al. (1997) in the

Gort lowlands study’ area to trace river sinks to the coastal springs, as discussed later in

Chapter 3.

2.4.4 Spring water chemistry (geochemistry)

The process of carbonate dissolution exerts tile most apparent geochemical effect on the

behaviour of carbonate aquifers by controlling groundwater flow. Analyses of spring

waters show that the hardness (the amount of divalent cations Cae+ and Mg2+), temperature

and calcite saturation index of the water will fluctuate with the seasons and often also

respond to storm water inputs into the groundwater basin. The use of spring records by

combining the hydrographs and chemographs and catchment precipitation can yield

insights about the karst aquifer.

Many studies have quantified tile relative proportions of diffuse and conduit flow on tile

basis of chemographs of chemical composition and temperature of spring discharge and

their coefficients of variation (Shuster and White, 1971 : Toran el al., 2007). Springs with a

high coefficient of variation, i.e. systematic seasonal variations in temperature and

hardness (calculated as CaCO3), are believed to be dominated by conduit llow due to rapid
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infiltration of surlhce xxater and short residence times in tile subsurthce (thus limiting

coettlc~cnt, of variationequilibration x\ith tile wall rocks). Springs characterised by low "’-’- s

are commonly close to saturation with respect to calcite or dolomite and hence are believed

to come from intergranular porosity rellecting the long residence time in the rock. Loxk

variation, ho\vever, does not necessarily imply an absence of conduits only that the

recharge is mainly fi’om diffilse infiltration (as opposed to allogenic or internal runoff

water). One study (Wicks, 1997) for example, separated out the conduit l]o\v source xqlich

was found to have a residence time of only 3 to 4 day, s which was considered to be an

insufficient time tbr thermal or chemical equilibrium to be achieved compared to the

residence time lbr the internally drained sources of 8 day’s. Other studies have claimed that

the key variable was the fi’action of allogenic recharge rather than the flox~ pathxxav \~ ithin

the rock mass (Saso\vsky, 2000).

One premise that has been used is that after the pressure heads drop folloxxing a rainfall

event, water starts to drain back into the conduits from the fine fi’actures and pores. This

water will have spent long residence time in contact xxith the limestone and hence xxill

have high concentrations of the ions. ttence, the water at the spring v+ill be a combination

of the water draining from this secondary porosity and the relativel\ dilute storm-deri\ed

v, ater associated with the recent rainlhll event. Specific conductance is often used as a

surrogate scale Ibr hardness in carbonate water. The continuous record of concentrations of

"++ 2+dissolved ions Ca- , mg and HCOy- monitored at a spring can be used to separate out the

proportion o|" llow arriving at the spring fronl the ne\\ rainl’all and old secondar> porosity

\~ater in response to rainlhll cw-cnt.,s on the premise that there is a sionificallt, dill’erence

bet\\eeil the ionic concentration oI" old \\aier and no\\ ,~\aier. Such :l technique \\as used to

coinpare three springs in south-easteril Missouri (I)reiss, IOgOa) ~hich sho,,\ed thai a plug

of old ~ater was pushed through in the rising limb o1" the spring hxdrograph ~hich ~as

then taken over by the new rainl’all: it took se\eral da\s l’or the ion conceiltrations to returil

to pre-stOlln levels. This ell’oct \\as also seen in an inlerestillg stud\ carried out oil the Big

Spring basin in the south-central Keilluck\ karst (R\all and Meiman. 11)96) \\here d\e

tracing \\as also used to back up results fronl the chemical in\estigatioils. The results
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indicated that the pollutants came through in a pulse but a pulse that greatly lagged tile

rising limb of the hydrograph.

A study in tile ttaute-Nornlandie region of France (Valdes el al., 2006) used both tile

response of both conductivity and turbidity measurements at wells and springs following

rain storms to separate out slow and fast flow. The responses were analysed using an

autocorrelation function and conductivity-turbidity hysteresis curves which showed clear

difl’erences in the systenls: some exhibiting a long memory effect whereby water was being

stored in the conduits resulting in deposition of suspended solids; others with a short

memory’ effect v&ere tile flow through capacity was sufficient for direct transport to occur

with little deposition or restlspension. From this work, three conceptual models of the

hydrodynamic functioning were proposed as shown in Figure 2.6.

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.6 Three conceptual models ofkarst functioning following the Valdes el al. (2006)

study in Haute-Normandie.

Similar work comparing dissolved species to turbidity was investigated in the karst system

in the Seine valley in France (Massei

techniques were applied (correlation,

relationships between the signals and

el ul., 2006) but this time a variety of numerical

spectral analyses and wavelets) to determine the

response of the system to rainfall events. Again, a

short memory effect was detected for turbidity with respect to rainlhll events compared to a

much longer memory effect to specific conductance (i.e. dissolved species). Another study

analysed calcium, bicarbonate, nitrate and saturation indices at both a spring and a x~ell in

order to understand the flow paths (Toran el ul., 2007). t ligher concentrations o1" calcium
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and bicarbonate in the sprin~s~ (and tile much longer response t’ollo~in,’~ storln events)

indicated the longer travel times through dispersed flowpaths compared to the spring water

which was more conduit based - although evidence of dispersed fracture flow was evident

as well at the spring.

Other studies have investigated concentrations of numerous dissolved components, for

example the major study on the lchetucknee spring discharges in Florida (Martin and

Gordon, 2000: Martin and Dean, 2001). Variations in O2, CI, SO4, NO~, DIC, alkalinity,

pH, Mg and Ca with respect to time were used to establish the relative mixing of surface

and ground water and heterogeneity of flow paths within a small region. Although various

tracer studies carried out on the catchment had shown flow velocities of 1.6 to 2.0 km/d

indicating predominantly conduit flow, the restllts of the chemical compositions 17orrl the

study indicated low coefficients of variation across the seasons indicative of ~ater \~ith a

long residence time and hence flow dominated by diflilse pathways. This apparent

anomaly was due to the high water table in the unconfined aquifer ~llicll meant that most

conduits were continually filled with water. Recharge water follov, ing rainfall events could

then mix with the large volumes of ground water as it flowed through the conduits, thus

buffering rapid changes in the composition of the spring discharge x~ater.

Another study on 6 springs in the Betic Cordilleras, Spain (Ldpez-Chicano et al.. 2001)

used hydrochemical analyses (Ca, Mg. CI, SO4, ttCO3, EC, temp and ptt) on spring

discharges. The Piper diagram plots of the proportions of all major anions and cations

showed that the water type changed along the direction of tim\ l’rom predominantl.~ Ca-

I ICO3 to Ca-Mg-ttCO3. The study was also able to determine that the piston effect (i.e.

displacement of older mineralised groundwater by new recharge, as discussed else\\ here)

bet~ecn dry periods and intense rainlhll recharge ~as picked uf~ at the springs.

Spring water chemistry has also been used by looking at the relationshif~ bct~ecn stage

(llo\x) from sprin-s~, and nitrate concentrations iri the spring \\ater \\hich \\as xxashcd do\\ll

from fertilizer (poultr\ \\asic) I’roin the surl’acc (l>cicrson cl a/., 2000)..,\ ntllnbcf of

ic_ic.,,,,~ion anal\sis techniques \\crc used ~xhich rc\calcd that there ~as a corrclalion
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betv~een stage increase and nitrate concentration. Tile relationships, which were specific to

each spring, appeared to vary according to tile degree of conduit to diffuse flow

proportions which ted each spring. A study in central France (Vaute el al., 1997) looked at

a series of difl’erent chemical compounds both naturally present in the water and as a result

of sewage effluents. This study showed that in areas where tile sewage effluent was

discharged directly into a permeable zone as a point source (for example, from a

centralised WwTW) tile movement was rapid through the conduits. However, if tile

pollutive discharge was into a low-permeability zone (for example, diffuse pollution from

septic tanks) the flow did not allow rapid movement of the polluted water.

The hydrochemistrv of coastal limestone regions is of special interest, particularly to this

thesis. A relationship between coastal landform evolution

discharge, v, here increased dissolution via mixing corrosion

developed (Back et al., 1970). Caves are often found on carbonate islands, which form in

discharge zones where the salt and fresh water mix, being found at various elevations due

to changes in sea level.

and fresh groundwater

is taking place has been

used to understand the

chemistry. For example,

Monitoring of rainfall volumes and drip rates and hydrochemistry in caves have also been

temporal and spatial variations in karst water hydrology and

study of speleothem-forming drip water in southwest Ireland

(Tooth and Fairchild, 2003) demonstrated that both soil matrix and preferential flow

influence the karst water chemistry, soil matrix flow being dominant during dry periods

whereas preferential flow through soil macropores was the most important during recharge.

Another study looking at the Vaucluse karst system in France found that tile water

originating in the infiltration zone was very important to tile flow characteristics of tile

system and acted as a hanging reservoir (Lastennet and Mudry, 1997).

,S’7) t BL E ],S’O I()I’ELS"

Stable isotopes, particularly :tt (deuterium) and ~SO, have been used to investigate the age

of recharge water moving through an aquifer following rain events. Isotopes of an element

3O



ha’~e the same atomic number but different atomic weights due to a different number ot"

neutrons in the nucleus which tends to be significant in the lighter elements (e.g. oxygen

and hydrogen). The resulting difference in mass (isotropic fractionation) can result from

any processes that cause the ratio of isotopes in a particular phase to differ from one

another, including evaporation, radioactive decay, and chemical and biological reactions.

Stable isotopes are those that are not involved in any type of radioactive decay process.

Hence, they are used in hydrogeological studies to differentiate water sources, flow paths

or residence times. For exarnple~ a reservoir undergoing evaporation would become

enriched with the heavier isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen, since the lighter isotopes

preferentially evaporate. The principles behind the use of such stable isotopes in

hydrogeology are discussed in detail in Section 5.8.

Examples of major studies include the Knox aquifer in Alabama USA \’,here stable

isotopes 81SO and 8D (i.e. 2H) in addition to maior cation and anions ,aere analysed

(Redwine and Howell, 2001). Another study in Switzerland (Perrin el al.. 2003)

demonstrated the degree of buffering associated with the soil and epikarst regions, finding

that the seepage water into the conduits (see Section 2.5.3) sho\ved very little variation in

isotopic values compared to the new rainwater which demonstrated seasonal trends

(maximum values in summer, minimum in winter). Equally, the Madison aquifer in North

Dakota was studied using naturally occurring 81SO to examine the dxnamics of transient

fluid interchange between conduit and diffusive networks (Long and Putnam. 2004).

lxmg term measurements (over 20 years)of environnlental tritium (Sl t) and stable isotopes

(is() and/or 2tl) were also used to study Austrian karst systems (Maloszex\ski c,f a/.. 2002)

and to develop a lumped parameter model lbrmulated as t,ao interconnected parallel llm~

systems of l]sstircd-porous aquifer and karstic chailnels. Separation of the t\\o different

~,~ater paths at the output spring concelltrations was achieved b\ anal.xsing the isotope

tracer concentrati(~ns at very high and very low discharges respectixely. This approach

enabled the mean transit times in both Ilm\ sxstems to be calculated and shox~cd (as

disctisscd earlier) that the volume of water stored in the karstic chailnels xxas

insi~llit]calltl\’ small (.1%) in colnparison to the volume of \\atcr stored in tile I]ssurcd-
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porous aquifer, ttowever, the karstic channels were shown to discharge the whole water

flux. The volumetric flow rate of water entering via sinkholes (which thus moves quickly

through the system and poses a potential pollution threat) was found to be 17.5%. The

study also showed that the total porosity of the karst system was about 1.5%.

A study ill tile karstified Tauras mountains (discharging into the Mediterranean Sea) used

stable and radioactive isotopes, CFCs and He to identify hydraulic connections (Nativ et

al., 1999). The groundwater components were separated by altitude source using 6~SO and

6D isotopes whilst separation of groundwater components by residence time was achieved

using tritium, CFCs, carbon isotopes and helium. Other similar techniques of isotopic

composition include a study to differentiate between slow and last drip recharge

mechanisms within caves in response to rainfall events and thickness and fracture system

of the rock cover (Ayalon et al., 1998). Also, a study in Syria (Kattan, 1997) demonstrated

high level interconnections during storm periods between different parts of the Figeh

aquifer which established that the two neighbouring aquifers were independent from each

other. The study was also able to show that the mean turnover time of water in the aquifer

had decreased due to over-pumping of the aquifer.

Another study in South Australia used the isotopes 82H, 81SO, >CI to distinguish between

point source and diffuse recharge into the karstic aquifer, finding that water recharging tile

groundwater via point source features were detectable only on a local scale and became

indistinguishable from regional scale groundwater compositions (Herczeg et al., 1997).

Studies carried out in Malaga, Spain (Caballero et al., 1996) in Georgia, USA (Plumrner et

al., 1998) and in the Mount Xishun area of China (Zhang, 1993) have also used stable

isotopes research to differentiate the spring waters between tile unconfined and deeper

confined aquifers with much older groundwater.

Finally, a study in Southern France used major and trace elements in conjunction with Sr

and Pb isotopes on karstic springs to identify the hydrology ot’ the karstic area (Petelet-

Giraud el al., 2003). Tile study was able to evaluate water originating fl’om different la\ers

in the aquifer (internal circulation) and also (in the case of Pb isotopes) water from natural
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or anthropogcnic sources, lhe Sr isotopes x~ere particularly adapted tier a binary karst

s\ stem \xhere part of tile recharge area is not composed of carbonates (such as granite for

exmnple).

2.4.5 Spring hydrographs

Springs are the natural outlet for groundwater in karst aquifers and temporal variations in

discharge can provide insight into the storage and transport characteristics of the aquifer.

The analysis of the hydrographs has olien been used in conjunction with quantitative dye

tracing or variation in some chemical paralneter (Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4) and as discussed

earlier, such studies show that the flood pulses can be considered to consist of t\~o

components" displaced storage water and fresh recharge.

One of the main ways of analysing the hydrographs is based on the original hypothesis

developed by Maillet (1905) where the recessional limb of the hydrograph is assumed to

have a consistent exponential response related to the hydraulic parameters of the aquifer.

This approach uses the empirical assumption that the storm response is due to flow through

different permeability regions with the fastest response in the conduits and the sloxvest in

the matrix. During a storm event, the internal conduit netxxork of the karst can be

considered as a transfer t\lnction in order to modit\’ the input to the s\stem deri\ing fl’om

sx~allets and internal runofl, into the outlet tloxv as observed ill the fornl of hydrographs at

springs (see Figure 2.7). A karst aquifer with a thst response time means that the stoma

pulses should be evident at the storlll hy’drographs. The hydrologic complexity of a karst

aquitL’r is caused by highly wuiable recharge conditions and b\ heterogeneous subsurface

tl~\v c~tnditicms. ~lhe response time of a karst aquil’er depends on" the contribution of

all~>~cnic recharge and internal mnofl’: the carr.~ing capacit\ and internal structure of the

c~tilcluit nystcin" and the area o1" the ground xxaier basin. I lox\e\et’, a lack of indi\idual

,~t-Jn ptilncs in a sl~ring Ii.vdrograph does not necessarily imply that an aquifer does not

,~t;~111 c~,i~cltlils. A snl~n~tlicr hydrograph may merely indicaie that the aquifer is recharged

i!,,,,, il~t]ltt;lti~ll Iathcr than sinking streams ol" internal I+unoff. t~quall\, a sinkin<’

.... , , , ,~iu, l cl~,,c tc~ the spring may produce a Ihst response hydrograph in a basin x\hich

.,t<i,41!’, ~’qi~t;\ I’CSp~,/I1SC.
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Figure 2.7 Example of spring hydrograph (Maramec spring, Missouri) with corresponding

chemical signatures (Dreiss, 1989).

Much of the original work of analysing the hydrographs was by Atkinson (1977) and

Milanovic (1976) following which a linear systems approach has been used for large

springs (Dreiss, 1982; Estrela and Sahuquillo 1997). The approach allows one to obtain a

transfer Function (unit hydrograph, linear transForm, kernel) which can be used to predict

the response of a spring basin to varying hydrologic conditions, as discussed in Section

2.5.

In general, the recession limbs of individual storm hydrographs should be exponential.

Q- Q~,e-’ ~ Eqn. 2.14

where "c is the aquifer response time.

Often a semi-log plot of recession limbs in karstic aquifers inay show two straight lines,

whereby one portion of tile aquifer drains quickly and anotller portion drains slox~iy.

Possibly the "’quickflow" represents the conduits drainirlg whilst tile "slow’flow’" represents

the draining of the fractures into the conduits. During the basefloxx recession of mature

karst systems it is assumed that tile hydraulic parameters of tile conduits do not inllucnce

the drainage of the low permeability matrix, t lence, this flow condition is a Function of the
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1o\\, permeability blocks and has been tet’med malrLv-re.vtrained,llou’ re Vitae (MRFR)

(Kovfics el +11., 2005). Alternatively, during tile flood recession of mature karst systems (or

basellow recession of early karst systems) depends on both the hydraulic parameters el’the

low permeability blocks and the conduits and has been termed, comhlil-in,/luencedjlo+l’

rey, ime (CI FR).

The use of a unit hydrograph technique has been tried (Wicks and Bohm, 2000) where

dimensionless unit hydrographs (Slmw, 1994) were obtained for the Big Spring basin

(Missouri) fl’om six storm events. These were then compared to kernels that ,,’,ere derived

by deconvolution from the same six storm events (Dreiss. 1982). The discharge from the

springs was calculated using the dimensionless unit hydrograph and then compared against

the actual discharge l’rorn the springs. This was done by multipl}ing the daily value of the

transfer lilnction by the amount of excess precipitation to the basin, the area of the basin

and a scaling lector (used to close the water budget). Baseflow v~as then subsequentl\

added to the calculated event flow to give the calculated discharge. The match betxxeen the

kernels and dimensionless unit hydrograph was very good shox,,ing little difl’erence

between the transfer fuilctioils. The transfer function \\:as then used on other single peak

events and with recharge events with multiple peaks with generally good overall agreement

although several peaks were offtimin,,~ within each data set.

Spring hvdrographs have been used to estimate the specific yields associated \~ith each

part of the aquil’er storage, conduit, ti’acture and matrix (Shevenell, 19%) b\ looking at the

speed of response to rainlhll events (fast response = conduits) and also the shape and

gradient of the recession curves lbr the proportion of flacture and matrix l]o\x.

Finally. the continuous llow nlonitoring of spring llo\xs can also be used to calculate the

xxater budget ot’the aquil’er, based on the principle of a mass balance o1" the \\ater rno\ing

through the aquil’er. A concept ot" normalixc(t basello\x (i.e. the mean spring tim\ di\ ided

b\ the catchnlent area) has beell used due to the fact that dr\ \\eather lloxx l]’onl springs is

\or\ Io\~. This concept has been used on a large Iltllllbcr of drainage basins in order to
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provide estimates of basin area and also to help to confirm basin boundaries ’‘‘‘hich

have been determined via other techniques (Quinlan and Ray, 1995; White, 2002).

may

2.4.6 Use of test wells in karst

Drilling test ‘‘veils is tile standard approach for most aquifer types but for karst aquifers it

can often prove a fruitless activity unless extreme care (and good luck) is taken in the

placement of the ‘‘‘‘ells. For, example, in a study on the central Kentucky karst the chances

of a borehole intersecting a channel was estimated to be between 0.4 to 3% (Worthington

et al., 2000). Wells that penetrate conduits can be used to install instrumentation to

measure parameters such as temperature, conductance etc. A transducer can allow the well

to be used to gain the presstlre head in the conduit under flood flow conditions. However,

often voids encountered during drilling can be laterally discontinuous dissolution features

‘‘‘‘hich are only hydraulically connected by fractures (Halihan et al., 2000). Research on the

Ed’‘‘‘ards aquifer in central Texas which looked at the permeability of a number of test

’‘‘‘ells revealed (by mathematical modelling) that for the majority of test wells the observed

permeability could only be explained by the flow through fractures

matrix or conduits) (Halihan et al., 2000). This was due

intersecting a ’‘’,ell-connected conduit in a karst aquifer.

(as opposed to the

to the low probability of

Ho’‘vever, they found that

increasing permeability with scale is to be expected for a fractured karst aquifer.

Wells can also be drilled into the fractures and fracture intersections to carry out pump

tests to gain the hydraulic conductivity but such data can be unreliable. A project which

used several different techniques to define the porosity and perlneability of the Edwards

karstic aquifer in Texas again demonstrated the strengths and weaknesses of the different

techniques (Mace and Hovorka, 2000). Core plugs were found to be useful tbr defining the

relationship bet’‘‘‘,een matrix porosity and permeability to stratigraphy and geophysical log

response, although the estimates of porosity and permeability were acknowledged to be

only approximate. Outcrop measurements were found to be useful for estimating

secondary porosity due to fractures and dissolution features although they tend to be biased

to’‘vards higher values because of unloading effects and ’‘,~eathering, but ,,,,ere still felt to be

better than estimates based on core plugs or poor resolution geophysical logs. Another
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recent sttldv modelled tile h\’draulic behaviour of a t]sstll’ed-kal’stic aquifer by a linear

ti~nction using the dynamic level in a borehole against cumulative yield. This found that

such a linear lilnction suited 80% of the curve although floods folloxved by heavy storms

could not be taken into account (Debieche et al., 2002). Transmissivity and hydraulic

conductivity of karstic aquifers in Slovenia have also been estimated using specific

capacity (i.e. discharge divided by corresponding drawdoxvn in the xvell) and specific

capacity index (i.e. discharge divided by saturated aquifer thickness) (Verbov~ek, 2008),

techn iqtles normal ly reserved for more alluvial (rather than fi’actured) aq u ifers.

Finally, fluctuations in the groundwater levels in both natural holes and boreholes have

been used to determine characteristics about the karst. For example, levels monitored on an

hourly basis over a period of two years clearly picked up evidence of saltx~ater intrusion

due to tidal cycles in the Dinaric karst in Croatia (Bonacci and Roie-Bonacci, 2000).

2.4.7 Remote sensing and surface geophysics

Techniques such as airborne surveys and infl’ared photography, spectral scanning and

thermal scanning have proved successli~l when surveying broad areas to identit\ karst

features such as springs and sinking streams. Surlhce geophysics has been used to locate

buried sinkholes or voids (Sasowsky, 2000). In areas underlain b\’ carbonate rock the most

common techniques are electromagnetic, gravity and ground penetrating radar sur\e\s but

little attempt has been made to integrate such information into the overall tilnction of the

aq u i fer.

[~orehole geophysical methods allow observation of the aquifer in regions x\here humans

are physically not able to travel. Porosity and permetibilitv trends can be exaluated using

classical tools (used in the petroleum industry) such as calliper, gamma ra\. density and

porosity, but with the advent of the borehole video camera, x iexxs into fractures and

conduits are no\~ possible, as used for example in the Kcntuck\ karst stud\ (\Vorthingtoil

cl ~t/., 2()()(1).
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Magnetic Resonance Sounding (MRS) has proved a usefiil tool to detect the actual

groundwater ill tile conduits/caves but only works when there is a high enough quantity of

water to be detected (Vouillamoz el al., 2003). The technique was shown to accurately plot

the known conduit location and depth and tile cross-sections of tile conduits were

accurately calculated from tranmissivity and permeability estimators. Conduits have been

identified by carets using magnetic induction (cave radio) location devices.

Dipole-dipole D.C. resistivity’ techniques have also been used (Lambert el al., 1997) which

involves measuring tile apparent resistivity of tile subsurface by introducing a current.

Karst features (conduits etc) typically show up as high resistivity anomalies which enable

generalised interpretations for tilrther modelling purposes.

The use of the natural electrical potential - the naturally occurring voltage at the ground

surface resulting from ambient electrical currents in the earth - has been used successfully

to locate groundwater flow in karst terrains (Wanfrang el al., 1999). Electrical potential

gradients are generated by the horizontal flow of the water along the fractures or conduits

which can thus be picked up. A study in Cuba successfully determined transmissivity in a

karst aquifer (when compared against pumping tests carried out ill the same area) finding

that longitudinal conductance was the geoelectrical parameter which was tile best predictor

of aquifer transmissivity (Ortega and Espinosa, 1999).

Another method is using seismic surthce waves (Luke and Chase, 1997). Here a spectral

analysis of surface waves is analysed based on tile dispersive nature of Rayleigh waves.

The technique enabled the depth to tile roof of cavities to be detected but not tile depth of

the cavity itself.

2.4.8 Other methods

SI-II)IMI.INI ANAI,YSIS

Generally sediment transport is assumed to be negligible when modelling karst aquifers

and is ignored, t lowever, tile physical and hydraulic properties of sediment from karst

aquifers call be used to determine tile similarity of sediment between karst aquifer s\stcms
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and also the importance el" modelling lloxv through karst aquifers (Pcterson and Wicks,

_(_)(b). Sediment cores have been taken from sedinlellt in tile rnain conduits and physical

properties such as bulk density, porosity, mass xvetileSS and percentage saturation x~ere

determined. Tile gt’ain size distributior~ was determined and then the Ilydraulic conductivity

(K) of the sediment. Equally the organic content was measured as was the nlineral

composition with respect to quartz, plagioclase, calcite and total clay. The results fi’om tile

sediments fl’om different caves showed nearly identical compositions (not surprising

perhaps since they are located in tile same area). Tile minerals were a mixture of both

minerals fiom tile karst rock (autochthonous) and those transported into tile karst aquifer

(allochthonous). Note, there was a distinct lack of carbonate material in tile sediments

probably as it had been dissolved or tile carbonate strata was not actively, bein<,~ eroded.

Finally, tile K values of the sediments came out to be about 10.7 ms-1 which is xxithin tile

range lbr carbonate rocks ill general and therelbre suggests that the sediment can be

ignored or included in the unit corresponding to tile carbonate matrix in flox~ models.

Research in Switzerland comparing sediments and suspended particles / colloids to Ihecal

and pathogenic micro-organisms (Prank el al., 2006: 2007: 2009: Goldscheider, 2009)

through karstic systems fi~llowing rain storms shoxved that tile first turbidity signal

received at tile spring was frorn autochthonous material (i.e. sediment fiom within tile

aquifer that is resuspended) \vhich is then fi~llox\,ed by a second turbidity signal fi’om the

allochthonous particles (i.e. fiom tile soil and sinking streams) x~hich \~as associated \~ith

tile possible presence of fiiecal bacteria (see Figure 2.8). I tence, turbidit\ alone as an earl\r

warning signal for spring pollution signal is not good enough. Particle Size Analxsis

sho~ed that tile autochthonous material consisted of a mixture of particle sizes compared

to the allochthonous particles xxhich xxere ct~mposed ol" illairllx \or\ fine particles/

colloids.

Il Xll>l RAIl TRI I>R( )1-11,1-i,"4

Stream-air teml~erature relationships have been used to distinguish betxxeen ground water

and Stlll~ice \\atcr conlponents el" dil’lL’rent rivers in karst areas (()’l)riscoll alld l)e\V:illc,

2(H)6). The slud\ also cornparcd onel~\ exchanges / bud<,.L, ets t~)i the dil’lL-rcnl ri\ ors.
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Figure 2.8 Autochthonous (TI) and allochthonous (T2) turbidity signals at the Moulinet

karst spring, Switzerland following a heavy rainfall event after a prolonged dry period

(Pronk el al., 2007).

LABORATORY EXPERIMEN’I S

Very little work has been done at a laboratory scale apart from geochemical studies

examining dissolution rates of minerals under varying conditions (Rauch and White.

1977).

2.5    Mathematical Modelling of Karst Aquifers

Numerical modelling of karst aquifers can be divided into three generic types: models of

present day groundwater flows (the locus of this thesis): geochelnical models of aqueous

reactions taking place within the aquifer: and growth models \\hich combine aspects of

flow and geochemical models to study the development of cave growth. This section

concentrates on the different approaches applied to the modelling of present day llows

through karst aquifers.
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Karstic systems are higlaly heterogeneous geological formations which are characterised b\

multi-scale temporal and spatial hydrologic behaviour. Modelling groundwater llox,, in

karst aquifers has to take into account laminar (Darcian) llo,~v in l]ssures, turbulent tlov~ in

open claanrlels and diphasic flows througla the epikartsic zone. Moreover. karstic aquifers

present different levels of karstification from less developed karst. "difl\lse flow aquifers"

to developed karst "’conduit llow aquifers" (Atkinson. 1977). Equally. inl]ltration processes

vary from difli~se, slow infiltration into small matrix and fi’acture volumes to concentrated

llow or rapid ilafiltratiorl into tlae claanrlel net\york, as do the discharge corlditiolas (liorn

difti~se seepage from tlae low hydraulic conductivity volume to concentrated disclaarge at

karst springs fi’om the conduit netv~,ork). Tlais laeterogeneity is ,,’,,lay most karst models have

been characterised according to global responses x,,hich try to account for their

taydrodynamic behaviour; l’or example, relating an input to an output using a transfer

liinction, l to\vever, a wide variety of different deterministic modelling approaches haxe

been attempted on karst aquifers, some assuming linear relatiorlships betv~een input and

output and others trvin<,.    + to model the inlaerent non-linearitv.

Overall it seems that karstic rnodels have been developed based upon one of t\,,o distinct

approaches. One approach, based on the analysis of the recessional limb of spring

hydrographs, suggests that the response is due to regional changes in h\draulic

conductivity (due to the relative difference bet\veen matrix and conduit llo\\s lbr example).

Other models, based on a network of conduits and tanks, suggest a much there physical

inechanism - these include more local controls on llo\\s due to constriction or boulder

choked sections of conduits.

The conceptually simplest types of model have been so-called t~htck tt~.v models (e.g.

l)reiss, 1082) ~hich contain no spatial informtltioll on the karst aquilL’r but can predict th0

outllo~ spring discharge l’rom the system. More determitlistic models lbr ground\\atcr

11o\~ (~hich can also ot’ten be linked to tt’ansf~ort i~rocesses)may either ha\e distributed or

lumf~cd paranlctcrs. lhe Itimped models lack the spatial diinensioll in the equations

dc~cribin,# llo\~ and transport and hcllce onI\ linear dil’lL’mential equations Intist be sol\cd.
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Distributed paralneter models are normally chosen to increase the accuracy of predictions

or achieve a high degree of spatial resolution which can extend right tip to finite element

models of aquifer systems. Dual porosity distributed parameter models have also been

developed for karst aquifers, representing both conduit and ditTuse flow.

It has been suggested that the most appropriate modelling approach for karstic aquifers

depends oil whether tile inputs to the aquifer are point or diffuse and whether the observed

output is point (such as a well) or diffuse (such as a spring) (Teutsch and Sauter, 1998).

The objective of the model should also dictate its conceptual structure: whether it’s being

used to evaluate groundwater flow from a water management perspective, the assessrnent

of contaminant transport, or the assessment of aquifer vulnerability (Scanlon el al., 2003).

Porous media models for exalnple, can be used for the evaluation of regional groundwater

issties bl.it cannot simulate local flow directions or rates since the major conduits are not

explicitly represented.

2.5.1 Lumped parameter, linear systems models

A t}pical rainfall-runoff model postulates that water discharge at the catchment outlet is

given by a linear convolution between efl’ective rainfall and a physically based transfer

function (Beven, 2001 ). This approach was first derived for hydrologically closed surlhce

water basins where the output series is river discharge and irlput series excess recharge. In

karst basins, the output series is discharge from springs. The input series is recharge to tile

groundwater system through the unsaturated zone and seepage through sinkholes

(autogenic recharge) and losing streams (ailogenic recharge). An advantage of this

approach is that it does not rely on tile specification of the size, shape or location of the

internal structure of the aquifer - i.e. it is a black box modelling approach. The drawback to

the approach is that there is generally no simple method which will derive the transfer

functions which can be used to model tile response to individual storm events, multiple-

day events and year-long series. Also, a linear systems model is being used to simulate

what is recognized as a non-linear system: the kernel functions are elTectivel\’ lumping all

the effects of several complex processes together.
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Several methods have been used to identit~ the transfer ti~nctions which can be separated

into two generic groups. Tile first group determine parametric transfer t\lnctions, i.e. a

form of Instantaneous Unit Hydrograph determined fi’om a conceptual model (the Nash-

reservoir model, lbr example): the parameters are then optimised to fit the data. The second

group uses numerous different numerical methods for the determination of non-parametric

transfer lilnctions which include Fourier transforms, least squares approaches, statistical

methods (such as the Wiener-Hopf method) and more recently techniques based on

spectral analyses and wavelets.

2.5. I. I Parametric transfer function metllods

The linear systems approach treats the karst system as a black box operating on input

fiinctions to produce an output filnction response, represented by,

,50

:’(,): Ih(,- Eqn. 2.15

/=1)

where y(t) is the output series, x(’[) is the input series and h(t- "1) is a transfer l\lnction (t =

time, 1: = variable of integration). Hence, if both series x(l:) and y(t) are kno\vn then the

transfer li~nction h(t- "r) can be found by the method of deconvolution (i.e. solution

methods) using a variety of different algorithms (Neuman and de Marsily, 1976). The

hydraulic behaviour of karst systems is described as a relationship between input and

output xx, here the rainlhll-runoff relation is characterised statistically by a unique, time-

invariant transfer lilnction which may be interpreted as the unit impulse response of the

karstic basin. This approach describes tile regional scale transport through tile karst under

natural conditions only using tile readily available spring llow properties.

The shape of tile transfer functions can be characterised by’ tile knm~ n physical structure of

the karstic system. Tile delay of the response is due to delay in the non-karstic soil and

subsoil during surlhce inl]ltration and runoff. There may also be delay due to the exchange

of xxater betx~een micro and macro t’issure systems. Another characteristic is the presence

of sc\eral modes and plateaux or tails. lhese are due to rapid infiltration at’for a storm

passes through the primar,v mode (large holes / main conduits) and then the tail coming

from the annex oI" sec~ndar\ fissures, drains and rescr\oirs in the flooded /one. I tcncc, the
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more important

expected to be.

the water storage capacity of tile system, the longer the tails would be

Several researchers (Dreiss, 1982; Labat el al., 2000a: Deni~-Juki~ and Juki,5, 2003 etc.)

have shown that tile derivation of tile transfer ti~nction by tile method of deconvolution

results in unstable (oscillatory’) lilnctions due to tile sensitivity of the method - small data

errors call cause large oscillations in identified kernel functions. In such cases the volume

of excess precipitation turns out to be much greater than the volume of the storm response

of a spring since some of tile effective precipitation goes into surface runoff, interflow and

deep groundwater circulation as well as the spring recharge water. This can be dealt with ill

the model by a simple scaling factor applied to the input series. However, it has generally

been found that kernel ti|nctions identified for large springs from different isolated storms

are similar in shape and time to peak. The linear systems analysis for the storm-derived

component of spring hydrographs (Dreiss, 1989b) have also been calculated by looking at

variations in ionic concentrations in spring discharges (Dreiss 1989a). These were then

adjusted to represent variations in the ionic composition of the secondary porosity (which

is normally’ considered to be constant) and achieved closer fits. The single empirically

derived linear transfer function (or kernel) which was required was then analysed using

time moment analysis. This describes the shape of the function and statistical properties of

the residence time distribution of the rapid groundwater recharge ill the conduit network, as

shown schematically in Figure 2.9. These were used to represent the mean travel times and

degree of mixing that occurs during rapid transport in tile aquifer. For conduit-type

aquifers, the relatively low variance reflected the fact that little mixing occurred during

transport indicating plug flow conditions, as expected.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram of linear system analysis of karst conduit-type spring llm~

(Dreiss 1989b).

More recent xvork (Estrela and Sahuquillo, 1997) has used the relationship betxveen the

slopes for the line segment along the recessional limbs to derive the values of the transfer

function. This method however, accounts for the response of the basins to year-long

recessional, not isolated recharge events since it does not use decon\’olution. Another

linear systems approach was applied to the Madison aquifer in South Dakota v, here instead

of spring discharge, the hydraulic head in a well was considered to be the output (Long and

Derickson. 1OOO). Calculations were carried out on the transformed data to get the

transformed function which was then inversed to return the actual translL-r function. In this

approach the baseflow fi’om the aquifer was first determined and then subtracted fi’om the

actual head to give the output that was responding to the system input according to a

calculated transfer function. Curves xxere fitted to the short-term recession of hxdraulic

head xxhich xvel’e then used to predict the Ion,,~, term recession. ]his long term recession

\xas then used to determine a transfer function that characterises the aquil’er.

l)econ\olution of the linear s\slenl \\as carried out tlsiilg the i:ourier trailsfornl. Ill this

particular study a Iogarithinic curve \\as I’oulkt lo be the most approl~riale Irailsl’er l’tillCliOll

for this sx stcni \~hich had a Iong-lcrnl. hea\il\ damped i’espollse.
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There seems to be a general conclusion with the use of a single transfer function models

that they do not simulate tile long recessional limbs of typical karst discharges (i.e. when

the quick llow in tile conduits has passed through and subsequent drainage occurs due to

tile gradual emptying of pores, smaller fractures and fissures). The tails are often irregular

shapes and seem to have no physical representation in terms of karst system. This is due to

the underlying assumptions for the linear systems approach that the transfer function is

time invariant and also the linearity of the technique (i.e. founded on the principle of

proportionality and superposition). To improve this, a composite transfer function has been

proposed (Denid-Jukid and Jukid, 2003) in what could be described as a grey system

approach using the superposition of two transfer functions: one to represent the quick flow

component and the other to represent the slow flow component as follows:

I

= ),"+ Eqn. 2.16

0 0

v, here, h-~(r) is the slow transfer function, h°(’t) is the quick transfer function, and

Dy represents the antecedent recession.

The slow flow component was modelled in four different conceptual ways and ftted to the

data from the Jado spring in Croatia using a constrained least squares method. The four

parametric methods, as illustrated in Figure 2.10, are: the Nash-reservoir model (based on

the concept of a cascade of unequal linear reservoirs (Beven, 2001)); the Zoch model

(based on a linear channel and linear reservoir in series); two parallel unequal linear

reservoirs with recession coefticients; and finally a time variant linear reservoir with

recession coefficient. All four methods produced a intich closer fit than the standard non-

parametric transfer function especially for the tails and also made more physical sense,

with smooth recessions to the function compared to the typical erratic function of the non-

parametric transfer function.
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Figure 2.10 Conceptual models and their normalised unit hydrographs ti~r tile slow l]ox~

component (Denid-Jukid and Jukid, _00_~).

Lumped parameter models based on reservoirs in series and /or parallel have also been

developed, such as the model of the Fontaine de Vaucluse aquifer in the south of France as

shown in Figure 2.11 (Fleury el al., 2007b). In this conceptual model one reservoir

simulates the infiltration through the soil using effective rainlhll and a transfer function.

This then leeds to t\,+o parallel reservoirs, one of which models sloxv discharge (i.e. flacture

flow), the other models rapid discharge (i.e. conduit dominated fie\\). The slo\x discharge

transl’er tilnction was determined by hydrodynamic analysis of the recession.

The dit’t\lse recharge to a karst aquifer was specifically looked at in Sx~ itzerland in order to

characterise the amount of storage in the soil and epikarst using lleld data (Perrin ~’t al.,

_00:). Input and output isotopes in the system \vere looked at to separate the fresh rain

xxater from the older stored water which shoxved heavily bult’cred concentrations at the

spring indicating the existence of an important storage component allox\ ing mixing of the

intlltrated xxater with the stored \rater xxhich led to the conceptual model belo\x (Figure

"~ 12). The. \stem x\as modelled as two successive reser\oirs: a soil reserxoir \\ith mixing

l\lnction and an epikarst reservoir xxhich provides the dxnalnic storage, i~roducirlg a sharp

hxdraulic response but damped solute concentrations. It also created a bottleneck cl’tk’ct in

the cpikarst b\ dccrcasing the hxdraulic conducti\ities \xith depth in this region, storage

and i+iixing and piston 11o\\ for rapid h\draulic pulses but dclaxed transport response, lhc
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mixing reservoir for tile soil could be physically interpreted by the fact that in unsaturated

soils tile water is rnainly stored in the matrix.

Rainfall PET

[
............... i

htfiltration

X., * I.ntiltration

SLO%%’ DISCHARGE

reservoir resel’voir

1
Simulated flow rate

Figure 2.11 Conceptual model used for the Fontaine de Vaucluse karst aquifer (Fleury et

al., 2007b).

Q, (Cr)

cpikarst Qq ((’b)

I Qi, (Cb)

Figure 2.12 Conceptual model of flow and storage in the soil/epikarst layer vd3ere, ETR is

evapotranspiration, Rr is rainfall (at concentration Cr), 1~, is actual infiltration, Qr is excess
,..) --,

by-pass infiltration, Qb is baseflow and Qq is quickflow (Perrin el al., _00:).
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When recharge occurs, tile hydraulic conductivity increases drastically and some of tile

flesh water will bypass the matrix through macropores. Hence the matrix water becomes

completely mobile and can mix with the fi’esh water- modelled as a reservoir in the

model.

A similar grq~’ hox modelling approach has been adopted to investigate the three major

source tributaries of the River Jordan in northern Israel draining the karstic catchment of

Mount Hermon using a model with the acronym HYMKE (Rimmer and Salingar, 2006).

The daily rainfall-streamflow model was lbrmulated using four modules: the surface laver

(rainfall minus evaporation), the vadose zone, the groundwater and surface floxv. The

percolation into the vadose zone (i.e. frorn the epikarst) included both a slow flo\~

(depending on soil moisture and hydraulic conductivity) and high flo\v component to

represent the karstic nature of the landscape. The output fi’om the vadose zone then ted

three groundwater reservoir models in parallel, one per major tributary.

Long term karst spring discharges in China have been analysed as a gr<~’ ,v~’swm using a

composite filnction but this time comprised of their Iollg-term trends, periodic variation

and random fluctuations (i tao el a]., 2007).

O(I) = .,?’"’(I) + S0,)+ R(I) Eqn. 2.17

x~,here, {"’)(I) is the long term trend of the spring flow, S(I, )is the periodic variation and

R(1)is the random fluctuation. The periodic variation and random fluctuations xxere

obtained by’ analyzing the residuals of the long-term trends.

2.5.1.2 Non-parametric transfer function methods

Cerlain studies (Labat el al., 2000a) have discovered limitations to the time-inxariant

transl’er function techniques discussed iri the previous section \~hen tl)ing to reconstruct

the temporal structure of relatively inli’cqucnt llo\v events such as floods or Io\\ \xater

periods. The inadeqtlacv of such a linear-output apj)roach is not stlrprising due to the

slgilificant physical and geometric hctci’ogeileil\’ ;.it all levels and scales of karslic aquil’ois

(e.g. fine l]ssurcs up lo largo caxcrns and conduils) \dlich produces dynailliC and temporal
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type heterogeneity as well - after intense precipitation the flow follows the most

transmissive conduits (quickflow) whereas in depletion the relative importance of the flow

through these large conduits is intich less or even negligible with respect to baseflow.

Hence, to get the most realistic models lbr such hydrologic basins tile non-linear and non-

stationary aspects should be included

Time series of rainfall and spring discharge over long periods can be studied by both

univariate and cross analysis (Padilla and Pulido-Bosch, 1995). Univariate analysis

characterizes the individual structure of the time series, the functions applied being

autocorrelation (in the time dornain) and spectral density (in the frequency domain). Cross

analysis characterises the transformation of an input function into an output function (i.e. a

transfer l\lnction). The cross-correlation function is analysed in the time domain and the

cross-amplitude, phase, coherence and gain functions are analysed in the frequency

domain. The coherence t’unction expresses the intensity of the input-output link for

example and its linearity, linearity being regarded as a characteristic of a highly karstified

aquifer (Larcroque el al., 1998). Interpretation of such correlation and cross-spectral

analyses has been used to separate the quickflow from the baseflow. This was first tested

using three theoretical time series obtained by deconvolution (Padilla and Pulido-Bosch,

1995) representing highly karstified, virtually non-karstified (i.e. porous media) and then

combined quickflow / baseflow aquifers. The interpretation was then tested on four real

karstic aquifers (two in the Pyrdndes and two in the south-east of Spain). The restllts of the

study of the correiogram and amplitude cross functions were used to obtain the duration of

the impulse response of the aquifer. The gain function allowed the quickflow, intermediate

flow and baseflow to be differentiated whilst delays in the responses were deduced from

the phase and coherence functions.

Correlation and spectral analyses were also used to analyse different types of spatially

distributed time series on the La Rochetbucauld karst aquifer in France (Larocque e/al..

1998). Correlations were performed on river flow rates into aquifer and spring outputs.

Spectral analyses were also then performed on precipitation as an input and piezometric

heads in different parts of the aquifer which yielded inlbrmation about the dynamics ot"
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water level changes and infiltration whereby a low coherence ti~nction indicated limited

karstification. Cross-correlation analysis was also used on electrical conductivity readings

of \xater in the input rivers and output spring water. This found that during high water

periods, as electrical conductivity decreased in tile input rivers due to dilution, there \vas a

corresponding increase in tile output conductivity due to the fltlshing effect (i.e.

displacement of existing stored water). However, during low water periods tile aquifer

displayed different behaviour whereby decreasing input conductivity lead to decreasing

output conductivity. This led to tile conclusion that tile aquifer must be comprised of

variable levels of karstification with the more karstified sections nearer to tile surface.

Water temperature time series were also sttldied but with less success.

A linear convolution model was developed and tested on three karstic springs in the Ari~ge

region of the Pyrdndes mourltairls (kabat el al., 2000a). Three different decorlvolution

techniques x~ele compared: tile substitution method, tile statistical Wiener-Hopf method

and tile ordinary least squares method. The results shoxved that xxhilst the ordinar\’ least

squares method proved slightly better than the statistical methods, the linear convolution

models \~ere not very accurate at simulation at tile daily sampling rate. The stud\ also

shmxed that tile sin-lulation results became poorer as tile degree of karstification increased

when comparing tile three different aquifer basins. An alternative method was then tried on

the same data sets based on the statistical properties of tile runoff processes alone xxhere

tile runoff synthesis was based on stationary runoff process statistics (spectral density

filnction). The Fast Fourier trai-isform, althougll el’ficient lk-lr stationer\’ signals was l’ound

to be rather poor xxhen used for reconstructing non-stationer\’ and non-Gaussian processes.

Follo\\ing on fi’oni the premise that karstic s\’stems are non-linear and non-stationar\

s\stems, the identification of characteristic time-scales for such models is crucial for

accurate modelling. Multifractal anal\’ses have been applied to hydrological signals in

se\cral sttldies, lbr example rainfall time series (()lsson and Niemcz\no~\icz, Ig%:

S\enson ul ul., 1996: de Lima and (}l’asnlall, 1999) x\hereby the (nlultiple) scaling of the

probability distributions oI" rainfall intensity \xeie tlsed io investigate the nlultifractal

tcnlporal structure of the process. This sanle aplnoach ~\as used to stud\ the sallle throe
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karstic springs in tile French Pyr,&l~es (which have long data sets) at two different time

scales (Labat et ~11.. 2002). Initially, generalised moment distributions were found for both

the rainfall and spring flow runoff at the three springs, in general, large moments highlight

strong singularities in the process (such as high rainfall intensities or floods) whereas small

moments highlight small singularities (small rainfall or low flow). Spectral analysis then

consists of the variance density distributions around certain scales - the determination of

pulsation intervals on which the spectrum follows a power-law behaviour. As above, the

spectra of all the time series (one rainfall and three spring runoff’s) exhibited the norrnal

po,+ver-law behaviour, as shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 Spectral analysis" variance spectra of (a) daily rainfall and (b, c, d) spring

flow runoff rates from 3 karstic basins in the Pyrenees, France (Labat el ,I., 2002).

The rnultifractal analysis consists of a more systematic investigation of the different

empirical moments of the signal function of the scale observation. Multifractal analysis

was carried out on both the large time scale and short time scale processes for both data

sets at different sampling rate. The daily sampling rate data sho~,~ed no difference betv, een
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the three aquifer types, even though they \‘+ere known to have dilTcrent internal structures

from previous sttidies, ttowever, when the data was analysed at the half--hourly sampling

rate, two distinctly different multifractal signals were obtained for the runoff time series

indicating different behaviours at this timescale. This shows that the choice of appropriate

time steps needs to be careli~lly considered when modelling karstic systems.

More recently multifi’actal analyses have been carried out on the spring behaviour in the

Italian Dolomites (Maione el al., 2004) looking at hydrological signals (precipitation and

spring tlow) and geochemical (electrical conductivity) signals to infer the residence time of

the water emerging. A non-linear, multifractal model ,+,+,as chosen since scaling is

considered to be a distinctive property of geological systems and the hydrological and

geochemical signals were typically non-linear in nature. The presence of a highly

organized and hierarchized drainage network introduced multiple scales of variability into

the signals (calling lbr the multi-scale approach) and the non-linear effects due to soil

moisture dynamics were conveniently explored by means of the multifractal framexvork.

One conclusion from the work was that tile electrical conductivity signals ‘+‘+ere less

intermittent and more non-stationary than either the rainfall or spring discharge

multifractal parameters ‘+vhich were found to be very similar to each other. This suggests

that the netxvork of fl’actures and karst channels exerted a strong control on the residence

time and less control oil runoff generation (i.e. the geochemical signals reflected the

underlying structure of the karst network). It was hypothesised that during storm tlo\‘+s the

effect of the underlying karst system ‘+‘+,as masked by non-linear processes controlled b\

rainfall xxhich caused the pre-event water to contribute siunil]cantly+ to runoff generation

x‘+hile still retaining the same intermittent sf+rin<, flow in relation to intermittent rainthll

pattern. The similarity between the rainlhll and spring l’loxv signals suggested that the

spring l’lm‘+ could be obtained by fractional convolution of the rainlhll signal x\ith a non-

stationary po‘+xer law transfer function.

(irotind\~ater recharge rates in karst are generally orientated to gi’otlild~‘+ater balance and

soil-inoisture balance calculations. ! Io\‘+cvei, becatise o1" the COlllplex iiltcrnal strtlCltlres of

kalSt aquifers, grotllld\~,ater balances are ilolnlaliv difl]culi to ascertaill \\ ithout extensixe
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knowledge of the internal structure. A groundwater recharge model tbr a karst aquifer in

Croatia was developed using tile frequency domain method (i.e. spectral analysis) to

determine the parameters of the model (Jukid and Denid-Jukid, 2004). By transforming the

problem into the frequency domain, the groundwater balance was avoided and the

groundwater recharge rates could be calculated by using the soil-moisture balance

approach v, here only the easily obtained hydro-meteorological and spring discharge time

series were required. Tl~e conceptual model of the aquifer was a lumped system with

phreatic and vadose zone: the rainfall rates were transformed into groundwater recharge

beneath the vadose zone and the phreatic zone represented by a linear, time-invariant filter

transtbrming the groundwater reclmrge rate into spring discharges.

The interactions between karst groundwater and ephemeral rivers in the Mediterranean was

studied as a black box binary system, using rainfall and river flow as input variables and

karst spring flows as the output (Bailly-Comte el al., 2008). The karst / river interactions

were cross-correlated and simple linear systems relationship used to understand how the

flood energy’ was stored or released by the karst aquifer. Spectral analyses were used to

show the frequency response of the karst / river system whereby the karst subsystem acts

as a tank which stored and released surface water during flood transfer using shallow

underground flow paths which bypass the surface flow (i.e. in the epikarst). At other times,

however, the karst aquifer contributed a significant flow to the river flow. The study shows

that the energy exchange between the karst and river can be interpreted in the time domain

by the use of auto- and cross-correlation analyses and in the fi’equency domain by power

spectral density, cross-amplitude, coherence gain and phase functions.

Wavelet A nall’ses o#1 karslic basins

As seen above, spectral or correlation analyses are otien applied to rainfall rates and karstic

spring discharges, ttowever, such analyses tend to lose temporal infomlation since they

operate globally on the signal in a statistical way. The different moments of the time series

are supposed to be constant in time, a strong hypothesis which is never the truth \~hen the

measured data is exalnined, being based on time-invariance and stationery assumptions.

Runoff from karstic systems is inlluenced by the time structure of the rainfall rates but also
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the high non-linoarity of the karsiic system, l tence, correlation and spectral analyses

cannot provide information, for example, on the occurrence of localized llood events or

intermittent processes in rainliill or runoff tirne series. ThereR~re, attempts have been made

to introduce a new type of analysis which takes account of the fact that hydrological

signals are not stationary rather than these classical statistical methods. The relatively new

technique uses the concept of u’~velel,v to give a time-scale representation of the non-

stationary processes and of their relationships. From this a more detailed physical

interpretation of the hydrological structure of the rainfall / runoff relationship for karsiic

springs is possible. The wavelet analysis is principally used in two ways: extraction of

local time-scale information and representation of processes in appropriate bases. The

principles of wavelets are discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.2.

There are several different types of wavelet used includino the Haar wavelet, the complex

Morlet wavelet and successive derivatives of the Gaussian lilnction (e.g. the Mexican Hat

lilnction) (Labat el ~d., 2000b). The use of wavelets in hydrology has been expandin~

recently, tbr example the technique based on the Morlet wavelet has been used to compare

lalge scale river basin discharges with respect to climate change (Labat et ~d., 2005) or to

anal)se and transtbrm rainfall statistics which then teed a neural network model used to

predict droughts (Kim and Vald~s, 2003). Such wavelets have also been applied to the

l~icq-Atherey karstic system in the Pyrenees of France and compared with classical

spectral and correlation analyses (as described previously) based on the raintitll and runoff

data over a period of 30 years (Labat el ~d., 2001). The composite nature of the basin

composed of a highly karstil]ed subsystem (with a liist one day response) and less

developed subsystem was also confirmed by the analysis. Continuous Morlet wavelet

analxsis was applied to both the rainfall and runoff data at different sampling rates fi’om

dail\ to half-hourly sampling rates (l~abat el ~d.. 2000b). The wavelet st~ectrtim of rainfall

latos \~as characterised by the presence of high l’roqtlency patterns corresponding to scales

el" loss than one month. The \\avclet spectrum of the runot’f data highlighted t~\o

COml~Ononts: a 6 month coinr~onent and classical one \e{ir COml~onont (i.e. the anlltl~.tl

roch~u’eo).~ l li,,h-l]’equcnc\=_ or short-scale l-lattoi-ils \\ore much I~:ss" ¯ " visible than in th0

iainl’all si~cctruin. fhose \\a\elels \\ore then tlst2d I0 investigate tl~e rainl’all-rullol’l"
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relationship which clearly showed it was scale dependant (monthly, yearly and three to

seven }’ear components). In addition the discrete orthogonal t taar wavelet translbrm was

used for multi-resolution analyses in order to visualise the energy distribution at different

scales and compare this against the energy distribution across frequencies (i.e. the Fourier

spectrum). This suggested that different models (temporal or physical) are necessary to

simulate the rapid response, the annual recharge or the multi-annual components. Another

strength of the wavelet analysis approach is that it allows the rapid and efficient

decomposition of input and output signals in several components without loss of

information. It also allows a finer analysis of these different components and of their

variability using Morlet wavelet co-spectrum or multi-resolution cross-analyses. The

restllts obtained can distinguish between the two components in a karstic spring runoff

response to rainfall" a last response due to conduit flow; and a slower response probably

due to the slower flow of internal reserves of water located in the porous matrix and

fissures (fractures).

2.5.2 Equivalent porous media models

The earl\ atternpts to model karst aquifers assumed Darcian flow conditions (ignoring

conduit flow) on the basis that at sufficiently large scales, the spaces in a carbonate aquifer

(pores, fissures and conduits) can be assumed to be homogeneous with arbitrary

boundaries and characterised by mean values of the parameters.

Modelling approaches have used an equivalent porous media model which can be either

lumped parameter (effectively black box models as detailed earlier) or physically based,

semi-distributed models. The distributed paralneter models can be separated into single

continuum or dual continuum where one continuum represents moderately karstified

system (diffuse flow, low conductivity) and the other represents highly karstified zones

(high conductivity, low retention times) (Teutsch and Sauter, 1998). Exchange between the

continua is achieved by equations with exchange coefficients (for example, superposition

of two MODFLOW grids).
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A finite element model approach was used for example to develop a t\~o-dimensional

regional llow model of a karstic aquifer in Greece to study tile effects o1" ground~,,ater

Io~ering for a proposed mine adjacent to tile aquifer (Kavvadas and Marines, 1994).

A comparison between modelling tile Barton Springs Edwards karstic aquifer in Texas

using an equivalent porous media model and tanks in series model was undertaken

(Scanlon el al., 2003). One model was lbrmulated as a simple lumped parameter model

represented as 5 reservoirs as shown later in Figure 2.14, each representing a major river in

tile study area. Tile other model as a more involved distributed paralneter model was

comprised of 14 400 cells on the finite difl’erence MODFLOW modelling software. The

hydraulic conductivity of each cell represents all types of flow (i.e. conduit, fi’acture and

matrix). Both nlodels were calibrated against steady state and then compared against !0

year transient flow events. In general, tile two types both returned similar restlits x~ith the

simpler lumped parameter rnodel slightly out performing tile more complicated model in

terms of goodness of fit. However, it was considered that if the model was used for the

assessment of non-point sources of contamination, then tile distributed model x,,ould be

more appropriate.

The finite dilTerence modelling approach has also been used to simulate the complex

groundx\,ater flow through karstic environments by incorporating MODFLOW’s "’drain"

feature (used to simulate agricultural tiles) assigned with high conductance as an analogue

lbr preferential flox,~paths or conduits (Quinn and Tomasko. 2000: Quinn el al.. 2006). 1he

beginning of tile preferred flowpath coincides with a knox,,n surlhce feature (e.g. sinkhole

or fiacture etc) and terminates at a kno\x.n emergent surlhce discharge point. l’xxo models

xxele built to simulate separate karstic aquil’ers in l lohenl’els, (-ielnlall\ and in Missouri.

tl.’,;A, both o1" which had a set of tracer sttidies used for calibration. In both sites good

conlparisons \x ere obtained bet\~een tile model and tile field measuremelltS. The same

principal using M()I)I:lX)W to model dual i)orosil\’ using the di’ain feature to represent the

condtiit I1o\\ \xas used in Israel to nlodcl perched karsiic aquifers (\Veiss and (]\irt/nlan.

2()(17).
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Other examples of where MODFLOW has been used to model karstic aquifers include a

karstic spring in Italy (Angelini and Dragoni, 1997) and a karst area in Florida where it

was used to study tile potential impacts o1" extra abstraction (Dufresne and Drake, 1997). A

three-dimensional MODFLOW model was also developed of the flows through the

Corallian aquifer in North Yorkshire which were lost from the bed of the River Derwent

through solution hollows flowing over tile top (Carey and Chadha, 1998).

2.5.3 Tank-and-pipe models

The investigation of tile physical mechanisms which could generate the observed storm

responses has been another generic approach to the mathematical analysis and

representation of karst systems. Such models span from physically-based, distributed to

simple prestimptions about the internal geolnetry. In particular, conduits in karstic aquifers

have been modelled as pipe networks based upon engineering hydraulics concepts: the role

of constrictions in cave passages has been specifically studied for instance. Such models

can work well both in the prediction of spring discharge hydrographs and the peaks and

recession of h}drographs due to storm fow.

One of tile first documented studies of karst using a pipe flow model was for an aquifer in

Kentucky (Thrailkill, 1974) which proved reasonably successful. Since then several

difl’erent karst systems have been modelled on this pipe flow (non-Darcian) basis with the

latest generation of models being described as discrete models containing an explicit

conduit system developed either based oil actual exploration or by estimation as to where

the conduits should lie (Mohrlok and Sauter, 1997: Jeannin, 2001: White, 2002). A simple

branched pipe network system, for example, has been successfully used to model conduit

dominated flow karst systems through Europe’s longest cave - the 185 km H/,$11och cave

network in Switzerland (Jeannin, 2001). The system was shown to be strongly non-linear

due to the epiphreatic conduits. Similarly, models using reservoirs and pipes in various

combinations have been used, for example, tile model of so-called rhythmic (i.e.

intermittent) springs in Yugoslavia developed by Bonacci and Bon]ani~ (I 991) based upon

two reservoirs connected by a siphon as shown in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14 Schematic cross-section through a rhythmic karst spring (Bonacci and

P, onjani& 1991 ).

A one-dimensional closed conduit model has been developed (Springer, 2004) based upon

idealised elliptical conduit geometries as shown in Figure 2.15. Tile assumption ~as that

overall headless along tile conduit was a combination of the headless due to fi’iction on tile

side walls plus the headlosses due to exparlsions and contractions and bends, as would be

conventional for pressurised pipe l]ow design in engineered networks (see Chad~ ick et al.,

2004).

(a) x~ ............. L..(~.~.! ............
Xi_.l+ 1

t- ....
flow ._~ / ~Zi+l

(b)

cross
section

Figure 2.15 Schematic diagram el" idealiscd conduit geometries (a) pipe el" variable

diameter and (b) elliptical conduit cross-section with geometric variables (Springer, 2004).

The model \~as then l’ormulatcd based on a set of silnultaneous equations based on tile

cnol’,~x, (f~crlloullli’s) equation across each change of section, lhc gCOlllCtl-\ o1" tile xxholc
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conduit (Bucke}e Creek Cave, West Virginia) was measured and also paleohxdraulic

indicators were looked at to establish head levels and suitable range of friction lectors.

Expansions and bends were also measured and empirical loss coefficients associated with

each one. The model was divided into 16 different sections over the 1.6 kin conduit and

then the discharge was varied through the system until the correct overall headloss was

achieved. This gave the overall result that 25% head loss was from the expansions, 68%

from the bends and only 7% from tile sidewall friction. This would be surprising in

manufactured pipe flow s)stems where normally the so-called nTinor losses (expansions

and bends) are dwarfed in comparison to the wall friction losses. However, in natural cave

passages, the shape can repeatedly change over short distances (Palmer, 1991: Springer

2004) whereby head losses from so-called diffusers lead to flow separation and turbulence

which dissipates energy. This has been corroborated by looking at scallops which have

indicated reverse flow along the pipe sides (Springer and Wohi, 2002). The model above

did show high sensitivity to the expansion coefficient giving very high Iocalised headlosses

particularly at constrictions and was only carried out at steady flow rates. Interestingly,

shear stresses (’r) were also calculated at the modelled flow rates to see whether it could

compare with sediment sizes in the passage way (with mixed results).

As described in Section 2.2.2, several studies have exalnined conduits to determine their

hydraulic properties (for example, friction lectors etc) based upon pipe flow calculations.

Such research indicates the appropriate scale of coefficients which should be used in pipe

flow models. However, the range of derived friction lectors found by different researchers

for karst conduits is fairly broad. For example, Gale (1984) found Iocalised friction factors

(Z) to be in the range 0.028-0.13. This can be compared to friction l~ctors calculated across

the whole systems, lumping together all minor losses, where the values can increase to a

range 0.12-104 (Jeannin, 2001) although this range can be tightened to tile systems without

significant obstruction from sediments to )v = 0.12-0.24. Equally. a model based on

numerical solutions of the dispersion equation was developed to simulate solute transport

tbr a single karstic conduit in the Basque Country, Spain under variable recharge and

velocity conditions (Morales-Juberias el al., 1997). The model had difl’crent hypothetical
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structures x~hich \xere t]tted to exl~erimental tracer breakthrough

or)tinluln conduit structure.

results to determine the

The interpretation off flow data from karst aquifers was examined by the application era

simple model oil theoretical conduit aquifers in terms off exceedance probability of

discharge (Smart, 1988). Tile distribution of dally flows was expressed ilt terms of the

exceedance probability or a flow duration curve. Tile karst aquifers modelled were: a

single conduit (Figure 2.16(a))high level conduits and internal overflow (Figure 2.16(b))

and several conduit systems (Figure 2.16(c)) with a range off radii from 0.1 to 1.0 in. The

restllts showed that although the model was inaccurate ilt terms of storage considerations,

tile internal structure of the aquifer (difl’erent levels of conduits etc) has a profound effect

on tile flow through its constituent conduits.

O, J/

(a)

---- Q 2 roe.5

--.Q~ r:O.5

(a)

overllow, Q,,I

(b)                          (c)

underflow, O/=inl]ow, Q/ underflow, Ol =internalinfloxv, r radius(m)

Figure 2.16 Different conceptual models lbr karst aquifers lbr (a) single conduit, (b) t\\in

conduit and (c) three conduit system (Smart, 1988).

Another study (! talihan el o1., 1998) attempted to determine whether the storm response of

a sr)ring \\as a local or regional el’fect (or combination of both). The model consisted of

\xater tlo\x ing through a tank (ephiphreatic conduit) and pipe (phreatic conduit) to simulate

the Devil’s Icebox cave system in Missouri, as illustrated schematically in Figure 2.17.

lhe model shoxxed that the stern1 resl)onse o1" the s\stem could be simulated b\ a

constricted llo\x scenario xxhich \vas conl]rmed by the increase in kinetic head at the spring

dtiring S{Ol’lll events. The discharge l’ronl the coilstiictioil x\as calculated tlSillg the |)arc\-

\Veisbach eqtiation asSUllling that the I’1o\~ \~as smoolhlv Itlrbtllenl. lhis also pro\ided all

explanation for the obser\ed ~\aler le\cl \arialions in the ca\e passages upslrcam
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compared with the variation at tile spring. The model was tbund to be very sensitive to

recharge (which needed hourly precipitation measurenlents at least) and also illustrated tile

transition fi’om local control due to the constriction, to regional controls due to the aquifer

matrix after the effects of the storm had passed, since the model no longer fitted the

observed data at such times. The differentiation between conduit and matrix flow was also

studied using a specific energy analysis of the springflow, on the basis that in a

"’conventional" Darcian flow aquifer, the kinetic head is intlch smaller than the presstire

and potential (elevation) head, whereas in karstic aquifers this is not true. Specific energy

~as calculated at the discharge spring tbr the system using Bernoulli’s Law whereby,

1’

E=d + ,,,, Eqn. 2.18
<’’~     2g

where, d = average depth and v = average velocity.
StLIIacc Illpiil i

/ (’~mduil S) hi�Ill

L [ itrc’laCliOll ~,
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rl~ sc rv, ~11"~,

Reservoir

Figure 2.17 Schematic model of the Devil’s Icebox cave system (Halihan el al., 1998).

Further interesting work was carried out by Halihan and Wicks (1998) whereby conduit

flow systems were modelled as different combinations of pipes connecting to reservoirs. A

range of different hypothetical systems were looked at starting with a one tank-one pipe

model, as shown in Figure 2.18. This was tound to be very sensitive to the input values -

i.e. if the input signal occurred very quickly the mechanism caused a sharp peak with

highly asymmetric hydrograph limbs - but if the input signal duration was long the model

did little to alter the signal. This simple system also proved to be very ,cnsitive to the pipe

parameter (length to diaineter ratio).
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1998).

Schematic cross-section of the reservoir model used (Halihan and Wicks,

Other more complicated model configurations were assessed, for example \~ith several

overflow levels (see Figure 2.19(b)). This showed that tile highest conduit mimics the input

signal but will lag behind it somewhat. A tanks-in-series system was also modelled (Figure

2.19(c)) whereby the srnallest conduit connecting the tanks was found to control the

response.

a) One pipe
-one tank
system

L~

b) Overflow
system

c) Tanks in series
system

Figure 2.19 Schematic cross-sections of other reservoir models compared by Italihan and

Wicks (1998).

lhe responses in the reservoirs varied fi’om a single response to responses that contain

recessional limbs xxith multiple conll-~ollents. ()he \er\ interesting obscr\ation li"om the

rcscr\oir constrictioll model x\as that it indicated that the variations in h.~drograph
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responses were not based upon the regional draining of the aquifer. It also shox~ed that the

baseflow component in hydrographs (normally assumed to be the Darcian response from

the fracture matrix) could also have come fi’om constricted passages or have been

generated t’rom overflow or feedback mechanisms, ttence, baseflow conditions in karstic

s}’stems do not necessarily mean that tile aquifer is flowing under Darcian conditions.

Tile sensitivity of a pipe network model using tile U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s

Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) software was used to model tile same Devil’s

Icebox cave s}stem (Peterson and Wicks, 2006). Ten percent changes in tile length or

~\idth of tile conduits produced statistically different outflows compared to tile calibrated

baseline model. The model was also found to be extremely sensitive to changes in tile

Manning’s roughness coefficient but was relatively insensitive to changes to slope and

infiltration rates.

A multicell groundwater model for karstic aquifers was developed which used a mixed

equation to represent both free surface and pressure flow in tile conduits (Rozos and

Koutsoviannis. 2006). They found that it was of no advantage to the prediction of

springflow when compared to the system built using tile MODFLOW software which

treats flow as Darcian if internal water levels were not known (i.e. rainfall related to spring

flow) but it was of advantage if aquifer levels were known and needed to calibrate against

this. A plot of measured spring flow against estimated hydraulic conductivity (K) for the

system resulted in a significant variation in K and a hysteresis loop as found by other

researchers (e.g. Bonacci and Roje-Bonacci. 2000) restllting t’rom tile stage dependent

internal routing of the water.

An essentially lumped paraineter model (so-called parsimonious model) was developed lbr

a section of the Edwards aquifer in Texas (Barrett and Charbeneau. 1997) in order to

simplify tile representation of the physical structure of the processes involved. This

included vertical variations in aquifer properties (normally only allowed oil a horizontal

plane) but tried to simplify tile data requirements and calibration parameters b5 reducing

the number of cells. Each aquifer in this system was treated as a tank ~\hereby a parameter
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relates fluctuations in water surface elevations to volume of water in each cell (Figure

2.20). The cells were then assigned different yields according to the elevation of water

level in thenl (generally divided into three distinct zones) which could be estimated during

tile calibration process. This equated to tile change of flow and storage characteristics in

tire aquifer as water levels rose and tell and caves and conduits became submerged, hence

strongly affecting flow in tire aquifer. This model proved to be very responsive to tire

different types of flow regime (from basal flow tip to storm flow response).

Onion
Creek Bear

~,~/.~....~
Creek           Slaughter

.,/’--’~ Creek Williarnson
,.~../"-"~ Creek

Z.~.Z,;-x~ ~ ~. I Pq~-’~’~ Barton

~,.I, //,

Hydrou ~c
co~cluctJv~y ~ ._~.__._..~/

varies ~                                                                                             4
with elevabon Specific yield varies

with elevation ~ B~rton

Figure 2.20 Schematic diagram of the lumped parameter model cells and connections used

to model tile Barton Springs Edwards aquifer (Scanlon et al., 2003).

A model was built to simulate brackish karstic springs and tested on tile Almiros Spring in

Crete (Maramanthas et al., 2003). A conceptual model of three reservoirs was developed

whereby two reservoirs simulated tire karstic aquifer and one (int]nitely large) reservoir

simulated tire sea (see Figure 2.21). The two karst reservoirs represented tx~o types of

karstic subsystem that feed tile spring: the section of karst that drains quickly (i.e. large

conduits) and the other which drains rather slmvly (smaller conduits / li"actures). The

model was based oil the principle of continuity (mass balance) and energy balances \~ere

carried out across each reservoir. The model simulated both the discharge and also the

chloride concentrations of the sprin<,’~, it x~as found to be very good at simulatin<, the le\els

during depletion periods but only satisfactory during recharge periods (the latter x\as felt to

be due to limited rainfall nleasurements).
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Figure 2.21 Conceptual model of karstic springs (after Maramanthas el al., 2003).

Many karst netxvorks around the world discharge via well developed conduits (caverns)

belov, the current sea water level which developed during previous periods of lo,~ver sea

levels (Fleurv et al., 2007a). This karstification at depth can allow a flux of seawater to

enter which can also create a possible siphoning effect whereby salt water is drawn from

below into the freshv, ater discharging at sea level outflow during flood times. The density

difference betv, een the saline sea water intrusion and fresh water is the major factor

governing the relative movements (and boundary) between these two fluids (and can be

determined by’ the Ghyben-Herzberg formula).

Interesting work was carried out by Zhou (2000) where three physical models were built to

simulate the typical drainage pattern in karst aquifers where flow is channelized and

concentrated along discrete conduits. Recharge was controlled by upstream water tanks

and karst conduits by plastic pipes of different diameters. The relationship between water

velocity and hydraulic gradient was found to be closely associated with the internal

structure of the model and the situation where there was no correlation between the tv,,o

parameters could easily be achieved with a relatively simple combination of structures.

Hence, it is no surprise that in real karstic systems with complex internal netv, orks and

chambers it is rare to find such a correlation. Equally, attempts were made to apply’ mixing

cell models (i.e. networks of continually-stirred tank reactors (CSTRs)) to simulate flow

through the karstic system using a finite difference scheme lbr convection. These mixing
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cell models were calibrated in conjunction with dye traces to get the best lit and hence the

optimum number of cells to represent the flow characteristics of the aquifer.

2.5.4 Dual porosity distributed parameter models

Several models have been developed lbr karst aquifers which represent conduit tlow arid

dil’lilse llow as separate systems linked by a transfer liinction - i.e. often a combining

network and porous media models. For example, a 2-D pipework model coupled to a

single layer MODFLOW model was developed as part of the EU GRACE project to

simulate llow and transport in conduit systems which feed karst springs in Germany and

the United Kingdom (Younger el al., 1997).

Techniques have been employed to model karst which originated from models of Mine

Water Rebound: the network of mine shafts and tunnels are not dissimilar to the conduits

in karst, although they are also distinguished from their closest natural relations by the

particular geometries of voids present and lateral scale of inter-connection. For example,

natural karst-systems have hundreds of kilometres of passageways beneath a relatively

small surlhce area whereas mined systems tend to be more laterally extensive (Aldous et

al., 1986). Discharges of polluted water fi’om abandoned mines follox~ing ground x~ater

rebound are a mater cause of water resource pollution due to the so-called acid mine

drainage ~xhich arises from the bacterially catalysed oxidation of pyrite (FeSz) which leads

to a production of acidity (Younger, 1995). The flow in the large open mine voids is often

turbulent during the rebound process and hence standard techniques for modelling

ground~ater llow ~hich assume laminar llow conditions are inapt’n’opriate.

A strategy’ tbr groundwater modelling has been proposed (Adams and Younger, 2001) tbr

xx hich a 3-D pipe network model is used for relatively modest sxstems (<200kmZ), a semi-

distributed model (GRAM) \\hich uses a conceptual l’ramex\ork of intercoilnected \’olumes

\\elking as ponds for regions tip to 3()()() km2. and then for the largest scale simple xxatei’-

balance calculations are proposed as the Illt)si suitable. 1he techniqtles relexant to ktust

modcllin<,:, tire the llrst tx\o modelline~ approaches. lhe minexxater rebound model tlSCS " " the

\"~ (Vaiitiblx .";aturated .’<,ubsurt’ace)compoilent of SIII"I’P, AN ~hich simulates the
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combination of saturated and unsaturated conditions typically tbund in abandoned

coalfields, ttov, ever, in the regions where the l]ow regime is turbulent, a pipe network

V~ ,model was adopted and coupled to the SS model to create the VSS-NET combined

model. The model has been used successtiilly on the Bishop-Auckland and Ynysarwed-

Blaenant mines. The GRAM (Groundwater Rebound in Abandoned Mineworkings)model

uses the central concept that a mined system can be resolved into a number of

hydraulically discrete ponds which can exchange water with each other via a small number

of interpond overflow points as shown schematically in Figure 2.22 (Younger and Adams,

1099). Different ponds are assumed to fill independently until the time when the water

level in one overflows creating interpond transfer. The overflow feature can be unrestricted

(i.e. minimal head difference ponds) or throttled. Monte-Carlo simulations were also used

to quantit) uncertainties - i.e. probability distributions for pipe roughness etc. GRAM has

been used successt\llly on several coalmines" Durham Coalfield, Dysat-Leven Coalfield,

South Yorkshire Coalfield (Burke and Younger, 2000) and Whittle Colliery for example.

Redlar~e Recharge

; I

1 I
Pipe How

-~

Pond 1 Pond 2

Figure 2.22 Schematic diagram of flow between two ponds in a roadway in a flooded

mine (Younger and Adams, 1999).

The SHETRAN hydrological model has been used to model karstic groundwater

movement as part of the European Commission’s Sustainable Management of

Groundwater in Karstic Environments (STALAGMITE) project (Adams and Parkin.

2001). SHETRAN is a physically-based distributed hydrological modelling system xxhich

is comprised of a modular system of interconnected components ,,x.hich represents the

hydrological cycle. It couples surface and subsurlhce processes together into an integrated

3-D model of water flow and transport (Ewen el al.. 2000). The hydrological catchment is

discretised into a series of elements and non-linear equations which govern the tlox~ o1"
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\xater and transport of catcllments and sediments, \~hich are solved by numerical methods.

The model for the karst aquifer xxas set up as physically based xxllicll means that the model

parameters have some physical meaning. Flow in the sub-horizontal cave network in the

saturated zone was modelled using the VSS-NET component of the model originally

developed to model to simulate groundwater rebound in abandoned mines, as described

above. The exchange of llows between the conduits and matrix cells were modelled using

Darcy’s Law and flmvs in the conduit modelled using Darcy-Weisbach or ttazen Williams.

A boundary condition with a fixed head was required for each netx~ork of conduits (i.e.

spring discharge). Shafts were also modelled x~hereby they could receive either rainfall or

tlow fiom sinking streams or inflow fi’om a connected netxxork. The x~ater levels in the

shali also fixed the boundary conditions lbr the saturated cave net~ork. The epikarst

region near the surlhce absorbs and then transmits infiltration into the subsurface region

and requires two parameters to calculate an instantaneous transfer flux: the threshold ~ater

depth and a constant of proportionality. The model has been successthlly used in Slovenia,

Slovakia and Bulgaria as part of the project.

One study on karst basins in the Swiss Jura (Eisenlohr el al., 1997) used an indirect

method of verification of such models by introducing a xxell defined theoretical karst

structure into a finite element model and then analysing the simulated global response

according to a series of fixed interpretation schemes. The karst system studied included the

soil cover, non-karst terrains, the unsaturated part of the aquifer and the saturated zone

connected to the principal output (the karst spring). This model x~as used to test the

sensitivit\ of some statistical methods used in ground [’lo\v interpretation such as auto-

correlation betxxeen discharge-discharge and cross-correlation bet\\een rainlhll-discharge.

The numerical simulations x\ere modelled both as simplified 2-D and 3-D net\\orks xxhich

include both the Ioxx conductivity fractured flo\v net\york and tile higher conducti\it\

conduit tim\. O\’erall the xxot’k found that the climatic ,-,,,,i .,,e.me (storm frequent\ and spatial

/ temporal distribution of rainfall) and infiltration mechanisms of karst (ratio betx\cen

diftilsed and concentrated inl]ltration) had a mater influence on the l’ornl of the

h.xdrogiaph. The nunlerical sinlulation, ho\\e\er, did beha\e :is all el’lL’cti\e cross-

correlation bct\\een precipilatioil and discharge.
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A process-based flow and transport model has been developed by coupling a pipe-flow

model (for fast conduit flox~) to MODFLOW (to represent flow in fissured porous rock)

and used Oil a relatively simple hypothetical karst aquifer (Birk el al., 2006). Interesting

restllts shoxved that tile conduit volume estimated from tile time lag between hydraulic and

physico-chemicai spring responses tended to be larger than the actual volume.

2.5.5 Other modelling approaches

2.5.5.1 Geochenlical models

Geochemical models give insights into the geochemical processes acting Oil an aquifer

through time or through space. Some models such as NETPATH define reaction models

consistent with given data vdlereas other models, PHREEQE are useful for applying an

assumed reaction to some specified initial conditions. Attempts have been made to join

flow models with reactive geochemical models to simulate cave growth (Dreybrodt, 1992:

Groves and Hoxvard. 1994: Palmer, 1991). For example, a model Carbonate Aquifer Void

Evolution (CAVE) couples the flow in the karst with a reaction module, simulating the

dissolutional enlargement of conduits (Clemens et ,l., 1998~ Liedl el al., 2003). CAVE has

also been extended by the gypsum dissolution module Evaporite Void Evolution (EVE)

accounting for different dissolution kinetics of gypsum and different boundary conditions

(Birk et al., 2005). Such models are very useful from a contemporary hydrogeological

perspective by helping to understand the observed porosity distribution.

A global systems approach has been taken to model karst structures and thus infer tile

structure of the karst network (Grasso and Jeannin, 2002). Models based Oil tile changing

concentrations of calcite in tile spring discharges have been considered based on the

premise that there is a relationship between flow rate and water mineralistaion of a karst

spring during a flood event. Tile variation in dissolution rates depends oil tile groundv,.ater

flow velocity through the conduit network and thus variations in dissolved carbonate

concentrations at the spring are related to changes in flow velocity. This looks at tile

chemically based recession flow of the enlptying karst system after tile initial piston flow.

which is the presstlrised expulsion of all tile pre-event existing water in tile aquifer. An
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enlpirical relationship has been noticed in this recession tlow (Grasso and Jeannin, 2002)

whereby the concentration variations at the discharge of a karstic system can be described

by a negative po~ver of the flow rate (Grasso et a/., 2003) as follo~vs:

Eqn. 2.19

v&ere, C is the solution concentration, A and 0t are empirical coefficients and Q is the llow

rate.

A deterministic model was formulated based on calcite dissolution kinetics and hydraulics

(Grasso et al., 2003) and the physically based parameters compared to the empirical model

parameters (A and ct) to provide some physically based interpretation to them. Limestone

dissolution in karstic conduits is a lilnction of both chemical characteristics (the

relationship between solution concentration and equilibrium ) and hydraulic characteristics

(water velocity). Hence, as discussed belbre, there is a drop in dissolution rate as the

system approaches equilibrium. The deterministic model xvas developed on the basis of

this dissolution rate occurring in the laminar layer of flow adjacent to the x~all during

turbulent flow conditions in the conduit. This model was trialled on a theoretical net\york

of reservoirs and pipes to predict the concentration of Ca> at different discharges and

velocities. These restllts were compared against the global empirical relationship model

(Eqn. 2.10) and hence able to give some physical meaning to the empirical parameters (A

and 0t) x~hich proved a relationship between 0t and the conduit netx~ork dimensions. The

model was then applied to 5 karst aquifers in the Jura Mountains to determine the degree

of karstification and also correlated with the global empirical model parameters. An

interesting restllt flom the modelling process was that it suggested that the piston flo\~

pushes some of the fissured matrix llow water into the conduit at the beginning ol’the flox~

peak (as xxell as the "’old xvater’" in the conduit expelled due to the pressure \\ave. as

discussed previously).

The evolution and llow in a karstic aquifer ~as studied using a KARST model (Karstic

AquilLq" Simulation Tool) which starts as a 3-[) netxxork of conduits to represent liactures

and porous t’ock matrix to represent line l’isstiles (Kaufmann, 2000). l:ractures are enlarged

xxith time b\ chemical dissolution xxhich causes a dramatic increase in the h\draulic
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conductivity of the aquifer with time and lowering of the water table down to almost the

base level (steady state after 10 000 years was achieved but modelled over 50 000 }’ears).

The karst bedrock was also overlain by a landscape which evolves with time due to river

erosion, denudation etc.

2.5.5.2 Contaminant transport modelling

Insight into karst modelling can also be gained fi’om the modelling attempts at tracking

pollutants through karstic aquifers. For exalnple, dense non-aqueous phase liquid

(DNAPLs) can easily be released into aquifers through sinkholes or sinking streams and

the discharge of such liquids delayed depending on the transport mechanism+ storm water

recharge and storage sites within the karst aquifer. Interestingly a conceptual model is

based on the transport of the DNAPL stored during storm flow pulses by the exceedance of

thresholds in terms of the conduit stream power. (i.e. due to shear between liquid and water

flowing over it) (Loop and White, 2001 ). Whilst the mechanism of transport and storage of

DNAPL are not that relevant to this study, the model of the conduit flow (and hence

evaluation of contaminant transport related to the flow regime) is of concern. In this

context such transport includes: dissolution, transport on suspended sediment, bulk

transport and transport within entrained bulk sediment (Vesper et al., 2003). At low to

moderate flows DNAPLs will be constantly flushed with fresh water and hence dissolution

will take place across the liquid-liquid interface, predicted by mass transfer coefficients.

Under flood flows the DNAPL may be dragged along the channel and then at even higher

flows, entrained and transported in suspension as well as sediment, which could be

calculated in terms of stream power under different conditions.

A linear systems approach has been used to model aqueous contaminant movement

through karst aquifers (Hoke and Wicks, 1997). Using the lumped, time-invariant linear

systems as described in Dreiss (I 982), where the input is related to the output via a kernel

function, instead of having flow as the input ti~nction, the mass of contaminant can be

used. Such as study was made in Missouri after a nitrogen fertilizer pipeline broke above a

karst aquifer. A linear kernel function for the tlow path was derived bv a fluorescent d\e

test. This function was then applied lbr the system to predict the breakthrough curve for
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this point source of nitrogen contamination ~hich compared closely to the actual sampled

findings.

All overall methodology to assessing tile vulnerability of carbonate aquifers has been

developed at a European level (Daly el el., 2002: Ravbar and Goldscheider, 2009). Such

aquifers are especially vulnerable to various human impacts since tile water can move

rapidly through fissures, sinking streams provide direct entry points to tile groundx~ater

\xith little or no attenuation of contaminants and the soil covet" is often thin or absent. The

approach is based upon a series of lectors: P factor (rainfall), C litctor (concentration of

flow) O factor (overlying layers, subsoil etc) and K lector (karst net\~ork development) as

shoxvn schematically in Figure 2.23.

P,ac,o,")
(

(precipitation regime) ~5

..." :’" ..,’..,’ ," -" : 2, . .’.., , .. .+ ." ,".." .’" .." 2’ ."

I F----t , ~i
(karst network development) ~    [

......... . " --2nd target::
spring, well

SOURCE
spring, well

II

J

LEGEND

~ Topsoil

!:: 2 , Subsoil

bL 3~ Non-karstic bedrock

F4L::~ Unsaturated karstic bedrock

!~: Saturated karstic bedrock

-- Conduit

Direction ol water llow

Figure 2.23 l)iagrammatic cross-section shov,+ing liictors ,ahich input into intrinsic

vulnerability maps (Daly el el., 20()2).

2.5.5.3 Sediment transport modelling

So called "’turbidigrat-)h’" separation (i.e. the turbidit~ observed at a karstic spring)has bccn

used to determine Illore about the nature of tim\ and structure of karstic aquil’crs (lklassei cl

,d.. 2(t()3). lhc lurbidil\ IlleaStll’ed at a karsiic spring can be considered to be made tip of
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part direct transfer of suspended particulates and part restlspension of particulate material

previously deposited in tile conduits. The storm component of the spring hydrograph x~as

compared to the particle flux breakthrough curves in terms of transfer time in order to

distinguish bet~een the intrakarstic restlspension and tile ailochthonous, direct transfer

material. The relationship bet~een Ic, u, pcndcd"s s ¯    " element and flows through tile aquifer

x~ere then compared to infer how the resuspension of deposited particles occurs in response

to stornl derived xxater flux. This seemed to be non-linear relationship and was caused by

three distinct factors" the initial pressure transfer of tile water; the rising head over tile

whole system pushing out the old water: and then finally resuspension caused by tile actual

last rio\\ rate coming through fi’om the rain event. Further work by these researchers

(Massei el al., 2006)has examined turbidity dynamics of karst aquifers using correlation,

spectral and xxavelet analyses as discussed earlier in Section 2.4.4. Interestingly, the

x\avelet analysis highlighted a strong relationship between the rainfall and turbidity which

could not be detected frorn tile correlation or spectral analyses.

.~.~-,._ .>.4 Neural networks

Neural netv, orks have been applied to karstic aquifers (see Figure 2.24 for architecture)

(Johannet et al.. 1994). The network will "learn" by a backpropagation algorithm to

minimise the di|’ference between the spring discharge and model output.

[ Quick transfer-TR-{Ol [
P(t).ET(t)=PE(t)

I[
Rain fall P(0 ~ ~’~"~ ~

L
PE(t- 1)~,~2 ..-

Day:t ~- .............. ~ [~--.-~1 ~ ~-.-

~,~’ 4--~"~ (~Ev(t) PE(t-27

+1
Evapotr ansp ir at ion Transfer

sub- network sub-network

1sa<,.,,
~-~ Delay=-ib

ilorizoraal transfer
sub-network

Figure 2.24 Architecture of the global network for modelling a karstic aquifer (.lohannet e;

al., 1994).
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In another study in Normandy, France a model based upon an artificial neural network x~,as

developed to predict turbid spikes associated with floods from tile aquifer based on water

level in a well and precipitation (Beaudeau el a/., 2001). A inulti-layered feed tbrward

architecture was employed based oil a hierarchy of two iterative processes: at the upper

level, tile Simplex algorithm was perfi~rmed to optimise the runoff paralneters which were

the trained up at each step of the main loop of the neural network.
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3    BACKGROUND AND AREA DESCRIPTION

3.1 Introduction

Carboniferous limestone is tile outcrop or near outcrop rock across over 50% of Ireland

(Drew, 2008). Most of the purest limestones lies to tile west of the River Shannon and have

developed t\lli karstic landt’orms and drainage compared to the more impure limestones to

tile east and in the Midlands. Ireland is unusual in that more than 75% of its karst is

lowland (i.e. less than 100 m above sea level) in comparison to the remainder of Europe

where most karst terrain is mountain or plateau (Drew, 2002). Hence, a distinctive feature

of such lowland karst is the considerable degree of interaction between surface and

o \\~round ater, whereby water is exchanged between the two systems via losing and gaining

rivers, via swallow holes and springs and via turioughs often fed by estm’elles which are

bi-directional openings that may function as springs or swallow holes depending on

hydrologic conditions. In addition to being the primary aquifer in the region, the lowland

karst underlies some of the most productive agricultural land (as well as a few major

centres of population). The Gort-Ardrahan area of south Galway, the subject area of this

research, is bounded to the east by the Slieve Aughty mountains and by the edge of the

Burren to the west. The 500 km2 catchment drains north-west from the mountains across

the Gort lowlands to the sea in Galway Bay as shown in Figure 3.1.

3.2 Geolo~’ and Hydrogeology

The Slieve Aughty mountains to the south-east are of relatively low permeability

sandstones and mudstones of Devonian age (Old Red Sandstone). The lowlands of higher

permeability Carboniferous limestone (see Figure 3.2) are intensively karstified in places.

as shown by the number of karst features on the GSI karst database shown in Figure A.5 in

Appendix A. The stratigraphy of the region has been described as a thick succession of

fairly pure limestones of Early Carboniferous age, sandwiched between two thick clastic

sequences of Devonian (mainly) and late Carboniferous age respectively (Simms, 2003).

Three geological cross-sections through the area are sho\xn in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
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Chapter 3: Background

In the east of the region, near the Slieve Aughty Mountains, the succession has been folded

into a broad anticline across which limestone and overlaying clastics have been stripped to

reveal older clastics beneath. To the west, the succession is less disturbed and has been

tilted only gently to the south. To the north, the Upper Carboniferous clastics have been

stripped away and in the south, the limestone dips beneath the surviving clastic cover.

I

%

,/" %

DPBL
Dinantian ,’!’?
Pure Bedde{l" ~
I,imestone

/
SMV

Figure 3.2 Bedrock geology and faults of the Gort lowlands (GSI, 2009).

DPBL (Dinantian Pure Bedded Limestone); DPUL (Dinantian Pure Unbedded Limestone); DORS (Devonian Old Red Sandstone);

DUlL (Dinantian Upper Impure Limestone); OM (Ordovician Metasediments), SMV (Silurian Metasediments & VolcanicsL

DESSL (Dinantian Early Sandstones, Shales & Limestone)¯
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Figure 3.3 Geological cross-sections through the Gort lowlands (as shown on plan in

Figure 3.2).
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Tile karst aquifer in the Gort lowlands is defined as Regionally Important with High to

Extreme vulnerability as shown in Figures A.2 and A.3 in Appendix A. It is fed by several

sinking streams draining from Devonian sandstones on the Slieve Aughty uplands, the

three main streams being, the Owenshree, the Ballycahalan (or Boleyneedonish) and the

Oxvendallulaegh (or Derryxvee). The lowland area thus contains major karst conduits

associated with these chemically aggressive water inputs (Skeffington el al., 2006):

streams freqtlently disappear into underground fissures and conduits and then reappear

again in surface reaches or turloughs (glacially forlned depressions). It has been concluded

in the past that all of the drainage eventually converges to meet at Lough Coole to the

north-west of Gort, as detailed later. From here the drainage takes the flows underground

to the north-west to the sea at Kinvarra reappearing once en route at the tidally affected

Caherglassaun. The rivers from the Slieve Aughty mountains have relatively low dissolved

solids, low alkalinity’ and high iron concentrations. The Kilchreest river periodically fills

Blackrock and Coy’ turloughs, whilst the Ballycahalan and Owendallulleagh rivers flow

underground to the Coole basin. Figure 3.4 shows the previous tracer studies that have

been done although caution must be taken when interpreting such lines for such a system

as they only link the entry and sampled exit points, which did not necessarily include

intermediate points between.

The major intertidal springs on the south Galway bay coast (Ballyvaughan, Bellharbour,

Corranroo and Kinvarra) are all located close to the head of funnel-shaped sea inlets. These

may have partly resulted from glacial erosion from the last ice advance but may also reveal

evidence that the preferential solution of the limestone has taken place in the dominant

north-south joints in the zone where fresh and saline waters mix to produce subsaturated

waters (Drew, 1990). This would lead to accelerated enlargement of the fissures and

subsequent collapse of overlying strata causing headwards migration of the spring- i.e. the

narrow bays seen today.
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Chapter 3: Background

Figure 3.4 Karst tracer lines in the Gort lowland area (GSI, 2009).

The karstification in the area is not homogeneous from a spatial perspective but is

complex, evolving under lithostratigraphic control whereby cherty beds within the

limestone have exerted a strong influence (Johnston and Peach, 1999). Folding and

faulting, associated with the north-northwest trending Fergus shear zone have also

influenced the development of the karst. There seems to be at least two levels of ages of

karstification: a shallow epikarst (associated with the last glaciation) which is often less

than 15m in depth and at least one level of deeper palaeokarst occuring up to 50m below

sea level. It has been conjectured that many karstic drainage systems on the lowlands

(which are thought to have originally formed during the karstification of the Tertiary

period) were blocked and rendered inoperative by sediment infilling due to glacial and

fluvioglacial deposition and that present day groundwater flow systems have developed in

immature fissure or conduit systems of’the I tolocene age, or in reactivated ancient conduits

fi’om x~hich sediment has been eroded (or a mixture of both) (Drew and I)alv. 1993). Most

off the karst development is often less than 15m in depth x~ith very variable llssures from a
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few mm in width to several metres as found in conduits and caves. The depression on the

surface acts as a focus for collection of rainfall as well as an emergent route for subsurface

flows in the fissures. The larger depressions, tile turloughs, often flood in winter and store

temporarily huge volumes of water, forming a key component in the hydrogeological

regime. In summer, however, these turloughs normally dry out. Hence, it seems that the

turloughs behave as surge tanks in tile system, attenuating flow in the subterranean conduit

network (Johnston and Peach, 1999). Water levels have been seen to vary very quickly in

response to a hydrological event: such large volumes of water moving over a short period

of time are highly unlikely to have come from an epikarst fracture system. Hydraulic

gradients in the lowland aquifer range have been esthnated between 0.001 and 0.01 with

flow rates determined from tracing studies ranging from 5 to 250 m/h (Drew, 2008). There

are also a few permanent lakes (particularly Lough Cutra) and several bog areas across the

Slieve Aughty mountains which act as buffers on the overall drainage system.

The superficial deposits in the area (see Figure A.4) are inferred to play a relatively minor

role in the overall hydrological response of the catchment but could be locally important in

providing groundwater storage and slowing the runoff rate. They could also act to confine

the aquifer underneath (depending on nature of deposit) or, at the other extreme, function

as an intergranular aquifer with high storage, feeding water into the highly transmissive

limestone aquifer beneath (Drew, 2008). Most of the limestone outcrop (pavements etc) is

exposed west of the northeast-southwest line passing through Coole. East of this line are a

few drumlins and modest thickness of sandy till along tile sandstone/lilnestone contact. In

the west, along the edge of the Burren, drilling has shown evidence of a former glacial

outwash channel with an excess of 40 in thickness of sands and gravels.

3.3    Turloughs

3.3.1 Turlough hydrology and hydrogeology

Turloughs (from the Irish Izta," locD, dry lake) are described by the Working Group on

Groundwater (EPA, 2004) as topographic depressions in karst, which are intermittentl\

flooded oil an annual cycle via groundwater sources and have substrate and/or ecological

comlnunities characteristic of wetlands. The flooding in the turlough basin is due to
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insufficient capacity of tile underground karst llow system lblloxving excessive

precipitation events, causing tile conduit-type network to surcharge. Turloughs can fill and

empty relatively quickly (a few weeks) via swallow holes or estavelles. As such they can

also act as a bulTered source of poirit recharge to the aquifer (Drew. 2008). Turioughs exist

in Ireland due to tile combination of high precipitation (relative to evapotranspiration) and

low-lying karst limestone which is not widely tbund elsewhere (Drew, 1990). They mainly

occur on the west coast on the Dinantian pure bedded limestones as shown by their

distribution in Figure 3.5. However, similar lakes have been reported in Wales, Catalonia,

Eastern Canada and Slovenia (Goodwillie and Reynolds, 2003: Skeffington and Scott,

2008). Equally, such temporary lakes in karst can form in areas where there are enclosed

depressions close to the hydrological base level which receive periods of high rainfall,

known as l~ol/e.v, as detailed, tbr example, in the Dinaric karst in Croatia (Bonacci, 2004)

and southern Spain (L6pez-Ch icano el ol., 2002).

4
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Figure 3.~ Distribution of 304 turloughs on GSI database.

Turlou<,hs~. olien have an impermeable l]oor of lake cla\ ~ith one or several ob\ious

connectiollS to the grotlnd\\aler s\stcnl \\ hich Ilia\’ occur \\ay abo\e the Io\xest point in the
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basin. The underground water carries dissolved limestone in tile form of calcium

bicarbonate and when it appears above ground ill a turlough some of the lime may be

precipitated. This is predominantly a physical process but may also be mediated by

planktonic organisms (Coxon, 1994a). In long lasting pools marl accumulates providing an

effective impermeable barrier to drainage. However, there is evidence (sediment cores)

that the hydrology of turloughs can change naturally over time where white marl

(indicating open water conditions) is overlain by peat (showing colonization of the water

body by plants etc) which is then overlain again by marl, indicating reflooding. Such shifts

have been attributed to changes in the drainage system and sediments as swallow holes and

fissures have become blocked or opened. A survey of the deposits in the turloughs of

interest in this research project revealed that Blackrock and Coole had no marl deposits

whilst Cox, Garryland and Callerglassaun did contain significant marl deposits (Coxon,

1994b). The existence of marl in turloughs probably indicates that these were permanent

lakes at sometime in the past (possibly Late-glacial to early ttolocene times): the cessation

of marl deposition being when the seasonal flooding regime occurred. This raises the

tantalizing theory that Blackrock and Coole have always operated as turloughs since these

depressions first started to become inundated. As Blackrock is at the top of the system it is

perhaps not so surprising that it has always drained on an annual basis, however Coole is

closer to sea level and (as will be seen later) is normally fairly slow to empty, ttence, this

might indicate that in the past there was an easier route to the sea which, by implication,

was not hydraulically connected to Caherglassaun at the time. One hypothesis that could

be drawn is that some collapse structure may have subsequently fully or partially blocked

this route forcing a new direction for the maior conduit which brought Caherglassaun into

the network. Indeed, collapse structures near Caherglassaun point to the fact that it was

originally created as a cave that collapsed with local hearsay telling that the most recent

collapse was due to Lisbon earthquake in 1750s because of a tidal wave (Goodwillie and

Reynolds, 2003).

3.3.2 Turlough ecology

Turloughs provide a habitat for many protected llora and thuna species and are designated

a Priority tlabitat in Annex 1 of the EU tlabitats Directive (9_/4~,/I;L() (Eft(’. ! _.
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Indeed, many turloughs have been designated as Special Areas of Conservation (SACs).

Under the Water Framework Directive (WFD) (EC, 2000) turloughs are designated as

Groundwater Dependent Terrestrial Ecosystems (GWDTE). t lydrology is the primary

driver of these unique ecosystems, and a better understanding of the flooding regime is

therefore required for their li~ture sustainability and conservation.

There have been several attempts to classify turloughs in relation to their flooding regime,

geomorphology and trophic status (Tynan el o1., 2007) but it is also apparent that each

turlough has its own unique hydrological reatures which in turn have a bearing on

substrate, vegetation type and invertebrate communities (Skefl’ington el al., 2006). A large

interdisciplinary research project is currently being undertaken by Trinity College Dublin

tilnded by the National Parks and Wildlire Service (NPWS) entitled, A.s.se.s.sing lhe

(’on.sum’a/ion ,SI(ilII.~’ (?f Tz,’hm~h.s, due lbr completion in 2010. This has targeted 22

turloughs (rour of,+vhich are featured in this research) and is looking ror linkages bet\~een

the hydrology, turlough soils, vegetation, invertebrates, xsater quality and land

management within each turlough catchment area.

A short section on the ecology of turloughs is presented since it is anticipated that one of

the main uses of the hydrological model developed in this research xxill be to tie in \xith

studies on plant species and invertebrates in relation to degree or inundation. The other

main use of such a model would be to predict flooding events, more of \s hich is discussed

in Section 3.4.

F/()l’(;

Since not many plants are adapted to such unpredictable l]ooding, turloughs tend to ha\e a

regular zonation of vegetation for the relatively low number of species. The lhctors that

lead to the dit’rerential spread of theses.p¢cies- ¯ have received extensive stud\’ and are:

inundation, nutrients and soil, grazing and other threats. Inundation (ob\iousl\ directl\

linked to the hydrogeology of the area) is related to the depth and the period of the

flooding ever\ \ear. lhe species can be divided into those that can x\ilhstand flooding in
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situ (amphibious species) and those that are able to colonise the land quickly alter the flood

~aters have retreated.

The period of flooding appears to be particularly relevant at the base of tile turlough where

tile inundation lasts longest. Some correlations were tbund for example as part of the OPW

study in the Gort lowland karst area (Jennings O’Donovan / Southern Water Global, 1997)

t’or the two flood years 1995 and 1997. The inundation afl’ects the plants since gaseous

interchange is interrupted and those that survive must have some special adaptation to

survive. For example, annual plants may change their oxygen demand by seed dormancy

xqlilst perennials may have to change from aerobic to anaerobic respiration, withstand root

death or develop aerench}ma to allow oxygen to get to the roots. Many turlough species

have rhizomes on the surface to compensate for root die off (e.g. Potentilla anserina,

Agrostis stolonifera, fr!/blium repens). Fully aquatic plants such as reeds Phra~miles

australis and SchoenolUectus’ lacustris" have a direct connection to the atmosphere.

A fev, species will occur from tile edge of the turiough to the base such as bent grass

(Agrostis stolon!fera), silverweed (Potentilla anserina), sedge (Carex panacea) and the

buttercup (Rammculus repens). The less tolerant species are restricted to specific zones

x~hich are controlled by depth within the basin (e.g. trees), nutritional quality of the water

and/or substrate (sedges and grasses) or by the presence of non-vegetated areas (annuals)

(Goodwillie and Reynolds, 2003). However, these patterns may be concealed by

anthropogenic interference, for example, intensive fertilisation within the turloughs.

The presence of holly (flex aqui/blium) can often be used as a rough guide to the top water

level of a turlough or, if there are rocks, a better indicator is the black moss ((’inclidolus

.[ontinaloides) - hence the eponymous "’Blackrock" turlough. For example, Coxon (1987)

carried out a study on tile depth of flooding in 60 turloughs by taking the upper limit to be

indicated by the black moss which revealed that depths typically varied between 0.5 to 6 m

with a median depth of 1.5 m. It also showed that most turloughs contain an upper and

lower zone with the tipper zone with rock surfaces dominated by (’ira’/kay/us and the Ioxxer

zone dominated by willow moss (Fonlimdis anlilWrelica). In 35°5 of the 60 sites studied.
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the (’inclid<ml.v ~as lbund in the base oI" the turlough indicative ot" shorter tlood duration

conditions, x~,here tile turlough fills and drains more l’requently.

The upper reaches o1" tile turlough basins are often surrounded by woodland (e.g. Coy,

Garryland and Coole) and tile woody plants die out as one moves doxvn into tile tipper part

of tile turlough, e.g. fi’om buckthorn, Rhamu.v calah#’lic~.t, blackthorn, Prmnl.v .~7~ino.v~ and

shrubby cinquel’oil, Pole#tlilla./i’uclico.va to alder buckthorn, Fmm,~tUa alml,~’ being tile last

to persist. Tree roots are particularly susceptible to oxygen depletion meaning that summer

growth may be delayed in years where tile llooding has been higher than normal.

I lerbaceous vegetation can be particularly affected in spring il" tile tlooding persists. The

leaves will start to grow underwater, producing narrow leaves (Phalari.v ortmdin~ceo)or

more dissected leaves (Rammculu.v rupert.v) for plants grooving in more flooded regions

compared to the same species lbund in non-llooded locations. This is thought to restllt in a

higher photosynthetic capacity required when submerged (Lynn, and Waldren, 2001 ).

Below tile woody plants large grasses (e.g. t;’c,.vltlca artotUin~icea, De.vctlollqxvi~l cae,~pilo.~’a

and I~ttahH’i.v ortHtdinacea ) and tall herbs sucll as meadoxvsxveet (Filipendttla ulmari~l)

occupy tile next zone. Below this tile vegetation tends to split into t\vo distinct types

depending oil tile availability of nutrients. Oil tile nutrient rich sites plantain (Phmt~go

h,,#tceolala), (’~l#’ux ni£,ra and Pole#tlilhi un.verin~l will be tbund xxhilst oil nutrient poor

sites, sedge stands of (’arex tto.vliana, (’arex l~an~ce~ and Jlollin~, caeruh.’a are more

conlmon. At this level species such as northern bedstra\v ((h~litmt D<>reaA,), adder’s tongue

(()ldtio~lo.v.vtmt ~’u&altmt) and tile violets (17o/a co#tin,i) xxill also be Ikmnd. Finally, in tile

base of’the turlough x~,here conditions are most l’requcntlv inundated, there is usually sedge

((’~lrex niv, ra) x,~ith rushes (,ltmctl.~’ ~l#’lictll~atl.~’, F~leoHtariv l~dtl.vlt’i.~), marsh marigold

(( ’a/llta l~oluvl#’i.~’) etc.

Dissolved nutrients are brought dmvn into tile turlough ever\ year ~hich must ,,el trapped

in the basin to some extent but its alTcct on plant comnlunities is not \xcll understood (,()tic.

2()()3). For examr~le, tile \~estern and southern turloughs in tile region are most clearlx IL’d

purcl\ from karstic gr()ulld\xatcr and Call be the inost productive xx ith an abundant, dense
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grov, th of filamentous algae, which bleach white oil drying (known as "’algal paper")

evident (for example, t tawkhill turlough).

It should be noted that most turloughs have been extensively grazed which totally alters the

vegetation balance that might be expected in a pristine turlough. For exalnple, the larger

species are removed which tends to shade smaller species which can then proliferate. In

addition it is not clear what the relative contribution of in-turlough nutrient enrichment due

to manure from grazing animals is - potentially very high for certain hydraulic

configurations.

F£lll#l~l

The same features ‘’vhich contribute to the development of different floral zonation, as

discussed above, also promote different fauna according to their sensitivities to depth,

temperature, frequency and pattern of flooding. Hence, characteristic fauna tends to be

short-lived, adapted to drought and herbivorous or detritivorous since the breakdown of

exposed aquatic plants provides further detritus to feed on. In general invertebrate

communities are at their richest in the concentrated conditions: when turlough levels

decrease to a shallow residual pool, the faunal diversity appears to be controlled mainly by

seasonal dr}’ periods (normally in summer). However, the less common combination of

lov,: ,,’,’inter levels and frost has also been shown to be a controlling factor in macrophyte

and invertebrate communities. Recent research into macroinvertebrates in turloughs

shorted that biodiversity and community structure varied nlonthly and inter-annually with

permanent residents dominating during the start of the hydrocycle with an increase in

ephemeral taxa over time (Porst el al., 2009). Disturbance was shown to be an important

factor in community structure with more highly fluctuating hydrological regimes generally

supporting lower faunal diversity. The influence of disturbance, however, generally

decreased with time leading to a stabilisation of communities.

Most invertebrate species in turloughs, however, are lbund elsex‘’here but there are tv, o rare

crustaceans, Tanl’maslix slugnali,v and Ema’cerus ~zaciali.v (remnants of earlier ice ages)

which are found in turloughs since the temporary v, ater bodies preclude fish populations
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which would otherwise prey on the crustaceans" unprotected nature and large sizes. The

Iocalised environment around tile sink holes of turloughs may provide a refuge for aquatic

organisms such as Ga,~’le#’o,~’leux aculealzl,~’, Ga#n#na#’lt.v dtwheni cellicu,v or Polcelix nig, ra

(Reynolds, 1996) since the water temperature does not vary intlch (around 7-10°C all )’ear).

lit the turlough basin bivalve molluscs such as Pi,s’idimn may burrow as will many other

invertebrates in order to survive brief dry periods due to the changing water levels. Warm

weather and persistent low water levels may restlit in a dense growth of filamentous algae,

i.e. algal paper.

Many other faunal components from fi’ogs and newts to beetles, mayflies and dipterans

are amphibious or terrestrial during tile dry period. The highest predator in such ephemeral

systems tends to be the newt T#’ilu#’lrs’ rulx, ari,v which colonises field ponds and

congregated over the breeding season in the water bodies. Fish are not normally present

unless they have been washed into a turlough fi’om surface waters (Reynolds and Marnell,

1999).

Bird, v

Few studies have been carried out on birds but an Internationally Important population of

Whooper swans and Nationally Important population of Bewick’s Swans were found to be

wintering on the Lough Coole system (Heery and Madden, 1997). In addition to this a

x~ide diversity of birds can be found such as dabbling duck, diving duck and x~aders

(lapwing. snipe, comnlon sandpiper, whimbrel, redshank, and ringed plover), lhe

~.intering birds clearly seemed to favour the river fed turlough ~ ith their large throughput

of water (and large fluctuations). There appeared to be a strong link to the movement of

birds between turloughs and water heights. The birds typically moved at a frequency in

rein1.""    s of hours (as opposed to days x~,hich is nlore conlnlon lol" \\intering birds trying to

conserve energy and finding safe places to roost), t lence, it seems that tile birds fa\oured

turloughs x,~hich were at low to moderate rather thall Inoderate to higher levels since there

are more plentiful marginal feeding areas. Ideal conditions lbr breeding \\adors \\Otlld be

for tile turlou<,hs: to dr\’ ()tit gradually, through spring and earl\’ sulnnler ~hich pi’onlotes
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suitable nesting sites. The smaller the turlough, the more unpredictable the water levels and

thus they are least likely to support such populations.

3.3.3 Pressures and impacts on turloughs as GWDTEs

A study was recently carried out xxhich reviewed all previous research oil turloughs in

Ireland with the objective to produce a risk assessment framework lbr these GWDTEs and

to develop a methodology for characterising these karstic groundwater bodies (Tynan et

al., 2007). 128 turiough sites were first collated in an inventory almost all of which were

located on Dinantian pure bedded limestone. In summary, the work found that they were

hydrological parameters (fi’equency-duration curve gradients and recession constants) that

could be related to ecological indicators, although it was difficult to be too generic as every

turlough had unique inputs due to different land-use practices on the catchment. For

example, an attempt was nlade to relate vegetation to factors such as flood duration

whereby exceedance curves for different turloughs were compared against vegetation

mapping. This suggested (albeit on a limited number of turloughs) that four broad groups

of species could be identified" communities that appeared to be constrained by a maximum

flooding duration limit: communities that appeared to be constrained by a minimum

flooding duration limit: communities which occur across a wide range of flooding

conditions: and a specific community occurring on flooded limestone pavement. In another

analysis flood recessions and vegetation wetness indices were also compared. Stage

recession constants for the falling limb of tile turlough hydrographs (in terms of water

levels) were calculated and plotted against vegetation indices which only found a low

degree of correlation but did show that as the rate of emptying decreased that the

vegetation communities were more dominated by wet vegetation categories. The influence

of a marl substrate in some of the turloughs was found to have a distinct effect on

vegetation patterns and rate of drainage. A relationship between turlough trophic status and

karstic flow system was also investigated. Karstic |’low was broadly divided into shallow

epikarst versus conduit or fracture/conduit dominated karstic flow systems whilst trophic

status was derived from Ellenbcrg Scores. This showed that the nlore conduit rio\\

dominated the turlough the higller the trophic status, however this simple pattern was
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greatly complicated by other impacts such as riverine inputs and sigr~iticallt anthropogenic

impacts.

More recent work on 22 turloughs in Galway, Mayo and Roscommon as part of the

ongoing NPWS research project showed that tile turloughs in tile Gort lowlands seem to be

different in terms of nutrient relationships between phosphorus and chlorophyll A: they,

showed high nutrient levels but relatively low chlorophyll compared to other turioughs

monitored which showed the more usual linear relationship between tile two parameters

(Pereira el al., 2009). This has provisionally been attributed to tile fact that they are ted by,

allogenic (non-limestone) water from the Slieve Aughty hills and lie along a major conduit

system whereas other turloughs are though to be ted by autogenic, diffuse recharge. A

couple of reasons postulated as to why there is relatively low algal growth despite the high

phosphorus concentrations is that the highly coloured peaty waters may suppress light (and

hence photosynthesis) and/or that tile turloughs experience rapid flushing rate - as will be

investigated later in this thesis.

3.4 Previous Studies in the Gort Lowlands

An extensive investigation of the Gort lowland region was carried out under tile Gort

Flood Study which was set tip after tile major tlooding events during the v, inters of 1989-

90, 1991, 1994 and 1995, the last being the most severe. This project included drilling,

surface geophysics, geological and topographic modelling and the main output of the ~ork

was the hydrological model which was then used to model various engineering options to

alleviate the tlooding. However, the concept of a mininluna level (Ecological Control level)

to xxhich turloughs were allowed to rise in order to protect their unique ecology xxas also

incorporated. Engineering strategies included: iinproving the facility IBr xxater to get liom

Caherglassaun to the coast: holding back water upstream of the rattier llooded areas: and

diverting water upstreanl of the nlajor llooded areas liom the principal x\ater courses

( Mc(’arthx’. "~ "~ _00_)- Ilone Of which incidentally, have been tlndertaken It) dale.
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3.4.1 Field work

Tracing studies

Tracing studies were undertaken mainly to establish point-to-point tlow routes using a

variety of tracers such as dyes (Leucophor, I,’,hodamine WT and Fluorescein) salt and

bacteriophages, tile restllts of v&ich are included in Figure 3.3. Tracing experiments v~ele

carried out at 5 inputs simultaneously to indicate llow paths under the same stage

conditions, with the premise that higher level conduits systems might come into operation

at higher depths. The llow tracing also revealed that the velocities could be very high and

increase with stage. Mean flow rates were calculated to be around 4-5 m3/s but up to 15

m3/s in winter with flow velocities ranging from 60-1000 m/h (most around 200 m/h) in

the vicinity of Lough Coole. Tracer breakthrough curves conducted between Gort and the

springs at Kinvarra using bacteriophages (types T7, Psf2, H6/I, H40/1 and H4/4) with

intermediate samples taken at known deep conduits, shallow epikarst sites and deeper

borehole locations revealed the existence of at least three groundwater flow regimes of

which the conduit system ’~vas clearly dominant (Drew et al., 1997). The conduit system

exhibited rapid times to peak concentration at the Kinvarra spring and equally rapid falloff

(decay) shorting plug flow conditions. However, there also appeared to be a shallow flow

system probably at depths 2 - 5 m in the epikarstic layer as revealed from a rapid initial

rise in the tracer but prolonged tail. Equally, there was some evidence of a deeper flow

system (independent of the major conduits) which exhibited intich longer response

characteristics xvhich may be due to the deep cave systems behind Kinvarra formed during

older periods of karstification.

Other findings from the tracer studies showed that there is a direct route from Ballylee /

Owenshree into the main conduit system with some evidence of flow passing through

Coole and Caherglassaun. The study also indicated that only water fl’orn the Gort River

seems to flow wholly through Coole, other inputs are partial only. The ground~ater

catchment boundaries for the system were also estimated from the tbllowing results:

Kinvarra east spring seems to derive its llow from separate sources to those feeding

the central and west springs.
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¯ Corranroo, particularly Corranroo West, is the western limit of the conduit system

and also takes x~ater fl’om the l~urren.

¯ The south-western area drains south to the Fergus River

¯ The north-eastern Burren plateau including Slieve Carran drains to Corranroo

¯ Tullanaffankagh, a turlough 9 kin to the north of the Blackrock-Coy line, drains to

the Dunkellin river (Further north again) and so does not end tip in the same system.

H~’drtm~elric mea,~’ureme#~/s

The water level dynamics in turloughs were measured, a process that has continued to date

and lbrms the main data for this thesis. In general~ the level data showed a rapid response

to indirect recharge inputs fi’om the Slieve Aughty mountains and also produced very

similar shaped curves. Blackrock and Lough Coy were the first to respond to recharge

events closely lbllowed by Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun. During periods oF

recession, Coole and Garryland dropped more quickly, suggesting that they are more

directly in hydraulic connection to Caherglassaun and the main cave system.

Bm’eh¢~/e waler /eve/ #mmil~rin<~,

Water levels in 50 boreholes were monitored to establish regional llov, gradients and

directions and the measurement of water levels in caves was also used. This confirmed that

the overall drainage focussed on the outlet at the sea beside Kinvarra. Water level

monitoring in the caves .just south of Kinvarra, as discussed above, shox~ed the clear

effects of the cyclical tidal influence on their water levels. Equall\’. the areas ot" tidal

lluctuations and low groundwater levels in the Coole / Garryland / Caherglassaun area

identil~ the major cave / conduit system and the hydraulically connected surlhce water

bodies along this flow route. The tidal response again contirmed the high tlansmissi\itic.

and 1o\~ storage in this area. Equally, rapid responses to recharge events (and subsequent

recessions durinoe dry. periods) were observed, l’or example, rapid recharge e\ents fi’om the

Slie\e/kughty river sinks through the karst system to the coast and also li"om the t~urren in

the epikarst ot’the limestone pavement to the ~xest el’the Gort Io\\lands. This again implies

Io\~ storage and high trarisnlissivity ~ithin the karst bedrock.
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Groundwater divides were established fi)r the catchment fl’om groundwater contour maps

which appeared to remain stable at both low and high water levels (Jennings O’Donovan /

Southern Water Global, 1997).

¯ A groundwater divide runs fi’om near Kilchreest to Cloghballymore with waters to

the north of it flowing to the Dunkelin River. High water levels also create a

groundwater divide from Cahermore to Tullirin Castle.

¯ Groundwater from tile Grannagh-Castle Boy area (from the Owenshree River)

appear to flow north of Cahermore towards Kinvarra East spring.

¯ Groundwater from tile Slieve Aughty river sinks flows south to tile Coole area and

towards Kinvarra.

¯ In the south of tile study area a groundwater divide was rnore difficult to interpret

but was assumed to be between Turloughmore and Roo with groundwater flowing

east towards low levels in Bunny-Hawkhill (Clonteen catchment) and onto the

central low area around Coole Lough. North-west of this divide groundwater flows

north towards Kinvarra.

However. it has been stated (Drew. 2008) that such sharp divides oil a map mask tile high

heterogeneity of the groundwater environment and specific flow paths cannot be reliably

determined (for example, a connection between Castle Daly to Kinvarra East Spring is

known from tracing studies).

Hrdrockemi,slr~’

Some samples were also taken for hydrochemical analyses which conl]rmed tile very rapid

travel of peaty water frorn tile uplands to tile north-western extremities of the karstic

conduit system. Results from across the study area divided the water into 3 main types

based mainly on their carbonate alkalinity and iron levels.

Type I waters were defined as recharge waters split into.

Type la: surface water or very rapid conduit travel.

Type Ib: direct recharge having undergone rapid surface water/groundwater l]ow.

Type Ic: indirect river recharge

Type ld: direct (rainfall) recharge undergoing moderate to slow groundwater t]ow
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TXpe I1: x~atels are mixes of Tspe I waters (mixes of rapid groundwater throughllow) or

(direct and indirect recharge)

Type 111: \raters affected by the marine environnlent (saline intrusion)

,g),’int~ di.vckarge at Kinvarra

An attempt was made to quantify tile llows from tile Kinvarra springs using spot gauging

techniques but this proved impractical because of the density effects of saline and l)’esh

water and also tile short time available between high tides. Conductivity surveys of

Kinvarra and Corranoo Bay were also carried out to see whether large volumes of flesh

water could be detected out in tile bay, which was tile case in tile shallow levels at Kinvarra

but not at Corranoo Bay.

Rai~?/bll measurement

Spatial rainfall estimation was essential to the calibration and operation of tile model.

Correlation studies \vere carried out to link five new rain gauges with existing rain gauges.

A spatially variable stochastic model of daily rainfall was then established through which

synthetic sequences oF rainl~li could be input into the model. Evidence shox~ed that there

seemed to be long-term changes in the pattern of mean rainthll oil \vet days, i.e. intensities

increasing potentially due to climate change.

3.4.2 Hydraulic model

The tlssured nature of tile karstic bedrock in much of tile area and tile thin cover of the

glacially derived subsoils meant that tile hydrological regime could not be neatly divided

betxveen surthce water and groundwater comf~onents and hence tile traditional boundaries

had to be merged to some extent. ]he direct recharge was likel\ to be routed to discrete

path\va\’s both surface arid tlnderground. *l’he stircharging of these discrete path\\ays ~\as

l’elt to have beell catlsing tile llooding (Johnston and Peach. 1090) and hence a

conventional equiw.llenl porol.is inedia model could not be used. *l’hus a nci\\ork model ~as

chosen to be tile most suitable apl-troach lbr simulating fiery in tile karstil]od limestone

, -,L, ¯1/1 C d.~,
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The important missing link for tile llow model was the absence of any reliable discharge

measurement at the catchment outlet, the springs of Kinvarra. As discussed, the distributed

nature of the springs and the location of many of them below tide level made discharge

measurement impractical, t tence, the downstream boundary condition for the model was

represented by the known cyclical tidal head only.

Three types of flow regimes were identitied in the area tbr groundwater flow: the

epikarstic system comprised of groundwater flow in the upper 2-5 m of limestone in

solution opened joints and lissures and maior conduits supporting major flows: deep karst

flow s}stems involving major cave / conduit systems olien several metres in dialneter and

fracture conduit systems that can also be deep seated but are smaller and more distributed:

and distributed groundwater flow systems characterised by some of the older

Carboniferous limestone (which is of limited storage and is slow to respond) and the

superficial deposits, widespread in the northern half of the study area, the most abundant

being the sandy till.

Groundwater network model

The network representation of the karstic drainage was felt to represent an intermediate

approach between a linear systems approach and a detailed pipe network model for which

the geometry of every pipe would need to be known. Hence, the individual links were

characterised according to a hydraulic resistance derived from the real hydrological

response from the field work data - i.e. a single link could represent a single conduit or

equally could represent an active fracture system operating under a pressure head

(Johnston and Peach, 1999). [tr~b’ou’orks (a sewer network model ti"om Wallingford) was

chosen to represent the network of conduits connecting nodal storages (turloughs). The

outlet was controlled by the cyclical tidal head and inflow came fiom recharge from net

rainfall and from surface water inllows fl’om the three streams draining the Slieve Aughty

mountains. It is not clear how accurately the turlough volumes were defined as they xvere

not topographically surveyed although it is stated that a Digital Terrain Model was used -

prestllnably from Ordnance Survey mapping data.
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The direct recharge to the model ~as calculated on the basis of 250 in- grid squares using

soil moisture deficits (fl’om rainlhll and evapotranspiration calculated on Penman-Grindley

estimates). Six land use categories ~ere delined with rooting constants and wilting points.

Daily values ol’direct recharge were put into the network model at nodal points.

S,l:/iwe water /hnl’.v

The upland areas of the Slieve Aughty

derived soils, partially

rainfall-runotT response

mountains with a cover of peat and glacially

planted with forestry were shown to promote a conventional

(even though the permeability of the underlying sandstone is

relatively low) producing fairly rapid runoff and a baseflow. The IIIACRES (Institute of

Hydrology) rainl’all-runoff model was chosen to yield a continuous simulation of runoff

and thus a suitable discrete input into the karst groundwater network model at the three

stream gauging points. The model had two components: a non-linear loss model to convert

rainlhll into effective rainl;all, and the second routing component \xhich routes the rainfall

into two linear conceptual storages, one representing "’quickfloxv" and the other a basellm~.

as described later in Chapter 8. Rainfall data fi’om the five installed rain gauges x~as

reduced to areal rainfall using Thiessen polygons and combined xxith the discharge data

fiom the gauging stations.
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4 |NSTRUMENTATION AND DATA COLLECTION

4.1 Introduction

A variety of different data was collected lbr tile project. Continuously monitored

parameters were tile water levels in tile turloughs, precipitation, tile water levels of the

three main rivers draining off" tile Slieve Aughty mountains and the tidal level ill Galway

Bay. In addition discrete sarnples of water were taken periodically from tile turloughs,

rivers and the main outlet spring at Kinvarra for hydrochemical analysis.

4.2 Turlough Water Depth Monitoring

t~

The v~ater depth was continuously measured using Mini-Diver DI501 and DI502

monitors (Schlumberger Water Services) placed in the bottom of each turlough which

measured the pressure of the water column from which the water level was calculated. The

divers also recorded tile water temperature for every time step which automatically

provided a correction to the water level measurement. The internal dataloggers in the

divers were programmed to record one measurement every hour with a memory capacity

of24(or 48)000 measurements per parameter. The Mini-Diver~ DI501 had a range of 10 m

of~vater with an accuracy of 0.5 cm and resolution of 0.2 crn; tile depth range of the Mini-

Diver~ D1502 was 20 m of water with an accuracy of I cm and resolution of 0.4 m.

The Mini-Divers" were placed at tile lowest point in each turlough at the end of tile

summer when the turloughs were empty. They were fastened to a concrete platform, shown

in Figure 4.1(a), which had a buoy attached to it via a rope to mark its position: this

allowed tile divers to be retrieved during period of inundation if necessary (as was tile case

in the 2008/09 hydrological year during which many of tile turloughs did not dry out).

However, in most cases the divers were left in position until tile turloughs had receded at

the end of the hydrological year in the summer. Tile divers were downloaded using a

¯ S~’F -~Reading Unit (see Figure 4 I(b)) into which tile end of the diver was in.c ted having

removed the mounting cap. The Reading Unit was connected to a laptop and the data

downloaded using specific Mini-Diveru software. The data was then imported into all

Excel" spreadsheet format.
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Figure 4.1 (a) Diver and concrete platform and (b) downloading diver to laptop.

In order to determine the true groundwater level accurately, compensation for the variation

in prevailing air presstlre was made by means ofa BaroDiver<~’ (DI500). This was installed

at a height of 2 m in a tree at Coy turlough and set to record one measurement every hour -

the range of the BaroDiver~’ was 1.5 m (water pressure head) with an accuracy of 0.5 cm

and resolution of 0.1 m. The BaroDiver<~’ air pressure readings were converted into

equivalent water head and then taken away from the water levels recorded by the Mini-

Divers<:~’. The corrected depth readings were then referenced to Ordnance Datum which was

achieved by GPS surveying the position of the Mini-Divers’~’ in each turlough when empty.

This fixed the 0 m depth in terms of mAOD and all other depth data were adjusted

appropriately to this reference.

4.3 Rainfall Monitoring

Tipping bucket ARGI00 rain gauges (Environnlental Measurelnent Ltd.) were installed at

Kilchreest (70 mAOD) and Francis gap (elevation 250 mAOD). The gauges were set level

and it was ensured that they were away from any interference - i.e. a nlaximuln of 150

sight line to any nearby trees or walls and equally not too over-exposed (Shaw, 1994). The

rain gauges were enclosed by a small fence in order to keep livestock away from the

gauge, as shown on Figures 4.2(a and b). The data logger recorded the time of every tip of

the bucket which equated to I mm of rain. The gauges were downloaded about once every

six months.
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The data from other rain gauges in the area operated by Met Eireann were also gathered in

order to provide comparison with the two project gauges. There are only two ,9,noptic

weather stations reasonably close to the Gort lowland area which record all meteorological

data (rainfall, relative humidity, solar radiation, wind speed and direction and temperature)

on an hourly basis: at Shannon Airport (42 km from Gort), and Birr (61 km from Gort).

Other climatological stations operated by Met Eireann are at Galway (27 km from Gort)

and Carron (17 km from Gort) record daily data which was also obtained. Daily rainfall

data was also gained from stations in Gort,

Ballyvaughan (22 km from Gort). Note, for all

calculated from 09UTC to 09UTC.

Loughrea (19 km from Gort), and

daily precipitation values the sums are

Figure 4.2 Tipping bucket rain gauges sited at (a) Kilchreest and (b) Francis gap.

4.4 River Gauging

The flows in the three main rivers draining off the Slieve Aughty hills - the Owenshree

river, the Ballycahalan / Boleyneendoorish river and the Owendalulleegh river - were

constantly gauged at the positions indicated on Figure 3.1 located just on the edge of the

sandstone before the rivers cross over onto the karst limestone. These were gauging

stations operated by the Office of Public Works (OPW), each of which consisted of a

pressure transducer embedded into the river, referenced against a staff gauge beside (see

Figure 4.3). The data loggers were downloaded on average once every 6 months to provide

a plot of stage against time with the levels recorded once every 15 minutes. The data from

a fourth OPW gauging station on the Beagh river, just as it drains Lough Cutra, were also
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collected in order to investigate the flood routing of the Owendalulleegh river across the

Iough before the river disappears underground at the Devil’s punchbowl.

Figure 4.30PW gauging stations at (a) the Ballycahalan / Boleyneendoorish river (b)

Owendalulleegh river and (c) Beagh river¯

A fifth~,,au,,ing~ station was set tip on the Owenshree river at the bridge near Pollacurra

(Figure 4.4) downstream from the gauging station at Kilchreest after the river had passed

¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ .Rover approximately 12 km of karst limestone. This ,,,,,as achieved using a Mini-Diver set

in the base of the river and a Baro-Diver’’<’ on the river bank in a tree. A comparison of the
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river flows at Kiichreest and Pollacurra could then be used to determine the addition

water from the karst (or possible losses to the underlying karst) over this section.

of

Figure 4.4 Gauging station installed at the Owenshree river just upstream of Blackrock

turlough (12 km downstream of Kiichreest).

A recently felled tree was found to be blocking one of the bridge piers just downstream of

the Kilchreest gauging station on Ist May 2009, just before the intensive flow monitoring

survey started in order to produce the flow rating curve. This was creating a significant

backwater effect and so had to be removed, as shown in Figure 4.5. The river data from

before this period for at least two weeks showed a distinct rising trend and so was used

with caution.
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Figure 4.5 Removing the tree blocking one of the bridge piers just downstream of the

Kilchreest gauging station.

There were no rating curves available for any of the rivers being monitored and so such

curves were determined for the river sections over the course of the project by sequential

visits, as discussed in the tbllowing section.

4.4.1 Determination of rating curves

A ratin~z curve (i.e. flow against stage relationship) was needed tbr each of the five

gauging stations on the rivers. This was achieved by measuring the flow at difl’erent times

(stages) by a combination of the mid-section velocity depth surveying method (at moderate

to high flows) or dilution gauging method at low flows in order to build a comprehensive

data-base of fows against stage as contained in Appendix A. This relationship was then

used to convert the historic stage measurements (as measured continuously by the pressure

transducers in the base of the rivers) into flow. The main problem with getting the data ~,as

for the high flow events whereby it was difficult to remain in the river when the depths

~ere over about 1.2 m deep due to the velocity - although attempts were made to get a |’e~~

higher values as shown in Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 Measuring the flow in the Owendalulleegh river during high flows.

Mid-section method

The mid-section method involves measuring the river velocity and depth at several points

across the gauging section of the river to calculate the discharge. An acoustic digital

ultrasonic current meter (OTT ADC) was used to measure the point velocity in the river

(see Figure 4.7). This meter was able to measure both the velocity distribution across the

river section but also the respective depth of the sensor. The velocity measuring range was

-0.2 to 2.5 m/s (with a resolution 0.001 m/s and accuracy 1%). The depth measurement

range was 0 to 5 m with an accuracy of 1%. The river cross-section selected for discharge

measurement had to be hydraulically suitable -i.e. a straight length of channel with regular

cross-section and a consistent bed gradient. The sections did not have any still areas or any

counter or eddy currents. The number and position of the vertical measuring points was

chosen according to the European / International Standard EN - ISO 748 (2007) as set out

on Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.7 ADC meter used to measure river flows (Owenshree river).

River width (m) No. of verticals

>1 to <3 5 - 8

>3 to <5 8 - l0

>5 to <10 10- 20

>10 > 20

Table 4.1 Number of vertical measurement points required in relation to river width.

The mid-section method was chosen to calculate the discharge as it is quicker to calculate

and generally considered to be more accurate than the mean-section method. The 3-point

velocity measurement was made at each vertical at 0.2, 0.6 and 0.8 the depth of the river at

each point. The mean velocity (Vm) for that vertical section was then calculated according

to Equation 4.1.

v,, = 0.25(v02 + 2v0~ + v08) Eq. 4.1

The flow in the river (for each different stage visit) was then calculated by the cumulative

addition of the flows through each section according to Equation 4.2 and shown in Figure

4.8.

Q = Ev,,, ,~h,h Eq 4.2
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Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram of mid-section method of river discharge calculation.

Dilution gauging method

For certain flows the depth of water in the river was not sufficient to place the meter and so

a more accurate method of flow measurement was to use the dilution gauging technique

v, hereby a known mass of conservative tracer (normally a dye or salt) is added to the river

at one point, just upstream of a turbulent zone. For this project table salt (sodium chloride)

v, as used - usually 2 kg - which was mixed into a bucket of the river water until was

totally dissolved. At time t = 0. the full contents were thrown instantaneously into the

middle of the turbulent water at the upstream point in the river. The concentration of the

salt in river was measured over time at a location downstream (usually about 20 to 30 m on

these rivers) using an electrical conductivity (EC) meter (WTW~ Cond. 197i) which

measures the ease of transmitting a current through the water in units. !uS/cm. A

relationship between the salt concentration (rag/l) and EC ([.tS/cm) was carried out above

the background conductivity. The tracer was measured at the downstream point (where the

salt was considered to have been totally mixed into flow) until the effect of the salt had

passed and the EC had fallen away to background levels again.

downstream and calculated salt concentration is shown in Figure 4.9

background conductivity was around 595 [.tS/cm on this particular day.

A typical profile

which shows the
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Conductivity (EC) and NaCI Concentration (g/L NaCI) vs Time
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Figure 4.9 Dilution gauging results for Owenshree river oil 9"1 January 2009.

The area under the curve but above the background level was determined by a macro

written in Excel’ and equates to the mass of salt added to the river. The flow was then

calculated according to Equation 4.3.

VCQ ~ ’~

Eq. 4.3
(c - c,, ),t,

where, V = volume of tracer solution added at concentration C~ (hence, V.C~ = mass of salt

added), C is the concentration of salt measured downstream at tine t and Co is the

background concentration in the river.

4.5 Sea Level Monitoring

Tide level data was obtained fi’om the Marine Institute for the Gal~va\’ Port tide ,,q.,,o and

also the lnishmore tide gauge (Arann Islands). All tide levels are recorded with respect to

()rdnance Datum Malin and the time is reported as Coordinated [lniversal Time ([ITC)

l lence, all data sets in this thesis are standardised to Greenxxich Meantime. A comparison

bchxeen the tide levels in Gal\vav Port ( 15 km a\vay from Kinvarra across the ba\) and the

lnishmore tide~’-z’au’"’~- is shm~n on l:igure 4.10 for several tidal c\cl~:s." " ]’his shm~s that the
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timing of the high and low tides are more or less synchronous. The tidal level at high tide

is approximately 0.4 m higher at Galway port (- 30% higher compared to Insishmore) as

would be expected due to tile slight tidal bore effect of the tide entering a bay. At low tides

there is very little difl’erence between the tidal levels.
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..... Galway port

/

-2.5 ..................................

Figure 4.10 Comparison of tide levels in December 2008 at lnishmore and Galway tide

gauges.

The raw tidal data from the Marine Institute had a number of errors and omissions in it.

For example, at several time steps tile same time and level was given twice: alternatively

there were many points at which two to three hours of data were missing. At times where

the data was missing tile equivalent data from the Inishmore tide gauge was used to fill in

the gaps as there was little difl’erence between the data (both tide gauges being so close), if

data was required either side of the high tide level (down to 0.5 mAOD) then tile lnishmore

data was augmented by 30% to account for tile extra levels in the bay as discussed above.

A plot of the tidal levels at Galway is shown (Figure 4.1 I) tbr the month of January in

2008 which clearly shows tile spring tides (i.e. high tides when the sun and moon are in

alignment with either the new or filll moon) and neap tides (when moon is in first or third
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quarter and the sun partly counteracts the moon’s gravity). There is a slight lag of

approximately a day between full or new moon and spring tides due to the momentum and

viscosity of tile huge water movements involved. The mean sea level measured at Galway

was 0.081 mAOD - a figure used later when considering at hydratllic gradients across the

hydrological system.

-3

Date (January 2008)

Figure 4.11 Tidal measurement at Galway harbour for January 2008.

4.6 Turlough Surveying

"file turloughs were surveyed during tile summer periods when tile v~aters had receded.

t towever, it should be noted that tile summers of 2008 and 2009 were exceptionally wet

and the turloughs did not completely dry out. Tile survey was carried out using a Trimble

4700 GPS system with R6 Rover and Base Station and TSC2 Survey Controller as shown

on Figure 4.12. Tile surveying could be carried out by one person by establishing the base

station coordinates and then using tile rover to get all the topographic points.
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Figure 4.12 GPS equipment at Garryland turlough (a) base station and (b) rover.

The procedure to set up the GPS was as follows. Initially the base station was set up~

ideally in the middle of the area to be surveyed. The base station was levelled in on top of

the tripod and distance from the ground to the height of the base station measured. The

base station was then set running to establish links with satellites to fix its position. A

mobile phone with Bluetooth enabled was also switched on and linked to the base station.

The phone then established the base station position in terms of the Irish Ordnance Datum.

Once the base station has been set via connection to the phone it was then set to

communicate with the rover. The rover was positioned at a 2 m height on top of the staff

and the survey points were then made with this. At each point required on the survey the
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rover was held veltically by means of a bubble level and the point entered on the hand set.

The minimunl accuracy required was 0.02 in in both the horizontal and vertical direction-

this was generally obtained when the rover was in contact with 9 or more satellites -

however, often better accuracies down to 1 cm were achieved. The position is fixed by the

direct satellite communication with the rover but this is then refined and converted into

AOD by communication between the base station and the rover. Points were taken on

average every 20 to 30 m but this would depend on the topography (more frequently if it

was variable -less frequently if there was little change in slope). It should be noted that it

was not possible to survey underneath trees which often occur near the high water mark

around the turloughs (particularly Garryland and Coole). In these cases as many spot

measurements within the forest in clearings or on tracks were taken. The surveying of

each turlough often took more than one day - the data from the previous foray was stored

on a file which was opened and surveying continued.

Towards the end of the 2009 hydrologic year the turloughs had not dried out sufficiently

for the base of Coole and Garryland to surveys to be completed. Therefore, the flooded

turloughs were surveyed by setting up the GPS base station arid then gaining a series of

spot depth measurements across each turlough from a kayak with depth gauge as shown on

Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13 GPS base station set up at Coole with ka\ak used to gain spot depths.
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The GPS data (Easting, Northing and elevation) was stored on the handset and then

downloaded to an Excel .CSV file. This was then exported to Surfer~ version 8.6 softx~are

in which a survey point grid was built using the Kriging method set to 2 m spacing. The 2

m grid spacing was chosen by comparison of the residuals (i.e. the difference betx~:een the

measured spot levels from the survey against the levels computed at those same points

from the Surferg’ derived surface) at several different spacings from 0.5 m up to 20 m. A

significant improvement was found from 20 m down to 2 m spacing after which the

improvement was minimal -2 m was thus chosen as the optimum spacing.

Once the surface has been computed the software was used to produce contour maps as

shown for Coy turlough in Figure 4.14. These were also combined with a wireframe plot to

give a 3-D representation of each turlough as shown in Figure 4.15. The contour plots and

3-D surfaces of all of the turloughs are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.14 Contour map produced by Surlcr fl’om survey data of Co} turlough.
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Figure 4.15 Three-dimensional surface and contour plot of Coy fl’om Surfer~.

Depth-area relationships were computed via the Surfer~’ programme by means of a Surfer~

script written in Visual Basic which computes the volume and planar area at a range of

depth intervals (0.02 m). The specific turlough depths (i.e. data measured by Divers) could

then be converted into volumes via interpolation between the depth-volume relationships

in Excel~. as discussed later in Section 5.4.

4.7 Visual Surveying

Many aspects and deductions about the hydrology and hydrogeology’ of the area was

ascertained fl’om walking the catchment areas. The nature of runoff high on the Slieve

Aughty’ mountains is shown on Figure 4.16 with predominantly blanket peat coverage of at

least 3 m depth with significant areas forested with coniferous plantations. A lot of the

surthce xxater runoff xxas seen in the lbrest drainage channels xxhich fed the three main

ri\ ers.
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Figure 4.16 Runoff on the Slieve Aughty hills following rain event (a) peaty runoff in

forest drainage channel and (b) Ballycahalan river at an early stage in the mountains.

During the GPS surveying of each turlough many springs and swallow holes were noted

and their position referenced. For example, in Garryland during recession of the turlough

in summer a spring was noticed as shown on Figure 4.17 at the water’s edge. The

temperature of the water was very cold in comparison to the Garryland turlough water

indicating that the spring was probably issuing water from the epikarst (fractures etc.), not

water from an adjacent turlough which would have been a lot warmer at that time of year.

The main estavelle in Blackrock turlough is shown during a period of recession in winter

(Figure 4.18) which also shows the brown vegetation due to the fact that it the land had

been submerged for several months.
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Figure 4.17 Spring in Garryland during recession of the turlough in August 2009.

Figure 4.18 Estavelle in the base of Blackrock turlough (January 2009).
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Visits to the north-east end of Coole demesne at several times of the year clearly showed

the river feeding the turlough confirming the suspicion that it operated as a river ted

turlough taking the main flows from tile Blackrock / Coy conduit and the river Beagh

through Gort. Significant high flows were seen during periods of peak turlough inundation

as shown in Figure 4.19 which was taken tbllowing exceptionally heavy rainfall period in

the summer and clearly shows the peaty runoff" from the Slieve Aughty mountains.

Equally, the main river feeding Coole could be seen to be carrying significant flows at all

times of year,

Some previous reports had suggested that the main discharge from the Gort lowland

system was at Corranroo Bay to the west of Kinvarra. However, in major periods of

recession it was obvious (particularly at low tide) that the high flows were discharging at

Kinvarra as shown on Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.19 River discharging into Coole from the north-east (August 2009).
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Figure 4.20 Main spring discharging into Galway Bay at low tide at Kinvarra.

Other places of hydrogeologic interest were the sink at Ballylee where the Ballycahalan

river joins the main Blackrock-Coy conduit and the Devil’s punchbowl and resurgence

(Figure 4.21 ) which takes the flows from the river Beagh draining Lough Cutra.

Figure 4.21 Resurgence fi’om l)evil’s l)unchbowl outside Gort (June 2009).
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4.8 Hydrochenlical Data

A number of discrete water samples were collected fi’om several key points oil the karst

network between December 2008 and June 2009. At each visit samples were collected

from tile middle of each of tile five turloughs by kayak and then at the following places by

grab sample:

- 2 springs at Kinvarra (east and west) at low tide

- 2 samples from the River Owenshree at Kilchreest and 12 km downstream at the

bridge at Bali}nackagh grid ret: [516 102]

- River Ballycahalan at Ballylee just belbre it disappears underground

- River Beagh as it flows through Gort

In addition samples were taken of rainfall of the Slieve Aughty mountains, of peat runot’|"

and forestry runoff\ as well as at different distances down the Ballycahalan river as it

drains off the mountains. These were analysed in the laboratory for stable oxygen isotopes,

nutrient (N and P) and multi-elements whilst conductivity and temperature was measured

directly in the turlough and river water using an electrical conductivity (EC)meter (WTW’<

Cond. 197i).

The robustness of taking single samples of water from a turlough as representative of its

water quality was assessed by an intensive survey of an individual turlough, whereby

several samples were taken (spatially) across Coy turlough and also at three different

depths. The samples were taken using a Discrete Interval Sampler (Solinst) which allov~ed

samples to be taken at specific depths (surface, 2 m and 4 m depth) as shown on Figure

4.22.
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Figure 4.22 Multi-depth sampling on Coy turlough, showing Discrete

and glass sample bottles.

Interval Sampler

4.8.1 Chemical analysis

Samples were collected in 200 mL glass ,jars at a depth of 0.5 m fi’om the middle of the

turlough. Nitrogen and total organic carbon (TOC) analysis was carried out using a ratio

TOC cube (Elementar, Gerlnany) based on thermo-catalytic oxidation and subsequent

infrared analysis of the oxidation products.

The samples lbr ICP analysis were acidified as soon as possible vd~ereby 10 mL of each

sample was added to 1 mL of 60% nitric acid. The sample was then stored in the ffidge

until analysed on the Varian Liberty AX - sequential ICP-AES (Inductively Coupled

Plasma) machine. The phosphorus standards were 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 mg/l and

multi-element standards 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mg/I for AI, Fe, Mg and Mn and 0 2.5, 5,

l0 and 20 mg/I for K.

4.8.2 Stable isotope analysis

Separate samples were collected at each visit in 20 mL glass.jars at a depth of 0.5 m which

were flooded before sealing under water to ensure that there was no air trapped in the

bottle, as shov, n in Figure 4.23. These were then transferred to a cool box before being

stored in a fl’idge until ready for the stable isotope analysis by mass spectrometry.
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Figure 4.23 Sample collected for ~80 isotope analysis.

The analysis of the samples to yield the ~80/160 ratio was carried out in two batches using

continuous flow-isotope ratio mass spectrometry (Thermo DeltaplL’S CF-IRMS). The sample

preparation to find the 6~80 of water by equilibration was as follows.

¯ 0.5 mL of water was pipetted into a 12 mL exetainer which is capped with a

rubber septum.

¯ The exetainer was flushed with a 0.3% CO2 in helium for 800 seconds.

¯ The exetainer was allowed to equilibrate in the sample block for >20 hours.

Two equilibrations occur:

(1)    COz(g) <=> CO2 (aq)
where CO2 is exchanged between the gaseous and aqueous phase.

(2)    CO2 (aq) + H20 <=> H2CO3
where dissolved CO2 reacts with water to form carbonic acid.

¯ Samples were run with the standard method (5 reference COz peaks, 10

sample peaks and 2 reference CO2 peaks). The middle 8 sample peaks were

then averaged to give the 6~ 80 value.

Corrections to the standard were made and the Standard Deviation was reported as 1 SD tbr

all standards run with unknowns.
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5 DATA ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

The continuot~sly monitored field data collected throughout the 3 years were tile water

levels in the five turloughs~ precipitation and river stages. GPS surveys were also carried

out tbr all turloughs v, hen empty in order to define the depth-volume-surface area

relationship. Using this information~ tile net flows into or out of each turlough could then

be calculated. Finally, some discrete samples of water quality were taken throughout 2009

in order to augment tile other data and provide further insight into tile hydraulic network of

the turloughs. All this data has been analyzed in order to determine the linkages and

hydraulic pathways betv, een tile turloughs and then down to the sea.

5.2 Water Level Profiles

The water depths for all five turloughs Blackrock, Coy, Coole, Garryland and

Caherglassaun from autumn 2006 to summer 2009 are shown on Figure 5. I. Tile 2006/07

and 2007/08 hydrological years showed what might be considered to be a classic turlough

response with the turloughs filling in November, reaching a peak in the middle of winter

(January to February) and then starting to recede through tile spring until more or less

empty throughout the summer. The 2008/09 hydrological year however, showed a different

pattern with several filling and emptying events throughout the year. Biackrock turlough at

the top of tile chain shows a sharp response to rainfall with Coy providing a more muted

version, lagging behind Blackrock during recession but starting to fill earlier which is

investigated later in Chapter 6. Tile statistics of turlough water levels (Table 5.1) and the

time series (Figure 5.1) reveal that Coy seems to get capped at a maximum depth of around

17 mAOD despite the much higher fluctuations of Blackrock turlough just one kilomctre

upstream. This might be significant i.e. indicative of another drain at this level x’,hich scnd~

flows into a higher level system that might bypass the lower system or head direct to

Coole. Alternatively it indicates a certain remoteness (due to a constriction) from the main

conduit system.
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The three turloughs lower down the system, Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun, show

very similar profiles with little lag, indicating their close proximity but also possibly

relatively unconstrained hydraulic connections between them. The filling of tile turloughs

appears to be correlated to intense, prolonged rainfall periods particularly in winter time.

Such rainfall conditions in sumnler (for example June, July 2007) can also be seen to

promote filling but at a much smaller scale due to tile higher initial losses for the rainfall

(higher evapotranspiration etc) and also tile fact that the antecedent condition of tile

network is likely to have more capacity to take higher flows before surcharging. The data

(Table 5.1) also shows that the turloughs tiirther down the system (and therefore closer to

the sea) were more inundated tbr longer periods i.e. more constant flooding regimes -

although Coole seems to drain fairly freely compared to Garryland and Caherglassaun. Tile

mean water levels in the turloughs are also fairly common throughout the years from 4 to 6

m, with the exception of Blackrock which is more flashy.

Table 5.1 Statistics on turlough inundation 2006 to 2009.

Oct.06 to Sept.07 Oct.07 to Sept.08 Oct.08 to Jul.09

Days empty Max (mean) Days empty Max (mean) Days empty Max (metro)

(no.(%)) water depth (no.(%)) water depth (no.(%)) water depth

(m) (m) (m)

Blackrock 137 (38%) 14.1 (6.8) 159 (44%) 13.9 (9.0) 58 (21%) 11.1 (4.9)

Coy 70 (19%) 9.7 (6.0) 58 (16%) 9.6 (5.5) 0 (0%) 9.3 (5.2)

Coole 73 (20%) 9.6 (3.8) 91 (25%) 9.4 (3.8) 0 (0%) 7.7 (4. 7)

Garryland 10 (3%) 11.3 (4.8) 18 (5%) 10.9 (4.0) 0 (0%) 8.7 (5.5)

Caherglassaun 0 (0%) 9.3 (4.3) 0 (0%) 9.4 (3.9) 0 (0%) 7.4 (4.4)

5.3 Hydraulic Gradients

The temporal hydraulic gradients between each turlough and down to tile sea (tile mean sea

level = 0.081 mAOD) are shown oil Figure 5.2 over tile 3 year period for the study. This

shows the pressure head acting oil tile underground conduit system and is rcllective of the

nature of the hydraulic capacity of tile urlderground condtiits. lhe hydraulic gradients in

general range between 5 x 10-4 to 2 x 10-3 m/n,. Blackrock seems more pcak x indicating

1--"
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perhaps it is more constrained downstream than the others. Interestingly Caherglassaun

shov, s a relatively high hydraulic gradient, particularly on the first two years (2006 to

2008) even though it is closest to the sea again indicating some form of constriction

between it and tile fi’ee flow to tile sea.

-- Blackrock to sea

0 0025 .................................................................................................................................................................Coy to sea

Coole to sea

-- Garryland to sea

0 002 Caherglassaun to sea

~E’O 0015

oooo 

0

Figure 5.2 Hydraulic gradients ofturioughs with respect to sea level.

A more realistic comparison of hydraulic gradients can be made if tile outlet fi’om the

higher network (i.e. tile Blackrock to Coy section) is at Coole - i.e. tile flow outlets at the

open channel (at atmospheric presstlre) which enters Coole. This does not make a

significant difference although tile spread is more compressed. There is a period betx~een

June to October 2007 where tile hydraulic gradient of Blackrock and Coy’ is heightened

with respect to Figure 5.2. This is due to tile fact that Coole totally emptied during this

summer (,~vhereas Garryland and Caherglassaun just llooded slightly (being slightly Io~er

do\~nstreanl).The hydraulic gradients in general were betxveen 5 x 10-4 to 2 x 10.3 m/m

although they are a bit lower during stlnlnler periods v,,hen tile do\\,instrealll furloughs ~ere

alnlost enlpty.
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Figure 5.3 Hydraulic gradients of Blackrock and Coy to Coole outlet and other turloughs

to the sea.

Finally, the hydraulic gradients calculated between the different turloughs in series (Figure

5.4) also yield pertinent information concerning the nature of any connection and dynamics

between the temporary lakes. The hydraulic gradients between most of the turloughs are

fairly constant and less than 2 x 10-3 with the exception of the gradient between Blackrock

and Coy where the signal is erratic and often peaks up to over 6 x l0-3 m/re. These sharply

fluctuating hydraulic gradients over the season indicate that there must either be a

significant hydraulic constriction between Blackrock and Coy or a very fast rapidly

varying input upstream of Blackrock which the turlough modifies / mutes to some extent.

The more constant hydraulic gradients revealed across all years between Coy to Coole and

between the lower three turloughs of Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun, however,

indicates little restriction between them. Caherglassaun does shows a more peaky response

(muted compared to Blackrock though) which implies some backing tip betv, een the

turlough and the sea i.e. some hydraulic restriction backing-up the v, hole system.
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Figure 5.4 ttydraulic gradients between Blackrock, Coy, Coole, Caherglassaun turloughs

and the sea at Kinvarra (2006 to 2009).

There is an interesting period in the summer of 2007 where tile levels of Coole drop below

Garryland. This is thought to be due to tile positioning of the diver in Garryland during this

period which was not do’‘vn at the lowest point in tile turlough but in a higher position

which ’‘vas probably isolated from tile water table at low stages as it ,,,,as in a sealed

hollow. It should be noted that tile diver’s position was changed that summer after the

annual data download, being relocated to the bottom of the main sink hole - it’s depth x’‘as

resurveyed to tie it in with Ordnance Datum. It is also interesting to compare this recent

data to data that was collected in four of tile turloughs (Garryland not being monitored

during this time) between 1999 and 2003 (Figure 5.5) which reveals the same patterns and

values i.e. high l]uctuations in Blackrock and more muted peaks in Caherglassaun ’‘’‘ith the

rest more or less flat.
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Figure 5.5 Hydraulic gradients between Blackrock, Coy, Coole, Caherglassaun turioughs

and the sea at Kinvarra (1999 to 2003).

5.4 Depth-Volume-Area Relationships

As described in Section 4.6, the GPS survey data was imported into Surfer" 8.6 in order to

produce depth-volume-surface area relationships. Hence, knowing the change in volume

across each time step enabled the net flow into or out of each turlough to be calculated.

The depth-volume relationship for Blackrock turlough with fitted trend line is shown in

Figure 5.6 below whilst all other relationships are in Appendix B.

The maximum volumes of the 5 turioughs and mean / median volumes (when full) are

shown on Table 5.2. Coole is at least twice the size of the next biggest turlough

(Biackrock) with a maximum amount of water at 9 million cubic metres. The maximum to

mean volume ratios are plotted on Figure 5.6 which clearly show a common pattern for

Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun over the three years (again indicating intimate

hydraulic linkage). Coy shows a remarkably consistent ratio across the three years which

were very different in terms of rainfall and turlough response. Again. this ran\ indicate

some control on the maximum level in the turlough such as a high level oxcrtloxx. Finall\.
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Blackrock shows a different, almost opposite, pattern from the three downstream turloughs

xvith the smallest variation in the 2007/08 year.
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Figure 5.X Depth-volume relationship for Blackrock turlough.

Table 5.2 Statistics on turlough volumes lbr 2006 to 2009.

Oct.06 to Sept.07 Oct.07 to Sept.08 Oct.08 to Jul.09

Max vol. Mean vol.     Max vol. Mean vol.

(106 in3) (10~ m3) (10t’ m3) (10~’ m3)

Mean vol.

( I Oh ins)

Blackrock 4.16

Coy’ 1.48

Coole 9.09

Garrvland 2.33

Caherglassaun 3.03

1.45 4.05 1.89

0.80 1.45 0.75

2.90 8.70 2.62

0.63 2.14 0.53

1.02 3.06 0.91

2.47

1.38

6._~6

1.39

1.93

0.76

0.66

_,.00

0.63

0.90
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Figure 5.6 Max to mean volume ratios for three consecutive hydrological years.

5.5 Flow and residence time analysis

From these depth-area analyses for each turiough basin, the changes in water level (as

recorded by the divers) can be turned into net flow rates into or out of each turiough. A

series of recessions and filling periods have been analysed which can be seen on the main

chart, Figure 5.1, or more clearly on the water level plots for individual hydrological years

in Appendix C.

5.5.1 Recession curves

The analysis of the periods when the turloughs were draining (in recession) can yield key

information about the nature of the network. Two examples of maior recession periods in

2009 are shown on Figure 5.7 the rest are contained in Appendix C. These show an

interesting relationship between Blackrock and Coy whereby flows start to drain out of

Blackrock at an increasing rate up to a peak of about 2 m3/s and then drop away more as

would be expected for a raised tank draining back down through an orifice into the
lea.c is

underlying network (like a bath emptying). So, the initial period whereby llows inc" s~

somewhat unexpected but can be explained by the capacity of the underl}ing net~olk

changing with time. Coy meanwhile shows increasing rates of draining up to a maximum

of about 0.9 m3/s but these maxima occur much later than the peak llov, s out of Blackrock
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and only when Blackrock has generally dropped to flows of under ! m3/s during periods

when the recession water level in tile turlough is in the range 15.5 to 16.5 mAOD. So the

higher head at Blackrock effectively pushes its water preferentially down the network until

this time.

Recession 13th Sept to 5th Oct 08

00

(a) -3 o

Blackrock

~Coy

~Coole

~ Garryland

Caherglassaun

05

0.0

-05

E

-10
0

�,-

-1 5

-2 0

Recession 12th to 28th Dec 07

.....

Garland

Caherglassaun

Figure 5.7 Two periods ofturlough recession in (a) 2008/09 season and (b) 2007/08

season.
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The flow response from the lower turloughs shows a delayed recession as would be

expected being lower down tile system although, interestingly, the start of the recessions

all occur at approximately the same time. Also, interesting is that tile maximum flox~s out

of Coole are more or less tile same as Blackrock (-2 m3/s). This pattern (Figure 5.7(a)) is

the more normal response during recessions, l towever, there is another type of recession as

shoxvn in Figure 5.7(b) whereby Blackrock and Coole show a more similar profile in terms

of timing, possibly due to different rainfall patterns across the Slieve Aughty range which

has slightly delayed tile Blackrock recession with respect to Coole.

The net water leaving both Blackrock and Coy is shown below (Figure 5.8) for several

periods of recession, plotted so they all start at the same time. This shows that the peak

flow entering the dm~nstream network is about 2.4 m3/s (depending on upstream head and

flow still passing through from the Owenshree river); other recessions which start from

loxver turlough depth levels show smaller net flow rates. However, it can be seen that tile

rate of increase in flow rates at the start is similar for most of the recessions. Also of

interest is that once the peak draining flows start to fall, it seems to be a very similar

gradient for several of the recessions, reducing at a rate of approximately 0.11 m3/s per

day. The traces all show the same pattern whereby the net flows increase as tile drainage

netv, ork underneath starts to have spare capacity to a peak value from which the flows start

to decrease as the head drops, as discussed above and as illustrated theoretically oil Figure

5.9. Following the rainfall, the contribution from the river decays away exponentially. The

contribution from the turlough then starts to increase to make up for the spare capacity tip

to the maximum limit of the network. Alter some time (arbitrarily = 15 on Figure 5.9) the

turlough is draining more or less freely, regulated by its own discharge orifice whereby tile

flow rate drops exponentially with reducing head.
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Figure 5.8 Net tlow leaving Blackrock and Coy during different periods of recession.
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Figure 5.9 Illustration of proportion of lloxvs in underground netx\ork during turlough

recession periods.

An anal\’sis of the net llows fi’om l?,lackrock with respect to head difference with the water

level in Cox is shoxvn in Figure 5.10 xxhich again illustrates hoxx the lloxxs out of

Blackrock increase as the relative head drops (~xhich might initiall\ appear counter-

intuiti\e for a draining tank) until reaching a peak at just over 2 m head difference bet~ccn
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tile levels from which point tile system seems to drain more as expected. Similar plots for

the other recessions periods arc included in Appendix C. Figure 5.11 shows the same plot

but the head difference is taken with respect to Coole (where tile network discharges out

into an open channel) which is perhaps more pertinent. This shows a similar pattern, with

peak flows of 2 m3/s reached at a head difference of about 12 m.
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Figure 5.10 Net flows from Blackrock against head difference to Coy for four periods of

turlough recession in 2008/09 season.
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Figure 5.11 Net flows from Blackrock against head difference to Coole tbr tbur periods of

turiough recession in 2008/09 season.
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Similarly when looking at Coy with respect to Blackrock the data shows (Figure 5.12) that

peak floxvs of just over 0.8 m3/s enter the network when the relative head is less than 1 rn

betv, een them. This is also indicated in a plot of flow from Blackrock vs. tlows from Coy

(Figure 5.13) vdlere tile flows peak at a ratio of about 5:1 (Blackrock to Coy flows)- i.e. 2

to 0.4 m3/s respectively and 1.25:1 - i.e 1 to 0.8 m3/s - tbr peak Coy flows.

-1

Coy to Blackrock recessions
13th Sept to 4th Oct

+ 20th Dec to 12th Jan

¯ 2nd Feb to 4th Mar

26th May to 16th June

0 0.2

............. -6 .........

net flows (m3/s)

Figure 5.12 Net floxvs from Coy against head difference with Blackrock during recession

periods.
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Figure 5.13 Net water leaving both Blackrock and Coy during recession periods.
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For the downstreanl turloughs a plot of net flows from Caherglassaun with respect to head

dit’t’erence back up to Coole (Figure 5.14) shows little variation in flows for changes in

head, reflecting a relatively unconstrained connection between the two. This is confirmed

by the plot of net flows out o|" each turlough against each other (Figures 5.15 & 5.16)

~hich show a linear relationship and indicate more or less proportional draining at the

same time with Coole contributing just over four times the total flow into the network

compared to Caherglassaun.
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Figure 5.14 Net flows from Caherglassaun against head difl’erence back to Coole for four

periods of turiough recession in 2008/09 season.
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Figure 5.15 Net flows from Caherglassatm against net flows from Coole in 2008/09.
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Figure 5.16 Net |lows frOITI Cahcrglassaun against net llm~s from Coole for four periods

ofturlough recession in 2008/09 season.

5.5.2 Filling periods

The main lilling periods of the turloughs have been analysed and relative llov, s bctx~ccn

the turlouglas calculated. For example, tv, o periods of sharp turlougla rise in the 2008 0O
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season are shown in Figures 5.17 below with the rest in Appendix C. These show tile sharp

increase in flows in Blackrock compared to the more muted response in Coy. Peak flov, s

of up to 10 m~/s enter Blackrock and Coole over a daily basis (i.e. more than 0.6 million

m per day). It should be noted that such flow rates could not be achieved using a

conceptual model of the turlough filling by epikarst type flow scenario with tile typical

hydraulic conductivities for matrix or fracture flow in karst as reported in Section 2.2.2

(,matrix flow- 2 x 10-11 m/s: fi’acture flow - 6 x 10.6 to 3 x 10-s m/s).
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Figure 5.17 Two periods during which the turloughs filled in (a) 2007/08 season and (b)

2008/09 season.
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Coy and Garryland only reach net inlloxvs of just over 1 m3/s which is again indicative of

being off the main thrust of the conduit system. Also. it is noticeable that Coy continues 1o

fill for several day’s after Blackrock has started to recede. At such times the relative head

between the two turloughs is still high -hence it may indicate a more direct link betx~een

the t\vo turloughs as opposed to two surge tanks above the main line conduit s)siem.

Caherglassaun is somewhere in-bet~veen with peak llow rates tip to 2 m3/s (indicative of a

constriction betxveen it and the sea).

Figure 5.18 below shows the relationship between llows into Blackrock and Coy, during a

filling period whereby increases into Blackrock are only matched by tallows to Co), up to a

rnaxirnum of just over I m-Is.
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Blackrock to Coy filling flows
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¯ 25th Apr to 3rd May
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-0.4 -

Blackrock flow (m3/s)

Figure 5.18 Relationship bet~veen Blackrock and Coy llm\s during three separate filling

periods in 2000/00 season.

5.,’5.3 Fhm’s into the system

The contribution of llo\vs into the karst nct~ork from furlough and ri,,ers at certain kc\

conlluence points have been compared. I:igure 5.10 sho\\rs the comparison of net tlmxs

l’rom l]lackrock and (’oy furlough ~vith respect lo Kilchreesi tlov, s. l’his clearlx’ sho~s thal

net I1o\~ contribulion l’ronl the turloughs slarls to increase \\hen the Kilchreest l]oxxs drop

13~
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below about 2 m3/s with peak values occurring when Kilchreest flows are around 0.4 m3/s

for Blackrock and slightly lower (around 0.25 m3/s) for Coy. The graphs also show the

peak outflows to be 2 m3/s froln Blackrock and 0.9 m3/s from Coy whilst in recession, as

discussed earlier.
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Figure 5.19 Comparison of flows in Kilchreest river to net flows into / out of(a)

Blackrock and (b) Coy turloughs.
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A plot of the combined flows just downstream of Blackrock (i.e. net flows from Blackrock

plus flows in tile Owenshree river) and downstream of Coy (i.e. net flows from Blackrock

plus net flows from Coy plus flows along Kilchreest river) is shown in Figure 5.20.
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Figure 5.21t Combined llows just do~nstream ol" (a) B lackrock and (b) Coy for 200//09

period.
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Although there are a few extreme values which should be ignored due to the phase

difference between the different measuring points (note these are two day averages) the

network can be seen to carry a maximum of between 2 to 3 m3/s past Blackrock and more

or less tile same past Coy. So. there is no signilicant increase in capacity downstream of

Blackrock, a fact that is used later in Chapter 9 when building the network model for the

area. These graphs also show how the mean flow decreases into the underlying conduit

when tile turlough levels are lower (fi+r example, from March onwards in 2009).

Further downstream tile Ballycahalan river meets the network (see Figure 3.1) and so

similar analysis on tile flows from Blackrock and Coy have been made (Figure 5.21 ) which

again shows ttle peak Outflows at lowest flows draining the river catchment. This might

indicate that tile backing up of tile system is due to the downstream catchment (and not

necessarily due to tile capacity of the network from Kilchreest). However, the close

proximity of the two river catchments mean that the same flow hydrographs are fi~und at

both places so possibly this is more likely to be tile reason.
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Figure 5.21 Comparison oflflows in Ballycahalan river to net flows into / out of(a)

Blackrock and (b) Coy turloughs.

Again the net flows have been plotted following the confluence of the Ballycahalan river

flows with the conduit network in Figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22 Cornbirled llovvsjust dowrlstrearrl o1" river l}allycahalarl corllluorico.
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Finally, the addition of flows fi’om the River Beagh, which passes underground at the

Devil’s punchbowl, remerges just south of Gort and then disappears again before Coole.

has been added to give the net llows into Coole as shown on Figure 5.23. The flmvs can be

seen to be more peaky indicating less restriction compared to Figures 5.20. The mean flow

levels discharging out of the netv, ork and into Coole are around 3 to 4 m3/s.

16
-- net flows to Coole

-- Blackrock water level

-- Coy water level

Figure 5.23 Combined flows (rivers Kilchreest, Bailycahalan and Beagh and net turlough

flows) heading to the Coole basin.

5.5.4 Mean residence time

The mean residence time was calculated by assuming the following conceptual model of a

surge tank as shown on Figure 5.24 and Equations 5.1 and 5.2 which assumes that the

water is completely mixed at any point in time.

volu

Figure 5.24 Conceptual model ofturlough as a completely mixed surge tank.
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(A, + :, ) + (Q,+, A, :,, )
when filling" r,+, =    (V, + Q,+,At) Eqn. 5.1

when emptying: r,+j = r, + At Eqn. 5.2

where 1; = residence time, V = turlough volume. At = timestep (here = 1 hour), 1:,, = mean

age of water entering turlough (= At/2)and Q = net flows into turlough over timestep (=

(Vt+l - Vt)/At ).

Tile restllts (Figure 5.25) show that Blackrock has the lowest residence tirne, particularly

for the more flashy 2008/09 hydrological year. It was not possible to calculate the

residence times for lbur of tile turloughs for tile 2006/07 period as tile turloughs were not

empty when tile data started to be collected. However, tile peak residence times are

normally less than 2 months for these systems.
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Figure 5.25 Mean residence time for v~aler in turloughs (assuming all act as surge tanks).
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If the hydraulic configuration of a turlough is not like a surge tank, then the hydraulic

residence tinle calculation would need to be done differently. It seems (confirmed later in

tile thesis) that Coole operates as a river feed which drains out and Garryland more as a

off-line transfer from Coole.

Hence, for Coole the equation to calculate nlean residence time at any point in time (filling

or emptying) needs to be nlodified as follows:

l;(A, + ~,)+ (c),,,,,<,+, >a, ~,- O,,,<,+, >A, ,,, )
r,+, =

(t; + Q,+iAt)
Eqn. 5.3

where Qm is the river flow into Coole and Qout is the flow out of Coole.

At this stage neither of these paralneters are known merely from tile water level

measurement which only reveals tile net flow into or out of the turlough. However, later

when the model has been calibrated these residence times could be recalculated.

Equally, for Garr} land you could make the assumption tile inlet flow is llow through

Coole, in which case the mean residence time equation is calculated as:

r’+l (f~ + Q,+iAt)
Eqn. 5.4

where Qm is the flow out of Coole into Garryland and ~rooo~+ = mean residence tinle of water

in Coole.

5.6 Rainfall and Evapotranspiralion Analyses

5.6.1 Rainfall

The two tipping bucket gauges at Kilchreest and Francis Gap recorded rainfall

minutes. A correlation between tile two values oil a daily basis across the

ever} 15

winter of

2007/08 is shown on Figure 5.26, which shows a good correlation \~ith Francis gap

recording over 1.54 times tile rainfall at Kilchreest which is expected due to orographic

enhancement. When tile data was compared on an hourly basis the correlation xxas much
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~2\~orse \~ith an    \alue of only 0.59: Francis Gap shox~ed a 2.1 times enhancement in

rainfitll ~itta respect to Kilchreest at this time scale. Hence. the effects of the lag bemeen

rainlhll at the tv, o sites is e\ ident v, ith hourly data. althougta lagged correlations of betx~een

+2 to -2 hours produced x~orse correlations, indicating that the lag is probably less than one

hour.
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Figure .’3.26 Dail\ rainfall correlation betxveen Kilchreest and Francis Gap (2007;08).

The rainlhll data fiom the nearest Met Eireann stations at Gal\’,ay and Shannon (synoptic

stations) and Oort. koughrea. Carron and Ballyvaughan has been compared against the

prqiect rain gauge data on Figure 5.27. This shoxxs an enhancement of 1.61 of Francis Gap

with respect to Kilchreest. similar to the above analysis. It also shox\s that the cumulati\e

rainlhll at Kilchreest. Gort. Carron and Gal\xav is very similar which is interesting flom a

lon<.z, term pet.pccti\e t\~r the monitorin<.z off the area. Finally. a cross-correlation matrix

betxxeen the different stations on the basis ofldail\ data is sho\xn on ]able 5.2 which again

shox~s close correlations betv, een Francis Gap. Kilchreest. and Galxxa\ but not x~ ith Gort.
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Figure 5.27 Daily rainfall cumulative correlations between rainfall stations.

Table 5.2 Cross-correlation matrix of daily rainfall measurements between stations.

Francis Kilch- Gort Loughrea Bally- Galway Shannon

Gap reest vaughan

Carron

Francis Gap

Kilchreest

Gort

Loughrea

Ballyvaughan

Galway

Shannon

Carron

l 0.881 0.459 0.403 0.679 0.700 0.628 0.364

0.881 1 0.533 0.464 0.652 0.673 0.601 0.384

0.459 0.533 i 0.386 0.377 0.430 0.406 0.259

0.403 0.464 0.386 1 0.384 0.312 0.213 0.377

0.679 0.652 0.377 0.384 1 0.819 0.499 0.284

0.700 0.673 0.430 0.312 0.819 1 0.519 0.279

0.628 0.601 0.406 0.213 0.499 0.519 1 0.347

0.364 0.384 0.259 0.377 0.284 0.279 0.347 i

5.6.2 Evapotranspiration

Potential evapotranspiration (PE) measurements are only taken at the Met Eireann synoptic

weather stations and reported on a daily basis. The cumulative PE across a year for the tv, o

closest stations Shannon and Birr are shown on Figure 5.28 which reveals very close

values. As the catchment is between the two stations an average daily value betv, een the
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tx~,o was taken fin" addition into the network model. The variation in PE across the years

was shown on Figure 5.1 at tile start of the chapter.

7O0
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300
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100
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~Birr

Figure 5.28 Cumulative PE over a year recorded at three synoptic stations.

5.7 River Flows

5.7.1 Rating curves

As discussed in Section 4.4, a series of depth discharge nleasurements were made at five

locations oil lbur different rivers (Owenshree, Ballycahalan, O\~endalulleegh and Beagh)

in order to produce rating curves. These were then used to calculate tile flo\~s in tile rivers

fi’om tile OPW depth gauges located on tile lbur rivers and also from tile pressure

transducer installed approximately 12 km dmvnstream of tile Kilchreest OPW gauge at

Ballynackagh (grid ref. 516 102)just belbre tile river disappears underground to head

to\~ards Blackrock turlough. A comparison betx\een tile Ox\enshree river flexes at

Kilchreest and at Ballynackagh is presented in Section 5.7.3.

The eathered <," ,," <,e,ltl~ln~ data and calculated discharge enabled stage discharge cur\es to be

plotted for tile d i ft’erent rivers, l lm\ ever. the range of data did not co\er the historical high

llo\~ exents (as sho\\n l’ronl tile do\\nloaded ()I)W gatl<,i,~<, e...e results) as it x~as both too
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difficult to measure the flows during such high stages and also be present at the river

during times ‘‘vhen such events occurred - and so tile rating curves had to be extended.

There are several methods b’*’ which a rating curve can be extended, logarithmic

extrapolation, the velocity-area method, Stevens Method or using the Manning Formula as

discussed in Shaw (1994). The Stevens Method (based on the Chezy formula for open

channel rio,,’,) and the Manning Formula were not used due to doubtful assumption that the

roughness coefl’icients would remain constant at higher discharges. Logarithmic

extrapolation ‘‘‘‘as first attempted and although the plots of stage against flow on log-log

scales did generally yield straight lines, the extrapolation required was way beyond the

recommended limit of 20% higher than the highest gauged discharge; it also seemed to

oive unrealistically high flow rates at depths when compared to the velocity-area method.

Hence. the ’*elocit\’-area method was used to generate the data for the stage-discharge

relationship. For this method plots of average velocity versus stage and cross-sectional area

versus stage are plotted. These plots were then extended (as opposed to the rating curve)

and then the higher values of discharge are calculated at specific stages from the product of

the extended average velocity and extended area from the two respective graphs. An

example of how this method ‘‘’,as used is shown for the Owenshree river at Kiichreest here

xvhilst all other data and calculations are presented for each of the rivers in Appendix D.

O’aENStIREE RIVER (at Kilchreest OPW gauging station)

The results from the river gauging at Owenshree at the Kilchreest OPW gauging station are

presented in Table 5.3. This data was then used to produce two graphs of stage versus

velocity and stage versus cross-sectional area as shown in Figure 5.29. It should be noted

that the OPW stage pressure transducer has not been set to zero at the lox‘‘est depths of the

river as can be seen from Table 5.31. In fact when the gauge is zero the flow ‘‘’,’as still at

0.33 m3/s and so an estimate had to be made of the low flows by using the recorded rio\‘‘ at

Blackrock as discussed later.
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Table 5.3 River gauging data collected ror Owensh

Date Time Mean depth Mean velocity Area

(my (m/s) (mz)

22/05/2009 17:30 0.283 0.298 2.635

ree river (at Kilchreest).

Flow Stage OPW stage

(mils) (my (my

0.785 0.09 0.09

28/05/2009 14:30 0.327 0.380 3.039

29/05/2009 10:00 0.251 0.249 2.337

04/06/2009 18:30 0.163 0.106 1.513

05/06/2009 10:30 0.165 0.126 1.532

12/06/2009 18:30 0.144 0.091 1.335

13/06/2009 09:15 0.148 0.083 1.275

17/06/2009 12:45 0.475 0.761 4.42

30/06/2009 16:00 0.123 0.068 1.145

04/07/2009 17:30 0.133 0.097 1.237

05/07/2009 14:00 0.143 0.094 1.33

13/07/2009 14:15 0.436 0.742 4.052

14/07/2009 10:30 0.355 0.442 3.304

29/07/2009 12:30 0.274 0.316 2.547

1.156 0.12 0.11

0.583 0.06 0.05
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0.077 -0.07 0

0.12 -0.06 0

0.125 -0.05 0

3.008 0.28 0.3

1.46 0.14 0.14
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Figure 5.29 Owenshree river (at Kilchreest) (a) stage-velocity and (I)) stage-cross

sectional area relationships.

Tile equations on the trend lines on the two graphs xvere then used to calculate l]ox~s at

higher stages, in this case rrom 0.4 to 0.7 m. The l’inal rating curve xxas then produced

(Figure 5.30) using the measured data tip to stages of 0.3 m and the extrapolated stage

ca.cadischarge data then used rrom 0.4 to 0.7 m and a best fit curve added (in this "’ s- second

order pol\’nomial) to ,,ive tile linal ratin,, relationship as shm\n on lkluaiion ’~ 4.
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Figure 5.30 Rating curve for Owenshree River (at Kilchreest).

Rating equation for Owenshree River (at Kilchreest) [grid refi 572 150]

/low(m3/s)= 16.798(stage)2+ 5.1136(stage)+0.3324 Eqn. 5.5

O\VNESttREE RIVER (before it sinks into Blackrock turlough)
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Figure 5.31 Stage-flow data and rating curve for Owcnshree River (at Blackrock).
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Rating equation tbr O,aenshree River (at Blackrock) [grid ref 516 102]

llow(,,,3/s)= 5.247(slage)2 - 0.0904(s/age)- 0.155     Eqn. 5.6

BALI.YCAt IAI~AN RIVt,]R
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2stage (m)

Figure 5.32 Stage-flow data and rating curve for Ballycahalan River.

Rating equation tbr Ballycahalan River [grid refi 496 057]

./]Ow(I/t)/,V)= 2.8755(s/age)-~ + 3.7982(s/age)-1.7254 Eqn. 5.7

O\VI-;NI),,\I.t 11.I.!!t-:GI I I,~IVER
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Figure 5.33 Stage-llm~ data and rating curve lbr ()x~endalullecgh Ri\’er.
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Rating equation for Owendalulleegh River [grid ret: 484 972]

.flow(,,,3~.,’)= 4.5203(statUe)2 + 0.2739(sta<t~e)- 3.677 Eqn. 5.8
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Figure 5.34 Stage-flow data and rating curve for Beagh River.

Rating equation for Beagh River [grid ref. 482 005]

,flow(m3/s)= 2.436 l(sta<~e)2 + 5.5955(s/a%e)-1.4472 Eqn. 5.9

5.7.2 River flows

The flows in the rivers draining off the different sides of tile Slieve Aughty Mountains -

rivers Owenshree, Ballycahalan and Owendailuleegh - are shown on Figure 5.35 tbr

2008/09. This shows that the peak flows are from the Owendalluleegh catchment (which is

to be expected as it is the largest catchment), ttowever, the flows from this river pass

through Lough Cutra which drains by the river Beagh belbre they drain into the karst

catchment. The graph clearly shows the attenuating effect that the lake has on the peak

flows which is discussed later in Section 8.4. The other two rivers draining directly into the

karst network show peaks coinciding. The river flows lk’~l the other \ears are in Appendix

D.
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Figure 5.35 The flows at the gauging stations for rivers O,,venshree. Ball.vcahalan.

Owendalluleegh and Beagh (Sept to December 2008).

5.7.3 Calculating diffuse recharge from epikarst

Owenshree riverjTow increase downstream

The difl’erence between the flows measured at the two eaueine-, -    - stations on the O\~enshree

river (at Kilchreest and .just upstream of Blackrock turlough) has been compared in order to

establish the enhancement in flows due to runoff and epikarst flow (via fi’actures etc) over

this length of river flo,a, ing over the karst. This information has then been used in order to

calibrate the numerical model (see Section 7.6) with respect to modelling the diflilse llox~s

into the net~vork system. Data was collected at Blackrock~.au~ln~,," ,," ,, station       for a      period of

three months (I ()th May to I~t August 2009). as shmvn on Figure 5.36. In general the peak

tloxxs at P, lackrock lag behind the peak lloxxs at Kilchreest b\ about 6 hours.
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Figure 5.36 Flows attxvo locations on the Owneshree river between 10thMayto Ist August

2009.

First an anal}sis of the low flows at Blackrock was compared with Kilchreest in order to

get a low flow relationship tbr the periods when the Kilchreest gauge was recording a

depth of zero. Five separate periods were compared when tile flows at Kilchreest receded

belo’~v 0.33 mS/s. as shown ringed on Figure 5.36, and the mean ratio of flows at Kilchreest

to flows at Blackrock calculated from every time step for each period. A close up of the

first period is shown on Figure 5.37. The mean of these five mean ratios was then

calculated as 0.78¯ It could be noted that tile ratio was lower after more prolonged rain but

higher (i.e. the flows were more similar) tbllowing rainfall alter tile long antecedent dry

period (indicative of much lower recharge from the karst aquifer with high conductivities).

The Blackrock flows were then used to augment the Kilchreest data at low flows v,,hen the

depth gauge was reading zero to provide an adjusted data set for Kilchreest.
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Figure 5.37 Flows at two locations on tile Owneshree river between 10th May to Ist August

2009.

The overall addition to tile Owenshree river flows fi’om the karst catchment area betx~een

Kilchreest and Blackrock was assessed by comparing the cumulative volume to have

passed each gauging station over the period as shown on Figure 5.38.
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Figure 5.38 Cumulative volumes to llmv past the n\o O~\enshree river gauging stations

bet~een I()’h Ma\ and I~t August 2009.
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When the ratios are compared statistically tile mean ratio is 1.16 with median value 1.17.

However, as can be seen from the graph there are two clear peaks, one at 1.12 and the

other at 1.18. Tile lower ratio is probably due to the slightly unusual dry period that

occurred throughout June with just one isolated rainfall event. The baseflows at the two

locations are very similar presumably as the river is losing some water to the underlying

karst in these situations. Note, that when the flows were under 0.06 m3/s during this

extended dry’ period at tile Blackrock location, the river could be seen to disappear 10 - 15

m downstream of the bridge (en route to the conduit leading to the turlough).
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e-
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0e-
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Blackrock:Kilchreest cum. flow ratio

Figure 5.39 Frequency distribution of cumulative flow ratios, Blackrock to Kilchreest.

5.8 Turlough Water Quality Analyses

Water samples were analysed for tile stable isotope 6~SO at different stages of the

hydrological season from December 2008 until June 2009. The sampling times are

indicated on Figure 5.40 by tile grey arrows against the relative water levels of the five

turloughs. This shows samples were taken before and during major filling periods and also

at different stages of recession. At tile same time, samples were taken tbr the analxsis of

the water’s nutrient quality (nitrogen and phosphorus) and temperature and conductixit\

measurements were recorded.
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Figure 5.40 Turlough water levels and sampling visits from Dec. 2008 to June 2009.

5.8.1 Stable isotope monitoring

The applicability of using stable isotope analysis was investigated in such a karst system

and in particular to see whether such a technique could provide another angle to help to

define the conceptual model tbr the mechanism of turlough hydraulics. The hypothesis u as

that it might be possible to determine the proportion of flous fi’om different sources, i.e. to

u hat extent each turlough was led by diffuse flow fi’om tile fi’acture system in epikarst x’,ith

continual inflow or outflow, compared to tile more variable point input flov, s from the

sinking rivers flouing along major conduits u ith turloughs operating as surge tanks as

discussed later in Chapter 9.

0 ’0 i.s’olope lheoiq’

Tile isotope signature of rainfall - the input signal to most hydrological s,,stems - \aries

relative to tile initial isotope composition of atmospheric vapour fi’om uhich it originates.

(,s()/,,()),,<,, ,(z’s()
,,<,,<,-,.,,,,,,,,- (,s()/,<,()) gqn. 5.10 (Clark and l:ritz. 1097)

I 11/1� 1111+

uhere (t is the equilibrium isotopic l)’actionation l~ictor.
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Isotopic concentrations of ~So are reported ill units per mil (%0) relative to tile Vienna

Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW). So, tbr water with a 6~’~0 of 0 %0 VSMO\V and

vapour with a 81SO of-9.3%0 VSMOW, tile ctl~O,,~t~r_,~p,>ur = 1.0093. Tile equilibrium

isotopic fraction of hydrogen difl’ers from that of oxygen by about 8 times but maintains a

fixed relationship, ttence, if a graph of6H2 is plotted against 61SO this gives a straight line

with a gradient of 8 - the so called the Global Meteoric Water Line (GM~,’L) (Craig.

1961). If water samples analysed tbr both 6H" (deuterium 6D) and 61SO are plotted on such

a graph and lie below the line (i.e. a relative increase in 61~O with respect to 6H-’), this

generally indicates the water has undergone evaporation. Evaporation affects surlhce

waters leading to enrichment of heavy isotope species (2H and 180) due to kinetic isotope

fractionation - i.e. it is easier for tile lighter ~H and ~60 molecules to change state and so

they are preferentially lost as vapour. This gradual enrichment includes both equilibrium

and kinetic effects. So. for example, a lake during a dry period with no inflows will

gradually become enriched until a steady state is reached whereby no tilrther isotope

enrichment will occur (Gat, 1995; Mayr el al., 2007: Gat, 2010). Stable isotopic

fractionation can result from any processes that cause tile ratio of isotopes in a particular

phase to differ from one another, such as evaporation, as well as chemical and biological

reactions. Geothermal waters for example have been shown to be enriched in terms ot’6~SO

source waters due to high temperature exchange between rock and groundwater, whilst

maintaining the original 6H2 - 61SO ratios (Clark and Fritz, 1997).

Stable isotopes of water (6D and 61SO) have been used to identit}’ multiple recharge areas

and to understand flow paths and mixing in regional groundwater studies. For example.

isotopes of water and chloride concentrations were used on volcanic rocks in Oregon

(basalts, andesites and rhyolites) to distinguish between waters originating fiom different

surface recharge areas (Palmer el al., 2007). Water that had been used tbr irrigation

showed enrichment of 61SO isotope indicative of fi-actionation by exIaporation. Another

study (Chowdhury el al., 2008) was able to differentiate betx~een surthce water recharge

through stream beds and groundwater signals in alluvium as rainlhll and surlhce runoll had

much heavier 61SO signals. Of particular relevance to this stud\ is research using stable

isotopes to analyse desiccating lakes in a comparison of dccp cratcr lakes again,,,t m~tc
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ephemeral lakes (Mayr et al., 2007). This showed that ratios liar both (21t and ~SO) were

similar throughout the drying period and that the lakes showed highest isotopic enrichment

towards the end of the dry season. The isotopic compositions were demonstrated to be

affected by variable ratios of surface area to volume and by different mixing patterns.

Both 2H and ~SO stable isotopes have been used as tracers for studying carbonate aquifers

(Gat el al., 2001: Vandenschrick el al., 2002) which generally show low 81SO values. For

example, the Madison aquifer in North Dakota was studied using naturally occurring 6~SO

to examine the dynamics of transient fluid interchange between conduit and diflilsive

networks (Long and Putnam, 2004). A mass balance approach was developed using the mSO

isotopic signatures fl’om conduit, intermediate and diffuse flows to derive the relative flow

proportions fi’om each in the karstic aquifer. In another study the infiltration of water

through 1000 m of limestone was picked tip in an underground laboratory \vhich could

show the origin of the water fi’om a much higher altitude (i.e. precipitation close to the

snow line) compared to less negative signatures associated with dolomite outcropping over

a inuch wider area of recharge (Falcone et al., 2008). This was able to conclude that there

was a dual-velocity groundwater circulation system.

The results of the 81SO (%0) samples on turloughs, springs and rivers are contained in

Appendix E and plotted ibr the turloughs and Kinvara springs on Figure 5.42. Three

samples of rainfall were also analysed (20th January, 17m March and 6th ,lune) which gave

cy~So of rainthll values of-10.98, -9.20 and -8.28 %0 respectively, much lighter than the

surface \rater samples as expected. Groundwater samples fi’om txvo wells in the area ~ere

also analysed (values - 7.78 and -8.39 %0) in order to see ~hether the ground~vater held in

the matrix and fi’actures could be differentiated from the surli/ce water derived llov, s in the

karst systern. The there negative values frorn the xxcll samples \\ere indicative of rainfall

recharge that had had little time to evaporate bcli~te percolating into the karst aquifer

system compared to the surface water (river) derived samples in the rivers and turloughs.

ttence, the different isotopic signatures betxveen the generic \~ater SOUl’COs could

potentially be used to proportion the net contribution of lloxv from each into the main karst

arid turlotigh svsiern, lho results froln the lurloughs (l:igtiro 5.41) indicate a slight trend of
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increasing enrichnlent from February onwards with Blackrock slightly, more enriched than

the others in general. This could be due to the fact that as it is at the top of the hydraulic

system is less affected by the cumulative addition of diffuse recharge from the karst than

the lower turloughs.
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I"0!     o !
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¯ Garryland

¯ Caherglassaun

¯ Kinvara West

o Kinvara East

Figure 5.41 180 stable isotope sampling results from turloughs and springs.

The results for Blackrock and Coole turloughs are plotted relative to their respective water

levels (Figures 5.42 and 5.43) which clearly show the values becoming more enriched (i.e.

more positive) during the major recession period in the summer. This reflects that

evaporation is the major process and also might suggest the turloughs are behaving as

draining tanks at this time of year with no significant additional inflows from the maior

conduit system or through-flow from the epikarst. The lower three turloughs and Coy’ all

show the same pattern (see Appendix E) with isotopic enrichment occurring from February

onwards- and these four turloughs never fillly dried out durin,,~ the year - compared to

Blackrock which shows more erratic restllts due to the fact that it did totally dr\ out sexeral

times over this period (Figure 5.41) although is does demonstrate enrichment at times of

recession and decreasing 6]~0 values during turlough filling periods.
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Figure 5.42/5 ~SO stable isotope results plotted against Blackrock water level.
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Figure 5.43 6 ~SO stable isotope results plotted against Coole water level.

A comparison of 6~SO values was also made in each turlough xxith respect to mean

residence time (as calculated in Section 5.5.4). This is shoun for Co,,’ in Figure 5.44 uhich

does not shoua clear pattern, t loxxever, 11~1" the linal iTlain recession of the )ear fi’om April
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onx~ards (points coloured purple) it does rellect the expected pattern whereby the water is

becoming more enriched with ~SO, the longer the mean residence tirne.
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Figure 5.44 (5 ~SO stable isotope results vs mean residence time of water for Coy

[Note, final main recession of the year from April 2009 onwards coloured purple].

The net addition / loss from direct rainfall and evaporation on each turlough has been

calculated (Figure 5.45) taking into account the changing surface areas per hourly time

step. Although Coole shows a net increase due to direct rainfall there is a distinct slow

do,an from February onwards which correlates well with the start of the enrichment in ISO

isotope as shown above. Blackrock shows much lower net increases from rainfall as a

result of its more highly fluctuating surface area during this period but again sho\,,s a

distinct change from February onwards.
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Figure 5.45 Cumulative rainthll minus evaporation on turloughs for 2009.

A lhll analysis of the system could be carried out oil tile basis of a mass balance of ~SO,

using known inflows li"om the river, known rainfall inputs and evaporation due to

tluctuating lake surlhce areas and the turlough values, which should allow tile missing

input (i.e. diflhse inllows fiom tile epikarst) to be quantified using tile ~So signature fi’om

the x~ells. This also needs to take account of the flox~s calculated in tile final netx~ork

model, particularly for the downstream turloughs x~hich receive some water that has

already spent time in the tipper turloughs.

5.8.2 Turlough water quality

The robustness of takino~ single samples of \rater l]’om a turlough as representative of its

~ater quality on the assumption that they act as lhlly mixed volumes ~as assessed b\ an

intensive survey of an individual turloug]l, ~xhereby several samples \\ere taken both

across the area of Cov turlough and also at three different depths to provide a three-

dimensional profile (Figure 5.46). The samples xvel’e taken using a Discrete lnter\al

Sampler (Ndin.vl) \xhich allm~ed samples to be taken at specific depths (surface. 2 m and 4

m depth). Note, the maximum depth of ~\atel" in the furlough ~as 6 m on this date (2@

Xla\ 2()()9) and the inain estavelle in the turlough corresponds to salnpling position 10, 2(1,
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21. The restllts of this (and all other water quality analysis) are contained in Appendix E

and sununarised in Table 5.3 which show fairly good consistency between the samples

with no particular spatial gradients picked tip across tile area of the lake. Hox~ever. there

does seem to be a trend of decreasing P with depth of water sample. The samples were

taken during a period of recession in the summer so this trend could be due to the wamler

v, ater conditions in shallower water releasing P into soluble form. Alternatively (or

additionally) it might be linked to evidence of increased algae in the tipper layers as they

require sunlight for photosynthesis.
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Figure 5.46 Plan view of salnpling positions on Co},’ turlough |k~l" intensive sampling li~ta~

on 29th May 2009.
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Table 5.3 Average water quality results from intensive sampling foray on Coy.

Position Total P Total P
(pg/I) (pg/I)

l")~,_,.~ 43.2
4,5,6 46.2
7,8,9 57.5
10,11,12 66.0
13,14,15 43.5
16,17,18 69.7
19,20,2 ! 49.0
22,23,24 34.6
25,26,27 63.9

Mean at edge 66.3
Mean at surface 58.7

Mean at 2m depth 57.9
Mean at4mdepth 41.2

The results fl’om measuring tile conductivity of the turloughs and springs for each sampling

event are shown on Figure 5.47. This shows a high correlation between the turloughs and

Kinvara West, whereas tile Kinvara East spring plots a relatively constant profile over

time. This contirms (as stated in Chapter 3) that tile main outlet of tile Gort lmdand

conduit system must be at tile Kinvara West spring and that Kinvara East is probably

receiving more diffuse epikarst fi’acture-type flow fi’om tile area to the east that has had a

longer residence time in tile aquifer. Tile peak conductivity values displayed at the

beginning of April for all turloughs correspond to a period when tile turloughs ~ere almost

empty. This is probably indicative that tile proportional flow fl’om the diffuse flow into tile

main conduit line was relatively higher compared to tile river sourced llo\vs at such times.

It is also interesting that tile conductivities of tile lower three turloughs are slightly Io~er

than Coy and glackrock due to tile addition of water fi’om t~o extra sources (rivers

F/allycahalan and Beagh). Tile extremely high result (of f the graph) registered for Kinvara

West spring was attributed to tile timing el’the sample ~hich was taken on tile ebb of the

tide ~xhich also coincided during a period of low llmxs ti"om tile karst conduit s\stem.

I lence, tile sea water had mixed back into tile spring at high tide before being llushed out

as tile tide started to t’all. This also might be evidence ofa significant storage volume ill tile

area, xxhich is kno\vn liom tile deep caves in the vicinity as discussed previously in

Chapter 3.
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The temperature profiles in tile turloughs (Figure 5.48) show a rising trend ,~s:ith time as

they move into tile summer, as expected. Again the Kinvara West spring apes this trend as

it is discharging water from tile turlough system whereas tile temperature of water fi’om

Kinvara East is more constant.
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Figure 5.47 Turlough and outlet spring conductivity.
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Figure 5.48 Turlough and outlet spring water temperature.
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The results I)’om phosphorus and nitrogen samples are shown in Figure 5.49 and 5.50. lhe

P results are liqirly erratic although there does seem to be a uniform rise in concentrations

fi’om the beginning of May onwards as the turloughs were in significant recession and the

water temperatures rising, ttence, this increase may be a result of more soluble phosphates

being released fiom the sediments due to the warmer temperatures in conjunction with the

lhct that there is no flushing effect through the lake. Another cause could be livestock

whicla started to repopulate the fields forming the turloughs as the water levels receded-

the increase in P being due to faeces etc getting washed down into the water. The P

concentrations of the main rivers showed no particular trend and the average values were

fairly similar with the turlough restllts - Owenshree, 12 pg/I, Bailycahalan 26 j.tg/i and

Beagh !1 pg/I. The tbrest drainage and river samples in the Slieve Aughty gave higher

<,    the Kinvara East sprin<, shov+ed a similarvalues ot"45 and 26 pg/I respectively. Stran=ely,

profile to the turloughs in terms of P which is hard to explain, although might tentatively

suggest another hypothesis that the increase in P measured in the turloughs is due to an

increased contribution from the epikarst. The question as to ,~vhether turloughs act as sinks

or producers for nutrients in groundwater is an interesting one for such GWDTEs,

particularly with respect to the Water Framework Directive (WFD). If the values of P are

compared against their trophic status according to the Water Framev~ork Directive (see

Tynan, el al., 2007), for intlch of the year the Total P values being less than 20 ~tg/I x~ould

place theln into the mesotrophic water body category. But with Total P values peaking up

to 60 ~tg/I in the summer, this would push them into the highest risk category, la. A

recommended lhrther study would be to look at net lluxes fi’om the rivers and into the

turloughs to determine the proportion of nutrients which have been generated in-turlough

compared to those coming in with the inllmvs - this might shox\, that the turloughs act as a

net source of nt~trient to groundxvater lbr example, \\rhic]l has interesting legislative

connotations.

lhc results fiom the nitrogen analysis (Figure 5.50) shmv a small decline in concelm’ations

as the furloughs xxere lllling in the middle of \vinter ;.rod then slight rises as the\ erupt} -

again possibly linked to grazing animals in the spring tlrinating on the local furlough

catchnlent. This rise occurs earlier COlllpared It+ the rise ill pllosphorus concelltratiOllS duo
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to the more mobile nature of nitrogen in tile environment. The Total-N concentrations in

the rivers during this period did not rise. Interestingly, the presumed epikarst flox~ at

Kinvara East shows much higher levels of TotaI-N presumably due to diffuse nitrate

contamination of groundwater from agriculture.
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Figure 5.49 Turlough and outlet spring total phosphorus concentration.
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Figure 5.50 Turlough and outlet spring total nitrogen concentration.
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Finally, the restllts from the TOC analysis (Figure 5.51) showed more or less the inverse

patterns to the conductivity results: higher values indicating more conduit-borne, river-

derived flow compared to tile lower values coming tbr the epikarst. Again, this is picked

tip in the drop in concentrations at the beginning of April (mirroring the increase in

conductivity shown on Figure 5.47) due to proportionally higher flow contributions from

difl’use sources. The restllts fi’om sampling tip in the Slieve Aughty mountains showed

much higher average values for TOC in lbrest drainage (37 rag/I) and rivers (26 rag/I).

Correlation analysis was carried out between all parameters (P, N, TOC and conductivity)

lbr different sources (turloughs and rivers) but revealed no significant trends between any

of the data sets with the exception of the inverse relationship between TOC and

conductivity in the turloughs water samples, as discussed above.
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Figure 5.51 Turlough and outlet spring total organic carbon concentration.
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6 TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

6.1 Introduction

Tile continuous time series data ol" turlough water levels detailed in Section 5 were

investigated using different time series techniques in order to elucidate any patterns

between thenl from x\hich deductions could be made about tile nature of tile hydraulic

netv¢ork (conduit sizes, directions, linkages etc). This information was then incorporated

into the final design of the overall hydraulic model of the linked turlough system (as

discussed in Chapter 9).

Initially, some correlation analyses between the five turlough level data sets were carried

out before moving on to non-stationary time series analyses. The individual time series

were frst analysed using the Fast Fourier Transform to see if there were any dominant

patterns and to see around which frequency band any patterns of interest might be

operating within. Following this, Short Term Fourier Transform (STFT analysis) was used

- basically Fourier analysis applied across short time intervals - to investigate lhrther.

Finally, continuous and discrete wavelet transforms were then applied to achieve a

complete timescale representation of localized and transient phenomena occurring at

difl-’erent time scales. All the time series analyses were carried out using MArlLAB’

version 7.6.0 (R2008a).

6.2 Correlation analysis of turlough water levels

Initially. simple correlations between the different turiough water levels were carried out.

The five data sets were first normalized and then compared (Figure 6.1) x,,hich clearly

shows that there is some Form of correlation (probably time-lagged) between the individual

water levels. The correlation coetTicients between the hourly average water levels of all the

lakes for the period September to end of December 2008 are shovcn on Table 6.1. This

confirms that the average hourly water levels in all the lakes are highly correlated.

ttowever, as the area is likely to receive similar rainfall patterns, such close correlations

might be expected, even il" each turlough operated in isolation. The results shoxx

particularly close correlations between Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun.
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Figure 6.1 Normalized data of Blackrock and Coy water levels.

Table 6.1 Cross correlation matrix using hourly data.

Blackrock Coy Coole Garryland Caherglassaun

Blackrock

Coy

Coole

Garryland

Caherglassaun

1 0.895 0.814 0.809 0.841

0.895 1 0.925 0.948 0.951

0.814 0.925 1 0.984 0.988
0.809 0.948 0.984 1 0.994
0.841 0.951 0.988 0.994 1

The data was also analysed using average daily water levels \\ith the correlation results

shoxvn on Table 6.2. From the daily data, it can be inferred that the daily average x~ater

level off Blackrock has a signilicant influence on the water level in Coy and to a lesser

extent on the x~ater levels oflCoole, Garryland and Caherglassaula. The daily average \~ater

levels of Co)’ also seem to be correlated with the change of water levels of the three Im~er

lake.’ " "s ((’oole, Oarrvland. and Caherglassaun). Again. the correlations between the three

lox~er turloughs show extremely high values xxhich would indicate that their water le\els

change practically simultaneously (as was seen in Figure 5.1). As such. it was not deemed

necessar\ to check the time-lag correlation between these three lakes as tile\ show a

contclnporaneous behaviour.
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Table 6.2 Cross correlation matrix using daily average data.

Blackrock Coy Coole Garryland Caherglassaun
Blackrock

Coy

Coole

Garryland

Caherglassaun

1 0.844 0.680 0.676 0.729
0.844 1 0.858 0.899 0.906
0.680 0.858 1 0.973 0.983
0.676 0.899 0.973 1 0.991
0.729 0.906 0.983 0.991 1

Time-lagged correlations were then applied to explore the relationship between the water

levels of Coole, Garr\ land and Caherglassaun with respect to that of Blackrock and Coy as

shox,m on the Figures 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 Time lagged correlations for Blackrock vs. all other turloughs (hourly data).

The results from these correlations using hourly data are summarised in Table 6.3 which

again shows the potential influence that Blackrock turlough has on the ~ater level changes

in Coy. The three lower turloughs are also correlated with the water levels in P, lackrock.

but to a lesser extent. The time lags show that the ~ater level in Coy has a damped or

slower reaction to the water levels in Blackrock, even though the actual correlation \alue is
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very high, i.e. the water levels in Coy seem to be controlled by the water levels in

Blackrock, but it takes 76 hours to have an impact, ttowever, the water levels in Coole,

Garryland and Caherglassaun also appear to be affected by the changes in the water levels

in Blackrock more promptly even though these lakes are situated further downstream than

Coy. This is indicative that Coy must be somewhat off the main conduit line and mainly

fed by waters from Blackrock.

Table 6.3 Results from time-lagged correlation using hourly data.

peak
correlation

coeff.
time lag

Blackrock vs. Coy
Blackrock vs. Coole
Blackrock vs. Garryland
Blackrock vs. Caherglassaun

0.96018 76 hours
0.82804 36 hours
0.84558 63 hours
0.85764 42 hours

The same time-la<,<,od~_ correlation was carried out tising the daily average data as shox~n in

l:igure 6.3 and Table 6.4 with restllts that are very similar to the hourly water-level

correlation plots. This shows that there is a short-term effect xx’ith respect to water levels

between the turloughs. The longer lag between Blackrock and Garrvland (compared to

Coole and Caherglassaun) indicates that Garryland is perhaps slightly off the main conduit

route to the sea. This discrepancy is also picked up between Coy and the other turloughs.

Also of interest is the fact that Coy is much closer in terms of lag to the Io\\er turloughs

than Blackrock (considering they are only I km apart) which demonstrates the lagged

drainage from the turlough due to the flows fiom Blackrock preferentially draining into the

underlvirlg, conduit at the start of the recession (as discussed iri                                                    ,Section+-    5.5).
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Figure 6.2 Time lagged correlations for Blackrock vs. all other turloughs (daily data).

Table 6.4 Results from time-lagged correlation using daily data.

peak
correlation
coeff.

Blackrock vs. Coy

Blackrock vs. Coole
Biackrock vs. Garryland
Blackrock vs. Caherglassaun

time lag

0.95461 3 days

0.7 i 395 2 days

0.75655 3 days

0.77879 2 days

Finally, the water-levels of Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun have been compared with

the water-levels of Coy as the previous cross-correlation matrix (Table 6.1) indicated a

close match. Figure 6.3 and "Fable 6.5 show the time lag relationships which shm~ onl\a 1

hour lag between the lower lakes and Coy. l lence, it can be inferred that Cox. (o~ It.

Garryland and Caherglassaun all react almost contemporaneously to the rainfall, l-his
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behaviour may be somewhat coincidental in that the extra lag at Coy (with respect to

Blackrock) at the top of the system would inevitably push Coy’s water level dynamics

closer to the lower turloughs which are naturally lagged behind Blackrock, being more

distant fi’om the main river water inputs.
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Figure 6.3 Time Jagged correlations for Coy vs. lower turloughs (hourly data)

8OO

Table 6.5 Results from time-lagged correlation using hourly data.

peak lime lag
correlation
coeff.

Coy vs. Coole
Coy vs. Garryland
Coy vs. Caherglassaun

0.92462 lhr
0.94762 lhr
0.95075 Ihr

6.3 Fourier analysis

The principle of Fourier methods is that

(SUl-~erposition) of pure frequency terms. In

every signal can be expressed as a sum

the Fourier domain the building blocks are

sinusoids -hence a signal can be expressed as a continuous sum of sinusoids at different

amplitudes, liequencies and phases. The Fast I:ourier Transl’ornl (FI:T) uses an algorithm
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that dramatically

(DFT).

Fourier Transform:

x~here, (,3 \. - e(-2 .~) \

improves the computational time lbr tile Discrete Fourier Transform

Eqn. 6.1

X(k)- Ex(j)(o~! 11(1, ,) Eqn. 6.2
.1=1

6.3.1 Fast Fourier Transform analysis

Tile level time series data from each turlough was analysed in four separate batches: the

2006/07. 2007/08 and 2008/09 hydrological years and then all tile data together in one

continuous set. It should be noted that each profile was analysed as stage (i.e. metres above

sea level) and also v, ater depth (which goes to zero in the turloughs when they empty) to

check whether this had any effect on the analysis. This was found not to be the case with

identical restllts whether stage or water depth was analysed. The data was first delremled

(in order to remove any long term patterns of drill) and then a FFT was run on the data to

look for frequency patterns. The results from the 2008/09 year are shown in Figure 6.4 for

the 5 turloughs, the rest are contained in Appendix F. The peaks were then analysed in

descending order of energy and tile frequency (in radians/hour) converted into time periods

(i.e. 27t/(,)) as shox~n in Table 6.6. Note, a summary of the fi’equencies is also given in

Appendix F.
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Figure 6.4 FFT results for 2008/09 for (a) Blackrock, (b) Coy, (e) Coole, (d) Garryland

and (e) Caherglassaun ~,ater levels.
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Table 6.6 Results fi’om FFT for5 turloughs.

2008100                   period (days)

order of energy    I St 2 ncl 3 ,a

Blackrock 387.5 77.5 129.2 55.4 25.8
Coy 430.7 86.1 53.8 43.1 30.8

Coole 387.5 96.9 55.4 43.1 35.2
Garryland 387.6 96.9 55.4 32.3 25.8

Caherglassaun 430.7 86.1 143.5 53.8 43.1

2007/08

25.8
22.8 0.5
30.8 0.5

Black rock 273.9 45.6 34.2
Coy 273.9 45.6 34.2

Coole 273.9 45.6 30.4
Garryland 273.9 45.6 30.4

Caherglassaun 273.9 54.8 30.4

2006/07

24.9 19.6
19.6
24.9 19.6
24.9 0.5

0.5

Black rock 300.1 50.0 75.0 30.0 23.1
Coy 300.1 50.0 75.0 30.0 16.7

Coole 150.0 75.0 50.0 30.0 18.8
Garryland 233.3 46.7 25.9 0.5

Caherglassaun 300.1 75.0 50.0 30.0 0.5

All years
Blackrock 320.6 192.4 961.8 87.4 53.4 120.2

Coy 335.0 200.9 1005.0 52.9 91.3 41.9 67.0
Coole 334.9 200.9 1004.6 52.9 100.5 77.3 41.9

Garryland 298.3 178.9 52.6 74.6 63.9 40.7 0.5
Caherglassaun 335.0 200.9 1005.0 52.9 83.7 67.0 41.9

The results from the five turloughs show similar structure as might be expected for broadly

the same rainfall input signature onto the system but some distinctions can be made. The

first peak at high energy for the single years is really just picking tip the length of the data

set - although for the three 3,’ear corltinuous data set (al/’)’ca#’.Q the annual flooding pattern

has clearly been picked tip. The second peaks (in order of size) give more interesting

patterns fi’om the point of view of possible turlough linkage and dynamics. During tile

highly fluctuating 2008/09 year Coole and Garrvland show identical periods which stl...~cst

an intimate, uninhibited connection. Equally, Coy and Caherglassaun shm~ identical

periods to each other ~hich might indicate a similar t~pe of hydraulic connection to tile

nctx~ol’k (for exalnple, a surge tank above tile illain conduit). Blackrock, ho\xexer.

dcnlonstrates a signit]cantly dil’l’crcnt pattern presulllably due to it being the first to recei\e

llm\s as it is much illore rospollsive It+ I]ucluatint,+ inflox~ levels. Again this indicates some

isolation 1"ro111 tile rest o1" the s\’si+lll - via a do\\llSlreanl throttle perhaps. The 2007/8 \oar

sho\~ s a d il’l’crent pattern, \\here the filling and eln pi) ing cycle x\as inuch slow or across tho
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\ear. t tere, tile turloughs are showing some energy at 45 days with the exception of

Caherglassaun lagging behind at 54 days, which is again indicative of its slightly difl’erent

nature. The third band shows a difference between the upland turloughs (34 days) and

lov~land turloughs (30 days) which makes intuitive sense. For the 2006/07 season, again

Coole and Caherglassaun are closely nlatched. Garryland reveals a considerably different

restllt, due to the fact that the data only started to be collected this year half way through

the hydrological year and so the analysis for this first year should be disregarded.

The dominant fl-equencies derived from this FFT analyses have been used later for the

‘‘~avelet analysis (Section 6.4) in order to hone the wavelet to the signal at relevant scales

~‘‘here some interest might be derived.

E..i..fect q/tlTe tide on turlough water level dynamics

A slight blip ,,,,as picked tip on the FFT plots at a very high frequency (low period) of 0.5

days for Garrvland and Caherglassaun for all the different years. It was known that

Caherglassaun, at least, was tidally affected which would match this period so this

phenomenon ‘‘,,as investigated further. To investigate the tidal effect, different parts of the

time signal ‘‘,,ere extracted across depth bands varying fi’om shallow to deep and this data

was then reanalysed using FFT in order to determine the depth bands across which the tidal

effect was operating. The data from the various extracted depth sections x‘‘,ere again

detrended and subjected to FFT analysis. This is shown for Caherglassaun (Figure 6.5)

which clearly’ picks tip the fi-equency at 0.5 i radians per hour, (time period = 27t/0.51 ) or

12.31 hours (12 hours and 19 minutes). A tidal cycle is typically 12 hours and 26 rains and

so a slight degree of attenuation to the IBrcing frequency (the sea)has been observed over

the 8 km between Caherglassaun and the sea. Such a tidal effect ‘‘‘‘,as picked tip at

Caherglassaun for depths tip to around 4 mAOD (equivalent to a stage of 5.3. mAOD).
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Figure 6.5 FFT on Caherglassaun level data 2009, (a) 50 to 150 cm depth range, (b) 150

to_’50 cm (c)                      _’50 to 350 cm (d) 350 to 450 cm depth ranges.

The same analysis ,,,,as carried out for Garryland (Figure 6.6) which also reveals a slight

tidal influence at depths tip to around 1.5 m (equivalent to a stage of 5.3 mAOD).

Interestingly a strong peak is also picked up at slightly deeper water levels (1.5 to 2.5 m

depth) at 0.2715 radians/hour, equivalent to a time period 23.14 hours. This daily variation

might be evidence of a diurnal evaporation pattern as Garryland is quite a shallow lake

with a large surface area at such depths. No peak was picked up to indicate the tidal effects

at these depths hov~ever.
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Figure 6.6 FFT oil Garryland level data 2009, (a) 0 to 150 cm (b) 150 to 250 cm depth

ranges.

Equally’ at Coole, a slight tidal influence was picked tip at shallmv depths tip to around 1.5

m depth (stage 4.0 mAOD) as shown oil Figure 6.7. Again, as lbund at Garry land, signs of

daily lluctuation were revealed at low depths possibly indicative of evaporation lbr such a

shallox\ lake xxith a large surthce area at these depths. For example, the surlhce areas for

Coole and Garrxland at 2 m depths are 43 and 8 ha respectively.
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Figure 6.7 FFT on Coole level data 2009, (a) 100 to 150 cm depth range, (b) 150 to 250

cm depth ranges.

In summary, a close match was found for the three lower turloughs shorting the tidal effect

at 4.9, 5.3 and 5.3 mAOD tbr Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun respectively. Similar

plots for Coy and Blackrock turloughs (see Appendix F) shov< no sign of any tidal

influence at any depths which is not surprising given the remoteness fi’om the sea in terms

of distance (>15 km) and altitudes of 20 to 30 m above sea level.

Tran.sfer fimction unulvsis

Finally, the FFT coefficients fi-om

each other as shown on Tables 6.7

each turlough analysis \\ere

to 6.10. The first main FFT

cross-correlated against

coefficient peaks \\crc
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removed from all data sets (as they really only reflected the length of tile data sets

analysed) and the restiltant coelTicients cross-correlated.

Table 6.7 Cross correlation oftranst’er fllnctions between FFT coefficients (all data).

Blackrock
Coy

Coole
Garryland

Caherglassaun

Blackrock Coy Coole Garryland Caherglassaun
1 0.6242 0.8821 0.9512 0.9353

0.6242 1 0.5379 0.6134 0.6232
0.8821 0.5379 1 0.8769 0.9627
0.9512 0.6134 0.8769 1 0.9441
0.9353 0.6232 0.9627 0.9441 1

Table 6.8 Cross correlation of transfer functions

Blackrock
Coy

Coole
Garryland

Caherglassaun

between FFT coefficients (08/09).

Blackrock Coy Coole Gar~land Caherglassaun
1 0.7123 0.8810 0.9694 0.8798

0.7123 1 0.8128 0.6361 0.8213
0.8810 0.8128 1 0.8919 0.7417
0.9694 0.6361 0.8919 1 0.8042
0.8798 0.8213 0.7417 0.8042 1

Table 6.9 Cross correlation of transfer ti~nctions between FFT coefficients (07/08).

Blackrock
Coy

Coole
Garryland

Caherglassaun

Blackrock Coy Coole Gar~land Caherglassaun
1 0.8878 0.8724 0.8760 0.9004

0.8878 1 0.9191 0.9233 0.8896
0.8724 0.9191 1 0.9983 0.9033
0.8760 0.9233 0.9983 1 0.8992
0.9004 0.8896 0.9033 0.8992 1

Table 6.10 Cross correlation of transfer function

Blackrock
Coy

Coole
Garryland

Caherglassaun

s bet\veen FFT coel’ficients (06/07).

Blackrock Coy Coole Gar~land Caherglassaun
1 0.7437 0.7717 0.6732 0.7809

0.7437 1 0.8707 0.6318 0.8962
0.7717 0.8707 1 0.8742 0.9887
0.6732 0.6318 0.8742 1 0.8599
0.7809 0.8962 0.9887 0.8599 1

These show close matches betxveen Coole and Caherglassaun for most \ears and equally

betxxeen Coole and Garryland. Coy and Garr\land are in ,,,’neral not xxell matched

indicating a degree of remoteness for both of f the main system. Surru-isinglv P, lackrock and

Garrx land come out to be very close for the 2()()8/()q highl\’ l]uctuating year but not for the

other xears. Best fit curves (6ti’ order polynomials) x\ere also plotted to the resultant I:FI
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coefficient restllts (Figure 6.8) which clearly show the high correlation between the three

Io,0~er turloughs for both types of hydrological year. Blackrock and Coy show different

responses with Coy lagging behind Blackrock, as has been shown with previous analyses.
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Figure 6.8 Best fit curves to FFT coefficients for (a) 2007/08 (b) 2008/09.

6.3.2 Short Term Fourier Transform analysis

Another technique, Short Term Fourier Translbrm (STFT) analysis, was applied to the data

sets which effectively applies Fourier analysis across small time windo,~vs. The v, indo\~

chosen was 120 hours (5 days) in order to see whether this technique \~ould pick up tile

Iocalised tidal effect. This proved to be the case with STFT strongly detecting tile tidal
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tluctuations at Caherglassaun, Garryland and Coole at low depths. For exainple, when the

Caherglassaun 08/09 STFT results are compared against the time series in Figure 6.9, tile

strong frequency at 0.0833 /hour is equivalent to the tidal period of just over 12 hours.

When matched against the time series of water depth the tidal period is clearly correlated

against periods of lower depth. From this set of analyses (results summarised on Table

6.1 I ) it can be seen that the tidal influence has an effect up to a stage of between 5.3 to 5.6

mAOD. The graphs also show that lbr Coole and Garryland the diurnal effect (frequency at

0.0833/hour) was picked up at shallow lake depths, as discussed betbre.

Table 6.11 Limit of tidal inl]uence for turloughs irl stage (mAOD)

2006/07 2007/08 2008/09

B lackrock n/a            n/a n/a

Coy n/a n/a n/a

Coole n/a (or 0.4) n/a 5.34

Garryland 5.26 5.16 5.21

Caherglassaun 3. I 1 3.88 5.62

The results of the other turloughs (see Appendix F) show the nmximum depth at ~hich a

tidal inl]uence was picked tip across the years. Interestingly, for the Coole recessions and

filling periods in 06/07 and 07/08 no tidal inl]uence was picked up, possibly’ as tile \xater

rnovements were relatively quick such that there was not enough time for tile tidal

movements to be revealed.
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Figure 6.9 (a) STFT (window 120 hours) results tk~r Caherglassaun turlough 2008/09

period and (b) corresponding depth time series.

Hence, STFT is a much quicker technique than using screened data and applying the FFT.

although the time window does have to be predetermined, ttox~ever, surprisingly the SIFF
-~r 4 ,

analysis did not pick tip the tidal effect as late compared to FFT for the slo\,,er t]llin,, \ca~s

for Caherglassaun.
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6.4 Wavelet analysis

Wavelet analysis was applied to the data sets due to its inherent capability to account lbr

non-stationary time-series, such as fluctuating water levels in turloughs. Wavelet analysis

has emerged as a powerful tool to analyse temporal variations in frequency content ot’time

series signals. A wavelet transform provides a time-frequency representation of any

signal/time series data. The basis of wavelet analysis is decomposing a signal into shifted

and scaled versions of the original (or mother) wavelet. Wavelets have been used in several

fields lbr example: image coding and compression, numerical approximation methods,

stochastic process analysis, fractal analysis, fluid mechanics, medical diagnosis and

geophysics (Mallat, 1998). They have also started to be used in hydrology, for example to

compare large scale river basin discharges with respect to climate change (Labat et al.,

2005), to analyse and transform rainfall statistics (Kim and Vald6s, 2003) and have also

been applied to a karstic system in the Pyrdn6es (Labat el al., 2001 ). The basic objective of

the wavelet transform is to achieve a complete time-scale representation of localized and

transient phenomena occurring at different time scales. Hence, wavelets must be

characterised in both time and frequency domains unlike classical Fourier spectra xxhich

only pick tip fi’equency components, as illustrated on three different s\nthetic time signals

on Figure 6.10.

There are several different types of wavelet used including the Haar wavelet, the complex

Morlet wavelet and successive derivatives of the Gaussian function (e.g. the Mexican Hat

li~nction) (Labat el al., 2000b). The particular wavelet basis \vhich is suitable for the

application will depend upon both the application and the characteristics of the function to

be analysed (Basu and Gupta, 1998): for example, \~hether the desire is to have a good

localization in time (such as the Daubechies wavelet) or v, hether more precision is required

in terms of localization in fiequency (such as the Morlet).
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Figure 6.10 Comparison of Fourier and continuous (Morlet) wavelet transforms on three

different synthetic signals (Labat, 2005).

Wavelets analysis can be discrete which allows one to rebuild the signal later, or

continuous which gives more information but some of this can be redundant. The

continuous wavelet transform is defined as the sum over all time of the signal multiplied

by scaled, shifted versions of the wavelet function ~.

C(sca/e, position) = ff(t~//(scale, position, t)dt Eqn. 6.3

where, ~ is the mother wavelet.

The characteristic frequencies fbr the time series signals were picked up by the FFT

analyses. This knowledge was then used to refine the wavelet analysis in order to

investigate these frequency bands in more detail.
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6.4.1 Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) analysis

The discrete wavelet transfornl (DWT) consists of detailed and approximation coefficients

(Equation 6.4). Tile DWT decomposes a signal into a large timescale (low frequency)

approximation and a collection of detail at different smaller timescales (higher

fi’equencies). The approximation coeflicients are then decomposed again to approximation

coefficients and detailed coefficients at the next level. This procedure is repeated lbr each

level. The original signal can be reconstructed (if needed) back from the decomposed

approximation and the detailed components.

{c/(k)=<’V’~°’~(t)>}./,k~Z Eqn. 6.4

<t, (a) =< X, e,~. (’) >

where <*,*> denotes inner product, (d (k)) are the detailed coefficients at level ,i (J :

!,2 .... I) and (ci (k)) are the approximate coefficients at level j. Tile signal X lbr analysis is

integrally transtbrmed with a set of basis filnctions.

-/

e/h(l)=2 -’e(2 ’/-k) Eqn. 6.5

Which is constructed from the mother wavelet ~F(t) by a time-shift operation and a dilation

operation.

Tile Daubechies 4 (db4) wavelet was used for this DWT analysis as shm~ on Figure 6.11.

1.25

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

-i

-0.25

3     4

Figure 6.11 The Daubechies (db4) discrete wavelet scaling lhncticm.

l)ilTcrent ~avelct liinctions correspond to different pseudo-frequencies at different s~:al~:,

\xith the relationship given in l’]quation 6.6. "lhe central fl’equency lbr the Daubechies 4

(db4) xxaxelct is 0.7143 l iz xdlich is needed to scale the xxavclet.
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F = < Eqn. 6.6
"    ~IA

where l:~, is tile pseudo-frequency of a wavelet (in Hz) having a central frequency, Fc (Hz)

at a scale, a and sampling period, A. So, for a 1 hour sampling period (for the v, ater lexel

data) a scale of unity (a= I), t:~, = 1.084 x 10.4 t lz i.e. a sampling period of 1.40 hours.

Tile D~’T had to be tuned to a scale corresponding to the results from the FFT analysis

{Table 6.6 before) xxhich shoxxed the main areas of interest in the regions fi’om 20 to 90

days. The equivalent scale to frequency for a 1 hour data sampled set using the db4 is

shov, n in Table 6.12. So, the areas of interest from the FFT analyses of the water level time

series correspond to db4 scales betx~een 343 to 1543 (levels 8 to 11 ).

Table 6.12 Frequency to scale for db4 for data set at 1 hour sampling.

db4 period

scale level (days)

171 7.4 10

343 8.4 20

514 9.0 30

686 9.4 4O

857 9.7 50

1029 10.0 60

1200 10.2 70

1371 10.4 80

1543 10.6 90

1714 10.7 100

1886 10.9 110

2057 11.0 120

All the results from the DWT analysis lbr the different years and different time scales are

in Appendix F. One of the key observations from this is that there is a considerable

difference in the results betv~.een the years 2007/08 and 2008/09 when analysed at level 9

x~,hich corresponds to a time period of around 30 days. Since, the turlough response was

(ICI ~’very different between these }’ears, this sue=ests tlaat the main process goxerning this

difference occurs on a 30 day cycle. An example of this difl’erence is slaoxxn in Figure 6.12

for Coole but the same difference is there for all turloughs. At the other scales the

difference is less marked. This may be a reflection of the timing of intense rainti~ll cx cnts

or more intriguingly, such a 30 day’ cycle would also tic in xx ith spring tides, t tcncc, this
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suggests that the synchronicity of heavy rainfall and spring tides might be a key factor in

terms of tile duration of turlough flooding - a concept that should be tile subject of more

research, particularly with regards to tile historic flooding events of the 1990s.

2
Coole 0708 iLevel = 9)
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Coole 0809 ~Level = 9)

O5
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Figure 6.12

2008/09.

DWT (db4) restllts for Coole at level 9 (period 30 day’s) (a) 2007/08 (b)

Other differences picked tip between tile turloughs for tile same .,,ears shoxv a different

filling period for Coole and Garryland at a time period of 14 and 30 days. It sho\vs close

matches between Coole and Caherglassaun and also that Coy and Caherglassaun are ver\

similar. At 120 days all tile turloughs show very similar coefficients as expected. At a 60

day’ time period for tile 2007/08 year, Coy differs fi’om tile other turloughs during the time

of peak inundation to the start of the recession. There is an incongruous peak tbr Blackrock

at the beginning of 08/09 compared to tile other turloughs which might be indicative of a

suspected instrumentation (Diver) problem during that period.
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Figure 6.13 DWT (db4) results for all turloughs 2008/09 at level 10 (period 60 days).
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6.4.2 Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) analysis

Finally. continuous wavelet transform (CWT) analysis

using the Morlet wavelet as shown in Figure 6.14.

was carried out on the data set

0.5

0

05

Morlet wavelet function

-4 -2 0 2

Figure 6.14 Tile Morlet continuous wavelet limction.

The central frequency for the Morlet wavelet is 0.8125 Hz which is needed to scale the

wavelet, l lence, using Equation 6.6 for a 1 hour sampling period, a scale of unity (a=l)

represents F~ = 2.257 x 10.4 ttz - i.e. a sampling period of 1.23 hours. As for tile DWT, the

CWT had to be tuned to a scale corresponding to the restllts fi’om the FFT analysis (Table

6.13) which showed the main areas of interest in the regions fi’om 20 to 90 day’s. The

equivalent scale to frequency tbr a 1 hour data sampled set using the Morlet CWT is

,-) -,,shown in Table 6.13. The analyses were carried out at scales fi’om 195 to __~40.

Table 6.13 Frequency to scale for Morlet wavelet at 1 hour sampling fiequencv.

db4 period
scale level (days)

195 7.6 10
390 8.6 20
585 9.2 30
780 9.6 40
975 9.9 50
1170 10.2 60
1365 10.4 70
1560 10.6 80
1755 10.8 90
1950 10.9 100
2145 11.1 110
2340 11.2 120
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The plots tbr all the CWT coefl]cients are included in Appendix F ~hich show the time

and frequency content across the chosen scale range for each turlough water lexel time

signal on a single plot. l’hese slightly esoteric figures can be interpreted as lbllm~s. The x-

axis is time (in hours) corresponding to the length of each turlough level data set analysed.

The \-axis is the scale of the x~avelet corresponding across a range of increasing period

(i.e. decreasing fi’equency) as set out in Table 6.13. The peaks and troughs on the plot then

refer to the energy associated with such fi’equencies at specific times across the length of

the data set. For example, on Figure 6.15(by the high peaks (shaded white) occurring fi’om

about 1500 to 3000 hours (on the x-axis) are showing that there is some pattern in the

turlough le\el data corresponding to a scale of about 600 to 1000 (}’-axis) x~hich

corresponds to a period of betxveen approximately 30 to 60 days. At first appearance tile

plots comparing the same yearly data between all turloughs look very similar. For the

2006/07 analysis, Coole and Caherglassaun show similar results during the main filling

cycle but different patterns during the main recession. Coy and Caherglassaun hox~ever,

shov, similar patterns during the recession indicating the similar nature of their hydraulic

connection to the netxvork i.e. surge tanks above the main network which lag behind an

upstream turlough. Again, for the 2006/07 data Garryland is out o[" kilter with the other

turloughs of the 2006/07 season due to the different length of data set.

In the 2007/08 plots Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun all show a high energy content at

the 700 to 800 scale region which equates to a period of 30 to 40 days although Garryland

exhibits slightly loxver intensities reflecting its off line connection from the main system.

As shox~n in Figures 6.15(a and b) Blackrock and Coole have significantly different

patterns, indicative of" the different positions and different hydraulic connections to the

main network. The 2008/09 plots however, show very similar traces betx~een all turloughs,

even Blackrock and Coole (Figure 6.15(c and d). As was found by the DWT anal\sis, tile

main difference between the two hydrological years is also clearly picked up at high

energy areas corresponding to a period of 30 day’s.
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Hence, the CWT technique has picked up some of the detail from the previous time series

techniques but would be more difficult to interpret and draw conclusions from, without

having carried out the FFT and DWT analyses previously.
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7 PIPE NETWORK MODELLINt;

7.1 Introduction

The inputs to tile model are river flows and precipitation whilst the model will be

calibrated against tile five turiough water levels. Unlike most models that have been

applied to karst systems, there are no discharge data available for tile Gort lowlands system

as it has not been possible to measure the spring discharge at Kilchreest since it is .just

below sea level. Therefore it is di|’ficuit to employ cross correlation type analyses etc.

betv, een the input and output of the system. The inlet and outlet flows for individual

turloughs can be calculated (as done in Chapter 5) but this still does not allow the by-pass

flow underneath the turloughs to be determined. So, some basic principles of modelling a

pipe and tank network have been investigated which have then been assimilated to help to

build the main karst network model of the Gort lowlands in Chapter 9.

7.2 Hydraulic Principles of the Pipe-Network Model

The hydraulic model was built using hT/bu’ork,v CS version 8.5 (Wailingtbrd Sofi~are)

which is a s\stem for the management of urban drainage networks. I~!/bu’ork.v CS

incorporates the H~’~b’ou’orks modelling engine for simulating the hydraulic behaviour of

an urban drainage network under difl’erent conditions of rainfall, land use, population,

inflows etc. Such a package is able to model both open channel and pressurised flow

hydraulic conditions on the network of pipes and nodes (manholes, ponds etc) ~hich is

why it has been employed for the modelling of such a karst network.

A conduit is represented as a link in tile network of defined length between tx~.o nodes. The

boundary condition between the link and a node is either of the outfall or headloss type.

The gradient of a conduit is defined by invert levels at each end of tile link: this does not

preclude discontinuities in level at nodes or negative gradients.

A variety of pre-defined cross-sectional shapes may be selected lbr both closed pipes and

i11~n.Circular Dines are defined by’ one di - sion - tile diameter- and all otherschannels.open | /

by the height and width: in the case of open channels the height xxill be to the top of the

I 9C)
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channel lining. Non-standard cross-sectional shapes (such as elliptical cross-sections)may

be modeled by defining a non-dimensional height/width relationship, as dealt with later.

Two different values of hydraulic roughness rnay be assigned: one for the bottom third of

the conduit and one for the remainder. A permanent depth of sediment may be detined in

the invert of the conduit: no erosion or deposition is considered. This is useful tbr

modeling sewer systems when the exact size of the physical infrastructure is known prior

to modeling - however, this is not a relevant parameter for this research as the dimensions

of the physical infrastructure is unknown and therefore such a paraineter is unnecessary

from a calibration point of view.

The governing model equations are the Saint-Venant equations which are a pair of

conservation equations of mass and momentum:

--+-- = 0 Eqn. 7.1
6/ &

+ . Q o)
<e,A cosO &’-S +-- =0 Eqn. 7.2

c’k     "     K-~

where, Q = discharge (m3/s) A = cross-sectional area (m:)

S<, = bed slope 0 = angle of bed to horizontal (o)

K = conveyance

The conveyance function is based either on the Colebrook-White or Manning expressions-

the Colebrook-White equation was used for modelling in this research.

Pressurised pipe llow can be modeled in one oftxvo ways.

¯ Solving the Saint-Venant equations but introducing the elegant concept of a

Prei.v.wmmn .vlol into the pipe sofl]t. This is a conceptual vertical and narro\~ slot

(Figure 7. I ) providing a free surthce condition for the llo\v xxhen the \xater le,<l is

above the top of a closed conduit. A smooth transition betxxeen the free surlhce and

surcharged conditions is thus enabled.
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Figure 7.1 The Prei,s,s’m~t;m ,s’lol concept for modeling pressurised flows.

Tile effect of placing tile Preissmann slot directly onto the pipe softit may be an

abrupt change in surface width derivative and wave celerity in the transition to

pressurised conditions. A transition region is included within the model defined by

a monotonic cubic between the true pipe geometry and the width of the Preissmann

slot. The slot x\idth itself is defined such that the wave celerity in the slot is ten

times that at half the conduit height. This allows accurate modelling of pressurised

flow and results in a slot width that is 2% of the conduit width.

The model equations for pressurised flow differ in that the lYee surthce width is

replaced conceptually by the term:

B =- Eqn. 7.3

x~here, B = flee surface width (in)

Cp

Ar= pipe ti111 area (m-)

= pipe full velocity of pressure wave (rn/s)

~here,

Alternatively a pressurised pipe model can be used on selected

model equations for pressurised pipe tlow are:

(5~ = 0
Eqn. 7.4

&

+ gA(   ’I-L7 -tS’r � ~

&(,    &

O O "]
+~ ~ =0 Eqn. 7.5

K2
/,

.-)

A = pipe ti111 area (m-) K = pipe 1i~11 conveyance

pipelines. The
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The presstlrised pipe model more accurately predicts velocities and storage than the rtlll

(st. Venant) model because it does not assign base flow or a Preissman slot to a pipe.

7.3 Generic model of single turlough - preliminary investigations

Some modeling dynamics exercises were first carried out on a simplified generic model of

a single pond to represent a turlough in order to investigate the sensitivity of such a

hydraulic system to different parameters using a stepped inflow profile and tidal outflmv

level profile. The parameters investigated were as tbllows:

- Efrect of pond volume (dimensions)

- Different flow rates (step input at different increasing flow levels)

- Effect of downstream pipe diameter

- Diameter of constriction (throttle) downstream of pond

- Effect ortidal cycle back up the system

- Efrect of roughness coefficient (ks) tbr pipes on dynamics

- Difference between two methods of modeling presstlrised flows

A single turlough was rnodeled as a pond defined by depth, surface area and perimeters

(discussed in more detail in Section 7.4) to investigate the sensitivity of the system to

parameters such as pipe size and roughness coefficients and the effect of a partially

submerged tidal outlhll. The dimensions of the network are shown on Fi,,~ure    7.2. The

stepped inflow was input into the network at node 1 whilst the outlhll at node 6 \~as a tidal

response between -1.56 and 2.02 rnAOD to simulate the sea (Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.2 ,%chematic cross-section or single turlough Network Model 1.
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Figure 7.3 (a) stepped input at node 1 and (b) tidal outfall at node 6.

7.3.1 Change in pond volume

The effect of changing the dimensions of the pond was first investigated by comparing

three different sizes (small, medium and large) as shown in cross-section in Figure 7.4.
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10.0

9,5
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~medium pond

1 O0 200 300

perimeter (m)

Figure 7.4 Cross-sectional profiles of three different pond sizes.

The response in the level and flooding of the pond behaved as expected as shouil in Figure

7.5. The smaller pond filled to a higher level during the high inllou periods to the s\stcm

compared to the larger ponds. In terms of volume, hox~ever, this represented smaller

amounts of stored water compared to the larger ponds. Once the flows through the nctu ork

had started to subside the smaller pond drained more quickly, initially due to the higher
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head and then due to the fact that lbr the same head level, the sarne drop in level equated to

a smaller flow out of the turlough. This therelbre also indicates that the short 200 mm

diameter (O) pipe linking the main base conduit to the pond was acting as a throttle on the

outflo\vs from the pond after the flows along the main conduit had subsided and had spare

capacity - otherwise all three ponds would have drained at the same rate from the same

head conditions.
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small pond 7 020 10 566 0 520 25948 824
nledlunl pond 7 020 10 137 1 041 28283 715

large pond 7 020 9 745 2 081 30363 445

Figure 7.5 Effect ofchan,,ine pond size (level and volume)

7.3.2 Downstream pipe diameter

The effect of changing the downstream pipe diameter (betx~een node 2 to 5) from 800 to

1000 and 1200 toni O was investigated and is shoxvn in terms of the lloxxs through the pipe

(Figure 7.6) and also the water levels in the pond (Figure 7.7). As sho\~n, the 1200 him

dianleter pipe can take the lhll llow and sho\vs evidence of tidal inlluence upstream just

below the pond entrance. The smaller diameter pipes show more limited flov~s (above 2.5

m~/s lbr the 1000 mm 0 pipe and above 1.3 m3/s for the I000 mm 0 pipe) \\hich cause the

difference to be discharged up into the pond.
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Figure 7.6 Effect of changing diameter of Conduit 2.1 (flows).
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Figure 7.7 Pond (turlough) effect of changing downstream conduit 2.1 diameter.
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netv, ork nlodel to such a

lluctuation when the 1000

Significant differences in both the levels of" water in the ponds and stored volume are

obtained by just a small decrease in downstream dialneter showing the sensitivity of the

parameter. It should be noted that there is evidence of tidal

nlnl diameter pipe is used (the green line) at shallow depths

(-0.5m), as discussed earlier with respect to the turloughs in Chapters 5 and 6.

The effect of charl,,in<, the Colebrook-White roughness coett]cient in Conduit ? 1 was then

analysed whereby the pipe diameter was kept at 1000 mm but the roughness coefficient

was varied in successive runs between ks = 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 ram. This is shoxvn in

terms of the volume and levels in the pond in Figure 7.8. As can be seen this parameter has

a large effect and can be used to fine tune the model. In reality, the underground conduits

in the karst are likely to have very high k~ values (>60) which should be borne in mind if

the objective is to develop a physically-based model.
hlode : 4

Level
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9,0
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V.z, lu n-,e
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Pigu re 7.8 I" ITect o1" changing dovvnstreain conduit roughness coelticient.
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7.3.3 Short throttle section

Tile effect of adding a short 20 m throttle was investigated as shown schematically in

Figure 7.9. The downstreanl pipe was set at 1200 mm O in order not to provide any

constriction due to backv,,ater efl’ects oil the throttle. The results in pond levels (Figure

7.10) show that flows into and corresponding storage of water in the pond are highly

sensitive to tile short throttle diameter. For example, a three-fold difl’erence in stored

volume resulted from changing the throttle from a 400 mm to 500ram O pipe.

5 III

tidal
outfall

I I m

-l.<~,’;) s,,,

throttle pipe

step

( )( 1( )m
iilp tr~-]’-"

_.J

1 2hi

~()()() n = pipe length
l()()(mm~ = pipe dia.
5hi = imert level A()I)

= node rcf.

Figure 7.9 Schematic cross-section of single turlough Network Model 2.
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Figure 7.10 EtTect of changing downstreaIri tllrottle diameter (lexcl and x olumc).
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Equally. tile effect of changing roughness coefficient of throttle was investigated using the

20 m throttle fixed at 600 mm O which shows (Figure 7.1 I ) a more moderate effect due to

short length of pipe but again can be used as a parameter to fine tune the system.

Level
1113 -

IO.0 ¯

0

70
Volurrl
~ 0 U i_1 i_1 -

Hode : 4

61jO00

4 oorio

20000

0

C,.:,y 0 r..,a~, 12
I ....

Day 2 Day 4 Day 6 Day ~ Day I0

Level (m AO)                                                 Volume
Min Max Min Mal

1~5=0 2ram 7 020 9 498 1 041 10182 239
k5-O 5ram 7 020 9 683 1 041 13708 352
ks-i Orlim 7 020 9 842 i 041 17780 369
I,s=30mm 7 020 10 172 1 041 29792 150
I~S-1511lUll 7 020 10 69/ 1 041 60940 781

Figure 7.11 Effect of changing k~ of throttle of fixed diameter = 600rnnl.

7.3.4 Comparison of throttle versus smaller downstreani i)ipe

The above model runs show that there are clearly 2 scenarios in which to promote

surcharging of the pond (and hence model a turlough) - either a short length to throttle the

llow or a Ion=e~,, "length of smaller pipe. Figure 7. I’_ shox~s a comparison bet\veen the tx~o

different methods to achieve similar results oll the pond. The 400 mm O throttle (20 m

long) is more or less equivalent to I km of 800 nlln O pipe \xhilst a 550 mm O throttle is

equivalent to I km of 1000 mm O pipe downstream. The short throttle does cause earlier

onset of llooding (even though peak values are similar) and sloxxer drainage xdlich is

interesting l]om a model calibration perspective.
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Figure 7.12 Pond levels comparing d/s pipe O to changing throttle (ks = 0.5 in all cases).

7.3.5 Comparison of length of pipe versus tidal effect

The turlough Network Model 1 (Figure 7.2) was used with tile downstream conduit set to

1000 mm O (ks = 0.5 in all cases) but the length to the sea was varied from 500, 1000 and

3000 m. This shows (Figure 7.13) the backing tip effect of the longer pipe which swamps

any tidal effects. The downstream pipe was then sized such that it can take the flow (i.e. to

1600 mm O), to study the effect of the tide on difl’erent distances. This showed that there

was no effect upstream with that pipe length with a head level at 5 in. However, when the

head was reduced to 3 and 4 rn it shows that it is only when the level is down around the

high tide mark (i.e. at 2 rn AOD invert) that any sort of tidal impact is felt 1000 m

upstream on the pipe and then at high tlows. Hence, from the point of view of the Io\,,

lying turloughs it shows that system obviously needs to be surcharged for any tidal

influence to be felt, but there is a critical depth range within x~,hich the tluctuations x~ ill be

evident.
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Figure 7.13 Pond levels dilTerent length ofd/s pipe diameter to the sea.

7.3.6 Comparison of different entry pipe diameters into pond

The etTect of tile entry pipe into tile pond was also evaluated as shox~n in Figure 7.14. The

turlough Network Model I was used with downstream pipes at 100 mm O and all

roughness coet’ticient set to k~ = 0.5 ram. Interestingly. the diameter of the entry pipe

seems to have most el’fect on the draining ot" the turlough, smaller diameters delaying the

draining - which makes it a useti~l control parameter. Once the diameter has reached 300

mm 0 or more then fairly similar level profiles in the pond are attained.

7.3.7 Balance between throttle pipe and pond entry pipe diameters

The inllucnce of throttle pipe diameter to pond entry pipe diameter has been investigated

which shows (Figure 7.15) the overriding inlluence o1" tile throttle pipe diameter oil the

pond level. The curves for 400 ii1111 O throttle are all fairly sinlilar, as are the 600 Illlll O

throttle, as arc the 10()0 mm O throttle demonstrating only small elTccts due to inlet pipe

diameter. Note. the inlet pipe length is only 10 m long compared to 20 m long throttle.
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500ram dla inlet 7050 10.699 2.758 61590.117

Figure 7.14 Effect of comparing different inlet diameter pipes (pond level and volume).
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Figure 7.15 Different throttle pipe and pond entry pipe diameters.
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7.3.8 l)itTerence between two methods of modelling l)ressurised flow

]he pressurised pipe model was compared with the normal rull-solution method as

discussed in Section 7.2. All pipes were assigned the presstlrised method as discussed

earlier on tile furlough Network ! with 1000 rnm O downstream pipe and k~ set to 0.5 mm

ror all pipes. When compared to tile earlier run using tile t1111 Saint-Venant solution

methods it can be seen flom Figure 7.16 that there is no dirference (tile green line is sitting

over tile blue line), t tence, lbr the rest of the modelling tile rull solution method was left as

the default. Tile pressurised solution is only really designed for modelling rising mains in

se,~ver networks.
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Figure 7.16 Comparing tile two methods of modellin,,~ pressurised pir~e llo\~.

7.3.9 Comi)aring elliptical pipes to circular pipes

l:inally, a comparison ~as made by using elliptical conduits as a H,~cr ~AjlneJxhape instead

of circular cross-sections. As discussed in Section 2.2.2 tile t>pical shapes or karstic

conduits are elliptical. ]he turlough Netxxork I \,~ith I()()0 mm () doxxnstream pipe and k,

set to 0.5 mm x~as used to compare both pipe shar)es. The shar)e or the ellipse v, as as

shm~ n in l:ieure 7.17 xxas delined according to coordinate geometry I{quation 7.6. ~hcrc a
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is the horizontal semi-axis and h tile vertical semi-axis and the origin is the ellipse centre

point.

X l’
--:-+" = 1 Eqn. 7.6
~1 - b 2

1.0

0.8

0.6 r

0.4

0.2

0.0
.4

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6 ¯

-0.8

-1.0

0

Figure 7.17 Normalised ellipse dimensions (a = 1, b = 0.7).

The results shov, (Figure 7.18) that to get the same flow depths and volume as a 1000 mm

O pipe. the do\,,nstream pipe needed to be a 1220 mm width ellipse and throttle pipe 240

mmxvidth.
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Figure 7.18 Comparison of circular pipe vs. elliptical pipe.
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7.4 Representing surveyed turlough by ponds in Infon,orlis

The detailed survey of the turloughs was changed into a depth volume relationship as

discussed earlier in Section 4.6. The ponds in DTJbwork,v are specified in terms of a series

of planes defined by depth, surlhce area and perimeter. Hence, the conceptual shape tbr

each layer is actually a frustum of square based pyramid (tetrahedron). The actual

geometry of each turlough has to be represented in this pond lbrmat, so it behaves in the

correct manner critically in terms of depth-volume relationship. The surveying and Surfer’<

manipulation yields the depth and volume tbr the turlough. So, if each layer was

represented by the pond geoinetry then it would conceptually look like Figure 7.19 in 3-

dilnensions. Hence, the volume difference between each depth layer, h, needs to be the

volume enclosed by the shape defined by solid black lines. The equivalent volume to this

over that depth, h is the shape of the box outlined by dashed red lines xvhereby the plan

area is set by a plane a height of h/x/2 from the base (i.e. previous depth plane) by

geometry, t lence, for each enclosed volume, an equivalent depth and surface area has been

delined lbr the turlough 3-D profile, the details of which are contained in Appendix G.

a2

Figure 7.19 Method of changing turlough levels into pond dimensions.
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7.5 Modelling Diffuse Infiltration into the Network

Tile contribution of tile rainlhll thlling oil the lowland karst limestone area that \,,ill

ultimately end up in the main conduit system feeding the turloughs also needed to be taken

into account. Hence, for this modelling scenario any infiltration / aquifer recharge from

rainfall on the catchment needs to find its way into the epikarst and fracture network. This

was achieved by a combination of a runoff--routing model, groundwater infiltration module

and the use of SUDS (sustainable urban drainage) applications in the Iu, fim’orks modelling

suite.

The rainfall hitting the catchment was first subjected to evapotranspiration losses and

initial wetting and storage losses. Then the water had to be routed down through the soil

into the conceptual epikarst fracture system which was represented by a pipe network. In

Infoworks infiltration into the soil etc can be modelled fairly accurately (as discussed later)

but this is normally from the perspective of generating the right amount of runoff which

will make its way into the pipe network. The infiltration is therefore normally water lost to

the pipe network system - not what is desired for this non-standard application of model.

However. recently a Groundwater Infiltration Module (GIM)has been developed lbr

b~foworks to provide a highly attenuated response to rainfall to represent the below-ground

processes of infiltration through the soil into a pipe network and also the contribution from

a high water table. These facets have been used to mimic the slow infiltration of rainfall

into the soil and through the epikarst before it starts to move through the fracture network

towards the main conduits. Once the runoff reaches the pipe network the fi-actures in the

epikarst have been conceptually modelled as pipes with permeable characteristics (i.e. flow

calculated via Darcy’s Law), available as one of the SUDS options.

7.5.1 Rainfall runoff and routing models

The components of runoff as depicted by the h!/im’orks software are shown in Figure 7.20.

The so-called fixed or Wallingford method is designed to simulate the litst direct respons"

from impermeable areas such as roofs and roads. (Note. in practice, there are sc\eral

combinations of different runoff and routing models available in h!fimork,~ that \\ill

provide this last runoff response, as detailed later). The new PR equation is for the medium
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direct response from perlneable areas such as lawns and grass verges which contribute

overland flow to the nearest manhole. The soil store is to model the slow indirect response

through the soil and into cracks in tile pipes (typically of the order of 6 hours to 1 day).

The ground water store is a very slow indirect response (typically in the order of days to

weeks) and finally, a constant baseflow can be added which is independent of rainfall.

’ it Fixed or Wallingford t

/~ / New PR equation

~’~ /
Soil store

O0 O0 06 O0 12 O0 18 O0 O0 O0 06 O0 12 O0

Time

Figure 7.20 Components of runoff (Wallingford, 2006).

The three fundamental comporlents to runoff are the runoff volume, tile routing and the

initial losses. The runoff volume defines tile amount of rainthll falling oil tile ground

surlhce that will end tip in the pipe network: tile routing defines tile speed at v, hich it x~ill

enter the sexver: and tile initial losses represent tile effect of tile first few mm of x~ater

falling on the catchment surface which could be lost due to damping and cooling the

catchment and filling tip small surface depressions. It should be noted that

evapotranspiration is applied to surface area of stored ~ater in tile ponds (turloughs) and is

also applied to the GIM (see Section 7.6.4.2).

The conceptual fi’amework for runol]" is shown in Figure 7.21 beirut. Tile different sections

of the model are now presented, starting with the process of runoff
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Figure 7.21 Conceptual framework tbr modelling runoff in hT, fim’orks (Wallingford, 2009).

7.5.1.1 Runoff surfaces

Runoff surfaces are defined within each subcatchment and have a number of parameters

that determine how the runoff of rainfall occurs on that surface, the volume of runoff and

the rate at which it enters the drainage system. For this model each subcatchment only had

one runoff surface defined. The following suite of parameters need to be specified.

¯ Runoff ~,olume model

The following runoff volume models are available in h!lim’ork.~, the advantages and

disadvantages of each are covered in Appendix G.

o Fixed

o Wallingtbrd
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o NewUK
o SCS
o Herren
o Green-Ampt

o Constinf
o ttorner

A lot of research could go into looking at the rise of these different applications for this

karst modeling, particularly if more targeted field data was available. Initially the overall

concept for modelling infiltration adopted was to use only the runoff volume model lbr

flows into tile network (betbre tile knowledge of the GIM was known). This required a

reverse way of thinking whereby the infiltration into the karst network was modeled

effectively by surli~ce runoff(and modeled infiltration was kept to a minimum). The runoff

then had to be slowed down before making it into the network (to mimic the infiltration

through the subsoil and epikarst) before making it into the main fracture network whereby

the permeability was modelled using tile SUDS permeability coefficient in tile pipes (see

Section 7.5.1.3). The initial model chosen really was the SCS model which is a x~idely

accepted model for predicting storm flow volumes from rural catchments and was chosen

due to its simplicity (see Appendix G for details). The antecedent conditions has a

corollary to inl]ltration into the karst in that the higher this value (catchment index) the

higher the runoff into the pipe (fi’acture) which is similar to the higher the rain, the faster

its pushed through the soil.

I iowever, when running simulations over long time periods (i.e. months) it was found that

the percentage runoff kept increasing as tile soil got wetter until it reached 100%, a plateau

at which it remained, which is not realistic. Consultation with Wallingford conlirmed this

and so the model was changed to the Fixed runoff model. This was cllosen as the runoff

tiaction was going to be very small in reality (as most water was percolating in) and so not

that critical as a parameter.

()thor parameters that need to be defined for the runoff model are the Ru#toffrouting type

(Relative or absolute i.e. the routing lilctor): the Surface (rpe (lmf~ervicms, Per\ious or

tlnknoxxn) and the Grou#ul slope (taken as the mean slope from OS lnaps for that

su bcatch mcnt area).
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¯ Routing model

Overland runotT oil catchnaent surlhces is often represented by the kinematic x‘,ave

equation. The direct solution of this equation in combination with the continuity equation

is too time consuming tbr applications with distributed catchment models with a large

number of contributing subcatchments and so the h!/bworks modelling suite uses simpler

reservoir-based models, ‘,‘,hicla are less onerous computationaily, and represent the physical

processes as accurately as the more complex physically based approaches. The tblloxving

routing models are available in h~hm’orks, the details of which are given in Appendix G.

e VCallingtbrd Procedure
o Large catchment model
o Sprint

o Desbordes
o S\VMM
o Unit

The large contributing area model was chosen initially as it was developed lbr larger

contributing areas tip to I00 ha; the standard Wallingford runoff routing model x‘,as

designed ibr small catchments (up to I ha). The modified runoff routing takes into account

the flow characteristics of the catchment and represents them using one pipe. This model

contains two elements that attenuate the peak discharge fi’om the single pipes: routing

coefficient multiplier and runoff shift time. However. alter several different pilot

simulations it seemed that neither the routing coefficient multiplier 11o1" runoff" shift time

coefficients had any effect at the scale to which the karst model was formulated (i.e. lbr

simulations of several months). Following consultations with Wallingford softy, are it ,,,,as

felt that it offered no advantage over the Wallingford procedure and therelbre the

Wallingford Procedure model ‘,,,as the routing model used.

The Wallingford storage routing model is based on the use ol’a double quasi-linear

reservoir model (see Figure 7.21 above). Two reservoirs are applied in series lbr each

surface type with an equivalent storage-output relationship for each reser‘,oir, lhis

relationship is given by:

S = kq                    Eqn. 7.7
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= ’ = o.50 + )where k (’i* "~<> and 1 1~,,

x~llel’e i,<, is the running 10 minute average of rainfall intensity.

Combination of the two storage relationships with the continuity

second-order ordinary differential equation of the t’orrn"

k~ d’-q dq
- -- + 2k -- + q = i,, Eqn. 7.8

dl ~- dt

equation

All

developed with tile final relationship:

C = 0.117S-" ’~ ,4" _~4
O

where, S - slope (In/m), A - area of surface (in-).

overall relationship relating the coefficient C to catchment characteristics

Eqn. 7.9

leads to a

has been

The runoff can be controlled by the lbllowing parameters.

Runoff routing value- the larger tile value (k) the quicker tile response to rainfall.

Fixed Runoff Coefficient- tile proportion of runoff fi’om this surface, for example, 0.1

indicates 10%. For tile first modelling concept (i.e. without the GIM) this x~as set very high

in order to capture all the flow into the network (to mimic infiltration across the

catchment), ttowever, later when the GIM was used, this ligure was set loxx (at 5°%) which

meant that most of the rainfall would percolate into the soil and ground water stores and

li’om there could infiltrate into tile network controlled by tile specific GIM parameters (see

Section 7.6.1.2).

SCS Depth - the storage depth is tile rnaxiillUnl potential storage depth, S (in metres), lor

this surface (see previously).

Infiltration Loss Coefficient - used to calcu late the in l’i Itration loss to ground\~ater \~ hen

using the ("o#r~l/qfrunoff volunie type - therefore this xxas not rele\’ailt.
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¯ Initial losses

The initial losses from tile catcllment can be controlled by three key parameters.

Initial loss (vpe- determines nature of initial loss value field [Abs, Slope or SCS ].

Initial loss value - the quantity of rainfall just required to cause overland flow is termed

the initial loss. The initial part of a rainstorm is assumed to cause no runoff because it is

lost in x~etting the ground surlhce and in forming puddles. The initial loss t)orosit3’

pararneter can be used to represent a runoff surface where the initial storage volume

contains some sort of fill material such as sand, gravel or rocks. The fill material reduces

" Othe potential capacity for \~ater storage. An Initial Loss Porosity of 0.3 represents 20% air

volurne in the structure (70% of the volume is taken up by fill material). This was left at

1.0 as there was no physical basis for using another figure and other coefficients could be

used in place of this to gain the response so it was felt to be rather redundant for use in this

modelling scenario.

Initial Abstraction Factor - the proportion of the storage depth that is retained on the

surface before runoff occurs. The original SCS approach recommended k = 0.2. t lo,aever

other studies suggest k values between 0.05 and 0.1 may be more appropriate. This

parameter is not needed ho~vever, when using the Fixed runoff volume model.

7.5.1.2 Groundwater infiltration module

The below ground processes can be sirnulated using the Ground~vater Infiltration module

(GIM) which allows two additional mechanisms for water to get into the pipe netx~ork via

the soil storage reservoir and/or the groundwater store reservoir. A conceptual model of

how the runoff model, soil storage reservoir and groundwater store reservoir arc linked and

interact is presented in Figure 7.22. The soil storage and groundxvater reservoir act in a

similar way to runoff whereby they have processes closely’ resembling volunle, routing and

initial losses.
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Figure 7.22 Conceptual model tile rurloffrrlodel, soil storage reservoir arid grourldx~ater

store reservoir.

The followirig assumptions are made in tile GIM:

- reservoirs act independently (i.e. groundwater level could be higher than the soil

store level).

- tile GIM takes no account of the flow depth in tile pipes (i.e. there could be

infiltration inflow into a surcharged pipe).

- there is no interaction between ground water levels in subcatchments.

¯ Soil store reserl,oir

The soil store is modelled conceptually as a reservoir filled ~ith a media (of certain

porosity) ~ith one outfall rroln it as shox~rl in Figure 7.22 above. The height oi’ the

reservoir is tile soil depth and tile area is the sanle as the total runorf area. The initial soil

depth (defined in tile ground\x, ater inl]ntration event) is calculated as a percentage of the

soil depth, t!qually, the percolation threshold (defined in the GIM) is defined as a
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percentage of tile soil depth. When tile rainlhli enters tile soil store tile level start to rise

(tile rate of \vhich is inversely proportional to tile soil porosity). Once, tile level reaches tile

percolation threshold there is a contribution of flow into the pipe netv~ork. The proportion

of flo\v which enters tile pipe netxvork is defined by the percolation percent infiltrating - if

this is set at 10°o then 10% of the flow enters tile network and 90% goes do\vn to the next

laver, the ground\\ater store. The rate of llow into the pipe network is thus defined by the

foilox\ ing equation"

soil store inflov,= volulne above percolation threshold x perc % infiit.    Eqn. 7.10

percolation coefficient

Tile soil store is also drained by evaporation linearly interpolated from

soil store is full) doxvn to 0% when the soil store is empty.

100% (v, hen the

¯ Groundstore reservoir

The ground store is modelled conceptually as a reservoir filled with a media (of certain

porosity) \vith tv, o outfalls from it: one goes into tile pipe network and tile other leaves the

system providing no contribution to tile network. The infiltration threshold defines the

level at v, hich there is contribution to the network and tile baseflow threshold defines the

level at x~hich flow is lost to the system, as shown on Figure 7.22 above. Tile infiltration

level is generally’ higher for a sewer network. However, for this use tile basetlow threshold

x~as set to be at a higher level than the infiltration level which would ensure that most flow

ended up in the network system (i.e. the karstic groundwater contribution in this scenario -

which requires thinking in reverse). The starting point for the level in tile ground\,~ater

store is defined as the initial groundwater level (in the groundwater infiltration event). The

excess flow from the soil store (i.e. percolation percent infiltrating) starts to fill up the

groundxvater reservoir and the rate of flow from tile groundwater store infiltrating into the

pipe network is defined by:

ground store inflow= (volume above infiltration threshold)1 :
Eqn. 7.11

infiltration coefficient
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Equally, tile rate of llow lost from the system is defined by the baseflow coefficient as

lbllows:

water lost to system = volume above baseflow threshold

baseflow coefficient

Eqn. 7.12

7.5.1.3 Contributing catchment area and pipe network

Sub-catchments were delineated across all of the areas which could provide dill’use lloxv

into the main conduit network linking the turloughs. Individual links (conduits) were then

extended out into each catchment area. The link has an associated catchment area with it

courtesy of the "’drains to link’" feature and this option was used to associate a lateral

inflow along the length of the link, as opposed to all the flow entering at a node. This

provides the temporal balance to rainfall moving towards the main conduit system in the

karst.

Permeable pipe model

One of the key concepts of the diffuse flow modelling solution for the karst area was that

this could be modelled using the perineable media pipe rnodel. For this the pipes running

tip the sub-catchments were modelled as rectangular pipes filled x\ith a porous media as

shown on Figure 7.23. The advantage of such a modelling approach is that the flow along

the pipes is calculated using Darcy’s Law which is the more appropriate tim,, regime for

flow through fi’actures as would be the case in the epikarst, as discussed in Section 2.2.2

permeable surface
permeable media

pipe width

Figure 7.23 Geometric aspects ol’l’~ermeable pipe model for links
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l’he use of such permeable pipes means that two parameters (media conductivit\ and

porosity) can be used to control the rate flow and theretbre conceptually control tile rate of

diflilse inflow through the fractures into the main karst network.

Fill material comtuctivin, (m s)

This is delined as the ability of the material to transmit the water. The discharge along the

pipe is calculated using Darcy’s Law as shown in Figure 7.24 and Equation 7.13.

Figure 7.24 Schematic Iorlg-section of permeable pipe.

o Eq. 7.13

where. K = h}draulic conductivity, A = cross-sectional area of permeable lbrmation

Ah =difference in head (hi - he)

Porosity (%)

The porosity affects the water level in the structure and is equivalent to reducing the plan

area of the node. A porosity of 30% means 30% air volume and 70% taken up by ti11.

As part of the SUDS model for perineable pipes there is the option to define intiltration

losses through the base and sides of the pipe to model permeable pavement type solutions.

However, for this karst modelling exercise the infiltration coefficients on base and sides

were set to zero so that all the water would infiltrate into the network.

Other pertinent aspects of the model with respect to the difli~se flow are as lbllo~s

o Contributing catchment area - the whole of the defined karst subcatchment arcas

were considered to contribute runoff into netx~ork and so this \alue \\as set to
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100%. The maximum area of each subcatchment was 150 ha (and for most cases

the sub-catchments joined into the main conduit netx~ork at every node located

ex’erv 750 m along the netxvork) to suit the runoff model and match the parameters

established during the calibration exercise as discussed later in Section 7.6).

© Runoff area (%) -defines hov,, much of the subcatchment land is impermeable (the

model is very sensitive to this). For this use of the model, effectively all the land

should contribute to the diflhse llow netx~ork as any rainfall landing on the

catchment area could ultimately make it into the karst groundxxater system and so

this coefficient xxas set at 100%. The next stage is the runoff model xxhereby the

fixed runoff x~as set low to send most of the rainfall into the soil store and therefore

into the Groundxvater Infiltration Module where the slow infiltration processes

could be modelled more accurately.

o Runoff slope- defined by the mean topography of each subcatchment area.

© Inflows & Dry weather flow- although a fixed inflow could be defined tbr each

catchment area in order to model conceptually diflhse floxx, it was decided not to

use this as a significant parameter as it xxould be invariant xxith respect to rainlhll.

Hence, the dit’lhse flow was simulated by a combination of the runoff-routing

model and permeable pipe solution, ttmxever, in practice it xxas tBund that a x’er\

small basefloxx x~as necessary for the netxxork (0.001 m-;/s/km2) in order lbr the

model to initialise before each simulation as it needed some small dr\ xxeather

llox~. The dry xxeather tlmv (used for diurnal ~astexxater profiles into the sexier

netx~ork) was effectively set to zero as the population xx+as zero lbr all

subcatchments.

© SOIL class- defines runoff of rainfall. A soil class 3 \\as used in the modellin,,

denoting a ~’~_’i soil.
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To illustrate the use of the permeable pipe solution a hypothetical catchment was built \k ith

contributing sub-catchments into a pipe network as sho\,~n on Figure 7.25. All catchments

10 hectares each - but had different conduits running dox,,n tilewere of the same size -

centre as follows:

O

O

O

Catchment 1 - normal circular pipe diaineter 600 mm. length 300 m.

Catchment 2 - permeable solution K = l xl0-2 m/s - rectangular pipe 1 m x,,idth. "

m depth, length 300 m.

Catchment 3 - permeable solution K = l xl0-3 m/s- rectangular pipe 1 m width. 2

m depth, length 300 m.

The SCS runoff volume model was used with pervious routing type and SCS depth set to

0.176 m.

sub-catchment 2

2

sub-catchment 1

sub-catchment 3

Figure 7.25 In.fim’ork,v layout of test network.

A simple 6 hour rain storm was applied to the catchment (5 mm/hr for the first t\~o hours

up to 12 mrn/hr for the last 3 hours) and the response from each subcatchment compared.

The flows at the downstream end of " -s 1 1 " I and 3.1 are plotted on Fi<,urc 7 "~6 acrosspipe, . ,-. ~- -

a 2 day period. (Note, there are no other inllows associated with the netx\ork). This clearly

shows the faster response fi-om the open pipe to the permeable pipe xxhich gixe a much

delayed response and longer time for the x\ater to drain the net\~ork- \\ith ({mduit 2.1

faster than Conduit 3.1 as expected due to the difference in K xaluc l\~l the media.
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J _15~_

-,) ~:,,C I r T I I I I IC+, i ,, i- i-, ~-. C t-i 1 2 : 0 0 1 ~ : C) 0 0 0 : 4-t 0 C+ 6 : 0 0 ] 2 : 0 0 1 ~ : I-+ 0 0 0 : 0 0

FIo~ [m3/s)
M,n Ma× Volume (m3/I 1 0 000 0 129 1125 87821 1 ---- 0 000 0 055 529 318

51 1 -00C, O 0 022 409 974

Figure 7.26 (’ornparison of ilm~s draining tile three sub-catchrnents (pipes x~ith different

permeabilities).

The ditt"erence bet~een permeable pipe sizes was also investigated. The comparison in

resultant llm\s are sho~n in Figure 7.27 for sub-catchment 3 x~ith 1000 mm O pipe, sub-

catchment 2 x\ith a 1 m xxidth by’ 2 m depth rectangular section and sub-catchment 1 x~ith a

4 m depth b\2 m depth pipe section. This shoxvs little difference betx~een the 1000 mm O

pipe and 1000 x 2000 mm rectangular channel. Ho~ever, Ibr tile larger pipe (4000 x 2000

ram) this shoxxs a significantly smaller llo\v through the pipe due to the Imxer head as

explained by Darcv’s Lax\ equation (Eqn. 7.13).
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Flow
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Figure 7.26 Comparison of flows draining the three sub-catchments (diFferent cross-

section permeable pipes).

7.6 Calibration of diffuse flow component of network model

The river Owenshree was gauged at two locations, as it runs off the Old Red Sandstone at

Kilchreest and then approximately 13 km further downstream having run over the karst

limestone at the point just before the river disappears underground before Blackrock

turlough. The difference between the flows at the two positions was thus used to quantify

the typical amount ofditTuse infiltration draining into the network from the karst. This was

also used to calibrate the In finl’ork,Y rnodel in terms of modelling such dift’use flox~s using

the techniques set out in the previous Section 7.5.

A network of this section of the river was built in h!/oworks, as shown on Figure 7.27. The

subcatchments were defined based upon the known physical boundaries to the karst
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catchment area - Old Red Sandstone to tile south and topographic divide to tile north along

tile rid<,e~ (as deternlined b\. previous tracer studies described in Chapter 3).

10
Blackrock ~ .<+.

t7 ’

station ~8 ~72

~’~ 1

"-i4
K~

14,2

152

162

~ 1

12

1"3
J:

13Z

ta

ti

0

’~ 829 ,

10 g2

,, 102

112

’~rl

% :~ " ~    Kilchreest
.i, i
,a ~ ~.z ,..z,a u<.zi ng station¯ 32

6 42

52

~2

Figure 7.27 h!/im’ork,v netv, ork of Oxvnesllree river frorri Kilchreest to Blackrock turlough.

The main river channel ~as modeled as a trapezoidal open channel of dimensions 8 Ill

xxidth by2 Ill deptll. It \vas separated irlto 17 equal length coriduits off 750 rrl (separated b\’

nodes) to give an overall river lerlgth of 12.75 krrl. At eacll node tile contributing

caichnlent area on either side of tile river on the karst was covered xxitll subcatchments to

repiesent tile total area of land up to the catchment bourldarv. Eacll subcatchrnerit has a

sin,.zle pernleable pipe running tip tile middle to represent tile fi’acture s\stem in tile

epikarst. All permeable pipes were rectangular of fixed depth 2 m and variable x~idth

scaled according to tile size of tlie subcatcllment. For example, most subcatchrrlents Oil tile

southern side of the river x~ere 25 ha and ~ere served by a pipe of 2 rn depth b\’ 1 m xxidth"

subcatchnlents of 100 ha had pipes ot"2 m depth by 2 m xxidth. The pipes serving each

subcatchment \~ere set at an invert of4 Ill depth (to ,,i\’e ~ nl of subsoil cover as assumed

from tile GSI Vulnerabilit\’ maps - see Appendix A. Tile gradients and ground levels of the

subcatchnlents ~ere taken fronl tile Ordnance Sur\’ev levels (1:50 000 map). A table of
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pipe sizes, lengths, invert levels and

Appendix G.

subcatchnlent details for this model is included in

Tile period used tbr calibration was 10til May to the 19til June 2009. It was decided that this

was tile best period for calibration as it contained a couple of heavy rainfall-runotT events

but also a significant dry’ period which enabled the diffuse system to be compared against

tile tilil range of conditions. The calibration was an iterative process which took over 50

separate model runs to attain the optimum rnatch between the measured flows and modeled

flows at the downstream gauging location on the Owenshree river as shown oil Figure

7.28.

Flow
8,0

6,0

4,0

2.0

0,0

1115/2009 161512009

T
21/5/2009

F T t r 1-

26/5/2009 31t5/’230,-3 5/’6,[2009 10,,,’6/’2009 15/6/21-il-i9

\
i

2C ,e6."2Ci0 9

:.i ~ d,p,t~Tt-[~,l~,JI,,,~ IF,~,r,,o~[,l~ r,p[,,-’ :-; e,.,~pl F ll,Tht~,o t-Pl~,~r,,,L ill~,’ll~.l ~,lirll!, i.b[,l- ~,,.~,.
171 F,i [’~

Turlo,Jghtest>glacl~rock {Io.ns (10/Ci5 to 19/06), 17,1, C:,bs Flow
O bs Flow

F low DS

Min (m3/s) Max (m3/s) Volume (m3) Min (m3/s) Hax (m3/s) Volume fm3~

31 KHchreest Blackr( 0.117 6.256 2979109.753
¯ 0023 5 286 3061045 795

Turlough test >Blackrc

Figure 7.28 Final calibrated model results for Owneshrce river section (10¢h May to the

]9th June 2009).
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It pro\cd dil’licult to match the earl\ recession ll’om the initial rainfall events against tile

much slo\\er release ditl\lse flo\~ follo\~ing longer dry periods. The best lit was e\’entuallx

attained b\ a balance bet\~een the various parameters used to define the Runoff Surface,

(;round Inllltration and permeable pipes - in particular the soil depth and percolation

coefl]cients in the G1M and the pipe permeability coefficients. It can be seen that although

the model (the red line on Figure 7.28) gives a good fit to the observed tlox~s (black line),

it does slightly underestimate the flo~vs in recession follox~ing a rain storm and slightl5

overestimates the much sloxxer dit’t\lse contributioll. The final calibration parameters to

model dit’li~se 1"1o~ flom the subcatchments are listed in Table 7.1 as follo~s. These have

been set lbr all subcatchments in the final model as described in Section 9.

Table 7.1 l:inal calibrated coeft]cients to model dilTuse tlov,.

Runoff Surlhce coet’l]cients

R.outiilg type

t~,uI1ol’f routing value

Volume type

Surface type

Ground slope

.4hs~)htte Initial loss type ,~l~q~e

24 Routing model II’~dlhlx~/i)rg

,/i.ved Fixed runoff coet’t]cient 0. 05

t~erviotc~’ Initial loss porosity’ 1.0

t./>; SII~c’�.Ilc’]IIllc’#I[

Ground Infiltration Module coefficients

Soil depth 1.5

[~ercolation coeff. 200

Baset]o\~ coel’l: 2.0

Inl’iltratiola coefl: 30

Percolation threshold O. 9

Percolation °o infilt. 90

Porosit\ of soil 3(1

Porosit\ of ground 50

Baseflo~v threshold lexel - l. 0

Inl] Itration threshold level 1.0

Infiltration threshold type R~’l~ltiv(:

- f) /Initial soil saturation 6~,,,

UCW1 5#

Wetness (SCS)model

Evaporation

Permeable pipe & catchmellt parameters

9

0.001 m/s/kin-
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8 RAINFALL RUNOFF MODELLING

8.1 Introduction

An additional modelling activity undertaken in the project was to develop a rainfall-runoff

model in order to simulate tile three main river flows draining off" tile Slieve Aughty

mountains xvhich act as inputs into tile karst pipe-network system. Tile idea was that such a

model could then be used oil the basis of rainfall and temperature records alone to predict

the river inputs into the karstic pipe network model. It would then be possible to use the

linked models to investigate historical turlough dynamics from times before when tile

rivers v~ere gauged or tile turlou,,I,s~, were monitored. It was considered most important that

tile rainfall-runoff model should accurately simulate the high flow periods in tile winter as

these are tile more critical times in terms of turlough inundation. However, the cumulative

runoff volumes also need to be as accurate possible as turlough dynamics are affected not

just by short duration peak flows but the accumulation of groundwater during long periods

of variable surface water flow. Tile rainfall-runoff model used was IHACRES developed

as a catchment scale model (i.e. not for small-scale hydrological processes) by Integrated

Catchment Assessment and Management (iCAM) Centre of Tile Australian National

University and the Cooperative Research Centre for Catchment Hydrology.

8.2 Background to model

IHACRES v2 (Identification of unit Hydrographs And Component tlow from Rainfall

Evaporation and Streamflow data) is based upon two modules in series: a non-linear loss

model followed by a linear unit hydrograph module (Australian National University,

2005). The non-linear module converts observed rainfall into effective (or excess) rainfall

and then the linear routing module takes this excess rainfall and converts it into observed

stream flow. The model is conceptually based upon a spatially’ lumped basis (i.e. processes

are not spatially distributed) and requires a naaximum of 12 parameters (6 for the non-

linear loss model and 6 for tile linear unit hydrograph). However. for many simulations it

only requires 8 parameters to gain a good lit and has been deliberately designed that x~a\

as it was not deemed appropriate to over-parameterise such a model in relation to the fairl\

straightforward rnodei structure (Jakcmail and I lotllborger. 1~)93 t.
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The non-linear model is an adaptation of the non-linear module by Ye el al., (1997) ~hich

supposes that the proportion ol’rainlhll, r that becomes effective rainthll, u at each discrete

time step, k is directly proportional to the catchment wetness index as follows,

,,, :[@, -z)]",.,
where rk is observed rainlhll, c, I and p are parameters [(rnass

threshold index and non-linear response (or power on soil moisture)].

Ok is a soil moisture index,

with the drying rate Zk given by.

e(O~,2 l(r,.-& ))gk -- T.,

\,chore -i:~, f and Tr are paralneters - reference drying rate at

temperature modulation (temp dependence of drying rate) and

respectively.

Eqn. 8.1

balance. soil moisture

Eqn. 8.2

Eqn. 8.3

reference

reference

temperature,

temperature

Once the elTective rainlhll has been calculated it is input into a parallel linear store model

of quick and slow flow as folloxvs,

Eqn. 8.4

Eqn. 8.6

x.qk is the quicktloxv component and s.qk is the slo~ tlms component.

% J~q u+ 17>., are the model parameters estimated by least squares estimation and 6 is the

number of time samples (again estimated as part of the model identification process). As

these equations are linear stores then the residence time can be calculated from.

At
r, - In(~z,) Eqn. 8.7

~xhere At is the time step (1 hour used here).
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There arc five options with regards to tile conceptual model used tbr calibration:

¯ Single exponential store (I, 0)

¯ 2 exponential stores in series (2, 0)

¯ 2 exponential stores and 2 instantaneous stores in parallel (2, 2)

¯ 1 exponential stores and 1 instantaneous store in parallel (1, 1)

¯ 2 exponential stores in parallel (2, I)

’3

The main txxo performance statistics for goodness of fit are model efficiency (or R-) and

bias. R: is calculated according to Eqn. 8.8,

Eqn. 8.8

~here Qo is the observed flow and Qm is the modelled flow at each timestep.

Bias is the overall error in volume (in ram/year) calculated as,

m,,~ = ~ (0,, - 0,,,,,) Fq,,. 8.9
11

Other statistics are also available which give weight to different aspects of the goodness-

~/ "3 R2
-3

of-fit such as R-, log and inv R-.

",/R2, the variation of Re, gives less weight to the peak tlows.

Log R: gives more equal weight to all flow percentiles.

y~ (~n(c),, + ~)-~,,((2,,, + ~)):
IogRe = 1- Eqn. 8.11

lnv R: gives more weight to Im~ l’lo~s.
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im’R~- = 1 -                                         Eqn. 8.12

(,
All of these were revie~ved at the end of every simulation run in an iterative process to

gauge tile effect of the different parameters on tile quality of calibration at different parts of

tile hydrograph.

Tile use of the model is split into 3 distinct phases: Data, Calibration and Simulation.

8.3 Data

As discussed in Section 4.4 a continuous record of river flows at was calculated from tile

gauging stations. In addition tile tlow out of Lough Cutra was gauged which shows the

attenuation effect of the reservoir (as discussed later in Section 8.5). IHACRES requires

three sets of input data: rainfall, temperature (or evapotranspiration) and observed river

flows at tile bottom of tile catchment. Tile data was converted to mean hourly figures

v, hich is the appropriate time step for catchments under 100 kme according to IHACRES.

The catchnlent areas for tile three

measured to be tile following sizes:

River Owenshree

River Ballycahalan

River Owendalullagh

river systems were delineated topographically and

38 km2

46 km2

89 kill’

The areal rainfall oil each catchment was compiled using Theissen polygons (but ~\ith

areas weighted against altitude) between the rain gauge at Kilchreest. Francis Gap and

Gort. Tile results of this were that the three catchments xxere ~xeighted on an areal basis as

follov, s.

River O~’enshree catchrnent

River Ballvcahalan catchment

River O\~endalulleegh catchment

[Kilchreest_o,o,~Q°~ Francis Gap ,-.-~o/
kl~ ~01

[Kilchreest 8°1}, Francis Gap 78%, Gort 14%]

~’-~O/[l:rancis Gap 68%, Gort _,_, ..o]
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The calibration periods [k)r the model was taken as the 2007/08 hydrological ,,ear used for

the simulation of the main pipe-network model as discussed in Chapter 9 (i.e. 20/11/07 to

30/04/08). This period across the winter was chosen for primary calibration as this was the

main period when all the turloughs were flooded to a high level.

The air temperature data used was based upon the hourly profiles recorded by the

BaroDiver~ at Co) (Section 4.2) which were slightly modified according to mean altitude

tbr the catchments according to the general rule that temperature decreases by,’ 0.65°C for

every 100 m increase in altitude.

8.4 Model calibration

The IHACRES software automatically optimises the model tbr every’ run according to the

paraineter boundaries set tbr the coefl’icients by the user. The wider the boundaries set the

longer the computational time and so an iterative process was adopted whereby individual

parameters were optimised one at a time. For each run the model produces several different

options with the respective performance statistic listed. The results can be ordered on the

basis of vdlichever performance statistic is deemed the most appropriate. For this research

the goodness of fit (R-) was chosen as the best parameter to rank the model’s suitability as

it disproportionately matches the higher flow values which are the more crucial periods of

river flow from the point of view of the turlough water levels- i.e. the turloughs do not

surcharge during low flow periods and so matching the baseflow was not of particular

concern.

The final calibration coefficients for the three catchments are shown on Table 8. I \x ith the

plots of the simulated flows against observed flows for two of the rivers during the

2007/08 year shown on Figures 8.1 and 8.2.

Table 8.1 Rainfall-runoff model calibration lcsult.
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O\venstu’ee Ballycahalan Ox~endalulleegh

Linear coq/licienls

recession rate l, ~, -0.952 -0.950 -0.935

peak response 1, [3q 0.043 0.044 0.058

peak response 2, 13~ 0.099 0.113 0.105

time constant 1, r, 20.303 19.53 14.91

volume proportion 1, v~ 0.901 0.887 0.895

volume proportion 1, Vq 0.099 0.113 0.105

Non-linear c’oeJ~’icients

mass balance, c 0.003121 0.00~_94 0.003685

drying rate at ref. temp., T,, 33.0 27.0 27.5

temp. dependence of drying 1.5 2.5 1.5

rate, f

reference temp., tref 29.0 20.0 20.0

Soil moisture threshold index, I 0.1 0.1 0.1

non-lirlear response 1.0 1.0 1.0

(power on soil moisture), p

Model pel;/i)rmance

Efficiency (R2) 0.72 0.73 0.68

bias 183 172 203

For all three catchments the exponential store and instantaneous store in parallel (!, I)

configuration proved to give the best results. The goodness-of--fit (Re) values for the three

catchments however, are not particularly impressive and it can be seen fl’om Figures 8.1

and 8.2 that the model failed to simulate the low llow periods adequately, ttm~ever, the

size and timing of the peak llows are well matched, ~dlich ~xas deemed to be the primary

objective lbr the models. It is also interesting to note that all three catchments yielded

fairly similar linear and non-linear coelt]cients x\hich should be expected given that the

catchments are so close together draining the same mountains and ~ith similar rainlhll

pattern s, antecedent cond it ions, soil type, vegetation and grad ients.
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Figure 8.1 Observed and simulated flows from the River Ballycahalan catchment using

IHACRES.
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Figure 8.2 Observed and simulated flows from the River Owendalluileegh catchment

using IHACRES.

The results from these optimised calibrations were then saved and input as loxxs into tile

main Infoworks pipe-network model as discussed later in Section 9.3.
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8.5 Reservoir Routing across Lough Cutra

The llow from the River Owendalulleegh is not the flow which discharges into the karst

net,,vork as it first flows though Lough Cutra before discharging as the River Beagh which

then down dives into the karst network at the Devil’s Punchbowl. Lough Cutra causes a

considerable attenuated and lagged response to the peak flows from the mountain river (as

shown on Figure 8.3) due to the large area of the lake (3.9 kme). The flows in the River

Beagh never rise above 10 m3/s compared to some of the large peaks at 30 m3/s and over

for the River draining directly from the mountain catchment.

40

35

3O

25

Ownedalluleegh

Beagh

20

15

10

5

0

Figure 8.3 Time series of flows into (Ov,,endalulleegh) and out of (Beagh) Lough Cutra lbr

year 2008/09.

It should be noted that there is an additional small catchment tL’eding into l.ough Cutra (via

the river Tarr\’), of 8.2 km-~. As this river was not                                                                  ~eau"ed~    , a simple judgement was made to

increase the Owendalulleegh’s llows by, a lhctor relative to the catchment (equi\alent to

0%) to take account for this extra volume, although it is acknmxledged that the relatixe

timing of this llmv into the lake may not be accurate.
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A cumulative flow plot (Figure 8.4) between tile inlet (River Owendalulleegh) and outlet

(River Beagh) shows an overall loss, the difference being accounted for by rainfall /

evaporation and also the extra flows ti"om the smaller catchment area. This shows that

more flow enters Lough Cutra than leaves which is somewhat surprising over time v, inter

period. This is probably also due to slight inaccuracies in time river gauging, particularly

v, ith regards to the higher peaking tlows in time River Owendalluleegh which are likely to

be open to more error (probably overestimating) the flows.
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Figure 8.4 Cumulative inflow and outflows frorn Lough Cutra for year 2008/09.

The reservoir (or level-pool) routing method was chosen to route time flows across Lough

Cutra. The reservoir routing method is based on a combination of time continuity equation

with a non-linear storage discharge equation (Bedient and tluber, 1992; Shaw, 1994). For

this, a stage-discharge and stage-storage relationship needs to be defined - the so-called

auxiliary curve, which is a plot ofG vs Q,,,,t according to time following relationships.

E<l,, 813G~ : (;i + - Q,,,,,,l> ¯
- 2

Q,,,,,~3~ = x~G~ +xiG~_ +x.
Eqn. 8.14
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Q+mt( I )

G, =S,+-- Eqn. 8.15

Tile outl]ow (Qout) at each time step is thus calculated sequentially through the data. The

parameters were optimised using tile Solver macro timction in Excel in order to minimise

the sum of the difference squared (least squared) between the observed and simulated data

at each time step.

The final optimised parameters were"

x~ = 0.0422 x] = -0.1834 x2 = 0.6214

Tile comparison between the routed flow throuoll~, Lough Cutra and the flows from tile river

Beagh for the period 2008/09 is shown on Figure 8.5 which shows a good match (peaks

and timing), again particularly at tile more critical high flow events. This routed flow

through Lough Cutra was then used as tile input into the final hTjbworks model as

described in Section 9.3.
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Figure 8.5 River Neagh l]ows compared to routed flows through l.ough Cutra tbr \ear

2008/09.
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9 OVERALL MODEL OF LINKEI) TURLOU(;H SYSTEM

9.1 Overall Turlough Conceptual Model

The final model was developed as an integration of all the previous work: tile flo‘‘‘‘s and

hvdro-chenaical analysis fi’om the collected field data (Chapter 5); time series analysis of

the dynamics of turlougla water levels (Chapter 6): and investigations into network systems

using pipes and ponds (,Chapter 7): in addition to the knowledge gained from previous

studies in the area, as collated in Chapter 3. The development of the pipe-network model of

the karst system is detailed in this chapter. Once built, the model was then calibrated using

the gauged inflows fi’om the Owenshree, Ballycahalan and Owendalluleegh rivers. Finally,

the calibrated network model ,,’,as run using the flow results from the rainfall-runoff" model

simulations (Chapter 8) as the river fows (as opposed to the actual measured flows), to

assess the overall performance of the two models linked together.

In eeneral the modellin- process can be split into lbur main stages, although in practice

this is an iterative process and these stages often become blurred.

- Model construction

- Model calibration

- Model validation

- Predictive .simu/alion (not undertaken in this ,s’lud3’)

As discussed in Section 7.2, an objective of the research was to provide a linked model

which reacts to a kno‘‘x,n rainfall input. Rainfall is converted into river runoff for the

streams coming off the Slieve Aughty sandstone mountains. These rivers arc then entered

as inflows into the h!fin,’ork,s’ pipe network model. The rainfall is also entered into the

In fim’orks pipe net‘‘‘‘.ork model as diftklse rainlhll onto the limestone and ‘‘‘‘ill also

contribute directly onto the turloughs. The lq/im,orks model then predicts the levels in the

ponds which can be calibrated against the turloughs. The conceptual structure is sho\\n in

Figure 9.1 which shows the main rainfall input and other parameters required in purple.
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pipe dimensions I

roughness coeffs.

pond dimensions

pipe network model

(h?/inrorks)

I 1
polld levels pipe flows
& volumes & velocities

l
infiltration coeffs.

flood routing coeffs.

pipe network

tidal outfall levels

Figure 9.1 The conceptual structure of the overall turlough model.

9.2 Linked pipe net,,vork model

The pipe network model was built using the gauged river inrlo\vs for the years 2007 to

2009 as inflow inputs into the system. The period fiom 1~’t August 2008 to 10~h October

2008 was chosen to make the initial calibration against, before simulations \vere carried out

across the t1~11 hydrological years 2007/08 and 2008/09. RainFall onto the karst catchment

was taken as the hourly rainfall recorded at the Kilchreest rain gauge. Once the preliminary

calibration had been completed, the model was then run for the yearly simulations. The

results ol’these revealed some longer term effects that had not been picked up in the shorter

calibration period and so the model was ad, iusled (linelv recalibraled) again to provide the

best overall fit to annual water level fluctuations orthe live turloughs.

In principle there are three main x~a\’s in which a furlough could operate h\draulicall\ as

shox~n in Figure 9.2. t lm~ever, on the basis of all the inlbrlnation gathered, anal.vsed and

discussed in the previous Char~ters, a reasonable idea of the generic Iudraulic connection

of the t]\e furloughs to the main net\\ork had already been formed.
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(a) (by (c)

Figure 9.2 Conceptual model for hydraulic mechanisnl of turlough (a)epikarst diffuse

flow, (by river input and point drain and (c) surcharge tank.

9.2.1 Initial net~vork develol)ment

The model was first developed with estimates of the pipe sizes. The study of the net flows

into the karst at different points allowed the capacity of the pipe network to be gained and

hence the maximum pipe sizes carrying the flow. As shown in Figures 5.20, 5.22 and 5.23

in Chapter 5. net flows into the main conduit network were calculated just downstream of

Blackrock. just dov, nstream of Coy and after the input from the Ballycahalan and Beagh

rixers. These showed that the network could carry just over 2 m3/s maximum in the

Blackrock-Coy region and then flows from 3 to 4 m3/s after the Ballycahalan river sinks

into the karst and heads to the Coole basin.

The time series analxsis indicated that Blackrock and Coy probably operated as surcharge

tanks (as per Figure 9.2(c)), with Coy’s level highly influenced by the water level in

Blackrock. Therefore it was likely that the two turloughs had some direct conduit link.

During recession periods the analysis has shown that the overall system was able to take

just over 2 m3/s of x,,ater draining from both the turloughs and the sinking river. The

discharge of the river into the north-east end of Coole indicated that this must be the main

entry of water into this, the largest turlough, tlence, Coole has been modelled as the

conceptual scenario shown in Figure 9.2(b) whereby the water enters in the form oF an

open channel at atmospheric pressure. Garryland has been shown to act as a somewhat off:

line tank to Coole and so was modelled as a side-link with little restriction. Finally,

Caherglassaun has been shown to have similar dynamics to Coy’ and is closely’ correlated

to the water level in Coole and so has been modelled as a surge tank off’the main discharge

conduit between Coole and the sea.
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lhe model ,,’,,as then built using a network of nodes and conduits. The main conduit lines

had nodes every 750 m, each with a representative subcatchment coming off on both sides

to take into account the diltilse flow fi’om the area through which the conduits pass. The

subcatchments were kept at the same proportions and used the same coefficients as ~’as

defined in the calibration ofdiflhse flows in Section 7.6 (see Table 7.1 ). The final netxvork

configuration is shown in Figure 7.3 with the points of entry of the main river inflox~s into

the system and the five turloughs highlighted. All details of the conduit sizes and lengths

for the final model are contained in Appendix G.

9.2.2 Model calibration

The model was built and it was decided to calibrate against a period with relatively, rapid

tluctuation- 1~t August 2008 to 10m October 2008. Using knowledge                                                                            ~ai<, "ned from the

theoretical turloughs (Section 7.3) throttle pipe dialneters and lengths were iteratively

ad, iusted to balance the system. The rnodel was run at a time step of 1 minute for the

calibration period. River inflows and rainfall were input as hourly values,

evapotranspiration was on a daily basis and tidal levels at the Kinvara outfall \~ere defined

every 6 minutes.

Although it proved relatively quick to get the turloughs peaking to the right time and

balanced with respect to each other, Blackrock and Coy proved to be more complex than

the original conceptual model that had been assumed. However, the thct the results fi’om

even the first simulation correlated well with, not only the overall trend in the observed

data lbr all turloughs but also more subtle transitory water level movements was ver\

heartening as it showed that the pipe-network modelling approach was obviously the right

conceptual mechanism lbr this chain of turloughs.
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Blackrock aml (’o~’- configuration 1

The first set of calibrations were run with the local network around Blackrock and Coy

linked together as shown in Figure 9.4 - two surge tanks above the main conduit line, each

one throttled downstream.

Figure 9.4 Blackrock-Coy hydraulic network- configuration 1.

It was relatively simple task to get both turloughs surcharging to the observed levels at the

right timing and also mimicking the observed fluctuations. However, the recession fi’om

both turloughs proved difficult to model using this first configuration. More than 80

separate permutations of downstream throttle sizes, diameters, lengths etc were tried

without success. For example, successively longer and larger pipes v, ere trialled to

generate the throttle instead of shorter narrower pipes (as discussed in Section 7.3.4) to

gain a Ihster recession. It was finally concluded that the type of netxvork needed to back up

the flows enough in order to surcharge the ponds to the observed levels could not then let

out the water at a thst enough rate during periods of recession using this hydraulic

configuration. Equally, the model was making both turloughs start to fill too soon. This is

shmvn on Figure 9.5 where both Blackrock and Coy have been modelled to get the correct

peaks but the recessions are too slow. ?+~le, ./or all l~lolx the red lira’ ix the simulated levels

./)’om lhe rood+.,1 a#Td black line i,v the oh,vem’ed data. It can be seen hov, ever. that the shape

of both the simulated levels is very good. For this scenario the throttle doxxnstream of

P, lackrock \vas 180 m long and 800 rnm () and the throttle dm\nstream of Co’, was 110 m

long and 820 mm O.

The d il’IL’rence betxxeen tlsing the dmxnstream net\~ork to surcharge the system as a i c.";tilt

of the llo\xs from the l~allvcahalall and l+,eagh rivers xxas also in\estigated as shoxxn on
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configuration 2 (Figure 9.6). The theory was that the pipes passing Blackrock and Coy’

could be larger but still generate the same peak surcharge levels but to little effect - tile

water levels could not be made to recede last enough and they were again starting to rise

tOO SOOI1.

250

Figure 9.5 Results from model calibration at (a) Blackrock and

configuration 1 (red line is model, black line observed level).

(b) Coy’ using
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Ball\ cahakm ri,,el input

_ Bla~l~_r+J+l, _ _ _
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~~

,,,i,<+,

Figure 9.6 Blackrock-Coy hydraulic network- configuration 2.

t lence, it was clear that some kind of system with conduits in parallel was required which

would allow a proportion of the rnairl flow fiorn the Owerlshree river to bypass without

having to pass through the throttles. This system would also have to be configured such

that the water draining from both turloughs would not have to go through both throttles in

series. Several dilt"erent conl]gurations were tried, as sho~vn in Figures 9.7, 9.8, 9.10 and

9.11. Configuration 3 provided a system which gave the levels in Blackrock more

intluence on Coy (as was show tl to be the case fiorn the time series analysis) and also

allowed two separate drain points into the larger pipe system - i.e. all the water doesn’t

have to pass through two throttles. This gained fairly good results as shown on Figure 9.9

but still would not drain quickly enough, plus the turloughs were still filling too test.

t )\~ CllS]lree rl\ cr lllptll

Figure 9.7 Blackrock-Coy hydraulic network conliguration _~.

Cont]guratiorl 4 (Figure 9.8) lbllowed on from this ~\hich allowed slightl\’ more control of

tile \\titer levels x~ith the throttles and entry pipes into both turloughs till able to produce

dil’l’crent eflL’cts. Tills proved a slight ilnl~rovement but still ftiildaineiltall\’ had the same

problenls of surchtirging too soon and receding too slowl\’ (i.e. nlore or loss the same as

l:igure 9.9).
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Bla~’k r,~’k

()~.enshree rl\er input

Figure 9.8 Blackrock-Cov hydraulic network- configuration 4.

: ¢ ’3

:,: O , , i ,

Le,el

ir,/Irl/;ocla

Figure 9.9 Results from model calibration at (a) Blackrock and (b) Co3’ using

configuration 3 (red line is model, black line observed level).
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t tence, it seemed that there inust be a network in parallel that was taking the lower flows

during the drier periods - the reasons behind why the simulated peaks at the beginning of

the calibration period in Blackrock for example, were not in fact observed - and so

configuration 5 (Figure 9.10) was tried.

()’.~. ell~hr~:¢ rl ,, er I rlput

Figure 9.10 Blackrock-Coy hydraulic network - configuration 5.

However, this parallel configuration proved very difficult to control and so the final

configuration 6 was tried, as shown in Figure 9.1 I. This was slightly better but still

suffered the same short-comings to some extent. This was the configuration used for all

subsequent annual simulatiorts.

As detailed in the Literature Review lbr a developed karst system it is very unusual tbr

there to be more than one main conduit in an area. The modelling indications here are that

a cornplex network of parallel (possibly inter-linked) pipes at different levels is required to

promote the observed water level dynamics. Hence, it is surmised that this could be

evidence of a lk~irly recent (from a geological perspective) collapse karst structure in the

area between Blackrock and Coy.

( ’oI,

Bla~ I~r,,~ I~
\

in ++tit
+/ ......

Figu re 9.11 B lackrock-Cov h \ draulic netv, ork - con figurat ion 6 (chosen con figuration).
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The results fi’om tile model validation periods tbr the three downstream turloughs tbr tile

calibration period (August to October 2008) are shown in Figure 9.12 and show much

closer fits.
Pl~, t

(a) Coole

Page I

I0 ’3

_5_~
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Figure 9.12 Results from model calibration (Aug to Oct 2008) at (a) Coole (b) Garrvland

and (c) Caherglassaun using conliguration 6 (red line is model, black line observed level).

9.2.3 Model validation

Tile calibrated model was then run for two years, 2007/08 and 2008/09 using houri\’ data

and compared against the observed turlou~hs water levels. The rainl~il inputs xsere the

hourly data at Kilchreest and hourly river flows gauged at O,,venshree. Ballvcahalan and

Beagh. The Galway Bay tidal measurements every 6 minutes were entered as levels at the

bottom of the system at Kinvarra (the system outlet node). Potential evapotranspiration

x~as entered as daily data (average of Shannon and Birr). as discussed pre\ iousl\.

The results are presented in Figures 9.13 and 9.14 and goodness of l]t parameters in Table

9.2. The main criterion IZ)r the success of the model was its elllcienc\. E as calculated by

Equation. 8.8 (Chapter 8). Other methods of comparing the model to the observed data arc

the mean square error (MSE). bias (Eqn. 8.9). volume error (VER). peak lloxv error (QER)

and peak time error (TER) (l~ee and Singh. 1999). Peak llo\v and time error x~el’e not

calculated as it is difl]cult to distinguish true peak times in either the observed data or the

model x~ith many of the turlough signals -hox,~,ever the plots sho,,v excellent timing.
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~tsc = X (t),,,,, - t),,,,
!1

()ER = [(-)r’’~’’ - ~-"Or<’’]wG-- x I00

Eqn. 9.1

Eqn. 9.2

Eqn. 9.3

TER = ~,,+,- T,, Eqn. 9.4

x~here Qp is the peak llovc and Tp is the peak time.

Table 9.2 Goodness-of fit parameters for model restllts for turlough level data (2007/08

and 2008/09).

Efficiency Mean square error Bias Vo] tlllle OllO r

2007.08    2008/09 2007/08 2008/09 2007/08 2008/09 2007108 2008,"09

Blackrock 0.91

Coy 0.66

Coole 0.98

Garrvland 0.94

Caherglassaun 0.58

0.27 1.41

0.02 1.81

0.72 0.35

0.97 0.68

0.91 1.58

3.26 0.27

2.57 -1.23

0.90 0.034

0.38 -0.017

0.56 1.372

-1.75    0.014

-1.55 -0.079

0.697 0.004

-0.107 -0.002

0.225 0.191

-0.1 O0

-0.106

0.087

-0.015

0.038
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(d) Garryland

0C r T J I I
I I 2 2007 ~ t, 200~ 1/2./200~ 1/3/2008 1/4/20138

(e) Caherglassaun

Figure 9.13 Results from model calibration (2007/08) using the measured river flows as

inflows into the karst network model.
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I:’O

(d) Garryland

Figure 9.14 Results from model calibration (2008/09) using the measured river flows as

inflows into the karst network model.

The results from 2007/08 show fairly good (and in the case of Garrvland and Coole

excellent) correlations, ttowever, Coy significantly overshoots compared to the obser,~ed

data which may indicate that there is some form of high level drain acting as a weir lbr this

turiough - the peak levels certainly plateau off ever),’ )’ear as discussed in Chapter 5. The

more highly fluctuating 2008/09 simulation however, re~eals an area of concern t\~r both

Blackrock and Coy, whereby later in the \’car (after Februar)) the model is predicting high
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\xater levels in both turloughs vdlich v+ere never in fact realised. This period corresponds to

a drier time of year and might be indicative that there is a significant volume of storage in

the epikarst that the model is not taking account of. When the whole network is surcharged

in the winter this is not too much of a problem as there is no spare capacity in the epikarst.

I lo\~ever, for the situation of a high llow event in the system which tbilows a significant

dry, period, there does seem to be a route for a significant amount of water xvhich the model

is not accounting for. Another, thctor might be the quality of the gauging curves derived

for the river Owenshree which were extended for high flows and theretbre might be over-

predicting the flows do\vn into the system folio\ring heavy rain events.

The pipes carrying the "diffuse" flow from the subcatchments could be seen to back tip

during high flow periods as a restllt of high heads. This did result in some loss of volume

into the notional epikarst, however this was not significant as the model xvas only using a

single pipe to model subcatchments fi’om 30 to 120 ha in size. Although the permeable

pipes solution was considered to be an accurate way to model the floxv characteristics fi’om

the area, it could not mimic the storage volume of all the matrix and fractures across such

areas. The permeable pipes shoxved a much delayed response in draining xvater back do\~n

into the main pipe system as the head levels dropped.

Again the Io\ver turloughs show an excellent correlation lbr the 2008/09 hydrological 3’ear

although Caherglassaun does not surcharge enough. It is also interesting to see that the

model is clearly simulating the tidal effects at Caherglassaun, Garrxland and Coole at

shallo\v depths as observed and picked tip in the time s’-’-~ ,olios analyses. It should be noted

that the model is much more sensitive at Ioxxer depths due to the bm~l shaped topography

of the turlouehs and so xx, hat might appear to be sip ~il’icalll dit’l’cl~:n~:cs in level only

represents relatively small volumes ol’xxatcr.

Finally, it x~ould be interesting to run Ihc model using daily data input values (river llox~s,

and rainlhll in particular) io see the sensitivity of the results to the coarseness of the input

data.
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9.2.4 Gort lowland system statistics

A plot of tile net flows into system (rivers) and out of the system at Kinvarra ~’est spring

is shovql in Figure 9.15 which shows tile damping effect that the network of linked pipes

and turloughs has on tile input signals.
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Figure 9.15 Net flows into system (rivers) plotted against flox\s out of the spring at

Kinvara (a) 2007/08 and (b) 2008/09.
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A further interesting study would be to derive a transfer filnction lbr the whole Gort

Io\~land karst systern - a black box rnodel- tbr comparison with this physically based

model.

9.3 Linked Model validation

Finally, the restllts from the rainfall-runolTand river flood routed across Lough Cutra have

been input into the rnodel. The restilts are presented in Figures 9.16 and goodness of fit

paralneters in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3 Goodness-of fit paraineters lbr model restllts lbr turlough level data (2007/08)

with rainfall-ruinoff model river inflows.

Efficiency Mean square error Bias Volume error

Blackrock 0.23 4.17 3.72 0.188

Coy 0.50 2.19 1.67 0.108

Coole 0.53 1.65 1.51 0.168

Garb’land 0.63 1.69 1.41 0.163

Caherghissaun 0.58 1.58 1.37 0.191

The plots are shown in Figure 9.16 which clearly sho~vs that the rainfall-runoff model has

not generated enough flow into the system to surcharge the tanks. Hinderer. the pattern in

water level nlovenlent and timirig and fluctuations are still modeled v, ell. tlerlce, this

shoxvs that more xxork is needed with respect to modelling rainfall-runoff off the Sliexe

A ughty mountains.
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10 CONCLUSIONS

10.1 Conclusions

It has been proved possible to model tile netxvork of turloughs using a pipe netx‘‘ork and

tank model. Tile accurate measurenlent of each of the turloughs topography and continuous

monitorin-~ of ‘‘xater le‘‘els means such a model which has such a closeness of fit

(particularly to the more subtle v~ater level fluctuations) is likely to be close to the physical

realitv - i.e. it is confident that the system operates on the basis of a significant conduits

system x‘‘ith surcharged tanks. The model however, did not accurately simulate the

Blackrock and Coy sxstem in response to heavy rain events lbllowing significant periods

of dry weather. This could be due to the storage of flow in the drained epikarst which is not

being explicitly modelled or possibly due to a more complex pipe network in the area than

has been considered, possibly, as a result of a collapse structure. The combination of soil

store in conjunction xvith using the permeable pipe solution which is controlled by laminar

floxv via Darcv’s Lax’, xvas lbund to model the diffuse flow contribution ,,‘‘,ell with volume

and timing of release, however.

The net‘‘‘‘ork shoxvs that the main inputs are clearly from the rivers draining the Slieve

Aught} mountains. Blackrock, Coy and Caherglassaun operate as surge tanks whilst Coole

appears to be river fed with Garryland really just an off-line storage volume as part of the

Coole cornplex. The combination of the rainfall-runoff model to provide inputs into the

karst system did promote the right patterns of water level fluctuation in the simulated

turloughs but did not provide enough flow to fill the turloughs adequately, tlence, more

work is needed on both the rainfall-runoffmodel and also calibrating the netxvork model to

the rainfall-runoff model outputs if this combination is going to be used as a predictive

tool.

The use of time series techniques has shoxvn some promise as a tool and has helped to

contirm some of the assumptions about the netxvork conliguration. The tidal effect in the

lower turloughs Coole, Garryland and Caherglassaun has been picked up. as xxell as

possible diurnal evaporation cycles in Coole and Garrvland at shallow depths, lhe FFI has
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proved to be a powerlill technique and has helped to identity, some of tile linkages in the

network. The use of wavelets has generally corroborated the findings from the FFT but the

DWT (db4) technique has also suggested the hypothesis that a signiticant driving thctor for

turlough inundation in the Gort lowland miglat be a combination of tile heavy rainlhll

events occurring at times of spring tides. Such a hypothesis can be checked by looking

back at tidal records and rain statistics with respect to the maior flooding episodes in the

1990s. The CWT technique was more difficult to interpret if used in isolation ~itliout

having first done the FFT and DWT.

The water quality analyses has revealed some interesting dynamics and confirmed that the

main spring for the system is Kinvara West. However, it would be interesting to look at net

fluxes fiom the rivers and into the turloughs to determine the proportion of nutrients which

have been generated in-turlough compared to those coming in with the inflov, s - this might

show that the turloughs act as a net source of nutrient to groundxxater for example, which

has interesting legislative connotations. Finally, tile use of 6~SO stable isotopes sampled at

different points along the network and in the epikarst has shoxvn some promise but more

work is needed in the filture to see whether the signatures can be used to source apportion

the flow fiom the epikarst and man conduit lines into each turlougla.

10.2 Further Research

Recom mendations

River gauging

¯ The accuracy of tile model is obviously susceptible to high llmv events and there is

some concern that the extended ratin,,~ curves are overestimating the llm\s, t tence.

there is a need to continue to improve the rating cur\es, especiall.v at high tloxxs.

This xx, ill also help to claril~] xvhcther the model in the Blackrock-Cov area should

include a significant storage element to model the drained epikarst Ibllov, irlg dr\

periods. The gauge on the ()xxenshree at Kilchreest also needs to be reset to read at

low tloxx, events as it is too high. In addition, the llmvs into Coole should also bc
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gauged for a period to conlirm that it is mainly river ted (and matches the model

simulation restllts).

D/l)i;se /lou’ co;u;’ikution

¯ More targeted research on the contribution of diffuse flow into the conduit network

is needed. For example, monitoring the speed of response of the water table around

the turloughs i.e. what is the dynamic relationship between the turlough water level

and groundwater levels which can be measured by monitoring nearby boreholes /

wells. Further monitoring of Owenshree river between Kilchreest and Blackrock

should take place throughout the year to establish realistic epikarst input. A li~il

analysis of the system could be carried out on the basis of a mass balance of ~SO,

using known inflows from the river, known rainfall inputs and evaporation due to

fluctuating lake surface areas and the turlough values, which should allow the

missing input (i.e. diffuse inflows from the epikarst) to be quantified.

Rai;?/all a;Tak’sis

¯ A much more detailed analysis of rainfall across the area needs to be carried out in

order to get better input values for the model and link it to daily input rainfall data.

Indeed the accuracy of the model needs to be compared in response to daily_ input

rainfall data. Such rainfall analysis could use stochastic techniques and then be

used as a predictive tool in conjunction with the model. For example, previous

research into rainfall patterns in the west of Ireland (Chandler and Wheater, 2002)

has used a Generalised Linear Modelling approach where potential predictors are

used to forecast a probability distribution tbr daily values at a specified location.

Dere/otgme#71 of l#’an.~jb#’j}oTclio#l #;#ode/

¯ Further use of time series techniques (in particular Discrete Wavelet Transtbrm

based techniques) should be made to compare river infloxxs into the Got Ioxxlands

with respect to the spring outllow at Kinvara. A back-box transfer function model

could then be developed.
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IA’~Mmlic Fropurtie,s’ ojk~mvt net~i’orl< oml./iaurc UeveloFmeiTt

¯ There is much further research that can be done using the karst network model with

respect to hydraulic properties of a karst conduit system. For example, the

velocities at different points on the netxvork could be compared against respective

hydraulic gradient. Friction thctors should also be determined for the sy’stem

conduits and compared to other studies. The storage of water in the Gort loxvlands

across the hydrological year should also be calculated by taking the difference

betxveen the cumulative inlloxvs and simulated outfloxvs. Another interesting

comparison would be to correlate simulated spring llow against estimated hydraulic

conductivity (K) for the overall system (or betxveen turloughs). This might pick up

some form of hysteresis loop which could be indicative of stage dependent internal

routing of the water as has been found by other researchers (e.g. Bonacci and Roje-

Bonacci, 2000: Rozos and Koutsoyiannis, 2006).

Relevanl lo’~h’ological l~orameler, v,/br vCVelalion amt,/hHm/(cot~,vem’oliom

¯ The model should be used to help to examine the relationship of vegetation and

invertebrates to hydrological indicators / parameters. For example, depth-duration

frequency curves, areal rates of change, shoreline velocities etc are all parameters

that can easily be derived fiom the model’s output. This can then be used with the

results fi’om the NPWS project with respect to vegetation and in\ ertebrates.

PreUiclire H,~’e ojlhe mode/

The model should be used with appropriate historic rainlhll records to back-

calculate the levels in turloughs to time belbre their levels xxere being monitored.

This will be particularly interesting information for the botanical and invertebrate

studies. Equally, the model should be used to make future predictions on the levels

of the turloughs with regards to Climate Change predictions, l:or example, the C41

Project (Comlnunitv Climate Chart<,," C¯ ~- onsortium for Ireland) predicts \xatmer

temperatures with 10-1<°/_,/o higher rainfall in ~xinter (and drier in summer). It also

predicts a 3.5 crn sea level rise per decade - all of,+\llich are pararneters v+lliclI are
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obviously intimately linked to furlough water level dynamics and can be simulated

using tile model.

The mtlri~’nl ~ri~iJ1 un~/,/lu.v l/Tr~tt~]l lur/<~tltJl.~’

¯ Interesting fl~rther ,,,,ork should investigate whether turloughs act as sinks or

producers fi~r nutrients in groundwater. For example, tile net fluxes fi’om tile rivers

and into tile turloughs can be determined from which conclusions can be dra\vn as

to ~\hether the nutrients have been generated in-turlough or from outside, is tile

chemical condition of tile turloughs determined largely by conditions up-gradient

or by conditions (anthropogenic?) within tile turlough itself- i.e. cattle grazing /

manure etc? If tile l~-~rmer then it might be very affected by tile time of year ~hen

the turlough starts to fill as runoff from tile catchment at certain times may be

higher in nutrients than at other times due to livestock management practices. The

concept of vdlether turloughs act as net cxporler,s’ of nutrients to ground~vater is a

critical issue x\ith respect to tile Water Framework Directive fi~r example.
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Appendix A: Slaps

APPENI)IX A MAPS

Figure A.I Bedrock and fault map.
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Appendix A: Ma~

Figure A.2 Aquifer map
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Appendix A: Maps_

Figure A.3 Groundwater vulnerability map.
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Appendix A: Maps

Figure A.4 Subsoils map.
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Appendix A’ Maps

Figure A.5 Karst features map.
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Appendix A: Maps_

Figure A.6 Results from past karst tracer studies.
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Appendix B: Topographic Su~exs

APPENDIX B TURLOUGH SURVEYS
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Figure B.I Blackrock contour plot
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Appendix B: Topographic Surve3~

J

Figure B.2 Three-dimensional surthce and contour plot of Blackrock
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Figure B.8 Three-dimensional surface and contour plot of Garryland
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Appendix B: Topographic Surveys,
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Figure B. 10 Three-dimensional surl’ace and contour plot of Caherglassaun
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Figure B.11 Depth-volume relationship for Blackrock turlough.
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Appendix C: Flo~v Analxsis

APPENDIX C FLOW ANALYSIS
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Figure C.I 2006/07 hydrological year indicating periods of recession and filling.
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Figure C.2 2007/08 hydrological year indicating periods ot" recession and filling.
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Appendix C: Flow Analysi_ss

Figure C.3 2008/09 hydrological year indicating periods of recession and filling.
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Appendix C" Floxv Anal~,sis
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Appendix C: Flow Analysis

Recessions (cont.)
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Recessions (cont.)
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Appendix C: Flow Analysis

Fillin~ periods’
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Filling period.s (cont.)
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Appendix D: Ratine Cur\ es

Ai’PENDIX D RATING CURVES

Ovvn,,e:snre~: rover (at Kilchreest OPWgauging station) [grid ref. 572 150]

Table D.I Ri,~er gau,,in,,+ ..~ data collected lbr Owenshree river (at Kilchreest).

Date Time Mean depth Mean velocity Area Flow Stage OPW stage

(m) (m/s) (mz) (m~/s) (m) (m)

22/05/2009 17:30 0.283 0.298 2.635 0.785 0.09 0.09

28/05/2009 14:30 0.327 0.380 3.039 1.156 0.12 0.11

29/05/2009 10:00 0.251 0.249 2.337 0.583 0.06 0.05

04/06/2009 18:30 0.163 0.106 1.513 0.16 -0.04 0

05/06/2009 10:30 0.165 0.126 1.532 0.193 -0.04 0

12/06/2009 18:30 0.144 0.091 1.335 0.122 -0.06 0

13/06/2009 09:15 0.148 0.083 1.275 0.114 -0.06 0

17/06/2009 12:45 0.475 0.761 4.42 3.365 0.28 0.23

30/06/2009 16:00 0.123 0.068 1.145 0.077 -0.07 0

04/07/2009 17:30 0.133 0.097 1.237 0.12 -0.06 0

05/07/2009 14:00 0.143 0.094 1.33 0.125 -0.05 0

13/07/2009 14:15 0.436 0.742 4.052 3.008 0.28 0.3

14/07/2009 10:30 0.355 0.442 3.304 1.46 0.14 0.14

29/07/2009 12:30 0.274 0.316 2.547 0.805 0.09 0.09

(a)
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y = 1.8916x + 0.1833
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R2= 0.9822 |

~" 0,7 /
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Figure D.I O\~,enshree river (at Kilchreest) (a) stage-velocity and (b) stage-cross sectional

area relationships.
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Appendix D: Rating Curves

Stage Flow
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Figure D.2 Stage-flow data and rating curve for Owenshree River (at Kilchreest) - (rohle.v

in hhle colcMoteU H,vintf velocin’-area melhoU).

Rating equation lbr Owenshree River (at Kilchreest) [grid ret: 572

17,,,,(,,,3/ )( : )s 16.798 ,vlatre) + 5 I I.~6(xt~ige +0 ’"’~

1501

Eqn. D. 1
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Appendix D: Rating Cur\ e,,

Or, nEsnrEE river (before it sinks into Blac~roclt turlough) [grid ref 516 102]

Table D.2 River gauging data collected tbr Owenshree river (at Blackrock).

Date Time Mean depth Mean velocity Area Flow Total flow
(m) (m/s) (mz) (m%) (mS/s)

stage

(m)
22/05/2009 15:00      p#er 1      0.59          0.373 1.356 0.506

......................... #er 2 0 61 0 448 1. ./7_ .......... - _ _ _ ¯ .527 0.684 1.19     0.533
28/05/2009    13:30 pier 1    0.53 ......... (3.3-8-4 ......... i ~21-6 ........ 0 ~,6:7 ..........................

Jer 2 0 56 0 495 1.383 0.685 1.152 0.532.......................... .~- .......... 2 ............. ¯ .........................................................

29/05/2009 10:30 p~er 1 0.45 0.264 1.037 0.274
pier 2 0.49 0 342 1 224 0 396       0.67      0.431

04/06/2009 17:30 p~er 1 0.32 0.088 0.742 0.065
pter2 0.36 0.125 0.894 0.112 0.177 0.274

"6"576~;i655 ..... i i 756 .....-DeT-l- ..... 6E:~ .......... 6 i:)-7"1- .........67f~,4 ........ -O-6g~ ..........................
pier2 037 0105 091 0095 0148 0262.................................................... - ............... ’ ............. ¯ ............ ~ .......... - ......

12/06/2009 17:30 pter 1 0.28 0.042 0.672 0.028
ier 2 0 32 0 076 ......... 0_797 ........ 9. 96J ........ 0.089. ...... 0 222__

13/06/2009 10:00 pier 1 0.28 0.034        0.676       0.023
pier2 0.33 0.067 0.813 0.055 0.078 0.214

- i 7-i6~;d66~ .....~ ~ 7 ~ ~ .....~ieT V ..... ~ 7 ~4 ..........6.-5-5"~ .........-17 ~ ........ -1-.~-6-8 ..........................
p#er2 0.78 0 689 1 715 1 332 2.4 0.681.................................................................. ~. ............. - .............................

30/06/2009 15:30 pter 1 0.17 -0.002 0.418 -0.001

.......................... p.i_er.2_ ..... 0;77 .......... Q ._0_2_6_ ......... 0_55_3 ........ _0_. 014 ........ 0:013 ...... 0..1.1.4..
04/07/2009 15:45 pter 1     0.24         0.034         0.59        0.02

p~er 2 0.29 0.05 0 723 0.036 0.056 0.184.................................................................. ~. ..........................................

05/07/2009 13:30 pter 1 0.27 0.046 0.647 0.03

.......................... _p_,er_2. ..... Q_32 .......... 9-09 .......... 9-795 ........ _0..963 ........Q_q93 ...... 0.23_,1___
13/07/2009 14:50 pter 1 0.49 0.375 1.172 0.439

.......................... .p_,_er.2. ..... 9-5_7 .......... 0.462 ......... !_303 ........ _0..902 ........1_041_ ......0.499__
13/07/2009 18:00 pter 1 0.71 0.823 1.721 1.417

.......................... ~erZ ..... Q_80 .......... 0.90j_ .......... 1_.96_ .........7.77 ........ 3482 ...... 0.Z7_4 _ _
14/07/2009 11:00 pier 1 0.61 0.601 1.463 0.879

.......................... _pje_,-_2_ ..... Q-64 .......... 0.688 ......... !A02 ........ J_. J 9? ........7-981_ ......0.6_4_2 _ _
29/07/2009 13:15 pter 1 0.48 0.337 1.17 0.395

.......................... .p_,er_2_ ..... Q_53 .......... 0.439 ......... !_327 ........ _0_. 581 ........0_976 ...... 0._4_93. _

Pier 1 v, idth = 2.42 m Pier 2 width = 2.49 rn
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Figure D.30wenshree river (at Blackrock) Pier I (a) stage-velocity and (19 stage-cross

sectional area relationships.
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Appendix D: Ratin~ Curves
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Figure D.5 Stage-l]ow data and rating curve lbr Oxxenshree River (at Blackrock) - (~’ulues
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Appendix D: Ratine Cur\es

B..~LL’~CAti..~L..~.N RIVFR [grid rc|’. 496 057]

Table D.3 River gaugin,,v data collected fi~r Ballycahalan river.

Date Time Mean depth Mean velocity Area Flow Stage OPW stage

(m) (m/s) (mz) (m~/s) (m) (m)

22/05/2009 16:30 0.319 0.27 2.649 0.715 0.53 0.52

28/05/2009 12:30 0.467 0.539 3.874 2.087 0.66 0.66

29/05/2009 11:30 0.323 0.276 2.678 0.74 0.51 0.51

04/06/2009 17:00 O. 179 0.063 1.485 0.094 0.35 0.35

05/06/2009 11:30 O. 176 0.057 1.462 0.083 0.35 0.35

12/06/2009 17:00 O. 176 0.065 1.46 0.095 0.34 0.34

1310612009 11:00 0.181 0.05 1.504 0.075 0.34 0.35

17/06/2009 14:15 0.726 0.747 6.023 4.497 0.95 0.96

30/06/2009 15:00 O. 174 0.059 1.448 0.086 0.34 0.34

04/07/2009 16:15 0.210 0.108 1.74 0.189 0.4 0.39

05/07/2009 13:00 0.247 0.105 2.051 0.215 0.41 0.41

14/07/2009 11:30 0.431 0.502 3.581 1.797 0.64 0.64

29/07/2009 13:30 0,347 0.309 2.878 0.889 0.54 0.53

12
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~o.8
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_~ 0.6 ¯

0,4 "

E
0.2

(a)

y = 0.691Ln(x) + 0.7741
R2 =~
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stage (m)
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-

(b) 0 0.2    0.4 0.6 stageO(~) 1 1.2    1.4

Figure D.6 Ball)cahalan river (a) stage-velocity and (b) stage-cross sectional area

relationships.
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Appendix D: Ratin~ Curves

Stage Flow
(m) (m%)
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Figure D.7 Stage-flow data and rating curve lot" Ballycahalan River- (values iH blue

Rating equation for Ballycahalan Rivet" [grid ret: 496 057]

.flo;r(,,,~/,s’)= 2.8755(,s’loge)-’ + 3.7982(slaVe)-1.7254 Eqn. D.3
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Appendix D: Ratine Cur\es

Table D.4 River gauging data collected for Owendalulleegh river.

Date Time Mean depth Mean velocity Area Flow Stage OPW stage
(m) (m/s) (mz) (m J/s) (m) (m)

29/05/2009 12:30 0.610 0.222 6.705 1.491 1.1 1.09
04/06/2009 14:30 0.455 0.053 5.008 0.266 0.92 0.91
05/06/2009 12:30 0.460 0.046 5.06 0.233 0.92 0.91
12/06/2009 15:00 0.414 0.037 4.55 0.169 0.91 0.88
13/06/2009 11:30 0.467 0.048 5.14 0.249 0.93 0.89
30/06/2009 13:00 0.425 0.048 4.67 0.226 0.87 0.87
04/07/2009 16:45 0.455 0.071 5.003 0.355 0.905 0.92
05/07/2009 11:00 0.480 0.092 5.28 0.488 0.92 0.92
14/07/2009 12:00 0.731 0.473 8.04 3.802 1.25 1.24
29/07/2009 14:15 0.583 0.222 6.413 1.412 1.03 1.04
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Figure D.80\~endalulleegh river (a) stage-velocity and (b) stage-cross sectional area

relationships.
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Appendix D: Rating Curxes

Stage Flow
(m) (m~/s)
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Figure D.9 Stage-flow data and rating curve lbr Owendalulleegh River- (vahles i~7 bhte

Rating equation for Owendalulleegh River [grid refi 484 9721

.llow(,,,3/s)= 4.5203(s/age)e + 0.2739(s/age)- 3.677 Eqn. D.4
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Appendix D: Ratinu Curx er,

BEACH RIVER [grid ref. 482 005]

Table D.4 Rivet" gauging data collected lbt- Beagh river.

Date Time Mean depth Mean velocity Area Flow
(m) (m/s) (m’) (m’/s)

Total flow Stage OPW stage
(m’/s) (m) (m)

04/06/2009 1530 pter 1 0188 0144 0.452 0.052
pter 2 0 421 0 288 1.474 0425

..................... Later 3 0 508 0 45 1.725 0776 1 253 0 42 0 42
05/06/2009 13 00 pTer’f .... 6 ] 59 ........ 6695 ........ 6.-3-82 ....... 5763-6- ...................................

p~er 2 0 432 0.239 1.51 036

..................... pt_e_r 3_ .... 0 536_ ........ 0_3_87 ......... 1.:82 ....... 0:.7_04 ....... 1:.1 ......... _0.4 ....... _04 ....
12/06/2009 15:30 pier 1     0070         0.025         0.168        0.004

pier 2 0 362 0.13 1.266 0.164

..................... F.era_ .... O4OO ........ 9_3_1 ......... 1~ 3_6_ ....... 9_42_2_ ....... 0_ 5_9 ........ O0_2 ....... 9.31 ....
13/06/2009 12 30 p~er 1     0070         0.028         0.166        0.005

pter2 0328 0.121 1.149 0.139

..................... pt_e_r3+ .... 0400 ........ 0_209 ........ ! ._529 ....... 9.31_9_ ...... 0:463 ....... o3_1 ....... 9.31 ....
17/06/2009 1630 pter 1     0164         0.125         0.393        0049

pier 2 0.408 0.288 1.428 0.411

..................... o,.e_r_3_ .... O_575 ........ 0.3O8 ........ 17_8_5 ....... 0AI.1 ....... 0:971 ........ 94 ....... _o4 ....
30/06/2009 1430 pter 1     0 100         0.06          0.2         0009

pier2 0.337 0.196 1.178 0.23

..................... p;er3_ .... o_ _4_56- ........92_6_ ........ _1.55_1 .......9,,+_o4 ...... 9,6_4_3- .......o33 ....... 93_3-___
04/07/2009 1740 p~er 1     0090          0.05          0.19         0 008

p~er2 0.320 0.213 1.119 0.238

..................... pLe_r_3_ .... 0447. ........ 9_2_3 ......... 1~ 5_ 2_ ........ 0_._3_5 ....... 9_5_9_6 ....... 93- ....... o)_1 ....
05/07/2009 1200      pter 1     0100         0.06          0.2          0.1

pier2 0.344 0.187 1 205 0 225

..................... p~_e_r_3_ .... 0 434 ........ 0.-29! ........ 1 ._479 ....... 9_429_ ...... 9.754_ ....... 0.3_+ ........ 0 } ....

13/07/2009 18:10 pter 1     0.216        0285         0.518        0.149
p~er 2 0.528 0.449 1.847 0.829

..................... Fe_,3. .... 0.. _6 ! 5 ........0.525 ........ 2o_9_1 ....... _I ~.09_7 ......2_075_ ....... o -5 ! .......9.5_2__ _.
29/07/2009 15 00 p~er 1     0.282         0.318         0677        0.215

pter2 0615 0.535 2.15 1.151

..................... Lo~_er3 .... 0.7!6- ........ 063_ ........ _2-43 ....... 1:.5_2_3 ...... 2.889_ ...... 9_5-9_5 ...... 9_59____
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Figure D.10 Beagh river Pier 1 (a) stage-velocity and (b) stage-cross sectional area.
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Figure D.I 1 Beagh river Pier 2 (a) stage-velocity and (b) stage-cross sectional atca.
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Figure D.12 Beagh river Pier3 (a) stage-velocity and (b) stage-cross sectional area

relationships.
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Appendix E: \Vater Qualit\ Result.<;

APPENDIX E WATER QUALITY RESULTS

Table E.I Water quality restllts from intensive sampling foray oil Coy.

Position Total P Position Total P Position Total P

I 58.7 I I) 70.5 1t) 39.4

2 46. l 11 84.8 20 56.8

3 24.9 12 42.7 21 50.9

4 45.0 13 41.7 22 39.5

"~ q8.0 14 52.5 "~" 26 "~

6 35.6 15 36.3 24 38.0

- 06.2 1~"~, 78.3 25 58.7

8 42.1 17 81.2 26 73.9

C) " "~_~4._ 18 49.5 27 59.1

X 47.6 Y 96.2 Z 55.0

E.1
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Appendix E: Water Quality Results

Table E.6 ~lSo results.

14/12/2008 09101/2009 20/01/2009 02/02/2009 1710312009 01104/2009 0110512009 2910512009 0610612009 17/0612009
Owneshree river -6.13 -5.95 -6.38 -6.62 -6.19 -5.89 -5.92 -5.68 -5.71 -590

lallycahalan river -609 -6.28 -5.80 -5.49 -5.56
Ballylee river -5.80 -573 -6.16 -7.00 -6.23 -597 -5.99

Beagh river -5.43 -5.97 -5.83 -6.73 -6.35 -6.30 -5.87 -5.49 -518
Blackrock -606 -5.72 -6.26 -722 -6.21 -5.63 -5.96 -5.89 -5.19

Coy -5.47 -5.71 -5.62 -6.37 -6.27 -6.04 -5.89 -5.54 -5.34 -529
Coole -5.59 -586 -689 -636 -6 17 -5.88 -5.56 -5.50 -525

Garyland -6.78 -579 -5.77 -6.13 -6.16 -6.15 -5.76 -5.59 -5.35 -5.11
Caherglassaun -5.44 -5.77 -5.76 -6.36 -6.27 -6.02 -5.84 -573 -537 -5.18

Kinvara East -555 -582 -5.88 -632 -5.94 -6.05 -6.04 -5.95 -563 -542
Kinvara West -607 -5.75 -5.79 -6.26 -631 -610 -589 -5.66 -539 -4.67

Rain -10.78 -92 -8 38
Borehole Sample 1    -7.78 Bog -4.57 -629
Borehole Sample 2    -839 Forest runoff -4.72 -621

Mountain river -5.21 -627

30 -7
Blacl~ock

¯ 180 rsotope

25 ¯ -65

20 -6

e 6
15 -55 "~

/X 3.
10 -5

5 ¯ -4.5

0 -4

Figure E.1 6~SO stable isotope results plotted against Blackrock water level.
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Figure E.2 6~SO stable isotope results plotted against Coy water level.
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Figure E.3 8~So stable isotope results plotted against Coole water level.
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Appendix F: Time Series Anal\ sis

APPENI)iX F TIME SERIES ANALYSIS

2008/09 frequency (rad/hr)

order of energy I st 2 na 3 ra 4 tn 5 tn 6 tn

Blackrock 0.000676 0.003378 0.002027 0.004729 0.010130 0.000000
Coy 0.000608 0.003039 0.004863 0.006079 0.008511 0.000000

Coole 0.000676 0.002702 0.004729 0.006081 0.007432 0.010130
Garryland 0.000676 0.002702 0.004728 0.008106 0.010130 0.011480

Caherglassaun 0.000608 0.003039 0.001824 0.004863 0.006079 0.008511

2007/08
Blackrock 0.000956 0.005735 0.007646 0.000000 0.000000

Coy 0.000956 0.005735 0.007646 0.010510 0.013380
Coole 0.000956 0.005735 0.008602 0.013380

Garryland 0.000956 0.005735 0.008604 0.010520 0.013380 0.507500
Caherglassaun 0.000956 0.004779 0.008602 0.010510 0.507500

2006/07
Blackrock 0.000872 0.005235 0.003490 0.008724 0.011340

Coy 0.000872 0.005235 0.003490 0.008724 0.015700
Coole 0.001745 0.003490 0.005235 0.008724 0.013960

Garryland 0.001122 0.005610 0.010100 0.506000
Caherglassaun 0.000872 0.003490 0.005235 0.008724 0.506000

All years
Blackrock 0.000817 0.001361 0.000272 0.002995 0.004900 0.002178

Coy 0.000782 0.001303 0.000261 0.004950 0.002866 0.006253 0.003908
Coole 0.000782 0.001303 0.000261 0.004951 0.002606 0.003387 0.006253

Garryland 0.000878 0.001463 0.004973 0.003510 0.004095 0.006435 0.506000

Caherglassaun 0.000782 0.001303 0.000261 0.004950 0.003126 0.003908 0.006253

2008/09 period (days)

order of energy I st 2 .a 3 ra 4 tn 5 m 6 tn 7 m

Blackrock 387.5 77.5 129.2 55.4 25.8

Coy 430.7 86.1 53.8 43.1 30.8

Coole 387.5 96.9 55.4 43.1 35.2 25.8

Garryland 387.6 96.9 55.4 32.3 25.8 22.8

Caherglassaun 430.7 86.1 143.5 53.8 43.1 30.8

2007108

0.5

Blackrock 273.9 45.6 34.2

Coy 273.9 45.6 34.2 24.9 19.6

Coole 273.9 45.6 30.4 19.6

Ga rryla nd 273.9 45.6 30.4 24.9 19.6

Caherglassaun 273.9 54.8 30.4 24.9 0.5

2006/07
Blackrock 300.1 50.0 75.0 30.0 23.1

Coy 300.1 50.0 75.0 30.0 16.7

Coole 150.0 75.0 50.0 30.0 18.8

Garryland 233.3 46.7 25.9 0.5

Caherglassaun 300.1 75.0 50.0 30.0 0.5

All years
Blackrock 320.6 192.4 961.8 87.4 53.4 120.2

Coy 335.0 200.9 1005.0 52.9 91.3 41.9

Coole 334.9 200.9 1004.6 52.9 100.5 77.3

Garryland 298.3 178.9 52.6 74.6 63.9 40.7

Caherglassaun 335.0 200.9 1005.0 52.9 83.7 67.0

67.0
41.9

0.5
41.9
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2008109
order of energy I st 2 n£1

period (days)

3 ra 4 m

Blackrock 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.3
Coy 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.0

Coole 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.0

Ga rryla nd 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.0

Caherglassaun 5.0 2.5 1.7 0.5

2007108
Blackrock 5.0 2.5 1.7

Coy 5.0 2.5 1.7

Coole 5.0 2.5 1.0

Garryland 5.0 2.5 1.7

Caherglassaun 5.0 2.5 1.7

2006/07

1.3
0.7
1.0
1.0

5tn 6m

0.5
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Blackrock 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.0
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Coole 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.0

Ga rryla nd 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.0 0.5

Caherglassaun 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.0

All years
Blackrock 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.0

Coy 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.0

Coole 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.0 0.7

Garryland 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.0 0.8

Caherglassaun 5.0 2.5 1.7 1.3 1.0
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Appendix F: Time Series Analx sis
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Appendix F: Time Series Analysis
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Appendix F: Time Series Anal\ sis
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Appendix F: Time Series Analysis
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Appendix F: Time Series Analysis

Continuous Wavelet Transform Analysis
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Appendix F: Tirne Series Analx si,o
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Appendix F: Time Series Analysis
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Appendix F: Time Series Anal\ sis
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Appendix G: Pipe Net~ork Xlodellin~

Blackrock pond dimensions

Elevation Plan area Perimeter
(mA OD)     (m =’ )       (m)

10.940 0.0 0.0
11.034 10.8 13.2
11.134 27.0 20.8
11.234 40.6 25.5
11.334 51.5 28.7
11.434 63.7 31.9
11.534 76.0 34.9
11.634 87.6 37.4
11.734 99.3 39.9
11.834 111.5 42.2
11.934 124,9 44.7
12,034 339.6 73.7
12.134 1366.0 147.8
12.234 3456.3 235.2
12.334 9749.0 394.9
12.434 14645.4 484.1
12.534 18041.3 537.3
12.634 21129.6 581.4
12.734 24918.6 631.4
12.834 31020.3 704.5

12.934 36774.5 767.1
13.034 43127.2 830.7
13,134 48416.7 880.2
13.234 53806.7 927.9
13,334 59299.3 974.1

13,434 65734.8 1025.6

13.534 72866.5 1079.8

13.634 79254.1 1126.1

13.734 84281.1 1161.2

13,834 87906.1 1186.0

13,934 91066.0 1207.1

14.034 93999.6 1226.4

14.134 96848.1 1244,8

14,234 100282.7 1266.7

14,334 104014.3 1290.1

14.434 107815.3 1313.4

14.534 112088.3 1339.2

14.634 116352.4 1364.4

14.734 119864.9 1384.9

14.834 122828.9 1401.9

14.934 125965.4 1419.7

15.034 129093.0 1437.2

15,134 132161.4 1454.2

15.234 135546.0 1472.7

15.334 138890.8 1490.7

15.434 141939.1 1507.0

15.534 145010.8 1523.2

15.634 147915.5 1538.4

15.734 150715,5 1552.9

15.834 153583.8 1567.6

15.934 156873.3 1584.3

REPRESENTATION AS PONDS IN I,\’FOItORKS

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mA OD)    (m z )      (m)
16.034 159959.2 1599.8
16.134 162630.0 1613.1
16.234 165229.4 1625.9
16.334 167776.6 1638.4
16.434 170213.1 1650.3
16.534 172547.2 1661.6
16.634 174856.9 1672.6
16.734 177140.0 1683.5
16,834 179485.7 1694.6
16.934 182173.5 1707.3
17.034 184733.8 1719.2
17.134 187149.3 1730.4
17.234 189573.8 1741.6
17.334 191962.2 1752.5
17.434 194329.0 1763.3
17.534 196723.4 1774.1
17.634 199179.9 1785.2
17.734 201668.0 1796.3
17.834 204162.6 1807.4

17.934 206688.5 1818.5
18.034 209362.9 1830.2
18.134 212123.1 1842.3
18.234 215038.9 1854.9

18.334 218197.0 1868.5
18.434 221436.9 1882.3

18.534 224719.9 1896.2

18.634 227990.7 1909.9

18.734 231358.0 1924.0

18.834 234736.4 1938.0

18.934 237958.6 1951.2

19.034 241201.5 1964.5

19.134 244541.5 1978.0

19,234 248074.5 1992.3

19.334 251852.6 2007.4

19.434 255924.1 2023.6

19.534 260015.0 2039.7

19,634 263954.6 2055.1
19,734 268158.5 2071.4

19.834 272472.8 2088.0

19.934 277255.8 2106.2

20.034 281730.7 2123.1

20.134 286332.4 2140.4

20.234 290878.9 2157.3

20.334 295427.2 2174.1

20.434 300112.4 2191.3

20.534 304874.2 2208.6

20.634 309784.7 2226.3

20.734 314830.6 2244.4

20.834 320377.0 2264.1

20.934 325397.8 2281.7

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mAOD)    (m2)      (m)
21.034 330307.3 2298.9
21.134 335305.5 2316.2
21.234 340354.7 2333.6
21.334 345506.6 2351.2
21.434 350981.7 2369.7
21.534 356710.4 2389.0
21.634 363060.7 2410.2
21.734 368917.4 2429.5
21.834 374367.6 2447.4
21.934 379757.8 2465.0
22.034 385127.3 2482.3
22.134 390592.9 2499.9
22.234 396118.3 2517.5
22.334 401320.4 2534.0
22.434 406518.9 2550.4
22,534 412009.8 2567.5
22.634 417782.6 2585.4
22.734 423309.6 2602.5
22.834 428798.5 2619.3
22.934 434121.6 2635.5

23.034 439239.0 2651.0
23.134 444133.0 2665.7
23.234 448896.0 2680.0

23.334 453579.8 2693.9
23.434 458163.0 2707.5
23.534 462647.0 2720.7
23.634 467093.4 2733.8
23.734 471537.7 2746.7

23.834 475930.3 2759.5

23.934 480296.4 2772.1
24.034 484673.8 2784.7

24.134 489124.0 2797.5

24.234 493639.7 2810.4
24.334 498142.4 2823.2

24.434 502643.3 2835.9

24.534 507283.2 2849.0
24.634 512043.6 2862.3

24.734 516602.9 2875.0

24.834 520998.0 2887.2

24.934 525316.0 2899.1

25.034 529589.1 2910.9

25.134 533836.3 2922.6

25.234 538125.6 2934.3

25.334 542508.9 2946.2

25.434 547038.0 2958.5

25.534 551739.4 2971.2

25.634 556198.2 2983.1

25.734 560613.0 2995.0

25.834 565097.4 3006.9

25.934 569727.9 3019.2

26.034 574483.2 3031.8

26.134 579396.0 3044.7

26.234 584533.7 3058.2

26.334 589666.4 3071.6

26.434 594827.5 3085.0

26.454 595876.3 3087.7

26.474 596932.4 3090.5

26,494 597994.3 3093.2

G. 1



Appendix G: Pipe Netxvork Modelling

Coy pond dimensions

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mAOD) (m z) (m)

8.600 41951.7 819.3
8.694 45333.3 851.7

8.794 49010.2 885.5
8.894 52408.1 915.7
8.994 55579.5 943.0
9.094 58684.7 969.0
9.194 61719.0 993.7

9.294 64848.2 1018.6
9.394 68214.9 1044.7

9.494 71855.0 1072.2
9.594 75470.5 1098.9
9.694 78834.1 1123.1
9.794 82035.6 1145.7

9.894 85477.0 1169.5
9.994 89236.4 1194.9

10.094 92617.5 1217.3
10.194 95811.1 1238.1
10.294 98938.2 1258.2
10.394 101911.9 1276.9
10.494 104854.5 1295.3
10.594 107268.2 1310.1
10.694 109425.5 1323,2
10.794 111513.0 1335.7
10.894 113394.1 1347.0
10.994 115154.1 1357.4
11.094 116844.5 1367.3
11.194 118487.8 1376.9
11.294 120105.0 1386.2
11.394 121753.7 1395.7
11.494 123509.8 1405.8
11.594 125139.9 1415.0
11.694 126770.7 1424.2
11.794 128449.7 1433.6
11.894 130086.9 1442.7
11.994 131639.9 1451.3
12.094 133051.6 1459.0
12.194 134369.1 1466.3
12.294 135663.3 1473.3
12.394 136924.4 1480.1
12.494 138156.5 1486.8
12.594 139367.4 1493,3
12.694 140570.1 1499.7
12.794 141768.9 1506.1
12.894 142974.6 1512.5
12.994 144205.7 1519.0
13.094 145428.5 1525.4
13.194 146611.8 1531.6
13.294 147776.9 1537.7
13.394 148936.6 1543.7
13.494 150092.8 1549.7
13.594 151246.0 1555 6
13.694 152405.5 15616
13.794 153581.6 15676
13.894 154751.2 15735
13.994 155900.9 15794

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mAOD)    (m z)     (m)
14.094 1570434 1585.1

14.194 158163.6 1590.8

14.294 159285.4 1596.4
14.394 160415.9 1602.1
14.494 161600.1 1608.0
14.594 162970.7 1614.8
14.694 164535.5 1622.5

14.794 166194.0 1630.7

14.894 167802.5 1638.5
14.994 169448.9 1646.6
15.094 171292.8 1655.5
15.194 173160.6 1664.5
15.294 175054.6 1673.6
15.394 176965.4 1682.7
15.494 178936.6 1692.0
15.594 180945.4 1701.5
15.694 182937.5 1710.8
15.794 184944.0 1720.2
15.894 186997.1 1729.7
15.994 189091.5 1739.4
16.094 191196.7 1749.0
16.194 193340.1 1758.8
16.294 195524.2 1768.7
16.394 197770.5 1778.9
16.494 200135.9 1789.5
16.594 202506.4 1800.0
16.694 205126.9 1811.6
16.794 207594.2 1822.5
16.894 210035.7 1833.2
16.994 212556.6 1844,2
17.094 215084.3 1855.1
17.194 217583.1 1865.8
17.294 220126.8 1876.7
17.394 222710.4 1887.7
17.494 225370.0 1898.9
17.594 228029.7 1910.1
17.694 230649.5 1921.0
17.794 233356.7 1932.3
17.894 236311.6 1944.5
17.994 239547.3 1957.7
18.094 243331.8 1973.1
18.194 246909.8 1987.6
18.294 250589.3 2002.4
18.394 254450.0 2017.7

(;.2



Appendix G: Pipe Netx~ork \lodellin,..:

Coole pond dimensions

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mA OD)    (m z )     (m)
1.694 96901.3 1245.2
1.794 141687.9 1505.7
1.894 195437.4 1768.3
1.994 246649.6 1986.6
2.094 289249.2 2151.3
2.194 324067.8 2277.1
2.294 356200.3 2387.3
2.394 384856.6 2481.5
2.494 409912.0 2561.0
2.594 433728.6 2634.3
2.694 455724.8 2700.3
2.794 475970.2 2759.6
2.894 494231.0 2812.1
2.994 511029.0 2859.5
3.094 528055.6 2906.7
3.194 543984.2 2950.2
3.294 558900.3 2990.4
3.394 572592.4 3026.8
3.494 585723.7 3061.3
3.594 598575.8 3094.7
3.694 611807.1 3128.7
3.794 626831.4 3166.9
3.894 642828.5 3207.1
3.994 660584.1 3251.1
4.094 679873.5 3298.2
4.194 698615.7 3343.3
4.294 718492.7 3390.6
4.394 737999.4 3436.3

4.494 756183.3 3478.4

4.594 773303.7 3517.5

4.694 790061.2 3555.4

4.794 807649.1 3594.8

4.894 825022.2 3633.2

4.994 841383.1 3669.1

5.094 856651.6 3702.2

5.194 871351.3 3733.8

5.294 886119.2 3765.4

5.394 901578.5 3798.1

5.494 916537.2 3829.4

5.594 933665.5 3865.1

5.694 951108.5 3901.0

5.794 968925.8 3937.4

5.894 985158.5 3970.2

5.994 1000139.0 4000.3

6.094 1014261.1 4028.4

6.194 1028118.5 4055.8

6.294 1040838.0 4080.9

6.394 1052879.9 4104.4

6.494 1064283.5 4126.6

6.594 1075685.5 4148.6

6.694 1086597.5 4169.6

6.794 1097002.7 4189,5

6.894 1107158.8 4208.9

6.994 1117193.6 4227.9

Elevation Plan area Perimeter
(mAOD)    (mz)      (m)

7.094 1127122.2 4246.6
7.194 1137001.6 4265.2
7.294 1146920.2 4283.8
7.394 1156955.0 4302.5
7.494 1167677.7 4322.4
7.594 1178878.4 4343.0
7.694 1189820.7 4363.2
7.794 1200804.6 4383.2
7.894 1211845.8 4403.4
7.994 1222547.1 4422.8
8.094 1232915.4 4441.5
8.194 1243367.3 4460.3
8.294 1253739.3 4478.8
8.394 1264338.8 4497.7
8.494 1275586.9 4517.7
8.594 1286735.2 4537.4
8.694 1297506.1 4556.3
8.794 1307711.7 4574.2
8.894 1317779.4 4591.8
8.994 1327845.6 4609.3

9.094 1337940.6 4626.8

9.194 1348066.7 4644.3
9.294 1358277.6 4661.8
9.394 1368658.8 4679.6
9.494 1379163.6 4697.5

9.594 1389777.3 4715.6

9.694 1400490.8 4733.7

9.794 1411328.1 4752.0

9.894 1422303.9 4770.4
9.994 1433477.0 4789.1

10.094 1444817.9 4808.0

10.194 1456356.6 4827.2

10.294 1468152.7 4846.7

10.394 1480291.9 4866.7

10.494 1492802.6 4887.2

10.594 1505980.7 4908.7
10.694 1519189.3 4930.2

10.794 1532651.4 4952.0

10.894 1546493.6 4974.3

10.994 1560992.3 4997.6

11.094 1576223.5 5021.9

11.194 1591997.5 5047.0

11.294 1608532.7 5073.1

11.394 1625301.4 5099.5

11.494 1642557.3 5126.5

11.594 1660264.1 5154.0

11.694 1678376.2 5182.1

11.794 1696986.5 5210.7

11.894 1716377.0 5240.4

11.994 1736659.1 5271.3

12.094 1757814.3 5303.304

12.194 1779681.9 5336.189

12.294 1802001.7 5369.546

12.394 1824971.8 5403.661

12.494 1849331.1 5439.604

12.594 1873815.9 5475.496

12.694 1898310.6 5511.168

12.794 1923966.3 5548.284

12.894 1951532.6 5587.891

12.994 1980588 5629.335
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Garryland pond dimensions

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mAOD) (m z)     (m)
1.620 0.0 0.0
1.634 0.1 1.2
1.734 17.8 16.9
1.834 60.3 31.1
1.934 248.8 63.1
2.034 1985.5 178.2
2.134 3903.9 249.9
2.234 7123.8 337.6
2.334 14191.3 476.5
2.434 20175.9 568.2
2.534 26164.1 647.0
2.634 31696.3 712.1
2.734 36919.9 768.6
2.834 41983.1 819.6
2.934 47055.1 867.7
3.034 51738,7 909.8
3.134 56329.0 949.3
3.234 61168.9 989.3
3.334 65866.4 1026.6
3.434 70538,7 1062.4
3,534 75123.6 1096.3
3.634 79369.0 1126.9
3.734 83407.6 1155.2
3.834 87375.5 1182.4
3.934 91264.1 1208.4
4.034 95047.1 1233.2
4.134 98870,9 1257.7
4.234 102756.5 1282.2
4.334 106726.8 1306.8
4.434 111013.9 1332.7
4.534 115326.3 1358.4
4.634 119513.9 1382.8
4.734 123654,0 1406,6
4.834 127729.2 1429.6
4.934 131704.5 1451.6
5.034 135550.7 1472.7
5.134 139349,2 1493.2
5.234 143119.9 1513.2
5.334 146724.6 1532.2
5.434 150260.9 1550.5
5.534 153807.9 1568.7
5.634 157410,2 1587.0
5.734 161044.3 1605.2
5.834 164605.5 1622.9
5.934 168110.1 1640,0
6.034 171594.2 1657.0
6.134 175092.8 1673.8
6,234 178670.0 1690.8
6.334 182313.4 1707.9
6.434 185963.8 1724.9
6.534 189574.4 1741.6
6.634 193077.1 17576
6.734 196593.0 1773.6
6.834 1997403 1787.7
6.934 202817.4 1801 4

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mAOD) (m z)     (m)
7.034 205870.7 1814.9
7.134 208925.4 1828.3
7.234 211962.8 1841.6
7.334 214997.2 1854.7
7.434 218067.7 1867.9
7.534 221183.2 1881.2
7.634 224346.2 1894.6
7.734 227472.9 1907.8
7.834 230578.1 1920.7
7.934 233732.4 1933.8
8.034 236721.2 1946.2
8.134 239636.5 1958.1
8.234 242516,6 1969.8
8.334 245295.1 1981.1
8.434 248041.9 1992.2
8.534 250788,9 2003.2
8.634 253532.0 2014.1
8.734 256278.2 2025.0
8.834 259039.2 2035.8
8.934 261826.3 2046.8
9.034 264653.5 2057.8
9.134 267518.9 2068.9
9.234 270423.8 2080.1
9.334 273379.2 2091.4
9.434 276377.2 2102.9
9.534 279425.1 2114.4
9.634 282538.8 2126.2
9.734 285723.3 2138.1
9.834 288997.2 2150.3
9.934 292396.9 2162,9
10.034 295956.8 2176,1
10.134 299728,9 2189.9
10.234 303422.0 2203.4
10.334 307199,7 2217,0
10.434 310956.7 2230.5
10.534 314742.2 2244.1
10.634 318590.5 2257.8
10.734 322524.0 2271.6
10.834 326538.1 2285.7
10.934 330637.8 2300.0
11.034 334849.8 2314.6
11.134 339181.4 2329.6
11.234 343644.1 2344.8
11.334 348241.0 2360.5
11.434 352780.4 2375.8
11,534 357287.9 2390.9
11.634 361709.9 2405.7
11.734 366148.2 2420.4
11.834 370582.1 2435.0
11.934 375123.5 2449,9
12.034 379667.9 2464.7
12.134 3843752 24799
12.234 3890319 2494 9
12.334 393726.2 25099
12,434 398321,5 2524.5
12.534 403037.9 25394
12.634 4077949 25544
12,734 412514.5 25691
12.754 4134749 2572.1
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Caherglassaun pond dimensions

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mAOD)    (m 2 )      (m)

0.500 29773.5 690.2
0.514 30207.6 695.2
0.614 34577,5 743,8
0.714 40154,4 801.5
0.814 46588.9 863.4
0.914 53151.5 922.2
1.014 59481.9 975.6
1.114 66124.2 1028.6
1.214 72154.6 1074.5

1.314 77835.0 1116.0
1.414 83191.1 1153.7

1.514 88222.9 1188.1

1.614 93212.3 1221,2

1.714 98908.4 1258.0
1.814 104149.3 1290.9

1.914 108836.8 1319.6

2.014 113136.3 1345.4

2.114 117160.5 1369.1

2.214 120800.3 1390.3

2.314 124119.1 1409.2

2.414 127163.6 1426.4

2.514 129990.1 1442.2

2.614 132706.8 1457,2

2.714 135279.0 1471.2

2.814 137765.4 1484.7

2.914 140191.1 1497.7

3.014 142566.1 1510.3

3.114 144950.0 1522.9

3.214 147402.7 1535.7

3.314 149873.3 1548.5

3.414 152410.7 1561.6

3.514 155224.7 1575.9

3.614 158286,3 1591.4

3.714 161697.3 1608.5

3.814 165366.4 1626.6

3.914 169214.3 1645.4

4.014 173446.1 1665.9

4.114 178183.0 1688.5

4.214 183441.9 1713.2

4.314 189563.0 1741.6

4.414 195889.5 1770.4

4.514 201977.5 1797.7

4.614 208362,2 1825,9

4.714 214690.3 1853.4

4.814 221367.0 1882.0

4.914 227449.1 1907.7

5.014 233432.3 1932.6

5.114 239598.0 1957.9

5.214 246294.1 1985.1

5.314 253146.4 2012.5

5.414 260200.8 2040.4

5.514 267703.3 2069.6

5.614 276329.9 2102.7

5.714 284691.3 2134.3

5.814 293568.2 2167.3

5.914 302812.3 2201.1

Elevation Plan area Perimeter

(mAOD) (m 2 ) (m)

6.014 311819.0 2233.6

6.114 320932.9 2266.0

6.214 329637.4 2296.6
6.314 338697.1 2327.9
6.414 347930.9 2359.4
6.514 356372.7 2387.9

6.614 364648.6 2415.4

6.714 373356.8 2444.1

6.814 381847.3 2471.8

6.914 390069.9 2498.2

7.014 397956,6 2523.4

7.114 405762.8 2548.0

7.214 413858.0 2573.3

7.314 422142.3 2598.9

7.414 430198.9 2623.6

7.514 438133.7 2647.7

7.614 445914.2 2671.1

7.714 453735.7 2694.4

7.814 461080.7 2716.1

7.914 467910.3 2736.2

8.014 474593.8 2755.6

8.114 481237.0 2774.9

8.214 488002.6 2794.3

8.314 494791,3 2813.7

8.414 501460,4 2832.6

8.514 508177.0 2851.5

8.614 514646.8 2869.6

8.714 521241,0 2887.9

8.814 527841.2 2906.1

8.914 534527.0 2924,5

9.014 540972.0 2942.0

9.114 547337.5 2959,3

9.214 553709.6 2976.5

9.314 560137.6 2993,7

9.414 566433.4 3010.5

9.514 572658,5 3027.0

9.614 578847.3 3043.3

9.714 584908.4 3059.2

9.814 590959.2 3075.0

9.914 597011.5 3090.7

10.014 602889.6 3105.8

10.114 608756.6 3120,9

10.214 614559.3 3135,8

10.314 620301.2 3150.4

10.414 626038,2 3164.9

10.514 631857.9 3179.6

10.614 637687.9 3194.2

10.714 643499.0 3208.7

10.794 648162.9 3220.3
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RUNOFF MODELS

Runoff volume model

The following runoff volunle models are available in hl/bwork.v.

O Fixed - runoff losses after initial losses can be defined as fixed independent of

antecedent conditions. Only advisable for use with impervious areas, or pervious

areas where runoff does not vary significantly with antecedent conditions.

© Wallingford - The Wallinglbrd model is applicable to typical urban catchments in

tile UK. It uses a regression equation to predict the runoff coefficient depending on

the density of development, tile soil type and tile antecedent wetness of each

subcatchment. Runoff losses defined by:

PR = 0.829 PIMP + 25.0 SOIL + 0.078 UCWI - 20.7 etc

O

©

Q

NewUK - a replacement to the UK PR equation defined above ~,hich addresses

some problems:

tile old equation stated that PR remained constant throughout a rainfall event

irrespective of catchment wetness. Clearly tbr long duration storms Iox~er losses

towards tile end of the event may be significant in terms of urban drainage design:

Also, problems had been encountered in applyin,,~ the PR equation to partially

separate catchments and to catchments with low PIMP and low SOIL values.

SCS - a widely accepted model tbr predicting storm llow volumes from rural

catchments. Tile method is used in tile USA, France, Germany, Australia and parts

of Afi’ica. It was derived for rural catchments with unilbrm conditions. A simple

runoff model that allows lbr variation in the runoffcoefl]cient depending on tile

catchment wetness. The \vetness is updated during tile storm and tile runoff

coeflicient increases as tile catchment wetness increases. The catchment response is

described by txvo parameters: s/oraw’ delhi/1 ~ltl~l CglIC/IlllUlll II’UII1UA’.V ill~&’.V

t Iorton - Inliltration either on r)crvious surfaces or ori senli-pervious surfaces carl

be directly modelled using a w.lriant of the I lorion equation (! [el’ton. 1940). This is

(1.6
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an empirical formula derived from infiltronleter/small catchment studies and is

usually expressed as a function of time.

O Green-Ampt- Tile SWMM runoff model uses the Mein and Larson (1973)

implementation of the Green-Ampt infiltration equation. You define the following

three parameters to use this infiltration model: average capillary suction, saturated

hydraulic conductivity and initial rnoisture deficit.

O

©

Constinf- The Constant Infiltration Model allows you to represent an infiltration

drainage surface, such as a pertneable pavement, that has a constant infiltration loss

to groundwater. This infiltration loss is represented by the Infiltration Loss

Coefficient field in the runoff surface definition. In other respects, the Constlnf

surface acts in the same way as a fixed runoff surface. Thus not useful for this

application.

Homer - The Horner runoff volume model is used to determine net rainlhll on

urban subcatchments. The model was developed for use on impervious surthces in

medium sized subcatchments. The Homer model takes into account the decrease in

rainfall losses on impervious surfaces throughout the rainfall event via a loss

coefficient, Cp. Loss coefficient, Cp, is related to the ruggedness of roads, potholes

etc. Cp decreases with time and is not constant. Not relevant here.

SCS model

The basis of the SCS model is the continuity equation:

P = I< + F + Q            Eqn. G.I

where Ia = initial losses (ram), F = cumulative actual storage (rnm), Q = total runoff(ram)

and P = total rainfall (ram).

Along with the following relationship between rainfall, runoff and storage

F Q Eqn G "~-- __ ¯ o~

5; P - I,

where S = maximum potential storage.

The two equations combine to give the SCS model.

G.7
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(P - I<, )-~
(2 = lbr P_>l~, Eqn. G.3

P-I +S
d

The form of model has been adapted within the Wallingford software tbr continuous

simulation as fi~llows:

~z ") ’dQ = (P - I<, XP - i + _,s) dP
Eqn. G.4

dl (P- I, +,S’) dl

With numerical representation of the derivative per timestep as"

q (I’ s Xr s+_s)
Eqn. G.5

Where q = runoff over time step (111nl) and p = rainthll over time step.

The two parameters S and I~, are related by I~ = kS where 0<k<0.2

Many studies have suggested that SCS initial losses (k) value of between 0.05 and 0.1 -

usin,,~ 0.1       . The storage parameter is related to an index known as the Runoff Curve Number

(CN) which represents the combined inlluence of soil type, land inanagement practices.

vegetatiorl cover, urbarl developrnent and arltecederlt rrloisture corlditiorls on hydrological

response.

Routing models

The lbllowing routing models are available in Infoxxorks.

o Wallinglbrd Procedure

The llow is routed using two equal linear reservoirs in series, ~xhose routing

coefl]cient depends on rainfall intensity, contribulin,,.~ area and stlrl~lCe slope.

o l.arge catchmellt model

1he llow is routed rising t\vo eqtlal linear reservoirs in series. \xhose rotiling

coefl]cient depends on rainfall intensity, conlribuling ;.irea, and stlrl’;.lce slope as in

the Wallinelbrd~ model. "lhe sol’l\\ are also applies a timestep la,,~ and I’OUlillg. faclor

(1.8
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multiplier. Tile timestep lag and routing multiplier are functions of sub-catchment

area, ground slope and catchment length.

o Sprint

Tile flow is routed using a single linear reservoir, whose routing coefficient

depends on sub-catchnlent area, ground slope and percentage imperlneable.

o Desbordes

Tile flow is routed using a single linear reservoir, whose routing coefficient

depends oil sub-catchment area, ground slope, percentage impermeable, catchment

length, storm duration and storm depth.

© S\VNIlkl

The flow is routed using a single non-linear reservoir, whose routing coefficient

depends on surface roughness, surface area, ground slope and catchment width.

o Unit

The flov, is routed using a unit hydrograph. Time of peak flow and total runoff time

are either user defined or calculated from one of six built in methods.

Large catchment model

This model contains two elements that attenuate tile peak discharge from the single pipes:

routing coefficient multiplier and runoff shift time.

The routing coefficient multiplier is derived from:

K = (’~ .A.ki,s.k~ .L.k~

Where K = routing factor
"3

A = area of sub-catchment (ill-)

S = slope (m/m)

L = length (m)

Default values of coefficients are:

Ck = 0.03, ki = 0.030, k: = -0.228, k3 = 0.460
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The runoff time shift is derived from"

7" = ( ,..-t .l ~..s’.l 2. L .l 3

Delhult values of coefficients are:

Ct = 4.334, t~ = 0.009, t2 = -0.173, t3 = 0.462

Table G.I Conduit parameters for Owenshree river calibration.

Conduit ID

i.1

2.1

3.1

4.1

5.1

6.1

7.1

8.1

9.1

O.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

16.

17.

2.1

4 .1

4 .2

Cross-section Length u/s invert

(mm) (m) (mAOD)

d/s invert

(mAOD)

8000 x 2000 750 58.3 56.6

8000 x 2000 750 56.6 55.0

8000 x 2000 750 55.0 53.3

8000 x 2000 750 53.3 51.6

8000 x 2000 750 51.6 50.0

8000 x 2000 750 50.0 48.3

8000 x 2000 750 48.3 46.6

8000 x 2000 750 46.6 45.0

8000 x 2000 750 45.0 43.3

8000 x 2000 750 43.3 41.6

8000 x 2000 750 41.6 40.0

8000 x 2000 750 40.0 38.3

8000 x 2000 750 38.3 36.7

8000 x 2000 750 36.7 35.0

8000 x 2000 750 35.0 33.3

8000 x 2000 750 33.3 31.7

8000 x 2000 750 31.7 30.0

2000 x 2000 1 {){}{} 64.0 57.6

2000 x 100{} 50{1 60.0 56.6

2000 x 20{}{} 1(}{)0 58.0 56.0

2000 x 10{}{) 500 60.0 56.0

2000 x 20{}0 l{}(}(} 63.0 54.3

2{}{}0 x 1{){}{) 500 59.0 54.3
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511

51.2

611

61.2

711

71.2

811

81.2

911

91.2

1011

101.2

1lll

111.2

1211

121."

131.1

131.2

141.1

141 "~

151.1

151.2

161.1

161.2

171.1

171.2

2000 x 2000 1000 63.0 52.6

2000 x 1000 500 58.0 52.6

2000 x 2000 1000 61.0 51.0

2000 x 1000 500 58.0 61.0

2000 x 2000 1000 60.0 49.3

2000 x 1000 500 57.0 50.0

2000 x 2000 1000 57.0 47.6

2000 x 1000 500 57.0 47.6

2000 x 2000 1000 58.0 46.0

2000 x 1000 500 56.0 46.0

2000 x 2000 1000 56.0 44.3

2000 x 1000 500 56.0 44.3

2000 x 2000 1000 57.0 42.6

2000 x 1000 500 56.0 42.6

2000 x 2000 1000 56.0 41.0

2000 x 1000 500 55.0 41.0

2000 x 2000 1000 56.0 39.3

2000 x 1000 500 55.0 39.3

2000 x 2000 1000 55.0 37.7

2000 x 1000 500 55.0 37.7

2000 x 2000 1000 54.0 36.0

2000 x 1000 500 55.0 36.0

2000 x 2000 1000 54.0 34.3

2000 x 1000 500 54.0 34.3

2000 x 2000 1000 54.0 32.7

2000 x 1000 500 54.0 32.7
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Table G.2 Conduit parameters tbr final calibrated net~ork model.

Conduit ID

I .

~°

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.1

1.1

2.1

3.1

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

20.

Diameter Length u/s invert

(ram) (m) (mAOD)

d/s invert

(mAOD)

8000 x 2000 750 58.3 56.6

8000 x 2000 750 56.6 55.0

8000 x 2000 750 55.0 53.3

8000 x 2000 750 53.3 51.6

8000 x 2000 750 51.6 50.0

8000 x 2000 750 50.0 48.3

8000 x 2000 750 48.3 46.6

8000 x 2000 750 46.6 45.0

8000 x 2000 750 45.0 43.3

8000 x 2000 750 43.3 41.6

8000 x 2000 750 41.6 40.0

8000 x 2000 750 40.0 38.3

8000 x 2000 750 38.3 36.7

8000 x 2000 750 36.7 35.0

8000 x 2000 750 35.0 3:.:

8000 x 2000 750 33.3 31.7

8000 x 2000 750 31.7 30.0

8000 x 2000 750 30.0 28.3

8000 x 2000 750 28.3 26.7

8000 x 2000 750 26.7 25.0

circHhlr 1@~’

21.1 2000 500 25.0 17.5

22.1 2000 500 17.5 12.0

23.1 20()() ! O0 ! 2.0 10.0

Black.2 2()0() 50 10.94 10.0

24.1 12()() 80 10.0 t).8

25.1 20()() 10() 9.8 ~).6

26.1 2()0() 500 ~).6 0.0
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27.1               2000 500 9.0 8.0

28.1 2000 100 8.0 7.8

Cox’. 1 2000 50 8.6 7.8

29.2 980 80 7.8 7.75

30.1 2000 100 7.75 7.7

31.1 2000 750 7.7 7.6

32.1 2000 750 7.6 7.5

33.1 2000 100 7.5 7.45

34. ! 3000 100 7.45 7.4

35.1 3000 750 7.4 7.3

36.1 3000 750 7.3 7.2

37.1 3000 750 7.2 7.1

38.1 3000 750 7.1 7.0

39.1 3000 750 7.0 6.9

40.1 12000 x 3000

tr~)ezoidalopenchamTel(OTT 1.’1)

1500 6.9 6.8

circularl)q)e

Coole.2             2200 300 !.694 1.694

G42.1 2200 300 1.694 1.694

Garrvland. 1 2200 100 1.62 1.61

G43.1 2200 300 1.61 1.6

Coole. l 1800 500 i.695 1.65

G42.1 1800 200 1.65 1.6

43.1 2500 750 1.6 1.3

44.1 2500 750 1.3 1.0

45.1 2500 750 1.0 0.65

46.1 2500 200 0.65 0.3

47.1 2500 100 0.3 0.0

48.1 2500 100 0.0 -0.05

49.1 2500 200 -0.05 -0.1

50.1 2500 750 -0.1 -0.2

51.1 2500 750 -0.2 -0.3

52.1 2500 750 -0.3 -0.4

53.1 2500 750 -0.4 -0.5

G.13



Appendix G: Pipe Network Modelline

54.1 2500 750 -0.5 -0.6

55.1 2500 500 -0.6 -0.7

56.1 2500 200 -0.7 -0.8

RIVER BAI.I.YCAItAI.AN

BO.1

BI.I

B2.1

B3.1

B4.1

B5.1

B6.1

8000 x 2000 750 36.0 33.0

8000 x 2000 750 33.0 30.0

8000 x 2000 750 30.0 27.0

8000 x 2000 750 27.0 24.0

8000 x 2000 750 24.0 21.0

8000 x 2000 750 21.0 18.0

8000 x 2000 100 18.0 17.0

circularl@e

B7.1 3000 100 17.0 8.0

RIVt!R BI!A(~It

X0.1

XI.1

X2.1

X3.1

X4.1

8000 x 2000 750 39.0 38.0

8000 x 2000 750 38.0 37.0

8000 x 2000 750 37.0 36.0

8000 x 2000 750 36.0 35.0

8000 x 2000 750 35.0 34.0

circularl@e

X5.1 2000 650 34.0 30.0

X6.1 2000 650 30.0 26.0

X7.1

X8.1

xg. 1

Xl0.1

Xll.1

X12.1

X13.1

8000 x 2000 750 26.0 25.5

8000 x 2000 750 24.5 23.0

8000 x 2000 750 "~-’ _-~.0 ~1.0

8000 x 2000 750 21.0 18.5

8000 x 2000 750 18.5 17.5

8000 x 2000 750 17.5 15.0

8000 x 20()0 750 15.0 12.0

circular/ripe

X 14.1 2(/(1(I 750 12.0 9.0

(;.14
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